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Abstract 
Civil engineers are increasingly called upon to design according to codes of practice 
which are foreign, or otherwise unfamiliar to the engineer. Some form of 'tool' to aid such 
engineers in the safe and effective use of unfamiliar codes, is therefore highly desirable. The 
argument presented in this thesis, is that a specialised 'knowledge-based system' (KBS) can 
be successfully constructed in order to provide various sons of insights into the design 
methods used in certain codes of practice. 
Three key ideas were used in the implementation produced during the research: the 
development of a novel set of complementary 'facilities' for examining the design methods 
used in codes; the support of comparison between the examination of two different codes; 
and ensuring the system's representation of codes and their examination, could be made 
readily comprehensible to engineers by using familiar human language phrases. 
Seven different facilities were developed in the research, including: the ability to 
view the codes installed in the system in a form close to a human language (such as English 
or French); the ability to perform parts of a code-based design procedure to various levels of 
detail; and the ability to inspect the interdependences of design parameters within codes. Use 
of these symbolic and numerical methods could provide the engineer with the information 
required to understand how and why an unfamiliar code would specify surprising, or 
otherwise unusual design parameters in some particular situation. They could also be used in 
a more exploratory fashion, with t1ie same broad aim of greater understanding of an 
unfamiliar code. 
A KBS is a sophisticated computer program that uses the idea of processiilg 
knowledge information. A characteristic feature of KBSs is that one of their primary 
components is a 'knowledge base' - a store of human expertise. The KBS built in this 
research, • COPES " used an existing abbreviated form of the reinforced concrete (RC) beam 
design codes as its knowledge base. In particular, it contained 'procedural knowledge'. 
COPES was implemented using conventional computer systems and progranuning 
languages (pascal and FORTRAN on a Sun workstation). This is in contrast to most 
contemporary KBSs, which are often built using a 'shell', or an unconventional declarative 
programming language such as Prolog. One reason for this choice was that COPES used 
parts of previous computing work done with RC beam design codes, that had also used 
conventional computing techniques. However, our research did cover an investigation into 
the prospects for an alternative approach using a modem expert system shell. (It was 
confirmed that such an approach was generally less suitable in this particular application.) 
The COPES system proved to be a useful prototype 'toolbox' of various procedural 
knowledge extraction operations, which could help an engineer's understanding of an 
unfamiliar code of practice. To provide a practical system, the various explanatory methods 
developed could potentially be incorporated into an overall CAD (O>mputer-Aided Design) 
environment, or alternatively, wrapped up in a more sophisticated interactive program. 
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Introduction 
The main objective of this research was to build a computer program to help civil 
engineers understand foreign codes of practice - and hence, use them with greater safety, 
security and efficiency. Due to the increasingly international nature of the civil engineering 
industry, engineers are required to work with foreign codes more frequently. 
Unfortunately, at the start of such construction projects it is unlikely that the average 
engineer will be familiar with more than his own native code. This could have significant 
implications for the design to be produced. As full an understanding of a code as possible is 
required to ensure a safe and secure design. But learning to use a new code is a difficult 
task. The development of some sort of aid for engineers, implemented on a computer and 
produced using recently developed techniques, was thought to be worthy of serious study. 
The work described in this thesis was done as part of a research contract with the 
SERC, entitled 'Applying expert system techniques to EEC and Eurocode codes of practice 
for reinforced concrete'. The contract was to use 'expert system' (see below) techniques 
applied to an existing 'knowledge base' (see below) of the procedural parts of certain codes 
of practice (developed as part of earlier, separate project), to develop a specialised expert 
system to help engineers understand, use and compare British and overseas codes. 
Three key ideas were central to the implementation produced as the main result of 
the research based on this contract': 
• TIle development of a novel set of complementary facilities for processing the 
existing representation of the procedural knowledge in codes of practice, to enable 
an engineer to explore an unfamiliar code; 
• The support of comparison between the examination of two different codes done 
using these facilities; and 
• Ensuring the system's representation of codes and the results of the facilities were 
made readily comprehensible to engineers, through the use of familiar human 
language phrases. 
A 'knowledge base' is a collection of human expertise, experiences, facts and OIher 
forms of knowledge, that can be comprehended by both other humans and by certain 
computer programs. Such computer programs are called 'knowledge-based systems' 
'Noce!hat where we talk about 'explore' or 'examine' when describing the key features of our system in !he 
following points, we actually favour !he word 'analyse'. But this term already has a well-accepted meaning 
in engineering and we accept that there could be some confusion if it was used here instead. However, since 
our worlc has nothing to do with that son of analysis (complementary to design), we do use 'analysis' to 
describe the general function provided by the facilities of our system, laler in the bulk of the thesis. 
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(KBSs). A currently predominant form of KBS is the 'expert system'. Expert systems 
attempt to model human expens in various narrow domains of knowledge. 
The existing code representation (and resulting knowledge base) we used was that 
recently developed by Case [IF, as pan of his work on making CAD (computer-aided 
design) programs independent of specific codes of practice. His notation could represent 
the 'procedural knowledge' of design codes, and so his implementation ofvarious design 
codes could be treated as a 'knowledge base' of code design methods. (Procedural 
knowledge is in contrast to 'declarative knowledge', which is the form more commonly 
stored explicitly in knowledge bases.) 
Codes of Practice 
In any country, design codes of practice specify the generally accepted requirements 
for the construction of good-quality structures. But the degree to which engineers are 
expected to comply with the local codes, varies between countries. Although codes 
generally apply to a specific area of engineering, most are large and complex documents. 
They are very carefully structured in presentation, but they usually remain hard to 
understand for various reasons. For example: the information that they contain is presented 
in a rich variety of detailed technical and (semi-) legalistic formats; each country usually has 
its own different set of design codes; and also, codes are sporadically revised and updated 
- sometimes extensively. All these complications can cause severe problems for engineers 
involved in designing with foreign codes. 
There are other situations which may require engineers to use codes that are 
unfamiliar, apan from foreign contracts. For example, engineers sometimes have to review 
existing structures' designs - perhaps before extensions, or other changes can be made. 
These structures' designs may have been based on editions of codes that have become 
superseded and significantly outdated. Perhaps for a less experienced engineer, such codes 
will be as unfamiliar as a foreign code would be. These unfamiliar codes' methods need to 
be understood properly if a high quality (or even, at least, safe) new design is to be 
achieved. Our work could be relevant to helping engineers with all unfamiliar design codes. 
For contractural reasons, and being based on an existing knowledge base, our 
research concentrated on those codes that apply to the design of reinforced concrete (RC) 
continuous beams. But the work does have potential application in other areas where 
similar types of code exist. The structural steel design codes are one example. 
1 For an earlier and less detailed description of this wcrl;. but more accessible, see A1lwood and Case [21. 
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The complete set of codes used in the development of, and actually implemented in 
our system were: CP 110:1972 (UK) [3], ACI 318-77 (USA) [4], AS 1480--1974 
(Australia) [5] and IS:456--1978 (India) [6]. But note that these are really just examples of 
the codes that could actually be implemented using the same methods. It would be a 
relatively simple procedure to extend the codes repenoire of the system to include any RC 
beam design code, including the current UK code in this domain, BS 8110: 1985 [7]. 
Codes as a knowledge base 
The main reason for the system's expandability in this respect was that our research 
used previous work done by Case [1]. His work with CAD for RC continuous beams 
required 'condensing' the codes of practice that apply to their design, by using a specially 
developed symbolic notation. This condensed form of codes' requirements enabled a 
computer to process the information that they contained. Using codes in this form, Case's 
method enabled CAD programs to readily design according to any implemented code. His 
method was based on the fact that the complete design procedure for an RC beam can be 
broken down into two types of steps. First, there are steps that must be executed in 
accordance with the requirements stated in the appropriate code of practice that is currently 
in force. Second, there are universal steps that do not depend on any code, and are 
therefore the same in any country. 
Case determined that there were in general, twelve steps of the first type. He 
devised the notion of 'tasks' which represented those steps. (The tasks thus hold a 
condensed version of the full code of practice design information.) Tasks were written in 
his special compact notation, so that they could be read by both a human engineer and a 
computer (ie. a CAD program). The notation is a type of simple specialised computer 
programming language (see chapter 2). Figure 1 shows an annotated example of this 
notation. It is written in the form of a task, but does not represent one of the twelve design 
steps of the proper tasks. It is also not meant to do anything panicularly useful. We use it 
here (and later in this Introduction) only to show how our system operates with tasks and 
extracts the information they contain. Proper tasks are much more sophisticated. 
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This 'pseudo-task' calculates Young's modulus (E) from the stress 
(f) divided by the strain (e), and then determines the larger of 
this E and the static modulus of concrete (Ec). It takes as input 
values: e, ff and Ec; and returns Emax and E as output values. 
Emax is the greater of E and Ec. It is NOT one of Case's 12 tasks. 
e, f, Ec 
E - fie 
E > Ec 
Emax = E 
Gellhe input vallU!s 
Calclllate YOlUlg's modulus 
Is E greater IItanEc? 
N Emax = Ec 
E is grealer - assign illo Emm 
Ec is grealer - assign illo Emm 
EXIT in mode 1 with Emax and E Relurn Emax 4< E (ignore 'mode I') 
Figure I - A 'pseudo-task' in Case's notation for code of practice design information. 
Codes of practice have often been cited as potential 'knowledge bases', or 'stores of 
collected human knowledge' - for example, see [8, 9,10, Ill. We noticed that Case's 
collection of tasks formed a ready-made code of practice knowledge base. They contained 
the essential procedural knowledge infonnation about design requirements, which had been 
derived from real codes. Potentially, different sons of 'explanation' of this information 
could be obtained from the tasks by the application of various information extraction 
techniques. In particular, it was thought that some of the relatively novel ideas and 
techniques used in 'knowledge-based systems' might be useful to gain access to the stored 
information. When appropriately presented and used, this information would be useful to 
an engineer who wanted to design with confidence using an unfamiliar task. It might help 
him understand the design methods used in the task. explaining how and why a code would 
specify its particular requirements. Given the potential to understand isolated tasks, we can 
generaIise this to include the sets of tasks that make up a complete code. Hence the system 
would be useful in understanding an unfamiliar code. 
Methods for analysing tasks 
So, a KBS was conceived that would consist of a set of complementary methods 
for analysing the procedural knowledge contained in the tasks. These would be 
implemented as a set of 'analysis facilities' of a system. Another key attribute of the system 
would be to support the results of the analyses of two different codes to be easily compared 
in various ways. This would allow the comparison of an unfamiliar code with one the 
engineer was more familiar with, which is an especially good way of promoting 
understanding. 
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The main types of methods for analysing tasks provided by the facilities developed 
in this research included: 
(a) Showing a ('pidgin') English language version of the abbreviated tasks; 
(b) Allowing (a) in French, and potentially other European languages; 
(c) Enabling the engineer to perform pan of a beam design with numerical values; 
(d) Enabling the engineer to examine the precise step-by-step procedure of a design; 
(e) Showing the sensitivity of design parameters to changes in other parameters; 
(f) Showing how any result produced by a task depends on any parameter. 
The sorts of results produced by some of these methods, when applied to the 
pseudo-task shown in figure I, are shown in the following figures 2 to 6. These illustrate 
the ideas to be developed later in this thesis, when the actual exercise of designing RC 
beams will be considered (with the real tasks). These serve now to provide a miniature 
overview of the work. 
6 
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START OF TASK. 
Calculate Young's modulus (E) from the stress (f) divided by the strain 
(e) • 
If Young's modulus (E) is greater than the static modulus of concrete 
(Ec) , 
then the larger Young's modulus (Emax) becomes Young's modulus (E). 
If not, then the larger Young's modulus (Emax) becomes the static 
modulus of concrete (Ec). 
Stop task operation here; mode 1 - no significant mode information. 
END OF TASK. 
Figure 2 - The pseudo-task 'translated' into pidgin English. 
Input values: 
e ~ 0.001 
f - 25 (N/mm2) 
Ec ~ 30000 (N/mm2) 
Execute the task ... 
Output values: 
Emax - 30000 (N/mm2) 
E - 25000 (N/mm2) 
(mode - 1) 
Figure 3 - Executing the pseudo-task' s instructions with numerical values. 
Input values: 
e - 0.001 
f ~ 25 (N/mm2) 
Ec - 30000 (N/mm2) 
Start of step-run of current task. 
E - fie 
»»> Calculation result: 25000 
IS E > Ec 
»»> No. 
N Emax 
- Ec 
»»> Calculation result: 30000 
End of step run of current task. 
Output values: 
Emax ~ 30000 (N/mm2) 
E - 25000 (N/mm2) 
(mode - 1) 
Figure 4 - Executing the pseudo-task' s instructions step-by-step. 
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Input values: 
e - 0.001 
f - 25 (N/mm2) 
Ec - 30000 (N/mm2) 
Sensitivity check for this output parameter: 
E (Young's modulus) 
Plain value = 25000 
INPUTS 1 PLAIN VALUES 1 NEW VALUES 1 NEW OUTPUT 1 DIFFERENCES I' DIFFERENCE 
e 
f 
Ee 
0.001 1 
25 1 
30000 1 
0.00101 1 
25.25 1 
30300 1 
24752.47 1 
25250 1 
25000 1 
-247.52 1 
250 1 
o 1 
-0.99 
1. 00 
0.00 
(What has been done here is each input value has been increased by J% and the task executed again for each. 
to produce a new output WJiue for E. This WJiue of E is then compared with its 'pJain' WJiue of 25000. to 
giw the 'differences'.) 
Output values: 
Emax - 30000 (N/mm2) 
E = 25000 (N/mm2) 
(mode = 1) 
Figure 5 - Examining the sensitivity of a design parameter to changes in others. 
Input values: 
e = 0.001 
f - 25 (N/mm2) 
Ec - 30000 (N/mm2) 
Dependency check for this parameter: 
E (Young's modulus) 
E - fie 
E is calculated from. the stress (f) divided by the strain (e). 
f is an unchanged input parameter. 
e is an unchanged input parameter. 
Output values: 
Emax - 30000 (N/mm2) 
E - 25000 (N/mm2) 
(mode = 1) 
Figure 6 - Examining the interdependences of a design parameter. 
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Expert systems as a type of knowledge-based system 
As mentioned earlier, expert systems are one popular form of KBS. They are 
programs which can process captured human knowledge by a method involving the 
inference or reasoning of (for example) facts and rules. These are derived either from a pre-
existing internal set of facts or rules, or from a working knowledge store which is updated 
as new information becomes known. Both of these may be considered to make up a 
system's knowledge base. 
From the external point of view of the user of an expert system, using one has 
similarities to a consultation with a human expen on the same subject (partly hence the 
term 'expen system'.) A familiar dialogue of this type is the medical consultation one made 
between a patient and his doctor - there are many examples of this type of interaction in 
engineering too. So for this and other reasons, expen systems are currently undergoing 
intense study in various civil engineering applications (for examples, see [12, 13, 14, 15, 
16]). 
Although a fairly new type of program, expert systems (and other knowledge-based 
systems) may be constructed using entirely conventional languages and computers. This 
approach is generally not favoured by most expert system builders though, as the 
alternatives available often make development much easier and quicker (see below) [17]1. 
But it is the method that we used to build the codes of practice system described herein. By 
keeping to a conventional approach, the re-use of existing computer systems and program 
modules was made much easier. This was a primary requirement in the research, in order to 
fully exploit Case's work and use his substantial existing programs. 
There are two other currently more favoured methods for building expert systems. 
One is by the use of relatively unconventional programming languages, such as Prolog [19, 
201 and Lisp [21, 221. These often have associated progranunmg 'environments' or 'tool-
kits'. which generally require expensive, specialised powerful computen to be used 
effectively. Even the less sophisticated implementations of these languages tend to be 
relatively cumbersome and inefficient, compared with conventional languages - especially 
where many numerical operations are required, as in engineering for example. The other 
favoured method is the use of an 'expert system shell' [23.241. 
Shells are especially popular on personal microcomputers and worlcstations. But 
they can also be found across the whole range of types of machines, right up to 
11bere is a recent move towards more conventionally based implementations however, for practical (non-
research) systems at least - for example, see [181. 
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mainframes. A shell consists of an otherwise complete expert system program, but which 
has an 'empty' knowledge base. To produce a working system, 'all' that is required is that 
the knowledge base be filled with the appropriate knowledge for the domain required, 
encoded and correctly arranged for the particular shell. Although this step is the only main 
one required to build a working system from a shell, it is generally the most difficult part of 
building any expert system [25). 
A shell was not used as the main development vehicle in our codes of practice 
application, for two main reasons. Firstly, an eminently suitable knowledge base already 
existed in the form of Case's tasks. No existing shell used this notation to store knowledge. 
Secondly, shells are generally poor at handling the large amounts of numerical and other 
procedural processing that was expected in this engineering design domain. However, 
because shells have been found to be an effective development and prototyping tool for 
many expert system projects, their possible usefulness in our codes application was not 
totally ignored. Although the main system produced as a result ~f this research was not 
based on a shell, a shell's potential worth was investigated nonetheless - partly to verify 
our decision to use a conventional implementation approach (see chapter 5). 
General points 
The main product of the research was originally envisaged to be a specialised 
computer program in the form of an expert system (or at least contain essentially expert 
system methods), using Case's tasks as a knowledge base. Hence the program built was 
named by the acronym 'roPES', for Cedes Of Practice Expert System - and this name is 
used to refer to the program throughout the rest of this thesis. Actually, as will become 
clear, roPES turned out to be rather less like other expert systems than was originally 
expected. (Note that our contractural objective was to only apply expert system techniques 
to the explanation of foreign codes.) For example, the familiar model of a human expert 
consultation was not used in the roPES system (but it might be a possible area for the 
system's later development), and it also did not 'reason'. 
roPES was used in a fashion much more like most conventional programs. It was 
based on a fixed set of 'facilities' accessed by a system of 'menus', rather than consulted 
within a dialogue of questions and answers. Also, although the system performed no 
explicit 'reasoning' processes using the knowledge in its knowledge base, processes based 
on those also used in logical inference were performed. The system does still have many of 
the characteristics of typical expert systems, but ultimately, the final system is now more 
appropriately described as a 'knowledge-based system' - although the original acronym 
has stuck. The fundamental reason for its KBS status is that is is centred on a well-defined 
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and separate knowledge base: Case's tasks. And finally, note that we only claim a 
knowledge-based system approach to the research presented in this thesis. 
As pan of the work devoted to making the system produce readily comprehensible 
forms of the stored codes and their analysis, the system included a simple, but effective, 
language independent user interface. Although further work would be required on the 
existing user interface to make the COPES system useful in the field, the current version 
has shown that relatively simple techniques can make the system and its facilities usable by 
engineers who do not speak English. For example, the system produced could be used with 
a French user interface, as well as the standard English one. 
The research may also be valuable to those with a more general point of view. Seen 
from such a perspective, it was an investigation into novel methods of extracting 
information from an already-existing knowledge base. The implementation used both 
techniques from KBS research, and more conventional computing technology. The 
knowledge base of tasks was also unusual because it contained procedwa/ information. 
That is, information of the form of step-by-step instructions, decisions and calculations. 
Previous KBS work has generally avoided concentrations of knowledge in this form (17)1. 
The main reason for this is that procedural knowledge is hard to process using logical 
inference, because there can be a conflict of two conttol flows involved - the inference 
flow and the procedural flow. But our research has shown that a KBS approach is a 
valuable addition to the armoury of computing techniques available to the civil engineer, 
who often requires such knowledge to be processed in his domain. 
A /uU description 0/ the COPES research 
The chapters that follow in this thesis are grouped into two pans. COPES was a 
highly inter-disciplinary project, and this structure is panIy an attempt to reconcile its 
diverse nature. The chapters making up pan I form the central arguments that this work is 
intended to present. They include: a description of the problem domain and the technology 
behind a solution, including the various methods of processing the procedural knowledge 
contained in the tasks; the COPES program from the point of view of an engineer using it; 
and a comparison with an expert system shell implementation. Part n is conocmed with 
some of the more important technical details of the system. It contains descriptions of how 
the major modules of the system were arranged and how they actually work. This part will 
be especially useful to researchers who may wish to extend and develop our work. 
IProceduraI information is important in all KBSs to varying degJeCS, but they genctally c:oncentJate on the 
complementary IkclQTati~ form of infamation - such as that contained in independent. logical rules. See 
chapIer 2 for comments on procedUJ1ll knowledge in general; or when within expert systems in panicular, 
see [26, 271. 
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The problem in detail 
1.1 INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM DOMAIN 
1.1.1 The problems of using unfamiliar codes of practice 
From whatever country of origin, codes of practice are usually very complicated 
documents. They also tend to become larger and larger with each revision. In some 
countries, there is even movement towards combining existing codes into publications with 
a wider coverage!. Additionally, codes are becoming more open-ended documents. That is,-
they leave more detailed decisions up to the designer [1]. All these factors add up to make 
documents which are really quite hard to understand - especially for the average engineer 
having to use an unfamiliar one for the first time. 
There are already publications designed to supplement the infonnation provided in 
codes. For example, see one of the 'handbooks' for CPllO [31]. These handbooks give 
more detailed explanations of the codes that they are based on, together with practical 
worked examples. Understanding even one code of practice, to a reasonably full and 
responsible degree, is still hard, but a handbook is seen as a useful aid by many engineers. 
To understand aforeign code for its safe and effective use though, is usually very 
difficult Ignoring possible language barriers, the main reason for this is that the foreign 
code may use unfamiliar methods and concepts compared with codes that the engineer is 
already experienced with. Potentially these could have significant hidden side-effects. Even 
an appropriate handbook maybe unobtainable or otherwise unavailable2. Similar problems 
exist if an engineer must use any sort of unfamiliar code - outdated editions of local 
codes, for example. 
1.1.2 The problems of understanding unfamiliar codes of practice 
From the previous section, we have seen that there exists a vacancy for some sort of 
'tool' to aid those engineers who must use foreign and unfamiliar codes of practice - and 
hence must wulersrand them to use them correctly. By understanding a code, we mean that 
the engineer needs to understand a code's methods and requirements. He needs to know the 
limitations and degrees of flexibility of those methods, so that he can predict the sorts of 
!For example, the British code CPI 10 [3) covered the subjects previously covered by the Ihree separate 
codes CPI 14 [28). CPI IS [29) and CPI 16 [30)- which were divided according 10 the materials they 
applied 10. 
21n fact, it appears that most codes do not have handbooks. 
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designs that use of the code will result in, under various circumstances. But what form 
should a tool to aid such an understanding take? 
Of course there is more than one implementation option for such a tool. One might 
suggest some form of 'super-handbook' perhaps, containing collected 'abstracts' of a set of 
codes, or just their main methods. A human expert advisory service is another option. But 
an obvious and more practical choice these days, is a solution implemented on a computer. 
This was the route we chose in our research, but let us consider any implementation for a 
moment. 
One option for the provision of helpful information about an unfamiliar code is the 
'passive' approach. The existing code handbooks provide this sort of help. An alternative 
and more ambitious approach would be an 'active', or rather, inJeractive tool. Such a tool 
might provide an engineer with various types of information in response to a 'query' of 
some sort posed by him. The query (or 'enquiry') might be a question about how a 
particular code performs in some situation - a 'what-if?' question. Or alternatively, the 
engineer might question the precise steps specified by a code for some design, in order to 
understand the engineering principles behind a given design procedure. He needs to 
'analyse!' the code's design steps. Numerous fonns of 'analysis query' are imaginable. 
One might visualise an advanced system which could respond to such queries in a 
manner similar to that that might be provided by a human codes of practice expert. The 
engineer might enter into a 'natural (human) language' dialogue with such a system, in the 
form of an expert consultation session. A less ambitious system might consist of a fixed 
collection of 'analysis facilities'. These could each provide specific types of answers to the 
engineer's questions in a more resuicted, but nonetheless useful form, by letting the 
engineer examine a code's dynamic operation and static details, in various ways. In 
addition, provision could be made to support the direct comparison of the results of such 
examinations for TWO different codes. The comparison of something familiar with 
something not so well understood is a normal way of increasing one's understanding. This 
less ambitious approach was the type of system that we conceived as attractively practical. 
!NOIe the fOOlnDle canment made early in the Inuoductioo concerning the term 'analyse' in the cootext of 
this thesis. It should not be confused with the conventional notions of 'analysis' in the cootexl of design. 
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1.2 CODES OF PRACTICE 
1.2.1 What exactly are codes of practice? 
In any country, codes of practice describe what is considered to be good practice in 
the work area in question. The most important actual meaning of 'good practice' is 'safe'. 
The particular codes to be used for a construction project are specified Bl the design stage. 
In the UK, codes do not generally have the force of law, but supplement the building by-
laws. On the other hand, codes issued in other countries may have the force of their law. 
The United States' building codes are one such example. 
In general, each country has its own standards institution which is responsible for 
publishing that country's codes of practice. In the UK, codes of practice are publications 
issued occasionally by the British Standards Institute (BSn. Often, one country's code for 
some particular subject, may be heavily influenced by another country's. For example, in 
some significant areas the Indian code for the use of plain and reinforced concrete [6] is 
very similar to the UK's code for the structural use of concrete [3]. 
The various relationships between different countries' codes can often be very 
complicated. The reasons for this may be more due to the politics involved, rather than pure 
engineering. It is quite rare to find entirely different specifications or recommendations 
given though. This is panly explained by the fact that although the various standards 
institutions are independent organisations, they natwally communicate their methods and 
ideas to each other. Also, ultimately of course they are all working with physical materials 
and laws of nature thBl are Blleast very similar (if not exactly the same) in any country. 
Hence if, for example, an engineer designs an RC beam according to two different codes, 
the required reinforcement according to the two codes is likely to be quite similar. 
Codes generally cover quite a large range of any particular subject area. The exact 
coverage depends on the particular standards institution involved. To get some feel for the 
typical coverage of current codes of practice, we can simply examine their titles. For 
example then, some codes' titles in the domain of the design of concrete structures, are l : 
'The structural use of concrete'; 'Concrete structures code'; 'Code of practice for plain and 
reinforced concrete'; 'Building code requirements for reinforced concrete'; and 'The design 
of concrete structures' . 
IThese are taken from I/le British CP110-1972 [3]. American ACl318-19n [4]. AusuaIian ASI480-1974 
[51. Indian 1S456-1978 [6], and New Zealand NZS3101-1982 [32] codes. respectively. 
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Modern codes are often large and complicated documents. Their contents are 
presented in a sophisticated fashion, more akin to legal documents than engineering ones. 
They contain a huge quantity of highly detailed and structured infonnation, shown in a 
miscellany of fonnats. Although the basic fonnat is a natural human language (such as 
English for the British codes), even this is arranged in a highly specialised and adapted 
form. The structure is a rich, both broad and deep hierarchy of sections and subsections. 
Other formats for the information they contain include tables of various forms, lists, single 
values, ratios, equations, dimensions, other symbolic representations of physical 
quantities, diagrams and graphs. Much work has been done in recent years by the various 
code publishers to improve the presentation of all this infonnation. (For elUllllple, compare 
the British code CP 110 [3] with one of its predecessors, CP 114 [281.) 
A particularly important point to note in the context of our research is this: each code 
represents the collected experience of a part of the whole engineering profession. This 
collection of physical and man-made laws, rules of thumb and just plain facts, is a classic 
archive of human knowledge. In the jargon of artificial intelligence, codes are (potential) 
knowledge bases l . 
1.2.2 Codes or practice in use 
As pointed out above, any two codes from different countries are probably quite 
different in at least some areas. The engineer must be made aware of the important 
differences that exist between the codes he has to use. Any differences in the methods used 
in diffezent codes may be crucial near the boundary and limit conditions of a design. 
Sometimes those differences may have significant, but unforeseen consequences. Safety, 
or at another extreme, fmancial factors could be compromised under certain circumstances. 
Codes are occasionally revised and updated. The recommendations are changed to 
varying degrees: perhaps to correct known errors; introduce new research results or 
methods; or just to improve and clarify the presentation of the existing information. With 
each of the major revisions, codes seem to get longer and longer too. 
Sometimes engineers must use old and outdated codes. If an existing structure 
needs repairs or an extension, this may require the engineer to review the old design -
which may have been based on such a code. Since the engineer may be unfamiliar with 
these codes (or perhaps at least, less well practiced), this is another situation where he must 
understand an unfamiliar code. 
IOthers have also nOled this - see, for example, [8,9, 10. Ill. 
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Hence codes of practice may be difficult to wholly comprehend, even when the 
code is not a foreign one. For foreign codes, the problems are simply compounded. 
There already exist 'tools' to aid the understanding of some codes of practice. These 
are the code 'handbooks' or 'commentaries'. These books may be produced by the original 
code's authors, or completely independently. They are wrinen with the intention of filling 
out the bare bones of a code's requirements specifications, perhaps with full examples of 
the practical use of the code. Of course they have nothing to do with the understanding of 
foreign codes per se. They only attempt to explain the one local code of practice. However, 
they are seen as extremely useful by many engineers. If one can be obtained for a foreign 
code that must be used, they could be a useful tool to understanding that code. But few 
codes actually have handbooks in fact, and a foreign language barrier may also be a 
problem. The mere existence of code handbooks also serves to indicate the complexity of 
modem codes. For examples of code handbooks see [31, 33, 34]. 
1.2.3 The codes used in this research 
As mentioned in the Introduction, our research was contractually obliged to 
concentrate on the codes applying to RC continuous beam design as used by Case. These 
codes are listed in figure 1.1. (The full references of these codes are respectively; CPllO 
(3), ACI318 (4), AS1480 (5), and IS456 [6].) It is emphasised though, that our research 
is valid for other codes of a similar form. Such codes include the other types of concrete 
construction codes, and the structural steel design codes, for example (see section 6.3.2.4). 
Code number Country of origin First year of publication 
CPllO United Kingdom 1972 
ACI3l8 United States 1977. 
AS1480 Australia 1974 
IS456 India 1978 
Figure 1.1-The codes used in the COPES researchl. 
I NOIe IhaI codes of practice are usually referred 10 simply by their reference number. such as 'CPIIO·. 
However. a fust pubUcation year suffix is sometimes added 10 give a more precise reference, such as 
·CPIIO-I972·. The convention used in Ibis lhesis is IhaI codes are only ciLed in full wilb the year suffIX 
where necessary or useful - but usually wilboutlbe year. 
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1.3 REINFORCED CONCRETE DESIGN 
For the purposes of this thesis, a full treatise on the design of reinforced concrete is 
inappropriate. There exist a number of good texts on the subject, for example see the 
references [35, 36, 371. However, for a convenient background reference herein, some of 
the key elements of RC design are outlined in this section - and in panicular, the design of 
RC beams. 
A fundamental point to note is that the design of any RC member must be done 
according to the code of practice locally in force. (But as mentioned previously, the degree 
of power of enforcement which any code has claim to, depends upon the particular country 
involved.) This means that any reasonably useful text must describe the subject with respect 
to the code (or codes) that it uses. In general, books base their descriptions on a single local 
code. For example, the three references to RC design cited above, base themselves on 
British, North American and Australian codes respectivelyl. However, although the 
detailed design methods are generally described with respect to an appropriate code of 
practice, much of the theory and practice is of a more fundamental and hence, universal 
nature. Therefore it is applicable to design in any country. 
1.3.1 Reinrorced concrete basics 
Plain concrete is an apparently attractive material for construction, due to its 
durability, cost and ease of use. But its actual usefulness is fundamentally restricted by the 
fact that its tensile strength is only about 10 per cent of its compressive strength. However, 
in combination with the complementary structural properties of steel, steel reinforced 
concrete (RC) is a widely used structural material. 
Because of the low tensile strength of concrete, RC structures are designed on the 
assumption that the reinforcement must carry all the tensile forces involved. Wherever 
tension does Occur, the concrete will crack. This cracking will not affect the safety of the 
structure - providing that there is adequate reinforcement, and that there is a good bond 
between the reinforcement and the concrete. The cracking must also be not so severe that 
the embedded reinforcement is exposed to corrosion, as this would soon severely weaken 
the structure. 
Compression and shear force resistance is largely provided by the Concrete itself. 
But supplementary compression and shear reinforcement may also be required. 
lCPllO-l972 [31. ACI3l8-l977 [4] and ASl480-l974 [5J. 
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There are various grades of concrete available, conesponding to various strengths. 
The grade number is effectively the concrete's strength in N/mm2 (Newtons per square 
millimetre), which is measured in a cube-crushing test. 
Reinforcement steel is also available in various strengths, and also in various 
shapes. The basic shape is the circular cross section bar, and various sizes are available. 
The diameter of the bar is of course the most important factor which governs the reinforcing 
strength, given a required length and chosen steel strength. In general, a fixed set of 
.standard bar diameters are available. Different countries may have different sets of standard 
bars and this causes an additional problem for any designer working on a foreign contract. 
Codes of practice are generally geared to the bar sizes available in their own country of 
origin. Case had to take this into account in his work with RC design (see [I]). 
1.3.2 Design & analysis 
There are two key factors that a engineer must consider when designing a civil 
engineering structure: 
• The structure must remain safe under the worst possible loading conditions; 
• Under normal loads, the defonnation of the structure's members should not 
detract from the performance, durability or appearance of the overall structure. 
These requirements must be met even though it is difficult to predict the precise 
loading and strengths of the materials involved. Three basic methods have been developed, 
using the concept of 'safety factors': 
• The permissible (or working) stress method; 
• The load factor method; 
• The limit state (or ultimate strength) method. 
These methods are fully described in the various texts available (for example, see 
reference [35]). Suffice it to say here that the third method, the limit state method, is 
nowadays used more frequently than the other two. Most current codes of practice therefore 
use this method to specify how to design safe concrete members. 
The limit state method of design is done by applying partial safety factors, both to 
the loads and to the material strengths. These factors can be varied in magnitude SO that they 
may be used either with the plastic conditions in the ultimate state, or with the the more 
elastic stress range at working loads. This flexibility allows it to overcome many of the 
disadvantages of the other two methods listed above. 
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The aim of successful design is to determine a structure that will achieve and 
maintain its planned use. If a structure becomes unfit for its intended use, it is said to have 
reached a limit state. The two factors that a designer must adhere to, listed at the stan of this 
section, correspond with the two principal types of limit state. They are the ultimate limit 
state and the serviceability limit state, respectively. Generally, the two most important 
serviceability limit states in RC structures are concerned with the deflection of the members 
and cracking of the members. There may also be other limit states. These may include such 
factors as durability, vibration and fire resistance, for example. The relative importance of 
each limit state will vary according to the nature of the structure. The usual procedure of the 
designer however, is to decide which is the crucial limit state for the particular structure 
under consideration, and base the design on this. 
An RC structure is an assemblage of beams, columns, slabs and walls, connected 
rigidly together to form a frame. Each member of the frame must be capable of resisting the 
forces acting on it The determination of these forces is therefore a vital part of the design 
process. It is called the analysis! of the structure. An exhaustive analysis is usually very 
difficult, but simplified calculations of an adequate precision can often be made. 
The analysis of a structure begins with an evaluation of all the loads carried by the 
structure. The structure's own weight must also be taken into account. Many of the loads 
may be variable, in magnitude and position, and all possible arrangements of the loads must 
be considered in critical areas. The forces in each member can then be determined. For all 
but the most simple of cases, this is a complicated process. The problem is mostly due to 
the quantity of calculations that must be done. Hence the analysis of structures is an ideal 
candidate for the use of modem digital computers, and this application is described more 
fully in section 1.4. 
The loads on a structure can be of two types: 'dead'loads and 'live'loads. Dead 
loads are those which are normally permanent and constant during the life of the structure; 
the structure's own weight, for example. Dead loads can be calculated quite accurately, in 
principle. But the problem is that the final constituents of the complete structure are 
obviously not specified at the design stage - for they are what the engineer is trying to 
design! Hence there is a need for a preliminary design stage, in order to produce initial 
estimates for the dead loads. Live loads are those which are transient and variable in 
magnitude; traffic and wind, for example. Live loads are also known as 'imposed' loads. 
They are more difficult than dead loads to determine accurately. In many cases, the designer 
!Not 10 be confused with the usual meaning of 'analysis' in this thesis (which is concerned with the 
examinalion of design methods within codes for the purposes of understanding). 
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must rely on past experience - either his own, or that recorded in the appropriate code of 
practice. 
To calculate the total load on the member, the various loads must be combined. As 
well as the basic loads themselves, the various partial safety factors for each must be taken 
into account. The code of practice being used will give the safety factors to be used for the 
various valid load combinations. 
Knowing the loads imposed on the members, it is possible to calculate the bending 
moments, torsional moments, shearing forces and axial forces in each member. To do this, 
an elastic analysis is generally used. However, because to a small extent RC is a plastic 
material, a small amounl of redistribution of the elastic moments is sometimes allowed. The 
code of practice will give specific information on when and how this can be done. 
When a structural analysis has been done, the next step is individual analyses of the 
various members, in order 10 finally determine their reinforcement requirements. This stage 
is more mathematically intense than any of the others, and so is the most complicated. The 
largest parts of the texts concerned with RC design will be on this 'sectional analysis'. 
Many of the ideas involved are fundamental, but there is more than one route to the final 
answer of the required reinforcement Codes wiU specify the method selected by their 
authors, and hence different codes specify different methods. The reader is referred to the 
more specialised lexts for further details of sectional analysis (see [35, 36, 37]). 
Once the sectional analysis has been done, the SC'lViceability requirements are often 
the final step in the design procedure. The serviceability of a structure or section is the same 
as the second main design consideration stated al the start of this section, and is a 
significanllimit state. Serviceability calculations are often based on empirical results, rather 
than on rigorous calculations. A code may or may nOI specify serviceability requirements, 
depending on the code's authors' decision. 
1.3.3 The complete RC beam design process 
The complete design of RC beams consists primarily of producing the layout of the 
reinforcement in the members which will adequately resist the ultimale bending moments, 
shear forces and torsional moments involved in a given situation. Additionally, 
serviceability factors must be considered so that the beams wiU perform satisfactorily under 
working loads. Because it is difficult to separate these two criteria, the complete design 
procedure consists of a series of interrelated steps and checks. The procedure is an iterative 
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one. Figure 1.2a below, summarises the complete design procedure as a simplified flow 
chart and shows these features. The overall sequence of design stages though, is this: 
(I) Preliminary analysis and sizing of the members; 
(2) Detailed analysis of the members and design of reinforcement; 
(3) Serviceability checks. 
Note from figure 1.2a that certain steps of the design of an RC beam will be 
dependent upon clauses in the code of practice currently in force. Figure 1.2b shows a 
more detailed view of the beam design procedure, with the code of practice-dependent steps 
made explicit by references to the appropriate clauses of the code (in this example, CPI 10 
[3]). The relationship between codes and the generic design procedure was an important 
factor in Case's work and hence ours too - see below. 
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Simplified RC beam design flowchart 
Set initial data I 
Elastic analysis & 
moment reduction 
Bending 
reinforcement 
design 
I Resize I 
Bending • 
reinforcement 
details 
Check span/depth 
ratio 
+ 
Shear 
reinforcement 
design 
, 
Shear 
reinforcement 
details 
, 
Serviceability 
checks 
~ 
, 
Design completed 
Figure I 2a - A simplified flow chart represenlalion of the beam design procedure 
. (adapted from f J)). 
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CPll0 
CLAUSE 
RC beam design flowchart with respect to CP11 0 
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~ .., 
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! 
3.2.1 DetaUed analysis 
3.3 Bending moment & shear lorce envelopes 
! 
3.3.5 Bending reinforcement deSign 
3.1 Steel grade 
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3.11.6 Local bond & anchorage I ~ N 3.11 Bending reinforcement details • 
A ~ L 3.3.8 >- Check span/effective depth 
! 
3.3.6 Shear reinforcemenf 
3.11 Design & detailS 
! 
Appx. A3 Calculate crack widths (H required) 
! 
Appx. A2 L.... Calculate deflections (H required) 
I FI:'SH I 
... 
Figure l.2b - A flowchart representation of the beam design procedure with respect to 
CPI /0 (adaptedfrom /35]). 
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1.4. COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN OF REINFORCED CONCRETE BEAMS 
1.4.1 Conventional CAD 
As has been noted in the previous section, the structural design of RC members has 
long been recognised to be suitable for a computer application. 1be iterative nature of the 
design process, and the large amount of repetitive calculations involved, are particularly 
strong hints that this is so. Therefore, there are many computer-aided design (CAD) 
programs on the market One example is ABDULl [38]. An interesting comparative 
evaluation of such programs is available [39]; and see Bensasson's review [40] for more 
general comments. 
The principle of operation of these design programs is this. The engineer will first 
enter the initial conditions and constraints into the program, in the fonn of a set of 
numerical values called the 'input data'. This data might include such parameters as the 
concrete and steel strengths. The program will then execute the design procedure, which 
will be similar to the ones shown in figure 1.2. A resulting set of values will be produced, 
called the 'output data'. These will represent the required specifications of the designed 
member, including the amount of reinforcement required, for example. 
When a computer program designs a member like this, it must of course, be 
designed according to the local code of practice in force. More precisely, it must conform to 
the appropriate code of practice as defined in the specifications for the particular 
construction project involved. This is taken into account by the program's author(s), as 
some of the steps of the design procedure are dependent upon, and therefore derived from, 
an appropriate code of practice. The steps that are derived from the code are therefore 
usually just another pan of the rest of the program's executable programming statements. 
So it is often hard to distinguish between the parts of a design program that are derived 
from a code of practice, and those which are universal - even for a trained progranuner or 
engineer. 
Conventional design programs are usually written to design beams according to a 
single, fixed, code. This inflexible approach leads to at least two problems. Firstly, such 
design programs may only be used for structures to be built according to the single 
implemented code. Hence the programs' use for foreign contracts, or others where a 
different code is required, is severely limited. They can only be used where the contract 
allows for design according to the single implemented code. Secondly, codes are updated at 
1 ABDUL was used by Case as the main existing CAD program convened 10 use his method. It could be 
used in turn, 10 apply the results of our own research (see section 6.3.2.3). 
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inegular intervals, for various reasons. Amendments may simply be small corrections, or 
changes in the accepted notation, or even alterations of the accepted methods used in the 
code. Often the changes can be very significant, so that any program based on the old code 
must immediately become obsolete. New programs must be written, based on the new 
code. This task is almost always very costly as design programs are large and complex 
pieces of software. 
1.4.2 New approaches to CAD 
Case [1, 21 overcame the problems of conventional CAD and codes of practice, by 
suggesting a method by which design programs could be made independent of codes -
until a particular design was actually carried out His method used a condensed form of 
code of practice that was comprehensible to both an engineer and a design program. This 
contained the essence of the code of practice-specific parts of the complete design 
procedure, written in a specially developed notation, or 'language'. Case called these 
condensed portions 'tasks'1. In principle therefore, a design program can have access to a 
'library' of codes that are based on these tasks. (And Case showed that this idea did indeed 
work in practice.) 
When a design program using the tasks method is instructed to design a beam 
according to one of the implemented codes, the operation is this. As in a conventional 
design program, the engineer will enter some input data. But he will also choose which 
code the program is to design according to. The program will then execute the design 
procedure. The steps of the procedure that are universal and do not depend on any code, 
will be executed normally, as they are part of the main program's programming statements. 
However, where a step that must be executed is derived from a code, that step's 
instructions are obtained from one of tasks. (The sets of tasks available are stored in the 
computer alongside the design program itself.) The tasks represent those steps that depend 
on a code's requirements. When the whole procedure has completed, the design program 
will output its results as normal. 
This method of making design programs independent of codes of practice has not 
yet reached wide acceptance at the time of writing2. But it was of fundamental importance 
to this research, as it provided a readily available store of codes of practice that could be 
understood by both humans and computers. It should also be noted that the products of our 
IAn example 'pseudo-task' was shown in figure I, but see section 2.2 Cor a full explanation oC the tasks and 
Case's work. 
2A1though lha1 is not 10 say it has been ignored entirely - for example, the Ministry ofTranspon has 
expressed an interest in its application Cor a new computer system for managing the maintenance of roads 
(which could also use the additional benefits our work, because of our use oC Case's basic work). 
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research might prove to be an additional positive factor for using Case's form of codes. We 
have demonstrated and developed their flexibility funher still. The method and its 
relationship with this research, is more fully described in section 2.2. 
Finally, it should be noted that almost all CAD design programs, including those 
that use or might use Case's tasks, are effectively 'black boxes'. That is, once the program 
has been supplied with its initial input data and has commenced its design process, the 
engineer must often just sit back and take a purely passive role until the design is 
completed. However, when the program finishes and outputs its results, the engineer must 
actually be very careful to not just accept the design without some check that the program 
has produced a correct design. This action is easier said than done; There is much current 
debate about the outcome of a program's unsafe (or otherwise bad) design being blindly 
accepted by a professional engineer. The problem could be eased if design programs were 
made more open and accessible to the engineer. The COPES research did not address this· 
problem directly, but as will become clear, it could actually be quite useful in this context 
1.5 WORKING TOWARDS A SOLUTION 
As was noted in section 1.1, this chapter has been about two sets of problems: the 
problems of using unfamiliar codes of practice; and the problems of how 10 actually 
understand unfamiliar codes of practice - perhaps through the use of a new 'tool'. Before 
this description of the problem domain is ended, the following sections mention some of 
the reasoning behind the development of COPES as a solution to these problems, together 
with some of the broader aspects of our research and its context with other fields. 
1.5.1 Practical 'explanation' of unfamiliar codes of practice 
Some first ideas on what the explanation of codes of practice should entail included 
that the process should be a detailed 'clarification'. This might be implemented as a practical 
and dynamic 'demonstration' of their contents in action. An engineer should be able to ask 
'how' and 'why' of a code's methods and design requirements. Perhaps there should also 
be a way of highlighting or summarising the differences between a familiar and unfamiliar 
code. The problem of what is meant by an 'explanation' or 'understanding' is a rather 
philosophical one. Savory [40 makes some interesting comments regarding the sorts of 
explanation that expen systems in general should provide. His paper is a useful starting 
point for getting into this subject. However, we wanted to be less theoretical than this in the 
first instance of our research. 
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In order to understand what engineers required of our proposed system, some 
practising engineers were interviewed, following the disoibution of a questionnaire (see 
[42]). The questionnaire summarised the subject and approach of our research, and 
requested information about the practical experiences of the engineer in dealing with foreign 
codes of practice. Through the use of such direct questioning, together with provocative 
discussion in the following interviews, we wished to understand how engineers currently 
used and understood unfamiliar foreign codes. They were also asked about what they might 
require in a system like that we were proposing. 
One problem with this type of exercise is that one only obtains information about 
what engineers think they might require. This may be rather different to what is actually 
required in the system, let alone what is practicable. Even so, some worthwhile information 
was gathered. Four key points came out about the system; it must aim to: 
• Make codes readable in any implemented human language (at least, in eff~t); 
• Direct or guide the engineer to the information that will solve his problem; 
• Summarise that information; 
• Be usable in conjunction with a full CAD environment 
What we did not get out of our interviewees were the precise types of ways of 
examining codes that might help them to understand those codes. For these, we had to use 
our own ingenuity and judgement (see chapter 3). Hence the system would be very much 
an experimental and explorative one. As has been mentioned earlier, ultimately we d~ed 
to develop a system that would offer a fixed set of complementary 'explanation tools', or 
'analysis facilities', to examine codes in different levels of detail. These would use various 
complementary methods to process the procedural knowledge held in Case's tasks. The 
background technology for this approach, is described in detail in the following chapter 2; 
and the methods that actually formed the core of the research are discussed in chapter 3. 
1.5.2 Related fields 
The envisaged 'toolbox' system mentioned above, and the t~hniques required to 
develop it, are related to other fields for a variety of reasons. First, the methods used would 
apply readily to other forms of codes of practice. This includes both civil and other 
engineering codes. (But especially those similat to the RC beam design codes, where a high 
degree of numerical and procedural processing was required - for example, other concrete 
construction codes and steel construction codes.) 
As was pointed out in section 1.2.1, codes can be viewed as knowledge bases -
structured stores of human knOWledge. So a more general view of the central task of our 
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research could be: the production of an explanatory interface to a knowledge base'. This 
son of system is very topical, as are the more conventional automated explanation, tutoring 
and other 'help' type computer systems. (For example, see [43,44,45)). Also, the 
explanation of how an expen system came to anyone of its conclusions is a vital 
component in a useful and usable system (see [46,47]). No user should accept the advice 
of a computer-based 'expen' without it being able to offer an explanation of its reasoning. 
Also, the field of KBS is by definition, centred on the processing of knowledge bases. One 
of the main parts of this process is the search for, and extraction of the knowledge stored in 
a knowledge base (see section 2.3.3.2). A similar process could be useful in a code of 
practice explanation system, and hence the initial attraction of a KBS approach. 
The large umbrella field of information retrieval is also related. The techniques used 
in conventional systems for interrogating large databases of information, are steadily giving 
way to more sophisticated 'intelligent' retrieval mechanisms - see [48, 49]. A 
sophisticated information retrieval of some son, from a codes of practice knowledge base, 
was what was envisaged for the COPES system. 
Codes contain much of their knowledge in a procedural, step-by-step form, like a 
recipe with decisions (albeit a sophisticated and perhaps, iterative one - for example, see 
section 1.3.3.) The processing of primarily procedural /cnowledge, as opposed to pure 
procedural instructions2 is a rather neglected area; also, most KBSs are mainly concerned 
with the processing of 'declarative knowledge' [I7]. By definition, this type of knowledge 
does not directly contain procedural information. (Although it is generally required to some 
degree in all expen systems, as supplementary control information for the inference process 
- see [501 and section 2.3.3.2.) See section 2.3.1.1 for our distinction between 
procedural and declarative knowledge; for other comments made on procedural knowledge 
in the literature, see [26, 27, 49,511. 
The proposed explanation system would have to cope with the diverse presentation 
formats used in codes of practice, or at least a subset of them. This would require a 
combined symbolic and numerical processing ability3. This is rarely found in conventional 
computer systems. They tend to be directed at, or based on, one of these forms of 
processing or the other, rather than both. 
lA little more precisely: • ... explanatory interface 10 a highly procedural knowledge base' - see below. 
2By 'procedural insUuctions' we mean things like the instructions carried by conventiooal procedural-
algorithm programs, which do not express knowledge as such (although this can be a rnauer of opinion -
see section 2.3.1.1). 
3 An even more ambitious system might include the ability 10 process graphical information. Although this 
would be an expected area for further worlc on COPES (see section 6.3.2.2), it was IlOl pan of the current 
system. 
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Finally, work has also been done elsewhere on codes incorporated into expen 
systems, panicularly for automated code cor{ol7TUJrlce checking (for example, see [52,9, 
10]). That is, the production of computer systems which can automatically check that a 
given engineering design will comply with a given code of practice. Although code 
confonnance work is not directly related to the explanation of codes per se, it does include 
some similar ideas. Codes, or pans of codes, that can be understood by both humans and 
computers must also be used in these systems. Such systems must also be able to process 
the same diverse forms of knowledge that the COPES research must work with. Hence 
work in this area is an interesting comparison, and was a useful source of general ideas for 
our own work. 
Automated code conformance work may also be viewed as alternative approach to 
the overall problem of engineers using codes in design. It would seem to avoid the problem 
of engineers having to 'understand' a code of practice in order to use one. However, the 
problem with the conformance checking method, is that the checking procedure is done 
'blindly' by the machine!. There is only minimal input from the engineer. The engineer is 
not required or expected to understand the process at all. This is in fact, a rather undesirable 
situation, especially for a supposedly professional engineer. Such questions as 'Who is 
liable in the event of a mistake?' must be considered. Hence COPES, or a system with 
similar goals, is not made redundant by such programs. They could both have a place in the 
engineer's toolbox. 
1 Although 10 be fair, some explanalOry feroback is usually provided in these SYSlClllS - especially !hose 
based on an expert system approach. The capability of self-justification (self-explanation) is a primary 
requirement of any good expen system (see section 2.3.2). Remember lOO, it is similarly considered a mm 
of a good human expen. 
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Background to a solution 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Following a literature survey, it was conf1ItIled that there had been some work 
done in the field of codes of practice as knowledge bases, as it was an established 
suggestion that they could be used as such [11, 53]. But it was a relatively small amount 
and there were no repons found of any work done on the explanation of codes of practice, 
using a knowledge-based or expen system approach. Typically, these other systems 
perfonned an automatic check of a design to see if it conformed to a code's requirements 
[52,9, 10]; but other, similar systems have also been described [8]. (Conformance-
checking systems were mentioned in section 1.5.) 
Hence there is no directly related work in this domain to be described in any detail 
as background material (and our work would therefore appear to be quite novel). But the 
following sections describe the two main subject areas that fonn the background technology 
behind the COPES system: the 'tasks' fonn of codes of practice; and knowledge-based 
(and expen) systems. 
2.2 COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN MADE INDEPENDENT OF CODES 
The w<rl: done by Case on making CAD programs independent of single: codes of 
practice has already been introduced in section 1.4. This section is devoted to an overview 
description of his tasks method. For the complete definitive description of the work though, 
including how to produce new sets of tasks from different codes, see [I]. 
2.2.1 Overview or method 
After identifying his twelve basic code-dependent 'tasks' (see Introduction), Case 
had to choose a method of representing them so that: (I) a CAD program could interpret 
their contents; and (2) they were easy to produce for the system by any reasonably 
proficient engineer. He came to the conclusion that a specially developed !lOCation should be 
used. This notation was a 'problem-oriented language' (POL). That is, it was a type of 
notation rather like a very simple specialised computer programming language. The notation 
was relatively easy' for an engineer to produce from an original code of practice, with only 
elementary computer programming experience required. 
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The basic operation of his CAD method based on these tasks was as follows. (See 
figure 2.1 below.) Any code of practice rt{juired to be available to a design program, must 
first be transformed into the tasks format. That is, an engineer must extract the parts of a 
code of practice that apply for each of the twelve tasks (taking into account that occasionally 
some tasks were not rt{juired by some codes), and record those parts in the POL notation. 
Once this procedure had been done, the set of tasks produced for each code was made 
available to the design program. Note that this process was required only once for each 
code. Once the tasks had been incOJporated into the system, they were always available for 
designing with. 
In practice, before the raw new tasks were placed in the computer, some 
intermediate steps were required. First, although the notation that the tasks were written in 
was in principle understandable by a computer, as well as the original human author, the 
tasks were in fact transformed into a 'compiled form' for interpretation by the design 
program. This was mainly due to the increased performance it gave to the CAD system. 
The compilation process was performed by a special utility program. Secondly, the newly 
compiled tasks were first tested using a simple test program. This safety feature trapped 
many of the errors that are always likely to creep in using any form of special notation. 
After the tasks had been compiled and tested. they were placed in a single file, one file per 
code of practice, and then made accessible by the design program. 
The design program could either be a new one written from scratch to use the tasks 
method, or it could be an adapted existing program. Case showed that both alternatives 
were possible. He adapted the established ABDUL beam design program [38] to use his 
method; and he also wrote a simple design program from scratch, based on the tasks 
methodt. The principle used in both implementations was this: the steps of the complete 
design procedure that were specified in the code of practice currently in force, were 
obtained from the appropriate task; the other design steps were wrinen into the design 
program itself (as in conventional CAD programs). Hence, the user of such a program 
could easily select which code to work with, and the program would use the appropriate set 
of tasks for that selection in any subsequent design. 
The compiled form of the tasks was processed by a separate 'module' (or group of 
program routines) to the rest of any design program using the method. This module was 
called the task 'Interpreter'. It executed the design instructions contained in the tasks. It also 
IThere was a slight complication here: Case's 'simple design program' used the simplijled method for 
calculating moment and shear coefficients, that is fOWld in some codes, but not all. Tasks I and 2 defmed 
the code-dependenl pans of the simplified method. So. because ABDUL performed a full analysis (within its 
own limitations), it did IlOl use these 2 tasks of any code, and nor would any similar p-ogram. These tasks 
are thus rather specialised. 
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provided the interface between the generic design pans of the CAD program and the tasks. 
That is, it handled all the transfer of the design parameters between the design program and 
each of the tasks it needed. The autonomy of the Interpreter was an important asset of 
Case's method. It meant that it was relatively easy to add to existing design programs, to 
conven them to use the tasks method. 
Any 'new' code of practice was easily added to the design program's repertoire - ' 
for example. a different country's code, or the new edition of a code already implemented. 
Simply a new set of tasks were produced from the new code, and these were added to the 
system in the way outlined above. The ease of this procedure, and the effectiveness of the 
tasks' use by a CAD program, were the key successes of this research. 
Preparation of codes - once only for each code 
Amendments 
Original code 
POl task 
translator Compiled 
tasks 
P OL tasks 
Compiled 
task tester 
Test 
conpi 
Bd 
led 
tasks 
During design 
New code file EJ 
DBta 
Input 
CODES OF PRACTICE FILES 
INTERPRETER 
~ ...... --.. --.-------------
DESIGN PROGRAM I-_-I~~ Design output 
Figure 2.1- Overview of Case's CAD method using the POL tasks. 
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2.2.2 The tasks & the design process 
The twelve generic tasks are summarised in figure 2.2. Note that tasks are generally 
referred to by their 'task number' (as shown in that figure), rather than by their full English 
descriptions. 
Potentially, each country's code could contain requirements that would have to be 
transformed into one of these tasks. However, often a code did not specify requirements 
for one or more of the operations covered by the tasks (for example, tasks 10 and 1I were 
not in ACI318 [4]). In such cases, 'dummy' tasks were used, simply set to do nothing if 
they were called by the design program. (For COPES, it meant certain tasks were not 
available in some codes.) 
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The 12 generic tasks 
Task 1 
• InHialise the parameters for the analysis of a beam using the shear force and bending 
moment coefficients (si~IHied method). 
Task 2 
• Calculate the shear force and bending moments for a span using the simplHied 
method of analysis. 
Task 3 
• Calculate the reinforcement restrictions for a span. 
Task 4 
• Calculate the restrictions upon the detailing of reinforcement for a span. 
Task 5 
• Calculate the required area of IongHudinal reinforcement for a section of a beam H the 
section is (a) rectangular; or (b) tee or ell shape wHh hogging moment. 
Task 6 
• Calculate the required area of IongHudinal reinforcement for a section of a beam H the 
section is tee or ell shape wHh sagging moment. 
Task 7 
• Calculate the required amount of shear reinforcement at a given section in a span. 
Task 8 
• Set up the limits upon the serviceability checks for a span. 
Task 9 
• Calculate the maximum permissible span'depth ratio for a span. 
Task 10 
• Calculate the maxlrTIJm permissible slendemess ratio lor a continuous span. 
Task 11 
• Calculate the maximum permissible slenderness ratio for a cantilever. 
Task 12 
• Calculate the actual crack width for a span. 
Figure 22 - Summo.ry of the 12 generic tasks. 
The complete procedure for designing an RC beam was discussed in section 1.3. 
As mentioned there, some ofthose steps may depend on a code of practice's requirements, 
depending on the code currently in force (see figure 1.2b). The tasks were designed to 
represent the design insttuctions for these 'code of practice design steps'. Figure 2.3 shows 
a form of the design process used by a design program using Case's methodl . It shows an 
example of exactly how the tasks fit into the adapted CAD process. 
lit actually shows the use of the simplified method, where tasks I and 2 are used - see fOOlllOle referred 10 
in section 2.2. J. 
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Design Program I Tasks (code of practice) 
START 
Code ot 
Choose code 01 practice Prac1ice 
Read standard bar sizes ' ; ~ BaraJ 
,j. 
Read dala lor beam 
~ 'I I: Initialise the 8IIalysis paranlel9rs I 
• 
I 
Repeat for at spans J:t 2: Calculate sheer forces snd bending 
l 
Repeat lor al spans m 3 & 4: Initialise lhe bar detailing parameters 
~ t -Repeallor all spans and supports S & 6: Calculate the requirBd emount of 
l f/exursl steel 
Detail bar paIIerns lor all supports and 
midspans 
~ Repea1lor al spans 
.. 
Repeat tor each tenth point in the span ~ 7: Design the shear ,einforr:ement 
.. 
I 
I 
SekIcIthe required number and spacing I 
I 01 ... I 
I 
I 
I 
• 
I 
I 
Repeat tor .. span. r;::t 8: initialise ..vit::HbiIity fWlUitwrNmts I 
: , I Repeat for al spans t!l 9: Calculate permissble spanldepth ratio 
: 
Check span/depth ratios I I 
.. 
I 
I 
Repeat for al spans ~ fO: Calculate permissible slenderness ratio I 
.. 
Check slendemess ratios 
.. ; 
Repea1for al spans I;!I t2: Calculate actual cradc width I 
Check c:rad< widths 
! 
END 
Figure 23 - Aflow chan representation of the simplified beam design procedure 
slwwing the use of the tasks. 
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Case implemented a number of RC beam design codes from various countries. In 
the COPES research, four of his codes (sets of tasks) were used, as mentioned in section 
1.2.3. But note especially though, that any code implemented in the tasks form could be 
used by the COPES system (more than these four are already available in the tasks form). It 
was the basic tasks method that COPES was developed to be applied to, and not any 
particular codes of practice. This has a number of imponant benefits. For example, 
wherever a CAD system was set up to use the tasks method of code-independent design, 
COPES could potentially be applied to that system in some form; also, an established 
'library' of codes existed at the time COPES was developed, saving much effort in the 
production of such a 'knowledge base'. 
2.2.3 The POL language 
This section is especially important as it gives an introductory description of the 
notation used to represent code of practice knowledge in the tasks used by COPES. (Note 
that the definitive description is given in [IJI.) The notation used to represent the code of 
practice requirements in the tasks was a 'problem-oriented language' (POL). Hence the 
notation is generally referred to as the 'POL form', and this term will be used throughout 
the rest of this thesis. A POL is simply a specialised notation in the form of a simple 
computer programming language, geared towards a specific domain: in this case, the design 
of RC beams. 
For the purposes of the following description, the reader is referred to figure 2.4 
which shows a complete task written in the POL notation. This is presented in anticipation 
of the description of the various parts of this notation below, but note that it does /lOt use 
every feature of the notation. The task is number 7 ('Calculate the required shear ratio ') for 
the UK code CPIIO (3). As a first remark on the task, note that lines starting with an 
asterisk (*) are comments for human readers and not parts of the task's instructions. Also 
note that each line represents a separate instruction, and design parameters are written as 
approximations to their code of practice symbols (see section 2.2.3.2). 
1 Sce also appendix 4 herein for a concise UlChnical defmition of the POL language. 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
SET Vu,bw.h,bcov.~s.fcu and tyv 
dRh-bcov 
~'-lOO·As/(bw·dl 
LOOK 1n table 5 for vc with feu and A' 
IS v>vc 
Y shrat-bw*(v-vc)/(O.87·fyv) 
N shrat-O 
EXIT in mode 1 with shrat 
TABLE 5 
0 20 25 30 40 
0.25 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.35 
0.50 0.45 0.50 0.55 0.55 
1.00 0.60 0.65 0.70 0.75 
2.00 0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95 
3.00 0.85 0.90 0.95 1. 00 
END 
TASK FOR THE SHEAR RATIO - CPIIO-1972 
FIND vc AS IN TABLE 5 CPIIO 
CALCULATE THE REQUIRED SHEAR RATIO 
TABLE 5 FROM CPIIO 
Table 5 P 29 
Figure 2.4-Task 7 o/CPl 10 as an example/or the description o/the POL notation. 
2.2.3.1 POL statements & the structure of tasks 
The POL fonn of a task consists of a sequence of 'statements'. Statements are the 
atomic instructions in tasks. There is one statement per line of a task. The sequence of 
statements determined the design action that the task would perfonn when it was called-up 
by the design program (via the Interpreter - see section 2.2.1). There were a number of 
different types of statements in the language - but fewer than would be found in a 
conventional general-purpose programming language, such as FORTRAN or BASIC. The 
main possible types of POL instructions are summarised in figure 2.51• 'Keywords' derme 
the type of statement and are generally typed in capitals. Lower case symbols are generally 
'variables' (design parameters) that the keywords operate on. 
1 Another type of Slalement was the 'generic' (J" 'common' function SI8IeI1Ienl When executed, these 
perfll"med an operation consisting of a frequently required sequence of sub-steps within tasks. Funher 
discussion is outside the scope of this thesis however. 
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Types of POl statements 
SET 
• Defines the input parameters to the task. 
Calculation 
• Any line that looks like an arithmetical equation defines the calculation of the 
parameter on the left of the equaltty, from the parameters on the right (There is no 
keyword for this statement.) 
IS & Y/N 
• Tests a numerical condttion following the 'IS' and eX8aJtes the following 'Y' statement 
U the condition is true, or exeaJles the 'N' statement H tt is false. 
LOOK 
• Performs a table look-up wtth interpolation from the specified table in the task, for the 
specHied parameter using the other parameters. 
GET 
• Performs a table look-Up wtthout interpolation - otherwise as for LOOK. 
Labels & goto 
• Used as a Y or N resu~ of an IS statement, goto performs a direct ;"mp to part of a task 
that has been labeled wtth a number 'X', where X is also specHied in the goto 
statement. 
on 
• Used as a 'perform no operation' for the Y or N part of an IS statement. 
TABLE 
• Defines the start of tabutar data in the task. 
EXIT 
• Defines the exit point of the task, tisting output parameters and the 'mode' value. 
END 
• Marks the end of a task. 
Figure 2.5 - Summary of the possible POL statements. 
Tasks' statements are arranged in a basic sequential structure: 
SET <names of input parameters> 
Body of task - including EXIT points 
TABLE-s 
END 
The first statement of a task is its single 'SET' statement. This defines the design 
parameters that are required to be supplied to the task by the design program, so it can 
execute the rest of its statements - the input parameters. These design parameters are also 
known by the more technical tenn of 'input variables', or 'global input variables'. 
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The qualifier that a variable is a 'global' variable, simply means that it is either an 
input parameter, or an output parameter (see below) - for some particular task. Hence all 
the parameters passed between the design program and the tasks are 'global variables'. 
Variables that were used only within the 'body' of a task (see below) were known as 'local 
variables'. Hence also, local variables are simply any variable used in task that was not a 
global variable. These are important definitions, and the tenns will be used frequently in the 
rest of the thesis. 
After the SET statement, a series of other statements follow which actually describe 
the algorithm that the task defines. These are known collectively as the 'body' of the task. 
A task finishes its procedure when an EXIT statement is reached (executed). A task 
can have one or more EXIT statements, giving rise to the possibility of ending in more than 
one possible state. EXIT statements list the design parameters that are returned to the design 
program as the result of the task's execution - the output parameters. They also specify a 
'mode' (integer) value to be returned to the design program which represents the 
termination state. This value has various state meanings depending on the particular task, 
but apply to all implemented codes of practice. 
At the end of all the executable statements in a task, the simple marker statement 
'END' is placed. 
H a task contains tables of data (as does the task shown in figure 2.4), they are 
placed after the task's body statements, but before the final END statement. Tables of data 
are accessed by the 'LOOK' and 'GET' statements used in the body of the task. LOOK 
statements address a table using interpolation where necessary, whereas GET statements 
address a table using no interpolation. 
2.2.3.2 The POL notation & real codes of practice 
An important part of the problem that Case addressed, was how best to make the 
tasks as closely like the original codes that they were derived from as possible. Pan of this 
was how to represent the symbols used in codes of practice for the various design 
parameters in the POL notation. The problem was how to reconcile the situation of. for 
example. CPllO using a symbol 'feu' [31. and ACI3l8 using a symbol 'f'c' [41- both 
representing the same physical quantity: the cube strength of the concrete. 'The problem was 
that these two different symbols must (effectively) be recognisable to the design program as 
representing the same entity. 
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The solution chosen was to represent the code of practice symbols using the 
standard computer ASCn) character set as closely as possible; then make sure that the 
represented physical quantity had a universal reference number, to which both ASCII forms 
referred to. Using an updated form of the original tenninology then, the tasks' names for 
these variables in the two codes were 'feu' and 'f' e' - and these names both referred to 
the variable's description 'the strength of concrete'. The important concepts to note are a 
variable's 'name' and its 'description'. In the COPES system, the physical quantity being 
represented is known as a variable's description. When that entity is being referred to in a 
task, its name is used. This is the closest ASCII form of the symbol used in the code from 
which that task was derived from. 
2.2.4 Summary of the tasks notation for codes & its utility in our work 
The most important part of Case's work used in our own research, was the 
representationof codes of practice as 'tasks' in a POL notation. In summary, the structure 
of the POL representation of codes was: 
• Each code is comprised of a number of tasks arranged in a single text me; 
• There are 12 possible tasks making up the full design process; 
• The tasks represent fixed code of practice-dependent steps of the design process; 
• Each task is comprised of a series of POL statements, with one statement per line of 
a tasks' file; 
• The POL statements define the individual calculations and flow of control required 
in each design step. 
This work thus presents an attractive existing representation of code of practice 
design knowledge, which could be used as a basis for a KBS. As well as the representation 
itself, it would prove possible to use and adapt Case's original task Interpreter program 
module to process the tasks in new ways, thus saving further duplication of effon. Some of 
the other programs resulting from this work would also be useful, such as those for testing 
POL tasks for errors in the development of new tasks. 
) American SIaIIdard Code for Information Inaerchange - a SIaIIdard set of alphanwneric (and OIlIer) 
characters. now almost universal on current computers, and based on the standanl roman (English) alphabeL 
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2.3 KNOWLEDGE-BASED SYSTEMS & EXPERT SYSTEMS 
2.3.1 Knowledge, knowledge bases & knowledge-based systems 
Knowledge-based systems (KBSs) are a central pan of the wide-ranging subject of 
Artificial Intelligence (AI). AI is in turn, a branch of infonnation science and technology 
that is concerned with the development of computer systems that can be said to exhibit 
'intelligence' of one son or another. Although AI research is currently at a difficult time, 
since most of its goals have proved harder to achieve than first expected, KBSs are one of 
the more successful areas of research that AI covers (at least in terms of prototype systems 
realised). The nature of intelligence is highly controversial and far out of the scope of this 
thesis, but note that it is generally highly dependent upon some process having access to a 
cenain (large) quantity of 'know/edge', that is structured in some form. Hence whyKBSs 
are so central in this area. 
Be careful to note however, that COPES is not put forward as an 'intelligent' 
system. In the course of our research, we have simply used some of the ideas and 
techniques from AI work to produce a specialised form of KBS - but that KBS is not 
'intelligent'. Indeed one can probably generalise this to say that one of the most important 
achievements of AI research will prove to be the addition of a new diverse set of such tools 
and methods to construct the advanced software of the future, and not the introduction of 
really 'intelligent' systems per se. 
So, a KBS is a computer program which contains a 'knowledge base' as one of its 
key elements. A knowledge base is a structured collection of facts and rules - knowledge 
infonnation l . They represent the specialised knowledge in the domain that the system 
'knows' about. The facts are generally simplistic, and may typically be of the form 'John 
likes wine', or 'Jane is a girl'. Note that 'width of beam = 300mm' or '1t = 3.141' are just 
as valid facts, even considering their more arithmetical nature. 
The rules usually contain generalisations of the objects cited in the facts, and act as 
links between them. The links may contain logical relations such as conjunction (logical 
AND) or disjunction (logical OR). Rules can also store control information, linking other 
rules. Rules may typically. be like: 'IF the meal is fish AND John doesn't have to drive 
lnus is a simplirlcation. Knowledge is usefully and properly expressed in forms other than rules (such as 
frames and semantic neIS - or even a procedural notation, such as the tasks), and knowledge bases must 
aim 10 cope with these other representations. However, it is sometimes convenient 10 consider knowledge as 
being often primarily 'facts and rules', and a whole class of 'rule-based sySlemS' have heal develqJed 1541. 
See section 2.3.3.1 OIl 'knowledge representation', although detailed discussion of this topic is out of the 
scope of this thesis. Hayes·Ro!h has described an interesting '3-dimensional' view of knowledge 
informatioo in [SS]. 
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home, lHEN John will drink white wine'; or more anglicised perhaps: 'Boys are likely to 
be called John if their father's name was John too'. An engineering example might be: 'IF 
speed allowed on road ~ 50mph OR other exceptional hazards exist, TIIEN a safety fence 
is required' [231. Again, the arithmetical rule 'IF the diameter is D lHEN the circumference 
is 7t x D', is just another rule. A rule for control purposes might be like 'IF the beam is 
doubly reinforced, TIIEN check rules containing values for the compression steel next', for 
example. 
The 'knowledge' discussed above in terms of facts and rules, is based on classical 
logic. Oassicallogic only deals with two states of 'truth' - TRUE and FALSE. That is, it 
is a Boolean system A number of other logic systems have been developed however, 
which allow quantification of the 'degree of truth' of a statement, and the way this might 
affect logically dependent statements. Although these are an important part of KBS work in 
general, as they allow KBSs to cope with uncertain data (an almost unique feature - see 
subsections of 2.3.2 below), this capability was not required in our research. Hence they 
will not be discussed further here. 
The production of knowledge bases is generally called 'knowledge engineering' 
(although sometimes this term is applied to the whole construction process of KBSs or 
ESs). A major part of knowledge engineering is 'knowledge acquisition' or 'knowledge 
elicitation'. This process describes the actual extraction of knowledge information from 
(usually) a human expert in the domain. As well as human experts, note that many written 
documents can be considered as potential targets for knowledge engineering - such as 
codes of practice. But analysing and structuring the infonnation obtained is still a highly 
skilled task, whatever source is used. 
Currently, a particularly common application of the knowledge base structure is in 
'expen systems' (ES). Expen systems can be considered to be one type of KBSI. Since 
our KBS, COPES, was originally based on ES ideas, we cover them in this thesis and they 
are described in section 2.3.2. In summary of knowledge-based processing more general1y 
though, figure 2.6 shows the relationship between the different fields mentioned in this. 
section, together with some of the other AI topics. 
tThis is possibly one of the more contentious terminological statements made in lhis section. There is 
possibly a trend ID IIIe aa:eptance of this relationship between KBSs and ESs, but it is not yet univenally 
aa:ep&ed. Many wiu claim little or no distinction between the two terms. and llley wiU use lllem vinually 
interchangeably. Nocc too, that there are many variations on lhis theme: such systems are often caUed 
'Intelligent systems', 'Intelligent knowledge-based systems', 'Knowledge-based expert systems', CIC. Some 
even suggest (pcrbaps usefully) other relationships: ego Frost [491 suggests KBSs should be treaIcd as 
COWlpOMIIIS of ESs. 
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Others 
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
Figure 2.6 - The subject of Artificial I nlelJigence. 
2.3.1.1 Procedural knowledge 
Since it is of central importance in our research. before we leave the wide topic of 
knowledge and knowledge processing in general. one needs to understand what constitutes 
procedural knowledge and how it is distinguished from other forms of knowledge. 
Declarative representations stress the static aspects of knowledge - facts about 
objects. events and their relations and about states of the world. Procedural representations 
also capture dynamic knowledge concerning how to use other knowledge - how to find 
relevant facts. make inferences and so on. So. a statement of the form 'Car A has four 
wheels' is a declarative statement; and similarly. the general rule 'If A is a car then A 
probably has 4 wheels' is another one. In contrast. knowledge about how to change gear 
when driving a car is more appropriately represented procedurally. ego 'Press the clutch 
pedal; Simul taneously release the accelerator; Move the gear stick from current gear to 
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required gear; Release clutch pedal; Simultaneously press accelerator'. Hence procedural 
knowledge embodies the notion of process within its statements (see [26)). 
Most people are satisfied with this distinction. However, it should be noted that it is 
theoretically possible to represent any procedure with a declarative sequence of propositions 
[56]. Hence the distinction could be viewed as weak. But note that the latter example is a 
typical situation where some form of procedural representation would be more appropriate, 
because the knowledge would probably be originally acquired from an expert in a 
procedural form). If the knowledge engineer wished to tranSfonn that knowledge into a 
declarative form, this would be possible, but it would simply mean relocating the inherent 
process information that is required for this package of knowledge. 
Thus the real distinction between procedural and declarative knowledge depends on 
how explicit the control information is made in the knowledge base. Control knowledge of 
some form is required within all KBSs, but where the knowledge base uses a procedural 
representation, at least some of the control knowledge is inherently contained therein; in the 
case of a declarative representation though, the control knowledge must be represented 
explicitly. The desirability of the degree of explicitness depends upon the domain in 
question, and the knowledge engineer's discretion. 
The distinction between procedural and declarative representations of knowledge 
has had a key role in the historical development of AI ideas, as described in [51]. More 
recently, most work involving knowledge representation has concentrated on declarative 
forms - probably because of the explosive increase in availability of tools based on 
declarative representations. 
However, our tasks representation of design codes knowledge is very much 
procedural in nature. Hence the tasks embody procedural knowledge, and we must deal 
with this more unfashionable form of knowledge if we are to use the notation in a KBS. 
Chapter 3 will detail the methods we devised in our research to do this. 
2.3.2 General introduction to expert systems 
Expert systems have been worked on for nearly 20 years or so [57]. They have had 
a particularly large amount of recent research interest ESs have also received much public 
attention in the past few years, since they are one of the most prominent and productive 
realisations of AI research (and have even been the subject of mass-media interest). They 
) Although DOle that gear-cbanging is also a good example of the limitations of English as a (procedural) 
knowledge representation! - an importanL general message. 
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also have some scope for notoriety, given the diverse notions of intelligence in computer 
systems. lbeir practical industrial and engineering applications are still limited however. 
Many prototypes have been produced, but there are still few systems in everyday use. 
Much of the optimism of workers in the field remains though, even if some of the 'hype' 
surrounding it has been shown to be rather misplaced as realistic systems have been 
worked on. 
2.3.2.1 Definitions & characteristics 
There have been a large number of artempts at defining what exactly an ES is, or 
what constitutes one. The point really to note from all these artempts, is that the defmitions 
presented are all acceptable to a large degree. But one must keep in mind that there will 
always be a case for describing some computer system (that incorporates the processing of 
knowledge) as an 'expen system', which will not fit yOUT currently accepted defmition(s). 
Nevertheless, one appropriate simple 'definition' is: 
"Expen systems are a broad class of compUler programs which attempt to 
model human expenise in diverse specialisedjields of knowledge." [58] 
In conjunction with this rather catch-all sentence, there is a set of characteristics or 
attributes that are common to many (but not all) expert systems. The attributes are, that 
ESst: 
(a) Consist of an entirely separate knowledge base; and a program module that can 
process the information stored in that knowledge base; 
(b) Contain knowledge that represents a tightly specialised part of a human 
expen's (or experts') knowledge; 
(c) Process their stored knowledge by using formal techniques for making logical 
inferences to deduce new information; 
(d) Can explain and justify their reasoning about the stored knowledge; 
(e) Can be operated with an 'incomplete' knowledge base (one that does not 
contain all the possible information about the domain in question); 
(f) Are easy to add new or changed knowledge to; 
(g) Can cope with uncertain data and knowledge. 
2.3.2.2 Basic architecture 
One of the most universal of the above attributes is the basic architecture of ESs, as 
stated in (a). That is, that the fundamental components of just about all valid ESs, are a 
I This liS! is adapted from [591. 
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separate knowledge base and module capable of making logical inferences. The latter entity 
is generally referred to as an 'inference (or inferencing) engine'. 
At a little more realistic level, there are often two funher modules that can be 
distinguished: the 'man-machine interface'; and a knowledge acquisition, IX 'learning' 
module. The general arrangement of these modules in an ES, is shown in figure 2.7. (The 
'man-machine interface' is the part of the system that handles the interaetion of the system 
with the human user. It is also often termed the 'user interface' or 'HCI' - fIX human-
ClXnputer interface.) 
INFERENCE USER 
ENGINE INTERFACE 
...... "'" 
- Search strategy - , - Questions & answers 
- Search direction - Presentation of results 
GOAL SEARCHING 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
KNOWLEDGE KNOWLEDGE 
BASE ACQUISITION 
...... '" 
- Working store - Knowledge representation 
- Long-tenn store inlerface 
FACTS· RULES.CONTROL 
EXPERT SYSTEM 
Figure 2.7- The basic components of an expert system. 
Note that some of the details mentioned in the the above figure are explained in 
section 2.3.3 below. A more detailed description of the modules covered will not be 
discussed further here. But the balanced importance of each of these four modules to any 
ES, should not be underestimated. The user interface is of particular i.n:Ip<itance fIX 
example, because ESs are generally highly interactive systems. 1bey are often consulted in 
a 'dialogue' fashion. This is meant to be similar to the main practical alternative to the use 
of an ES: a consultation with a human expert. The point of a separated knowledge base and 
inferencing mechanism is also more important than might be assumed at first , as it is an 
apparently small one to make. However. it is a vital point For example, a completely 
separate knowledge base is far more easily modified or updated, than in a system where the 
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knowledge is mixed in with the rest of the program's control statements. This is panicularly 
imponant when one realizes the dynamic nature of the knowledge stored in the soon term 
as processing takes place, and in the longer tenn as the system's 'experience' is expanded 
(manually or automatically). 
2.3.2.3 Applications 
To date, ESs have been used in a wide variety of applications, in fields as diverse as 
medical diagnosis, computer system configuration and project planning. Within civil 
engineering, an equally wide disUibution of applications have been attempted, from 
SlrUctura1 engineering, through conslIUction, to environmental engineering (many good 
examples are listed by Maher [I 3)). In general though, ESs have a set of suitable 
applications, which, although not universally accepted, is frequently valid and is useful to 
recall here. Thus it can be said that an ES can be a suitable tool 1 : 
(a) Where knowledge is expressed - either with certainty or with uncertainty; 
(b) Where a great deal of knowledge must be consulted; 
(c) Where an exhaustive check of all possibilities must be explored; 
(d) Where rules exist in some domain, as well as plain facts; 
(e) Where little 'world knowledge' or common sense is required; 
(f) Where a step-by-step diagnosis, or deduction is required; 
(g) Where there is no established theory, just 'rules of thumb' (heuristics); 
(h) Where human expenise is scarce, (for whatever reason); 
(i) Where the processing required is not based on nwnerical calculation, or does 
not require the application of a standard formula, or other algorithm. 
The last point, (i), is of panicular interest to the engineering professions. Many of 
their potential applications for ESs inevitably do have these properties. However, a large 
number of engineering ESs have been researched and built over the years. One of the 
results that has come out of this research, is that ESs are viable and useful, even when it 
has been suggested that they should be unsuitable according to such criteria as those listed 
above. To be fair, point (i) is only one of a set of generalisations. Also, ESs with these 
unconventional properties are not easy to build. (After all, it remains the case that there are 
still few practical systems in everyday use.) 
What has emerged in many engineering cases is a 'hybrid system'. In this context, 
this is a computer system sharing the attributes of both conventional engineering programs 
and expert system (or other knowledge-based) programs. COPES and its expected 
derivations may be regarded as such hybrid systems. 
1 This list is adapIed from [17, 591. 
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2.3.3 The internal details of expert systems 
A full description of the various internal details and operations of ESs can now be 
found in many places, so will not be repeated here - for example, see references [49, 60, 
17). But there are a number of fundamental points which should be borne in mind for the 
purposes of this thesis, and these are described in the following subsections. 
2.3.3.1 Knowledge representation 
One of the most crucial factors in the design of an expert system. is the choice of a 
notation in which to represent the knowledge. There are various forms of 'knowledge 
representation', as this is formally called, which can be used to construct a knowledge 
base. Each has its own advantages and disadvantages for any particular domain's kind of 
knowledge. The key idea is that it is best to use a representation that most closely fits the 
form and structure of the knowledge used within the application domain. However, there 
are a number of general purpose knowledge representation methods which are frequently 
used. Examples of these include: first order logic, Bayesian logic, semantic networks, and 
frames (see [56,61, 23D. But a particularly popular knowledge representation is the 
'production rule' - as used for 'rule-based systems' [54,47). 
A production rule is a condition/action pair of the form: 'if X then Y' - where X is 
some condition or set of conditions; and Y is an action or set of actions. Members of the set 
X are also tamed 'antecedents'; and correspondingly, members of the set Y can be termed 
'consequences'. Typical examples of (production) rules were given above in section 2.3.1. 
Although production rules are generally simple to understand, like the alternatives 
they have both advantages and disadvantages as a knowledge representation. For example, 
Frost [49) discusses these, as well as comparing and contrasting a whole range of other 
knowledge representation techniques. But further discussion of knowledge representation 
is outside the scope of this thesis. Finally, note the expert system shell described in chapter 
5 uses production rules as part of its knowledge representation capabilities (in particular, 
see section 5.2). 
2.3.3.2 The inference process 
Inference is the process of deducing new information from existing information. 
The inference engine in an ES can use a wide variety of logical inference techniques and 
strategies for processing the current information in its knowledge base. As with knowledge 
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representation, the choice of a strategy (or combination of strategies), depends on the 
domain in question. There is also an important and strong link between the type of 
knowledge representation used and the possible inference methods that can be used with it 
This is because the inference method can also be viewed as the set of allowed manipulations 
of the symbols used in the knowledge representation. 
Basically, there are two sides to inference: the search stralegy, and the search 
direction. The search is for a solution to a current problem or 'goal'. If the search is for an 
intermediate solution to some problem, the term is often refined to 'subgoal'; and for the 
final solution, the term 'end goal' may be used. Examples of search strategies include: blind 
search, heuristic search and breadth first search; examples of search directions include: 
backward chaining and forward chaining (see [62, 51, 23]). It is beyond the scope of this 
thesis to describe any of these in detail, but the main point to note is the overall process of 
the inference engine 'searching' through the knowledge base to seek its current goal. This 
pattern of operation is used in the COPES system for implementing the 'dependency' task 
analysis method (see section 3.3.4). In particular, dependency uses a sort of backward 
chaining search direction, wi th the search strategy controlled entirely by the user. Also, 
section 5.2 contains an example of an inference process (using a production rule knowledge 
representation), as performed by an expen system shell. 
2.3.4 Methods of constructing KBSs & ESs 
There are a number of established methods for the construction of KBSs and ESs, 
but few are structured and most are based on evolutionary prototyping of one sort or 
another. Where structured methods do exist though (and there is a trend towards them), 
they tend to be based on the established software development life-cycle and may include: 
(1) a knowledge acquisition (and general requirements analysis) phase; 
(2) a specification and design phase; 
(3) an implementation phase; and 
(4) a testing and review/acceptance phase. 
The knowledge acquisition phase is where the actual knowledge about the domain 
in question, is sifted out from the expen's (or expens') total knowledge. Since these 
systems are based on the existing skills of a human expert(s), this procedure is not easy to 
do. People are difficult to interact with in the formalised way required for efficient 
knowledge acquisition. Standard techniques such as interviewing, even when done using 
some of the latest sophisticated and subtle methods from psychology, are a relatively 
inefficient way to assemble the knowledge required for a knowledge base. Buchanan et al. 
[25] have described knowledge acquisition as a 'bottleneck' in the construction of expen 
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systems, and this is widely agreed with. So there is much current research being done on 
new methods for knowledge acquisition, from the angles of both computer science and 
human factors science (for example, see [63, 64)). 
The knowledge acquisition process is therefore far more difficult than would at first 
sight seem. (At least this is usually true for most practical or non-ttivial systems.) It was in 
conttast to most KBSs therefore, that the knowledge acquisition phase for our COPES 
system was almost minimal: existing knowledge, and an existing knowledge representation 
was used, in the fonn of the tasks!. Some interviews of engineers (that is, perbaps, 
'domain experts') were done in the course of the research, but this was to gain information 
on the sons of explanation required in the system and its presentation, rather than to gather 
new knowledge for the knowledge base (see section 1.5.1). This sort of conventional 
analysis has been distinguished as the 'external stream' of the total requirements analysis 
required for a complete KBS [651; the 'internal stream' is the process of knowledge (human 
expertise) acquisition - which in our case was done quite unusually. 
For the implementation of a KBS, there are various alternative methods. These 
include: the use of the popular so-called 'AI languages' , such as Prolog; an AI 
programming 'environment' or 'toolkit'; the use of eXpert system 'shells'; or the use of 
entirely conventional programming languages and techniques, such as Pascal or 
FORTRAN. Since there are a number of important points to be made, these alternatives are 
discussed in more detail in the following section 2.3.5. 
Finally, regarding the testing and review phase of KBS development: the validation 
of computer programs against their specifications is expected of any system built for 
serious use. However, because KBSs can be run with an incomplete knowledge base (and 
hence in general, any knowledge base can never be deemed totally 'complete', since one 
can always add more knowledge), and because they are based on possibly fallible human 
knowledge (as fallible as the human expert(s) from whom the knowledge was derived), 
they are notoriously difficult to test effectively. This problem is seen as severe drawback to 
their more widespread use, in some quarters at least - for example, see (66). One might 
compare how real human expertise is tested: through the use of independent examinations 
and peer reviews. 
I In fact, a more accware Sl3lernent would be that the knowledge acquisition was actually largely hidden from 
us, as it was effectively already done by Case in his research. 
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2.3.5 Implementation of KBSs & ESs 
2.3.5.1 AI programming languages & environments 
Currently, one of the most favoured methods of implementing these systems is by 
the use of one (or more) of the classic AI programming languages. The two most widely 
used) of these, are Prolog and Lisp [48]. There are plenty of others too, but many of these 
are derivatives of Lisp or Prolog. They are also increasingly used as the underlying pan of 
a powerful programming environment or 'toolkit' which supports the development of 
KBSs, such as KEE [67] or ART [68]. There is now much information in the literature 
about these languages and systems, and their relevance to KBS work. Gevaner [24] has 
presented a recent review which includes such programming environments, and see also 
Myers [48]. 
The Prolog and Lisp families of languages are in general, very different from the 
conventional procedural prescriptive (or imperative) languages, such as FORTRAN. They 
are often declarative or functional in nature. That is, conventional languages prescribe an 
algorithm which solves a problem; these other languages 'simply' state or describe what the 
problem is (in their own particular notation). A problem is then solved in the latter, by 
executing a generalised algorithm defmed within the language itself. Conventional 
languages have no such 'built-in' algorithm. Each conventional program defmes, and 
indeed is its own individual algorithm. 
Unfortunately, programs written in declarative languages can be rathcz inefficient 
when run on conventional computers, compared to procedural language programs. This is 
because current computers are inttinsically procedural by nature. Hence all declarative 
programs must eventually be transformed into procedural steps at some level, before they 
can actually be executed. (The language implementation itself handles this transformation.) 
Because of this, relatively powerful computers are often necessary to use declarative 
programs effectively. And if used within an environment or toolkit, this also makes heavy 
demands on the computer resources that must be made available (see [48]). Their other 
main drawback is that there is significantly less experience of their use, compared with 
conventional methods. Hence they are initially harder to use in any panicular situation, and 
harder to integrate with existing software. A further problem is that combined with their 
esoteric hardware requirements, they are simply more expensive compared with existing 
methods. 
) It used 10 be said (Cor example, [17]) that Prolog leIIded ID be more popular in Europe and Japan, and Lisp 
more popular in the US, butlhis distribution has now become much more balanced. 
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The recently developed 'object-orientedt, approach to programming has also found 
favour in KBS research. Because of this, it is sometimes spoken of as an 'AI' approach. 
But in fact, its popularity is because it is a generally useful approach to use in many (if not 
most) current computer system development. It has been applied to both Prolog- and Lisp-
type languages, as well as conventional procedural languages, and as a general design and 
development paradigm [72,73]. 
2.3.5.2 Expert system shells 
In purely quantitative terms, the most popular and productive method for the 
implementation of ESs to date, is the by use of an expert system 'shell'. A whole variety of . 
shells are available, commercially and otherwise. There are shells that run on all sorts of 
machines, from personal computers to large mainframe computers. Each has its own 
strengths and weaknesses for any given application (see for example, [23, 24]). There are 
no 'standard' shells, only degrees of popUlarity. 
Any ES shell basically consists of a complete expert system. except that it does not 
contain any knowledge stored in its knowledge base. That is, a typical shell contains 
(compare with figure 2.7); 
• An inference engine (often allowing some flexibility in the choice of inference 
method to be used); 
• A hurnan-computer interface (restricted to a fixed set of types of interaction or 
'dialogue', but possibly extendable); 
• A knowledge acquisition module, (B" method (this maybe just a pwpose-built 
'editor' for adding to, or amending the domain knowledge, but could involve some 
automatic 'learning' mechanism); and fmally, 
• A knowledge base and its associated proprietary knowledge representation - but 
with no specific domain knowledge instantiated. 
In principle, al1 that is required to produce a w(B"king ES from this, is that the 
knowledge for the application should be acquired, appropriately structured and encoded in 
the knowledge representation, and then placed in the shell's empty knowledge base. In 
practice, this is much easier said (and sold) than done. As has been mentioned above, 
knowledge acquisition is actually a distinctly non-trivial procedure. But also, the process to 
transform the raw acquired knowledge into the particular knowledge rqJ!'CSCntation required 
lThis is a view of the way to program COmpU1ef systems which puts more emphasis on the represenlalions 
of the entities used in a sySlem (called 'objects'), compared wilh !he conuol and flow of infomwion 
between them. The conuol information is implemen1ed by 'messages' passing between the objects, and each 
object has a resuic1ed set of messages which it can underslalld. In contrasl. conventional programming is 
celllred on the procedural control information within a program, rather than on the da!a Sll'llCtures. The 
classic object-<>riented syS1em is Smalllalk [691, but see also [70. 711. 
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by a shell's knowledge base, is often fraught with unforeseen problems. Knowledge is a 
far more complex form of information than most conventional computing has to handle. 
There can be many subtleties and complex interrelationships within the information, and it 
can be stored in diverse ways. These may be hard to represent with the required fidelity in 
any fixed knowledge representation provided by a shell. 
The problems of configuring real-world knowledge to a given knowledge 
representation, may just mean inefficiency of execution, but it could also entail a tota1 
abandonment of the whole exercise as impractical. Problems arise because the knowledge 
representation provided by a shell's authors, must always be fundamentally limited by what 
sorts of knowledge they can imagine will be placed in their system. (Recall that each shell 
has its own proprietary knowledge representation.) They must make certain assumptions 
about the sorts of knowledge that will, and hence can, be represented. These assumptions 
are often subtle, and not made clear until a problematic domain for a system implementation 
is attempted. The problem is simply that it is easier to say some things in one formal 
language rather than another, as we also know from human languages. The principle that 
producers of shells must, and do strive for, is that the knowledge representation must be as 
rich as possible, and preferably extensible. Even so, building ESs using shells is still not as 
easy as is so often claimed. In practice, currently available ES shells are usually quite good 
prototyping tools, but less successful at being vehicles for anything approaching fmal 
products. 
The reader may find useful information about the practical use of a shell (applied in 
the codes of practice domain) given later in this thesis, in chapter 5. We felt that shells were 
such an important tool in developing prototype KBSs, that we could not ignore them in our 
research, even though we used a conventional software implementation for our main 
system. 
2.3.5.3 Conventional computing techniques 
Finally, the expert system builder can also use conventional computing technology 
to consttuct his system. This was the approach taken to develop our own system. It must 
be remembered that all current implementations of KBSs are in fact, uItimolely just as much 
entirely conventional algorithmic programs as any other sort of computer program t. This is 
the case whether they were built with a shell, or Prolog, or whatever. The unconventional 
tools are meant to aid the construction of ESs by providing a tiiltred, further level of 
abstraction away from the basic hardware of computers. Hence in principal, one could 
IHowevc:r, dIere is sane leading~e wort being done on non-cooventional architecwre computas for 
advanced KBSs - for example, using parallel computer architectures and newaI networks [741. 
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write an ES program in Pascal, or BASIC, or any other conventional procedural language 
-just as one could write a beam design program in raw machine code, rather than say, 
FORTRAN. It is just that this is supposed to be a less efficient method. Now in general, of 
course, this is actually a fair supposition, but it is not always true. 
KBSs or ESs built using conventional programming languages are often more 
frequent than is at first appreciated. This is particularly the case in the engineering fields, 
where the well-mown attributes of such languages (including: a straightforward procedural 
nature; good numerical processing abilities; extensive existing experience) are imponant 
They also play a part in hybrid systems (as mentioned in section 2.3.2). And ironically, 
many successful ESs that were originally built using one of the unconventional tools, end 
up being rewritten in a conventional language, or the tool itself is (re )written thus so. For 
example, the language C is a particularly popular choice, for its run-time effiCiency and 
portability [24); and even the Leonardo shell (see chapter 5) is written in FORTRAN 77. To 
build an ES from scralch in a language like C though, is not particularly easy, but it is 
nonetheless an entirely feasible proposition if required - for example, if the system is to 
interact extensively with existing conventional programs. 
In summary, the point is this. At the lowest level, KBSs are cUTrenlly just like 
conventional programs. Powerful tools with unconventional high level abstractions are 
often found to be useful for their construction though. However for some domains, these 
abstractions can actually get in the way of implementing these systems. Engineering is one 
such domain where this can often happen. To get round this problem, a KBS can be built 
using cooventional software development tools and a conventional programming language 
for its implementation. Also, the use of a conventional implementation language means that 
it is far easier to make direct use of existing program modules or systems. Both of these 
factors meant that a conventional approach was chosen for the development and final 
implementation of the COPES system. 
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Processing the procedural knowledge of tasks 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The core of our research was to develop a set of 'analytical' methods for processing 
procedural knowledge, as embodied in the code of practice tasks described in the previous 
chapter. The methods were devised to enable engineers to gain increased understanding of 
the code of practice information represented by the tasks, in accordance with our contract 
with the SERC. This chapter discusses the various methods developed in the research and 
shows how they could work in practice. The most useful and practicable of these methods 
were implemented as 'facilities' of our COPES program, to be discussed in the next and 
later chapters. 
The methods considered in this chapter were devised to be applicable to any 
procedural knowledge base expressed in the problem-oriented language described earlier 
(see section 2.2.3 for the POL notation; see section 2.3.1.1 for procedural knowledge in 
general). For some methods, additional knowledge is needed and that is described 
appropriately, but the principle of general applicability of the methods is preserved. Thus 
the methods could be applied to procedural tasks derived from codes of practice other than 
those for reinforced concrete, to tasks from technical notes or from other documents 
describing standard procedures. 
Apan from the methods of processing, we propose that an important additional 
concept when using them to understand procedural knowledge, is that of 'comparison' -
that is, comparison between the results of applying a method to a task derived from a 
familiar code, and a separate application of the method to an un/amiliarcode's task. 
Comparison is also discussed in this chapter. The comparative features of COPES were a 
vital factor in its success, and would be valuable in any system built for explanation 
purposes. Although comparison seems a simple idea, its importance and power to promote 
understanding is easily overlooked, because of this simplicity. It makes the raw methods 
far more useful when their implementations are actually used in practice. 
There were basically two sorts of processing methods worked on in the research: 
numerical and symbolic l . Numerical methods focus on the values used, processed and 
produced by (in our case) tasks. Symbolic methods focus on the variables (design 
parameters) and 'design steps' (POL statements) within tasks. 
IThe type of processing refers 10 tile main aim of a method. NOIe that in order 10 perfonn usefully. most 
methods actually involve a mixture of the types of processing. 
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The following sections describe the numerical and symbolic methods of processing 
the procedural knowledge stored in the tasks, devised and considered in the research. To 
illustrate these methods, an example of their action on pans of a real POL task will be 
shown for each. (Hence compare this arrangement with the examples shown for a 'pseudo-
task' in figures 2 to 6 in the Introduction.) The task used in the following examples is task 
5 of CPl 10, a full POL listing of which is shown in figure 3.1. 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
CAI.CUIATE STEEL l\REAS - CPllO-19n - RECTAIIGUI.\R BElIMS 
This clause will calculate steel areas for 
a rectangular beam with positive or negative 
moment or a T- or L-beam with negative rroment 
SET feu,fy,Bred,bw,h,tcov,bcov,Aamax,A'smax and Mu 
CALCUIATE MG!ENT OF RESISTANCE AND BRANCH ON DESI~ CRITERIA 
IS Bred>lO 
Y xr-O.6-Bred/lOO 
N xr-O.S 
d-h-bcov 
Mres-O.4*fcu*bw*SQR(d)*xr*(1-xr/2) 
IS Mu>Mree 
Y qoto 1 
N on 
z-<l" (1+SQRT (1- (S"HuI (!>w"SQR (d) "feu)) )) 12 
zmax-O.9S"d 
IS z>zmax 
Y z-zmax 
Non 
x-2" (d-z) 
A'a-O 
As-Hu/(O.87"fy"z) 
IS As<Asmax 
Y EXIT in mode 1 with As and A's 
N EXIT in mode 2 with As and A's 
SINGLY REINFORCED SECTION 
DOUBLY REINFORCED SECTION 
1 x-xr*d 
" 
A's-(Mu-Mres) 1 (O.72"fy" (d-tcov)) 
As-Mres/(O.87"fy"d" (1-xr/2))+O.72"A's/O.87 
IS A'a>A'smax 
Y qoto 2 
N on 
IS As<Asmax 
Y EXIT in mode 3 with As and A's 
N EXIT in mode 4 with As and A's 
2 IS As<Asmax 
" 
" 
Y EXIT in mode 5 with As and A's 
N EXIT in mode 6 with As and A'a 
END 
Figure 3.I-Task5 o/CPlIO shown in its raw POL/orm. 
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3.2 NUMERICAL METHODS 
3.2.1 Free-run 
The 'free-run' method is a 'primitive' operation for procedural knowledge. It 
simply entails the 'execution' of the procedural insouctions contained within a portion of 
the knowledge base. In the case of OUT tasks, free-run treats a task as a 'black box' (with a 
set of input and output parameters), just as a CAD program using the method described in 
section 2.2 would: the task is given a set of input values; its insouctions (poL statements) 
arc executed (or 'run '); and a set of output values is the result. The intema1 steps performed 
within the task as it is executed arc not considered by the user - only the external 
parameters are seen. Figure 3.2 shows an abstract view of the method applied to a task. 
Free-run 
POl Task In 
knowledge base 
INPUT 
VALUES 
+ 
+ OUTPUT 
VALUES 
Figure 3.2 - An abstract view of the free-run method. 
Free-run enables an engineer 10 execute the current task's instructions in a simple 
and straightforward fashion, in isolation from all of the other tasks used in a complete 
design. Hence its individual influence on the whole design procedure may be studied in 
more detail. The method may also be used 10 do a basic 'what-if]' investigation. This 
should give the engineer a 'feel' for the overall external operation of the task, for various 
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sets of input values. Alternatively, it could be used to gain detailed specific values near 
some particularly interesting point (set of values). Figure 3.3 shows an example of the 
method applied to the task of figure 3.1 - see figure 3.14 for an explanation of the variable 
names, if required. 
Input lIalues: 
feu - 25 
fy - 425 
Bred - 0 
bw - 260 
h - 4B5 
tcov - 0 
beov - 25 
Asrnax - 47B4 
A'smax - 47B4 
Mu - 165 
(N Inun2 ) 
(N/nun2 ) 
(%) 
(nun) 
(nun) 
(nun) 
(nun) 
(nun2 ) 
(nun2 ) 
(kN m) 
Free-run the task ... 
Output lIalues: 
As - 11BB.42 (nun2) 
A's - 0 (mm2) 
mode a Singly reinforced; areas within limits 
Figure 33 -The free-run method applied to task 5 ofCPIIOt. 
Apart from being somewhat fundamental. the idea for this method came directly 
from our detailed knowledge of the method of making CAD programs independent of 
single codes of practice, as described in section 2.2. That is, it was based on using the 
central principle of executable separated code-dependent design steps (the tasks) - but 
here, we enable an engineer to run them in isolation from the rest of the complete design 
set In fact, the original work had a similar arrangement in order to implement an individual 
task-testing program [t], but this was really only suitable for such testing purposes. 
The ability to simply execute individual parts of a procedural knowledge base is a 
fundamental operation in many circumstances, but especially when helping someone 
understand its contents. Hence this fundamental method was considered useful enough and 
practical enough to be implemented as a COPES facility - the 'free-run facility' is 
described in appendix 5. A suitable algorithm for implementing the free-run method, as 
used in COPES. is as folJows: 
tNOIe thallhe input and output values shown on this figure will be used consistently throughoutlhe rest of 
this chapter where numerical values are also required 10 show the various methods in action, unless 
explicitly staIed otherwise. 
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REPEAT ... 
Get values for inpUJ variables of task; 
Ex.ecuJe task using the Inzerpreter; 
Show values for OUlpUl variables of task; 
... UNTIL finished. 
Although free-running is a relatively simple way of processing tasks (with much of 
the central processing work having been done for us by using an adapted version of the 
task interpreter produced in the original CAD work), constructing an appropriate user 
interface for its use in a COPES facility was much more difficult, and entirely new. The 
problem was how to obtain the input parameters from the user (or another method/facility) 
and how to present the output parameters back to the user, in a convenient and effective 
way. The user interface eventually devised was centred around the so-called 'globals menu 
table' (see appendix 5). This was a table of input and output variables shown with their 
current values, arranged as two lists of menu items. On the left side of the table were listed 
the input variables of a task, and on the right, the output variables. Using the table an 
engineer could change the values of input variables, or command the free-run of the task as 
required. The globals menu table is a useful and fundamental construct, used by many of 
the other facilities in COPES, and so considerable effort was put into getting a good 
implementation ofi! early on in the program's development 
Finally, note that the basic free-run method is especially useful when comparing the 
results obtained using a task derived from an unfamiliar code with one from a familiar code. 
Although it is possible to do this using the basic method, a separate COPES facility was 
created especially to make this procedure easy to perform - see section 3.4.1.2. 
3,2.2 Step-run 
The 'step-run' method is like free-run, but allows the 'black box' view of a task (or 
other procedural knowledge) taken in free-run, to be 'opened-up'. It is based on having the 
same arrangement of a set of input and output parameters and execution of the task, but 
more detail in the execution of a task is observable: it enables an engineer to inspect each 
line of a task as it is executed. The task is executed POL statement by POL statement, line 
by line, with a pause after each line is processed. This 'staccato' action continues until the 
final EXIT statement is reached, and the step-run has then fmished. 
In contrast to a free-run, a step-run focuses on the the internal steps performed 
within a task as it is executed (although the external parameters are still observable, as in 
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free-run). Step-run enables examination of the precise 'path \, (sequence of POL 
statements) taken in a particular run through a task. Figure 3.4 shows an abstract view of 
the method applied to a task. 
Step-run 
INPUT 
VALUES 
+ 
£ 
POl Task In 
.. 
! Step-run 
knowledge base ! audit trail ! 
-.-
+ OUTPUT 
VALUES 
Figure 3.4 - An abstract view of the step-run method. 
Hence the method enables the fun design procedure contained in a task to be 
inspected in detail, for a particular set of input values. It might be useful then to compare 
this path with all the possible paths through the task, for example. Figure 3.5 shows an 
example of the method applied to the task of figure 3.1. 
IThis path is also known as the 'audit trail' of a task. (N0Ie that this is of inlere5t because the particular 
paIh taken usually depends upon a panicular subset of all the possible input values - due 10 the IS 
Slal.ements in a task acting like points on a railway track. See section 2.2.3.1.) 
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Input values: (as figure 3.3) 
Start of step run of current task. 
IS Bred>10 
N xr-O.S 
»»» No. 
»»» Calculation result: 
d=h-bcov »»» Calculation result: 
0.50 
460.00 
Mres-0.4*fcu*bw*SQR(d)*xr*(1-xr/2) 
»»» Calculation result: 2.06310e+Oe 
IS Mu>Mres »»» No. 
N on »»» Do nothing. 
z-d*(1+SQRT(l-(S*Mu/(bw*SQR(d)*fcu))))/2 
»»» Calculation result: 
zmax-0.9S*d 
»»» Calculation result: 
IS z>zmax »»» No. 
N on »»» Do nothing. 
x-2* (d-z) »»» Calculation result: 
Als-O »»» Calculation result: 
AS-Mu/(0.87*fy*z) 
»»» Calculation result: 
IS As<Asrnax »»» Yes. 
End of step run of current task. 
Output values: (as figure 3.3) 
375.50 
437.00 
169.01 
0.00 
1188.42 
Figure 3.5- The step-run method applied to task 5 ojCPl 10. 
Chapter 3 
The idea for this method primarily came from the author's knowledge of 
progranuning tools called 'debugg~'. These allow a computer programmer to analyse the 
step-by-step execution of a (usually faulty) program. Since the POL notation is a little like a 
small progranuning language, tasks could be treated as short 'programs'. Hence in 
principle, tasks could be similarly executed step-wise, given the appropriate tool. Note that 
debugg~ allow other operations apan from simple step-wise execution, such as enabling 
the programmer to change the values of the program's variables at any step. For a step-run 
method for processing tasks, this was not required - we did not want to 'debug' tasks per 
se, only observe their execution in detail. Some other abilities of debuggers would be 
useful though, such as being able to check the intermediate values of variables. But 
compared with the basic method, these were not priorities for implementation in our 
research. 
As with free-run, this method was considered useful enough and practical enough 
to be implemented as a COPES facility - the 'step-run facility' is described in appendix 5. 
An algorithm for implementing the step-run method is as follows: 
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REPEAT ... 
. Get values for inpuJ variables of task; 
ExecuJe task step-wise using amended Inlerpreter ... 
REPEAT ... 
Execute next POL line; 
Show line and result; 
Pause; 
... UNTIL end of task; 
Show values for outpuJ variables of task; 
... UNTIL finished. 
Chapter 3 
To implement the step-run method as a COPES facility, the same globals menu table 
as developed for free-run could be used to allow the engineer to specify the ~put values 
required for the task's step-wise execution. When the task is then step-run by a command 
from that table, for each line executed, the result of the line's execution would be shown on 
the screen, and the system would then wait for the user to instruct that the next line should 
be executed. At the end of the task's step-run (after the EXIT has been executed), the 
globals menu would be shown as if a free-run had just been completed - the net rwmerical 
effect of the method being the same as for a free-run. 
3.2.3 Sensitivity for input variables 
This method enables one to check the 'sensitivity' of output parameters to changes 
in input parameters of portions of procedural knowledge, such as the tasks. In our 
application it would show how small changes in the input variables of a task affect its 
output variables. 1be basic method is: first a task is free-run with some given set of input 
values; then the task is free-run again, but with a selected input variable's value increased 
by a small proportion (say 1%); then the set of output values obtained in each run is 
compared alongside in a table. Figure 3.6 shows an abstract view of the method applied to 
a task. 
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Sensitivity 
POl Task In 
knowledge base 
INPUT 
VALUE(S) 
+ 
INPUT 
VALUE(S) +1°,4 
+ 
Chapter 3 
Same POl Task 
, 
+ 
, 
OUTPUT VALUES 
+ DIFFERENCES 
Figure 3.6-AII abstract view o/the sensitivity method. 
Sensitivity tells the user which input variables affect which output variables, and the 
magnitwJe of their effect. Note that it only concentrates on the global variables of a task 
though. The method could be used as a powerful 'what-if?' tool. It would also be useful to 
check for possible 'boundary conditions' or 'discontinuitiesl' of a task. These are where 
certain small changes in input parameters might cause relatively large changes.in output 
parameters - which might have important consequences in a design. Figure 3.7 shows an 
example of the method applied to the task of figure 3.1. 
1 Such 'disconlinuities' arise from those ranges of input values which produce internal values near the 
swilching points of the tests in the IS swements of a task, ie. where a small change in an input might 
produce a rcIaIively large change in the output(s). For example, a beam might suddenly be required to be 
doubly reinforced rather than singly, for ooly a small increase in the load. (Knowing about these branching 
points in a task will also help the engineer to underslaIld and predict such behaviour - see section 3.3.4). 
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Input values: (as figure 3.3) 
Sensitivity check for this input parameter: 
fcu (the concrete strength) 
Plain value = 25.00; New value = 25.25 (Plain +1%) 
OUTPUTS I PLAIN VALUES I NEW V1ILUES I DIFFERENCES I' DIFFERENCES 
A's 
M)DE 
1188.42 I 
0.00 I 
1.00 I 
Output values: (as fig ure 3.3) 
1185.03 
0.00 I 
1.00 I 
-3.39 
0.00 I 
0.00 I 
Figure3.7 - The sensitivity for inputs method applied to task 5 of CP I/O. 
-0.29 
0.00 
0.00 
The idea for this method came from a key requirement to obtain information about 
numerical 'trends' inherently represented within tasks. It was imponant to extract such 
information in order to give an engineer some idea of the more general numerical 
relationships between the input and output parameters of a task, rather than just single one-
to-one mappings of values, as obtained from free-run for example. Hence sensitivity is 
another method with general applicability in processing procedural knowledge for 
understanding purposes. 
Sensitivity for inputs was implemented as one variation of the COPES sensitivity 
facility (see appendix 5). An algorithm for implementing the method is as follows: 
REPEAT... 
Get values for input variables of task; 
Select input variable; 
Stan sensitivity for selected input ... 
Free-run task with given input values; ('plain run' ) 
Free-run task with selected input increased by 1 %; ('changed run' ) 
Show summary tlJble comparing the results of the two runs; 
Show values for output variables of task (plain run); 
... UNTIL finished. 
To implement sensitivity for inputs as a facility in COPES, first, the free-run 
globals menu table could be used to allow the engineer to specify the input values required. 
The engineer should also specify which input variable to check the sensitivity of, perhaps 
also using that table. After the inputs are given to the task, the two required free-runs could 
be performed - one an ordinary free-run (without showing the results though), and 
another with the selected input variable's value increased by a small amount The two sets 
of output values obtained from these runs could then be compared and summarised in a 
table to show the engineer the affect of the changed input variable. 
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Although the basic method for extracting the data is fairly straightforward, as in 
free-run, it is important to present the data in a comprehensible fashion to make the facility 
useful. Hence the contents and layout of the final table is a major factor in determining the 
usefulness of the facility. After some thought, it was decided to show the following data in 
the sensitivity for inputs results table: (for each of the output variables of the task) the plain 
(free-run) values; the new (when input increased by I %) values; and the absolute and 
percentage differences. After this table is shown, the user would be returned to the globals 
menu table, with the net effect of an ordinary free-run shown in its values and ready to 
perform the next sensitivity analysis. 
3.2.4 Sensitivity for output variables 
As well as sensitivity for input variables (as described in the previous section), a 
complementary method would be sensitivity for the output variables. However, two 
possible meanings can be distinguished for the latter. Both of these were investigated in the 
research, but only one was implemented as a COPES facility. 
One meaning of sensitivity for outputs is: that if settsitivity for inputs means that an 
input variable is slightly changed and the effect on all the outputs is observed, then for 
outputs, we now vary an output variable and see its affect on the inputs - ie. we see what 
change in input parameters would be required to make the desired change in a chosen 
output Such a procedure would be especially useful for determining the input values (or 
value ranges) required to achieve a given set of outputs. This could be used for 
'optimisation' purposes, for exatnplel . 
The other meaning we distinguish for sensitivity for outputs, is more closely related 
to sensitivity for inputs. In this case, rather than choosing to check the settsitivity of a 
currently selected input variable, we choose an output variable as the current one. Then 
running the sensitivity algorithm would mean that a separate 'sensitivity for input' 
procedure would be done for each input variable of the task. That is, each input variable in 
turn would be changed by the satne amount, leaving the others unchanged, and the task run 
for each new change. The result of all these multiple runs of the task would be a set of 
output values for each run of the task. However, since we have chosen a particular output 
in this method, the results finally shown to the user would consist of a table showing all the 
task's inputs against all the values obtained for the selected output variable. Hence this form 
I Noce that a1lhough the idea can be used in this way, we do not propose IhaI it is a good thing to do per se, 
jusllhaI it enables sucb an action. In fact for design purposes, such an opetlIIion would be d dubious value. 
Bill since we are also considering melhods of JrOCeSSing procedural knowledge in general in this chapter, we 
noce it could find a legitimate use in some domains. 
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of sensitivity for outputs is just an alternative view of the same process used for sensitivity 
for inputs. Figure 3.8 shows an example of the method applied to the task of figure 3.1. 
Input values: (as figure 3.3) 
Sensitivity check for this output parameter: 
As (the area of tensile steel) 
Plain value - 1188.42 
INPUTS I PlAIN Vl\LUES I NEW Vl\LUES I NEW OUTPUT I OIFFERENCES I' DIFFERENCE 
feu 25.00 25.25 1185.03 I -3.39 -0.29 
fy 425.00 429.25 1176.65 I -11. 77 -0.99 
Bred 0.00 0.00 1188.42 I 0.00 0.00 
bw 260.00 262.60 1185.03 I -3.39 -0.29 
h 485.00 489.85 1169.03 I -19.39 -1.63 
tcov 0.00 0.00 1188.42 I 0.00 0.00 
bcov 25.00 25.25 1189.44 I 1.02 0.09 
Asmax 4784.00 4831. 84 1188.42 I 0.00 0.00 
A'smax 4784.00 4831. 84 1188.42 I 0.00 0.00 
Mu 1.65000&+08 1. 66650e+08 1203.81 I 15.39 1.30 
Output values: (as figure 3.3) 
Figure 3.B-The sensirivity for outpurs merhod applied ro rask5 ofCPl/D. 
In fact, the latter view of the method was the one implemented in COPES, as the 
other half of its single sensitivity facility. The two variations of sensitivity (input and output 
forms) were obtained as hinted at above - by whether the user chose an input or an output 
variable to operate with. Because these two methods are in effect different views of the 
same processing method, the benefits that sensitivity for outputs brings will not be repeated 
from those given in the previous section. Also the implementation of this fann as a facility 
would be effectively the same, except that the presentation of the results would be different 
table consisting of the folIowing data: (for each of the input variables of the task) the plain 
(original) values; the new (increased by 1%) values; the output value oblained using the 
corresponding increased input value; and the absolute and percentage differences of the 
latter compared with its plain free-run value. Also, an algorithm would be different: 
REPEAT ... 
Ger values for inpUl variables of task; 
Selecr OutpUl variable; 
Start sensitivity for selecred OutpUl ... 
Free-run task wirh given inpUl values; ('plain run' ) 
REPEAT 
Free-run task wirh nexr inpUl increased by }%; ('changed run') 
Srore outputs; 
Go on to nexr inpUl; 
... UNTIL done all inputs 
Show summary table comparing rhe results of all runs; 
Show values for OutpUl variables of task (plain run); 
... UNTIL finished. 
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The idea for the chosen sensitivity for outputs method was simply derived from a 
different view of trying to present the results obtainable from the core process of sensitivity 
for inputs. as described in the previous section. That is. it came primarily out of 
experiments done on paper to devise the best method for presenting sensitivity information. 
However. the alternative variation of sensitivity for outputs is slightly more interesting. 
Many hours were spent wrestling with the problems of how to make this form of 
the method work in practice. Although it was clear from an early stage that it was a hard 
problem, we persevered because we felt it was an important way of processing procedural 
knowledge in the general case. An example of the first form of the method described above 
is shown in figure 3.9. 
Input values: (as figure 3.3) 
Sensitivity check for this output parameter: 
As (the atea of tensile steel) 
Plain value - 1188.42; New value a 1200.30 (Plain +1%) 
INPUTS I PLAIN VALUES I NEW VALUES I DIFfl:RENCES I' DIn'ERENCES 
fcu 
fy 
Bred 
25.00 I 
425.00 I 
0.00 I 
(etc. for the other inputs) 
Output values: (as figure 3.3) 
14.23 
420.79 I 
? I 
-10.77 -43.08 
-4.21 I -0.99 
? I ? 
Figure].9 - The alternative sensitivity for outputs method applied to task 5 tf CP 110. 
Figure 3.9 is presented in the form of a sensitivity table similar to that used in the 
other forms of sensitivity. but note this is not necessarily a good formal For example. 
'multiple solutions' may be obtainable for any of the inputs to give the required 1% increase 
in the chosen output variable (where their relationship is non-linear). The table above 
shows only a single solution for each input variable. An alternative format for the results of 
this variation of the method is an algebraic one - an example of this is shown in figure 
3.20 as part of section 3.3.6. 
Unfortunately, the internal processing required to achieve an implementation of this 
method in any variation, seemed too involved and unjustifiable in the current researchl. We 
also steadily became less artracted by the potential benefits of the alternative algebraic output 
of the method. Interestingly though, in discussions with engineers at an early point in the 
work, a number seemed quite excited by the prospects of this method, presented in one 
lFigure 3.9 was crealed by manual ileration, as one might solve an equation numerically. 
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fann or another. However, we expect this apparent 'user requirement' is actually a 
phantom desire for a feature which would not find much real practical use. But considering 
the more general question of whether it might be useful for other domains requiring 
procedural knowledge processing, we feel it might be worth further study at some point in 
the future. 
3.3 SYMBOLIC METHODS . 
3.3.1 Translation into English 
One of the earliest ideas for methods of processing procedural knowledge for 
explanation, was that of 'translation'. In our task context, this is the production of a near-
natural (human) language form of a task, by substituting its POL statements with readable 
English phrases. For example, POL symbols for design parameters such as CPllO's 
'feu', would be replaced by 'the concrete strength (feu) '; and POL statements such 
as the calculation starting 'feu = ... ', would be replaced by 'Calculate the concrete 
strength (feu) from ... '. 
It is fundamental to allow the user of a KBS to view the contents of its knowledge 
base - especially one that is designed to promote understanding of that knowledge base. 
We propose that translation is a widely applicable method that helps to make a raw 
knowledge base readily comprehensiblet. However, the full English translation of a task 
would be somewhat long-winded (see figure below) and hence it would be useful to be able 
to view it in more than one way. We devised three possible views of a task in order to 
construct a single usable 'show task' facility in COPES: first, the engineer can read the task 
in its raw, abbreviated POL form; second, he can read it in an extended, translated form; 
and third, he can read the task shown in an interlaced mixture of the POL and translated 
forms. A similar set of views can be envisaged for other knowledge bases. 
The plain POL option is a useful compact format for those users who can 
understand its abbreviated notation. (This is not too difficult for any engineer after a while 
using the interlaced view, or indeed, using other facilities in COPES.) The pure translated 
format is an effective medium for showing a task to a user who is totally unfamiliar with the 
POL tasks, or simply does not want to deal with them. Finally, the interlaced presentation 
format is particularly useful to new users, for example, for trying to understand the POL 
1 Allbough 0Iher KBS and expert systems use a similar 1eChnique 10 our ttanslation (10 make explanations 
of inferences more readable, for example). it is not normally possible 10 'ttanslate' part of the knowledge 
base itself. 
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form. Figure 3.10 shows an abstract view of the method applied to tasks; and figure 3.11 
shows an example of (pure) translation applied to the task of figure 3.1. 
Show task 
-
Plain POL form 
~ ---
......... 1 
....... 
-
••. a 
• 
. ....... 
POL Task In •••••••• Translated form 
•• ' ••• ' •• 1 
knowledge base ••••••• 
- •• 
- •• 
- •••• 
........ 
~ ii.iiiilliii"_1 ~ 
....... i •• 1 Interlaced POL 
•• 1 .... and translated .. KEY n 
POI..xI iiiii 
f'IIeudc>.naIur language "'xl : •• , ••• IIIIIIIIIUI 
Figure3.IO-An abstract view o/the show tlJSkfaciliry. 
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Taak 5 (Calculate steel areas for rectangular be~) for CPIIO-1972: 
START OF TASK. 
If the percentage of moment redistribution (Bred) is greater than 10, 
then calculate the maximum ratio of neutral axis depeh to total depth 
(xr) fran 0.6 minus the percentage of morrent redistribution (Bred) 
divided by 100. 
If not. then the maximum ratio of neutral axis depth to total depth (xr) 
becanea 0.5. 
Calculate the effective beam depth (d) from the overall depth of a span (h) 
minU8 the cover to bottom reinforcerrent (bcov). 
Calculate the moment of resistance of section (Mres) from 0.4 multiplied by 
the concrete strength (feu) mJltiplied by the breadth of web or rib in tee or 
ell beam (bw) I1LIltiplied by the .quare of ( the effective beam depth (d) ) 
multiplied by the maximum ratio of neutral axis depth to total depth (xr) 
multiplied by ( 1 minua the maximum ratio of neutral axie depth to total 
depth (xr) divided by 2 ). 
If the applied moment at section (Mu) is greater than the rn::xnent of 
reeistance of section (Hree). 
then jWTi> to paragraph 1. 
If not, then go an to the next operation. 
Calculate the lever arm for .ection (z) from the effective beam depth (d) 
IIIlltiplied by ( 1 added to the square roct of ( 1 minus ( S IIIlltiplied by the 
applied nanant at section (Mu) divided by ( the breadth of web or rib in tee 
or ell beam (bw) IIIlltiplied by the square of ( the effective beam depth (d) ) 
IIIlltiplied by the concrete strenqth (fcu) )))) divided by 2. 
Calculate the maximum allowable lever arm ·(zmax) from O. 9S IIIlltiplied by the 
effective beam depth (d). 
If the lever arm for section (z) is greater than the maximum allowable lever 
arm (ZIIIlX), 
then the lever arm for section (z) becomes the maximum allowable lever 
arm (zmax). 
If not, then go on to the next operation. 
Calculate the depth of neutral axis (x) from 2 multiplied by ( the effective 
beam depth (d) minus the lever arm for section (z) ). 
'lbe area of corrpression steel (A's) becorres O. 
Calculate the area of tenaile ateel (As) from the applied rranent at section 
(Mu) divided by ( 0.87 IIIJltiplied by the main steel strenqth (fy) IIIlltiplied 
by the lever a~ for section (z) ). 
If the area of tensile steel (As) is less than the maximum allowable area of 
tension steel (Aanax), 
then stop task. operation here: mxle 1 - section is singly reinforced and 
area of tensile steel does not exceed limit. 
If not, then atop task operation here; mode 2 - section ia singly 
reinforced and area of tensile steel exceeds the maximum. 
Pl\RAGRAPH1. 
(figure 3.1 I continued on next page) 
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(continued/rom previous page) 
Calculate the depth of neutral axis (x) from the maximum ratio of neutral 
axis depth to total depth (xr) multiplied by the effective beam depth (d). 
Calculate the area of con;>reaaion steel (A' 5) from ( the applied nanent at 
aeetion (Mu) minus the lOOment of resistance of section (Hr.a) ) divided by ( 
0.72 IlUltiplied by the main steel strength (fy) IIIlltiplied by ( the effective 
beam depth (d) minus the cover to top reinforcerrent (tcov) ». 
Calculate the area of tensile steel (As) from the mc:JITI8n.t of resistance of 
section (Hres) divided by ( 0.87 IIIlltiplied by the main st_l strength (fy) 
IlUltiplied by the effective beam clapth (d) IIIlltiplied by ( 1 minus the 
"""ilium ratio of neutral axis depth to total depth (xr) diviclad by 2 )) adclad 
to 0.72 multiplied by the area of compression steel (A's) diviclad by 0.87. 
If the area of compression steel (A's) i8 greater than the maximum allowable 
area of COITpre88ion steel (A' amax) , 
then jwrp to paragraph 2. 
If not. then go on to the next operation. 
If the area of tensile steel (As) ia les8 than the maximum allowable area of 
tension steel (Aarrax), 
then Btop task operation here; mode 3 - section doubly reinforced; 
tensile and compression steel areas within limits. 
If not, then atop task operation here; mode 4 - section doubly 
reinforced; tensile steel area exceeds limit, conpression ok. 
PARAGRAPH 2. 
It the area of tensile steel (Aa) is leas than the maximum allowable area of 
tension steel (AaIl'llX), 
then atop taak operation here; mode 5 - section doubly reinforced; 
CCII'rpreaaion steel area. exceed8 limit, tensile ok. 
If not, then atop task operation here; mode 6 - section doubly 
reinforced; tensile and c:onpraasion steel areaa exceed limits. 
END CF TASK. 
Figure 3.II-The translation method applied to task 5 o/CPIIO. 
The idea for translation came from our knowledge of the standard 'phrase 
substitution' techniques used for many applications. A panicular technique often used in 
KBSs is known as 'canned text', but this is generally far more primitive than our 
translation algorithm. After a demonstration of its practicality using paper models, one of 
the first things done in the research was the construction of a pilot translator program (see 
[421). This was a stand-alone program, to implement the basic translation algorithm to 
enable us to test its effectiveness on real tasks. It was an early success and much of the 
code for that program was later used unchanged in the final COPES system. 
The COPES facility that used translation most extensively was 'show task' (see 
appendix 5). Other facilities could use it when required however, particularly in oroer to 
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translate single POL lines to make them more readable when required. An algorithm for 
implementing the translation method (for a whole taSk) is as follows: 
REPEAT ... 
Get next POL line of task; 
Determine which type of POL statement it is; 
Get the translated phrase pattern for that type of line; 
Split the POL line up into its words and symbols; 
FOR all the objects in the line ... 
Get the translated versions of the objects; 
Place the translated objects i1l1O the phrase pattern; 
... UNTIL finished. 
3.3.2 Translation into other languages 
The previous section has described how the procedural knowledge of taSks can be 
translated into English phrases. But note the mapping between POL objects and human 
language phrases is actually quite independent of the language used on the range side of the 
translation function. Note the moderating 'quite' in that last sentence - the degree of 
independence actually varies depending on the human language under consideration. 
Treating English say, as the 'base' language, then the degree to which the same translation 
function can be applied to other languages depends upon how 'similar' they are to English, 
ie. whether their word orderings are the same, whether word combination rules are the 
same, etc. And maybe with small adjustments to the function, such as in word ordering for 
example, it would be possible to achieve a successful translation for many other languages, 
whilst still using the same basic algorithm for the phrase substitution. This is especially the 
case for other European languages such as French. 
The point of this exercise would be to enable COPES (and similar systems) to be 
used by engineers who were not familiar with English, or simply were happier with another 
language. Recall that our research was centred on helping engineers understand in 
particular, overseas codes. It would seem useful therefore, to aim to make the core of any 
system able to work in languages other than just English, as the problem of using foreign 
codes is a universal one. 
So with this in mind, the translation capabilities of our COPES system were 
designed with language independence in mind, including for example, the ability to control 
word ordering from within a language data file. However, note that language independence 
for a single facility in COPES would not be especially useful on its own. For an effective 
implementation, it would be necessary to make the whole system usable in languages other 
than English. This indeed was done for COPES. The user interface text was all obtained 
from a current language data file, rather than from within the program code as in 
conventional systems. Since we had access to the French skills of a colleague in the 
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department at the time of the research, we were able to prove that our scheme worked in at 
least one other language - COPES was just as usable in French as well as English. See 
figure 3.12 which shows a French translation for the task shown in figure 3.1. (Compare it 
with the English translation shown in figure 3.11.) 
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Task 5 (Calculer lea sections des barres pour lea pout res rectangulaires) pour 
CPllO-1972 : 
DEBUT DE IA TACHE. 
Si le pourcentage du moment redistribue (Bred) est superieure a 10, 
alors calculer le rapport maximal de la profondeur de l' axe nautre a la 
profondeur totale (xr) de 0.6 moins le pourcentage du moment redistribue 
(Bred) divise par 100. 
Sinon, alors le rapport maximal de la profondeur de I' axe nautre a la 
profondeur total. (xr) devient 0.5. 
C&lculer la profondeur effective d'une poutre (d) de la profondeur totale 
d'une travee Ch) rroina l'enrobaqe aux armatures inferieura (beov). 
C&lculer le m:xnent de resistance d'une section (Hrea) de 0.4 nultiplie par la 
resistance chl beton (feu) m.lltiplie par la larqeur d'une poutre ou d'une ame 
ou d'une nervure d'une poutre en T ou L (bw) mJltiplie par le carre de ( la 
profondeur effective d'une poutre Cd) ) nLlltiplie par le rapport maximal de 
la profondeur de l'axe neutre a la profondeur totale (xr) multiplie par ( 1 
noins le raR'Ort. maximal de la profondeur de I' axe neutre a la profondeur 
totale (xr) divise par 2 ,. 
Si l'application d'un noment a une section (Mu) est superieure a le moment de 
resistance d'une section (Hres), 
alors sauter au paragraphe 1. 
Sinon, alors passer a la procheine operation. 
Caleuler le bras de levier d'une section (z) de la profondeur effective d'une 
pout re (d) multiplie par ( 1 ajoute a la racine carre de ( 1 mains ( 5 
1IIJ1tiplie par l'application d'un nanent a une section (l*l) divise par ( la 
largeur d'une poutre ou d'une ame ou d'une nervure d'une poutre en T ou L 
VOw) multiplie par le carre de ( la profondeur effective d'une pout re (d) ) 
multiplie par la resistance du beton (feu) »)) diviae par 2. 
C&lculer le bra. de levier maximal parmi. (zmax) de 0.95 ""ltiplie par la 
profondeur effective d'une poutre (d). 
Si le braa de levier d 'une aection (z) est euperieure a le bras de levier 
rraxirrel permis (zmax), 
alors le bras de levier d'une section (z) devient le bras de levier 
naximal permis (zmax). 
Sinon, alors passer a la procheine operation. 
Calculer la profondeur de I' axe nautre (x) de 2 nlJltiplie par ( la profondeur 
effective d'une pout re (d) mains le bras de levier d'une section (z) ). 
la section des aciers conprimea (A'sl deviant O. 
Calculer la section des aciers tendus (As) de l'application d'un m::wnent a une 
section (Mu) divise par ( 0.81 nultiplie par la resistance principale de 
l'acier (fy) multiplie par le bras de levier d'une section (z) ). 
Si la section des aciers tendus (Aa) est inferieure a la section maxima le 
permiae par lea aciers tendus (Aamax), 
alors arrete la tache de l'operation l.Cl.i node 1 - la section est 
ainplemant armee et la section des aciera tendus me depsaae paa la limi. t. 
Sinon, alors arrete la tache de l'operation icii mode 2 - la section est 
ainp1ement amee et la section des aciers tendua depasae le maxinum.. 
(figure 3.12 continued on next page) 
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(continued from previous page) 
PARA~IIE 1. 
Calculer la profondeur de I' axe neutre (x) de le rapport maximal de la 
profondeur de I' axe neutre a la profondeur total. (xr) nlJltiplie per la 
profondeur effective d'une poutre Cd). 
Caleuler la section des sciera conprimea (A's) de ( I'application d'un rroment 
a una section (Mu) moins le m:nnant de resistance d'une section (Mnia) ) 
diviae par ( 0.72 nIlltiplie par la resistance principal. et. 1 'acier (fy) 
IlUltiplie par ( la profondeur effective d'une poutre (d) moins l'enrobage aux 
armatures auperieurea (tcov) ». 
Calculer la' section des eeiere tendus (Aa) de le rranent de reaietance d'une 
aection (Mrea) diviae par ( 0.87 multiplie par la resistance principal. de 
l'acier (fy) multiplie par la profondeur effective d'une poutre (d) multiplie 
par ( 1 moine le rapport maximal de la profondeur de I'axe nautre a la 
profondeur total. (xr) diviae par 2 » ajoute a 0.72 multiplie par la section 
des aciers comprimea (A'a) diviae par 0.87. 
Si la section dea aciera comprimeis (A' a) eat superieure a la section maximale 
permise par les aciera conprimes (A' smax), 
alors aauter au paragraphe 2. 
Sinon. alors passer a la prochaine operation. 
Si la section des aciers tendus (A8) est inferieure a la section maxima le 
permise par les aciers tendus (Asmax), 
alors arrete la tache de l'operation 1C1; mode 3 - la section est 
doublement armae; la section des aeiers eomprimes et tendue aont dana les 
limites. 
Sinon, alore arrete la tache de l'operation ici: mode 4 - la section est 
doublemant armee; la section des aciers tendus depasse la limit, 
COIl'pr8asion ok. 
PARAGIW'IIE 2. 
Si la aection des aciere tendua (Aa) est inferieure a la section maximale 
permiae par lea aciers tendua (Aamax), 
alors arrete la tache de l'operation ici; mode 5 - la section est 
doublement annee; la section des aciers COCTpri.mes depasse la limit, 
tension ok. 
Sinon, alors arrete la tache de l'operation ici: mode 6 - la section est 
doublement armee: la aection des aciera corrprimes et tendua depassent les 
limitea. 
FIN DE lA TACHE. 
Figure3.f 2 - The translation method applied to task 5 of CP 11 0 for French. 
3.3.3 Show variables 
Another basic requirement for an explanation system is to be able to show and 
categorise the key elements used within the knowledge base. In the case of the tasks, key 
elements included the design parameters, or variables. As well as listing the raw POL 
symbols of the variables, a useful addition would be to show the English (or other 
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language) description of the variables, ie. showing 'the concrete strength (feu)' 
rather than just 'feu'. Also, the variables should be listed in groups according to their 
usage. To recap from section 2.2.3.1, there were three categories of variables used in the 
tasks l : 
• Local variables (used only within the task); 
• Input variables (those supplied to a task); and 
• Output variables (those produced by the task). 
Hence the current task's variables can be listed according to these categories. All the 
variables shown are listed with their symbolic (POL) names, followed by their full English 
(current translation language) descriptions. Figure 3.13 shows an abstract view of the 
method applied to the variables used in tasks; and figure 3.14 shows examples of the 
results obtained when applying this method to the task shown in figure 3.1. 
Show variables 
+ .... 111_ Input variables ....... ........ 
+ •••••• POL Task In •••••• Local variables knowledge base •••••• 
+ •••••• Output variables ....... ........ 
Figure 3./3 - An abstract view of the basic slww variables metlwd. 
lRecaD also JII8lIhe input and output variables are COllectively termed !he 'global variables' (see section 
2.2.3.1). 
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Task 5 input variables for CPllO-1972: 
feu (the concrete strength) . 
. fy (the main steel strength). 
Bred (the percentaqe of rroment redistribution). 
bw (the breadth of rectangular beam or of web or rib in tee or ell beam). 
h (the overall depth of a span). 
tcov (the cover to top reinforcement). 
boov (the cover to bottan reinforcement). 
Aamax (the maxi.num allowable area of tension steel). 
A'amax (the maximum allowable area of compression steel). 
Mu (the applied m::ment at section). 
Task 5 output variables for CPIIO-1972: 
Aa (the area of tensile steel). 
A'a (the area of compression steel). 
Figure 3.14 -Listing the variables for task 5 ofCPI /0. 
As hinted above, the idea for this method basically came from realising that a 
complementary requirement to showing a direct view of the knowledge base, is to show 
lists of the entities used within it Hence this is a fundamental method, providing vital 
infonnation about a task. 
Since this was a fundamental operation, it was implemented as a COPES facility-
the 'show variables' facility is described in appendix 5. An algorithm for implementing the 
method is as follows: 
IF inputs OR outputs required THEN ... 
Get required variables list straig hl from g/obalvariables doIa store; 
ELSE locals required ... 
Search knowledge base to create list of aI/variables used; 
Remove all known globals from list to produce list of locals; 
Wok up descriptions of variables in translation language store; 
Present list of variables and descriptions to user. 
In COPES, we stored the global variables used in a task in a separate data structure, 
for various reasons. This meant that the implementation of the show variables facility for 
the global variables was straightforward (see algorithm above). However, the local 
variables were not recorded directly and a list would have to be created each time the 
method was invoked. Alternative systems may store less or more of the entities used in a 
knowledge base, thus affecting the ease of implementing this method in other domains. 
However, it is usually the case that this important infonnation can (and should) be derived 
in one way or another. 
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3.3.4 Dependency 
A method to enable one to check the interdependences of the various entities used in 
a piece of procedural knowledge, would be very useful. We devised a tracing method 
which produces dependency infonnation for the various design parameters used in the 
tasks. The effect of the method is rather like the reversal of a step-run (see section 3.2.2). 
The infonnation obtainable is of the fonn: 'this parameter depends on these parameters'; or 
'this parameter depends on this parameter, which depends on this parameter, etc.'. In 
practice, for the tasks, 'depends on' here means 'is calculated using'. The method worlcs 
by following the chain of dependency between the design parameters used within a 
particular run of a task, conunencing from a 'starting point' - either the exit point of the 
task, or a branching point (see below). Figure 3.15 shows an abstract view of the method. 
Dependency 
POL Task In 
knowledge base 
INPUT 
VALUES 
+ 
+ OUTPUT 
VALUES 
r 
-
:~ ;~ 
= 
Figure 3.15 -An abstract view o/the dependency method. 
Dependency 
trace 
Starting 
points 
The dependency method is a step-by-step, backwards analysis of how the values 
produced by a task are calculated within the task. It thus concentrates 01\ the symbolic 
relationships between both global and local variables: it tells the user which variables affect 
which in a task. This is vital infonnation to be able to understand the action of a task. 
Figure 3.16 shows a short example of the method applied to the task of figure 3.1. 
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Input values: (as figure 3.3) 
Starting points: 
(1) Bred (the percentage of It'Oment redistribution) was <- 10 
(2) Mu (the applied m:::>ment at section) was <- Mres (the nanant of res. of section) 
(3) z (the lever arm for section) was <- zmax (the max. allowable lever arm) 
(4) Aa (the area of ~ensile steel) was < Mrnax (the rnax. allowable area of tension 
ateal) 
(5) Exit point of taak 
Dependency check from (2) gives: 
IS Mu>Mrea 
if the applied moment at section (Mu) is greater than the moment of resistance 
of section (Hrea). 
Variables used in the line above: 
(1) Mu (the applied moment at aaction) - 165000000.00· 
(2) Mres (the moment of resistance of section) - 206310000.00 
Dependency check from (1) gives: 
The variable chosen is an INPUT VARIABIE. It therefore has no further 
dependency traceable in this task, as its value was set by the user. 
Dependency check from (2) gives: 
Mrea-O.4*fcu*bw*SQR(d)*xr*{1-xr/2} 
calculate the nanent of resistance of section (Hrea) from 0.4 nultiplied by the 
concrete strength (fcu) multiplied by the breadth of rectangular beam or of web 
or rib in tee or ell beam (bw) multiplied by the square of ( the effective beam 
depth (d) ) multiplied by the max~ ratio of neutral axis depth to total 
depth (xr) rrultiplied by ( 1 minus the maxinum ratio of neutral axis depth to 
total depth (xr) ctivicled by 2 ). 
Line's result - 2.06310e+08 
Variables us~ in the line above: 
(1) feu (the concrete atrength) - 25.00· 
(2) bw (the breadth of rectangular beam or of web or rib in T or L beam) - 260.00· 
(3) d (the effective beam depth) - 460.00 
(4) xr (the maxilllllll ratio of neutral axia depth to total depth) - 0.50 
(etc. ) 
Output values: (as figure 3.3) 
Figure3./6-The dependency method applied to task 5 o/CPIJO. 
In a little more detail, the method works as follows. One stans by 'free-running' the 
task 10 produce an audit trail for a particular set of input values - a record of the path taken 
through the task's instructions as it is run (see section 3.2.2). From this, a list of 'starting 
points' from where a particular dependency check can commence, is produced by searching 
the audit traiJ for 'branching points' within the task. Branching points are considered to be 
the IS statements within the audit traiJ. The fmal EXIT statement is also treated as a starting 
point Selecting one of the starting points results in a step-by-step, backwards trace along 
the path through the task taken during the free-run. As in the step-run method, each step is 
one line of the task. but the rule used 10 detennine the next step shown, is different. 
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For each step, the line itself is shown, together with a list of the variables used in 
the line. These are shown as options to determine the next backwards step to be performed. 
This next step (line) is determined by whether it contains the 'source' of the selected 
variable's value. That is, it is the most 'recent'line that calculates the value of the variable 
that the user chooses from the current step. Thus the user traces from where the variables 
obtain their values in a task. 
The end of a dependency trace is treated as the point where a variable's value is 
determined at the start of a task - that is, when it is an input variable. At the end of any 
particular trace (or even during one), the user can choose to restart another trace from one 
of the other starting points, or he can step back over the current trace to branch off from one 
of the other variables shown at each step. 
The idea for this method came from an early conviction that one could produce a 
method which would allow information of the son 'this parameter depends on this 
parameter depends on this parameter ... ' could be obtained, could be readable and could be 
useful. Much time was spent in deciding how best to present dependency information and 
what should be included in that information. Numerous experiments were performed using 
'paper models' of various dependency-determining algorithms. For example, a long-
favoured form of the method was to present the complete dependency information for the 
task in one go, or at least for the complete audit trail. Hence the user would be presented 
with a substantial block of structured textual information describing all the dependencies 
within the task or audit trail. 
In the end, we chose to leave control of the information presented virtually all in the 
hands of the user. This seemed to be the most practical solution for a single COPES 
facility, and keeping within the time available. Perhaps a more general dependency 
implementation should be able to show each type of information though: whole task; whole 
audit trail; and the line-by-line format that we actually implemented. Note that the chosen 
method is equivalent to the backward chaining through a hierarchy of rules used in many 
expen system shells when answering the user's question 'How was the current result 
obtained?'. (For example, see section 5.4.) The user chooses which path to step back 
along. 
Considerable time was spent in developing the chosen form of the method once it 
had been decided on. Although the basic idea is quite straightforward, the recursive search 
action is a relatively complicated procedure, and it has many significant computational 
components. 1be method described above was implemented as the 'dependency facility' in 
COPES (see appendix 5). An algorithm for implementing the facility is as follows: 
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REPEAT ... 
Free-run the taSk and store audit trail; 
Search/or branching poilllS in the audit trail; 
List the branching points and the exit point as starting poilllS/or traces; 
Choose a starting point-make this the current paL line; 
Do a dependency trace from the current line ... 
Show the variables used on the current line; 
Choose a variable to see where its value was last calculaJed; 
(OR step back up to previous level OR jump back to starting poilllS); 
Search/or the line containing the most recent change to that variable; 
Make that line the current line; 
Do a dependency trace/rom the current line ... (RECURSIVE) 
... UNfIL finished 
Note that the starting points idea is used for two reasons. First it allows one to 
overcome the problem of the dependency network (see below). Second, it can be very 
useful adtUtional information in its own right That is, it enables one to view all the 
conditions or states tested for during a task's execution. These branching points often hold 
the key to the various • step-functions , and other discontinuities that a task may have). 
Knowledge of Ihese will help an engineer to gain a deeper knowledge of the action of a 
task, particularly increasing Ihe predictability of Ihe task when it is used. 
Note that to check the dependencies in a task exhaustively, Ihe user must check 
&om every starting condition, and the exit point. Although this is not always necessary, it 
will ensure that all possible dependencies are followed up. In particular, it should be noted 
that doing a dependency check starting from Ihe exit point does not cover all the other 
starting points possible in a task's run. This is because the possible dependency paths 
through a task's audit trail is a networlc rather than a tree - ie. nodes (variables) in the 
network can be reached by more Ihan one route. Figure 3.17 shows this diagrammatically. 
) See fOOlJlOle in sectioo 3.2.3. 
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The dependency network 
r.l ... represents one 
path through this ... 
Dependency 
trace 
Starting 
points 
~ 
~~ ~~ 
One possible 
dependency trace 
~ 
Figure 3.17- Why dependency traces are complex ... 
3.3.5 Using rules to interpret tasks 
The full dependency 
network for the task's 
execution 
A particularly direct application of knowledge-based systems techniques was to use 
rules to explain the procedural knowledge of the tasks. The idea was to write rules 
describing circumstances within, and properties of code of practice tasks (or other 
procedural knowledge). One could then construct something like a conventional expert 
system (see section 2.3.2), centred on a knowledge base containing this rule-based 
knowledge about various features of the tasksl. The result of a chain of inferences over 
these rules could provide an explanation of some feature of the stored code of practice 
knowledge. Although this much was clear from the start of the work, it was certainly not 
clear how to go about producing such rules. 
In fact the idea was an early one, and its exploration and implementation was 
actually used primarily as part of the preparalOry work for the development of the main 
COPES system later on. Unfonunately this method was never actually implemented as a 
COPES facility, but it was an important part of our work nonetheless. 
tNOIe thaI this rather de-empbasizes the view taken until now, thaI the tasks themselves can be lrealed as a 
knowledge base - here we propose 10 Creale a new knowledge base of rules 10 be applied 10 the tasks, the 
\auer now being IreaIcd more like ordinary dala (a1beil rather 'rich' dala). 
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It was decided to proceed by first developing a new small expen system in a 
different domain. This system was designed to explain users' errors in writing instructions 
for a frame-analysis program. The FRAME-ANAL YSIS/2 program] ran on the 
University's Prime computer in 'batch mode2', and was a frequent source of problems for 
undergraduate engineers in the department (amongst others) who had to use its relatively 
primitive user interface. The fundamental problem was that the system was used by 
supplying it with a complex free-form data file describing the frame's components and 
structure in detai1. Often a simple typographic error, or slight misunderstanding of the 
layout required, would result in a rejected data file. The returned erroneous data files were 
annotated by FRAME-ANAL YSIS/2 with rather terse and not very helpful error messages 
- for example, 'SYNTAX ERROR 0001 '. Being run in batch mode, it meant an irritatingly 
long time between writing the data file and receiving the results (or errors) back. Then the 
poor quality error messages only added to the frustration felt by the users. 
We set out to help with this problem by trying to minimise the difficulty in 
understanding the errors detected by FRAME-ANAL YSIS/2. This was done by devising a 
set of rules which had tests for common data file error circumstances in their antecedents, 
and had more verbose and precise error explanations as their consequences. The rules took 
the returned annotated erroneous data files as their input, and tested for the various error 
conditions. The tests included searches for FRAME-ANAL YSIS/2 error messages in the 
file, combinations of error messages and other patterns in the data file. Based on this 
'rulebase' (set of rules), a simple inference engine was built to process the knowledge it 
contained. The resulting expen system, called 'FRAMES', was written in FORTRAN 77 
and contained a sample 19 rules applying to the most common errors. (A full description of 
the program appears in [42]; Allwood also repons on the work in [Ill.) Figure 3.18 shows 
three of the rules included in FRAMES's knowledge base in an anglicised form - the 
actual rules used a terse special notation for ease of processing, which need not concern us 
here. 
] Part of the GENESYS engineering suite - see [751. 
2ic. the engineer prepares a daIa file of insll'UCtions for the program: sends die program 10 the computer for 
IaIer processing: die computer executes the program using the prepared insIructioos when it (or its 
opcr1IIOrS) decide 10 - often ovemiglll: and die resullS are produced as a second daIa file which is returned 10 
die engineer. (1bis way of using a computer used 10 be die usual way, but is now generally used only for 
relatively time-consuming computing tasks.) 
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IF the first error message is 'EXPECTING DIRECTIVE OR TITLE' ARD the erroneous line 
i8 a 'JOB' camand. 
~ the explanation is: 'The title of the first data table ia missing, probably due 
to a ftda8ing opening quote character.' 
IF the firat error message is 'SYNTAX ERROR' ABO the next error message is 
'GENERATORS CANCELED' .IBD the erroneous line ia any type of table header, 
'ZBDI the explanation is: 'The title of the table is missing from the line inmediately 
preceding the table' IS header.' 
17 the first error message is 'SYNTAX ERROR' AIID the next error at.sage is 
'GENERATORS CANCELED' .&BD the erroneous line ia part of a table' I!I data in a 
'MEMBERS' type of table All) the erroneous line' I!I third data item ia of the form 
'equale sign, oorrrna, integer', 
mal the explanation ia: 'The equale ditto symbol has been uaed incorrectly to ditto 
only part of the preceding line' a third data item. The equals ditto aynbol nust 
ditto the whole of the data itan above it.' 
Figure3.1B-Three typical rules processed by FRAMES. 
Note that rather than write a full syntax-checker for the input files (which FRAME-
ANAL YSIS/2 already included - it produced the basic terse error messages), our 
approach focussed on the more common errors and used a knowledge-based approach to 
provide the improved error explanations. Note also an additional important advantage of 
this KBS approach was that it was readily extendable - in the original program we tested 
only for a limited number of the most common errors. This set could easily be added-to by 
simply writing new rules to describe other error situations. 
The question was though, how could this method be applied to the code of practice 
tasks, and potentially other fonns of procedural knowledge? It was decided fairly quickly 
after FRAMES was built that it was hard to see how the method could be easily applied to 
the tasks without fmther substantial investment in 'knowledge acquisition'. The main 
problem in FRAMES was in writing the rules - this is the classic knowledge acquisition 
bottleneck in developing expert systems (as mentioned in section 2.3.4). It was decided that 
funher work on rule-based solutions would mean that little time would be left for the 
development of other facilities. (But note it was also somewhat against the original concept 
of our work, which was to treat the tasks themselves as the knowledge base, and attempt to 
extract the inherently stored knowledge they contained - the new rules would have to 
embody specific knowledge about a task, over and above that contained in a task itself.) At 
the end of the research though, we still feel that a rule-based explanation sub-system could 
possibly make a significant addition to the basic set of facilities in COPES. 
One can speculate on what the action of a rule-based explanation facility could be 
when applied to one of the tasks: figure 3.19 shows an example of how the application of a 
rule might provide useful information about a task, when applied to the task set-up shown 
in figure 3.3. 
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Ir taak is 5 ARD exit mode is 1 OR exit mode is 2, 
!BEl beam_configuration is singly_reinforced. 
Ir beam configuration is singly reinforced. 
!BEl eXPlanation is 'The task contains a test of the applied moment at section 
Against the m:ment of resistance at section. If the former ia greater then the beam 
will be doubly reinforced, otherwise the beam will be singly reinforced (aa in this 
case).' • 
Ir task is 5 ARC beam configuration ia singly reinforced, 
~ deciding_statement ia search_taak_for(IS-Hu>Mrea). 
Usinq the above rules, we miqht obtain the followinq dialoque: 
Uller> "by ill tbe beUl lIingly reinforced? 
COPES> The beam is sinqly reinforced because: 
The task contains a test of the applied moment at section against the moment of 
resistance at section. If the former ia greater then the beam will be doubly 
reinforced, otherwise the beam will be singly reinforced (aa in this case). 
Uller> "bere ill it decided tb .. t tbe be..... ill lIingly reinforced? 
COPES> The decidinq statement is: 
7: If the applied moment at section (Mu) is greater than the moment of 
resistance of seetion (HIes), 
8: then jUll'p to paragraph 1-
9: If not, then 90 on to the next operation. 
Figure 3.l9-The rule-based metlwd applied to task 5 ofCPllO. 
This was as far as we progressed with the idea for processing procedural 
knowledge using rules. But as well as providing valuable experience in writing and using 
rules in this way, the exercise was also used to benefit the development of the research in 
general, by requiring the construction of an expen system from scratch in a conventional 
programming environmenL The techniques learned from this would later prove valuable for 
the COPES development, at least in a general sense. 
3.3.6 Algebraic manipulation & use of Prolog 
Another early general idea for a processing method was 'algebraic manipulation'. 
The idea was that the computerised manipulation of the design equations in the tasks would 
fonn the basis for another method of processing the procedural knowledge. Alternatively, it 
might be a useful feature for embedding within other methods. In any case, it seemed a 
generally good idea to aim to allow access to the numerical equations within tasks, as they 
should be considered an important elemental entity of tasks - comparable to numerical 
values, variables and other FOL statements. For a number of reasons though, ultimately 
algebraic manipulation capabilities were not added to the basic COPES systern. It fonned a 
significant pan of the early work done in our research though, and is worthy of some 
discussion. As well as the basic concept of algebraic manipulation, the declarative 
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programming language Prolog was also investigated for its algebraic manipulation 
capabilities (but also for more general reasons). 
In this context, we use the term algebraic manipulation to refer to the computer 
manipUlation of arithmetical equations, such as in equation solving, rearrangement, 
simplification and other basic algebra. As with processing tasks using rules, the ideas for 
using such a capability were sketchy at first. However, it was possible to envisage some 
direct uses of the method. For example, consider the more complex form of sensitivity for 
outputs as described above in section 3.2.4. This could result in equations as an output in 
some cases, and any system implementing this method would therefore require algebraic 
manipulation capabilities. Another use would be to treat task 'runs' (audit trails) as simple 
chains of design equations, which was often possible. One could therefore envisage the 
construction of a gross single equation representing a particular run. Perhaps this could 
then benefit the engineer by the application of some algebraic manipulation, such as 
simplification or rearrangement Something similar to this could also be done for complete 
tasks where they were simple enough. Figure 3.20 shows an example of algebraic 
manipulation applied to the task shown in figure 3.1, based on the sensitivity example (see 
section 3.2.4). 
One of the alternative formats of 'sensitivity for outputs' could have 
algebraic output (with different levels of re-arrangement possible): 
In this audit trail, Aa - Mu/(O.81*fy*z): where 
z - d* (l+SQRT(l-(S*Mu/(bw*SQR(d) *feu»»/2: 
d - h-bcov; 
and the other variables are inputs. 
Hence, 
(etc. ) 
feu - S*Mu/(bw*SQR(d) * (1-SQR«2*Mu/(O.87*fy* (d)*Aa)-l»»; 
fy - Mu/(O.87*Aa*z); 
Figure3.20 -Algebraic manipulation applied to task 5 of CP // O. 
Much of the investigative work on algebraic manipulation took the form of a 
focussed literature survey. The work of Bundy et al. was especially interesting (including 
[76, 77,78]), although there were other useful items found (including [79, 80, 81)). More 
'pro-active work was undertaken though, with some attempts made at the development of 
algorithms to directly manipulate equations represented (conventionally) by binary tree data 
structures I. 
lEach variable, consIaIIl ot operator is stored 81 the node of the tree - fot example, see [821. 
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One of the ways of doing algebraic manipulation by computer is to use the 
unconventional logic-based programming language, Prologl (see [86] and section 2.3.5.1). 
As part of a linked investigation therefore, Prolog was also evaluated in our research. As 
well as for its algebraic manipulation capabilities though, it was also thought potentially 
useful for its general symbolic processing abilities and as a source of new ideas for 
processing tasks. Prolog works in an unconventional fashion, using a built-in search and 
logical evaluation algorithm to 'execute' programs written in the language. Understanding 
this unusual operation proved useful for the development of the dependency facility in 
roPES (see section 3.3.4 and appendix 5). Prolog would also be a further implementation 
option for a system like roPES. But after the investigation, it was still felt that the original 
approach chosen for roPES was more likely to succeed. Also, any useful ideas achieved 
using Prolog could be simulated in our conventional system (although admittedly, probably 
with extra effon - see section 2.3.5.1). 
As the algebraic manipulation work progressed, we became increasingly less 
attracted by its potential in the explanation of tasks. Although it still feels as if this method 
of processing procedural knowledge is an important one, because such knowledge often 
includes many equations of one sort or another, we could not prove its worth to ourselves 
for our tasks. This was because the algebraic manipulation results produced by the various 
methods attempted or investigated, seemed to be less useful when put into the context of a 
capability for COPES, even though they seemed useful in the abStracL Put simply, when 
algebraic manipulation techniques were applied to the code of practice equations stored in 
the tasks, only apparently useless and possibly confusing results were obtained. This was 
not expected, and so somewhat disappointedly, it was decided that an algebraic 
manipulation capability should not be implemented within COPES. 
3.4 COMPARISON 
At the start of the research, the concept of comparison between (for example), two 
codes of practice, would be an important additional way for an engineer to gain 
understanding of an unfamiliar code. This was virtually taken for granted, and was treated 
as something to be implicitly included in the work. As the research progressed however, it 
became increasingly clear that our woolly concept of comparison was vitally important and 
should be explicitly supported within any implementation, such as COPES. We realised 
that the support of comparison would be an important part of any system designed to aid 
IProIog is the defmitive 'logic programming' language. For broader information on this important field see 
[83. 84, 8S\). 
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the understanding of procedural knowledge. It also became clear that comparison could be 
supponed in a number of different ways. 
Two basic types of comparison can be distinguished in our work: internal and 
external comparison. The following sections describe these according to their use in 
COPES. The difference between the two types is a result of a difference in 'modality!'. 
Internal comparison refers to active suppon of comparison within the facilities of COPES 
- the onus of the comparative act is placed on the system, which provides the result of an 
internal comparison to the user. External comparison is where the onus is placed on the 
user to do the comparison - the system simply provides the appropriate items to be 
compared. Although the following subsections concentrate on the comparative features 
developed for COPES and its tasks knowledge base, we propose that these ideas can be 
abstracted for use in other procedural knowledge explanation systems. 
To show the action of the comparative methods on real tasks, we use task 5 of 
CPIlO (as shown in figure 3.1) and task 5 of ACI3l8 (which is shown below in figure 
3.21) for the examples. 
! Modality is a t.emI used 10 describe the aspeclS of a system concerned with 'who does whal', in t.emlS of 
the sysr.em and who or whal il communicateS with - users or other systems. See for example, [87). 
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* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
CALCULATE STEEL AREAS - ACI318-1977 - RECTANGULAR BEAMS 
SET f'c,fy,h,bcov,tcov,bw,Mu,rhomax and Bred 
d-h-bcov 
IS Brad>O 
Y on 
N goto 1 
IS Bred>10 
Y mOlllllX-rhomax/O. 75* (1-Bred/20) 
N rhomax-0.S*rhomax/0.7S 
CALCULATE MAXIMUM I«lMDIT OF RESISTANCE 
1 omeqa-rhomax*fy/f'c 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
kbar-f'c*omoqa*(1-0.Sg*omeqa) 
Mr-O,9*bw*SQR(d)*kbar 
IS Mu>Mr 
Y goto 2 
Non 
A's-O 
SINGLY REINFORCED SECTION 
kba~1 (0. 9*bw*SQR(d» 
omoqa-(f'c-(SQRT(SQR(f'c)-2.36*kbar*f'c»)/(1.18*f'c) 
~-omega*f'c*bw*d/fy 
EXIT in m::.de 1 with As and A's 
DOUBLY REINFORCED SECTION 
2 rho-O.9*rhomax 
* 
* 
omega-rho*fy/f'c 
kbar-f'c*omoqa*(1-0.Sg*omeqa) 
Mr1-0.9*bw*SQR(d)*kbar 
Aal-rho*bw*d 
Mr2-t4u-Mrl 
Nc2-Mr21 (O.g* (d-tcov» 
LOOK in table 1 for ey with fy 
a-Aa1*fy/(0.8S*f'c*bw) 
LOOK in table 2 for beta with f' c 
.,./beta 
es-O.003*(c-tcov)/c 
IS e.>ey 
Y fs-e.*200000 
N f.-fy 
A'a-Nc2/fa 
Aa2-f.*A'./fy 
Aa-Aal+Aa2 
EXIT in mode 3 with Aa and A's 
TMIU: 1 
275.8 
0.00138 
* 
* 
TMIU: 2 
20.68 
0.85 
* 
* 
END 
344.7 413.7 
0.00172 0.00207 
27.58 
0.85 
34.47 
0.80 
41. 37 
0.75 
Figure 3.21- Task 5 of ACI318 shown in its raw POLfonn. 
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3.4.1 Internal comparison within COPES 
3.4.1.1 Show variables for two codes 
The basic 'show variables' method for a single code of practice (single task!) was 
described in section 3.3.3. This method was one of the most suitable for providing internal 
comparative suppon within the equivalent COPES facility. The idea was to devise an option 
for the basic show variables facility that would show the variables of the same task derived 
from two different codes - but rather than simply produce two disparate lists. the program 
would highlight where the tasks used the same variables. and where they used different 
variables. Each category of variable is compared separately. as in the non-comparative 
show variables (see section 3.3.3). Figure 3.22 shows an abstract view of this method 
when applied to the same task of two codes; and figure 3.23 shows the results of applying 
the method to the real tasks shown in figures 3.1 and 3.21. 
Comparative show variables 
,....-------. + = ::::::: + r-====l 
- ....... . 
Input variables 
+ _ ........ + - ....... . - ....... . Local variables 
- + = :::::: + L.:===-.J 
POL Task In - ....... . 
knowledge base Output variables Same task (but from 
different code) 
Figure 3.22 - An abstract view of the comparative mode show variables method. 
!Remembez that COPES was fundamenlally a laSk·based SysICm. So where a 'single code' is refem:d to in 
tarns of die facilities. litis geneta1ly means a single IaSk of a single code. ie. the 'CUJmlIIaSk' (see section 
4.1.3). For the two currenl tasks used in comparative facilities. die two tasks will be the same task IIlIIPIber 
(ie. same function). but be derived from two different codes. These are .efem:d to as the 'ftregl'OWld' and 
'background' tasksIcodes (see section 4.1.5) whe.e they need to be distinguished, but we can say·the same 
IaSk derived from two codes' to .efer to them together. 
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Task 5 global input variables common to CPllO-1972 and ACI3l8-l977: 
feu, f'c (the concrete strength). 
fy, fy (the main steel strength). 
Bred, Bred (the percentage of rroment redistribution). 
bI, bw (the breadth of rectangular beam or of web or rib in tee or ell beam) . 
h, h (the overall depth of a span). 
tcov, tcov (the cover to top reinforcement) . 
bcov, bcov (the cover to bottom reinforcement) . 
Mu, ItJ (the applied m:>ment at section). 
Task 5 global input variables in CPllO-1972 but NOT in ACI3l8-l977: 
Asmax (the maxinum allowable area of tension ateel). 
A'am&X (the maximum allowable area of compression steel). 
Task 5 global input variables in ACI3l8-l977 but NOT in CPllO-1972: 
rhomax (the maximum allowable reinforcement ratio for a singly reinforced section). 
Figure 3.23 -Comparing the variables for task 5 ofCPIIO & AC1318. 
This comparative capability was added to the basic show variables facility in 
COPES, as three supplementary options to the basic ones listing the three categories of 
variables Oocal, input and output) for a single task. The three new options were simply 
comparative equivalents to these (see section appendix 5). To implement this comparative 
method, the same core methods as for the single task version were used to extract the basic 
category of variables from the two tasks. However the additional action of forming the 
'conunon' and 'differences' lists was done using an algorithm based on the following: 
Get the lists of variables of the required category for task A; 
Get the lists of variables of the required category for task B; 
Produce common and difference lists ... 
Creole new list of common variables by searching tlvough the first two lists; 
Delete the common variables from the first two lists; 
.. .Resulting in the tlvee required lists: common, task A only & task B only. 
3.4.1.2 Comparative free-run 
The basic 'free-run' method for a single code (task) was described in section 3.2.1. 
As for show variables, this was another method considered highly suitable to adapt for 
internal comparative support. In contrast to the show variables facility though, where the 
suppon was added to the basic facility, we decided to create a new separate 'comparative 
free-run facility' in COPES. The idea was to produce a facility based on the single task 
free-run, but show the input and output values of two tasks in parallel, as literally as 
possible. Figure 3.24 shows an abstract view of this method when applied to the same task 
of two codes; and figure 3.25 shows the results of applying the method to the real tasks 
shown in figures 3.1 and 3.21. 
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Comparative free-run 
INPUT 
VALUES 
POL Task In 
knowledge base 
+ 
, 
, 
+ OUTPUT 
VALUES 
+ 
, 
Figure 3.24 - An abstract view of the comparative free-run method. 
Inplll III1llU!s: (CP 110 / ACI318) 
fcu I f'c 
- 25 (N/mm2) 
fy I fy - 425 (N/mm2) 
Bred I Bred 
- 0 (% ) 
bw I bw - 260 (mm) 
h I h - 485 (mm) 
tcov I tcov 
- 0 (mm) 
bcov I bcov 
- 25 (mm) 
Mu I Mu - 165 (kN rn) 
Asmax I - 4784 (mm2 ) 
A'smax I - 4784 (mm2 ) 
I rhomax - O. 05 (ratio) 
Free-run the tasks ... 
Oulplll III1llU!S: (CP110 / ACI318) 
As - 1188.42 I As - 1026.06 (mm2 ) 
A's - 0 I A's - 0 (mm2 ) 
Chapter 3 
Same task 
(but from 
different code) 
mode - (as ACI318) I mode - Singly reinforced; areas within limits 
Figure 3.25-Comparativefree-runfor task 5 ofCPllO & AC/3/S. 
To provide an effective side-by-side view of the execution of two tasks, we 
developed a comparative adaptation of the basic globals menu table (see section 3.2.1 and 
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appendix 5). Instead of showing the input and output variables for a single task, this 
showed only all of the input variables for two tasks, or all the outputs, on one table (see 
appendix 5). A similar side-by-side layout was devised, listing all the inputs (or all outputs) 
for one task on the left hand side, and all the inputs (or all outputs) for the other task on the 
right The engineer would use the facility in a very similar way to the single task free-run: 
he fIrSt sets the input values for both tasks using the 'comparative global inputs table'; 
commands the execution of both tasks in 'parallel'; and finally receives the output values 
for both tasks in the similar 'comparative global outputs table'. Although the same net effect 
can be achieved by multiple uses of the basic free-run facility, the primary benefit of the 
comparative free-run facility was its increased ease of use and convenience. 
A simple algorithm for implementing the comparative free-run method as described 
above, is as follows: 
REPEAT ... 
Get values for input variables of both tasks; 
Execute both tasks using the Interpreter in two separate free-runs; 
Show values for output variables of both tasks; 
... UNTIL finished. 
3.4.1.3 Links between variables' names across codes 
Apart from the internal comparative suppon provided within the facilities, another 
important part of comparison in COPES was ensuring that 'links' were set up between the 
names of variables used in tasks from different codes. That is, the different names 
(symbols) for the same physical quantities used in POL tasks for different countries' codes 
(see section 2.2.3.2), were known internally to COPES by a single 'logical name'. This 
meant that whenever the variables (design parameters) of two countries' tasks had to be 
shown to the user, it was relatively straightforward to show the relationship between the 
variables across codes. For example, within the comparative options of the show variables 
facility, it was easy to show the two names used for those quantities that were common to 
both tasks; and for comparative free-run, it was similarly simple to show common variables 
in the two Ilisks by laying out the comparative tables with the same design quantities on the 
same lines of the table. These are just two examples of the benefits gained from separating 
the 'logical name' of a quantity (in COPES: its 'description' - such as 'the strength of 
concrete'), and its 'actual name' (in COPES: its POL symbol- such as 'feu' or 'f' e'). 
This separation effectively allowed links to be made between different codes' variables' 
names, using the logical name as the link. 
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3.4.1.4 Links between variables' values across codes 
A natural extension of the linking of variables' names across codes of practice as 
described above, is 10 also maintain 'links' between the values of variables. 1lIe mechanism 
used 10 do this in COPES is basically the same as that used for linking variables' names, ie. 
ensuring the separation of a variable's logical name and its actual name; then given a logical 
name (a description), the value of that variable in more than one code can be related. For 
example, when the user gave any variable a value in COPES, that value was simultaneously 
given to all the current codes' equivalent variables. So, if the user gave a value of 25 
N,Jmm2 to the strength of concrete in CPllO (feu), COPES would ensure that value would 
also be assigned 10 the strength of concrete variable in ACI3l8 (f ' e) - if these were the 
two current codes. Similarly, COPES also allowed the communication of such values 
between different instances of the program running on a single computer (which was a 
standard way of using the system - see section 4.1.4). Thus in the latter example, the 
concrete strength value would be assigned in all instances of COPES currently running on 
the computer. 
3.4.2 External comparison for COPES 
3.4.2.1 Windows 
The main external form of comparative support provided in COPES, was the use of 
side-by-side 'windows' on the large VDU screen of the Sun computer used 10 run the 
system. The arrangement used is described in detail in section 4.1.4, but suftice it to say 
here that it allowed the engineer 10 view simultaneously the results produced by any of the 
facilities on COPES when applied to two different codes of practice. The results were 
displayed literally side-by-side on the screen (more precisely, one above the other). 
Although it was totally up 10 the engineer 10 interpret the results and make his own detailed 
comparisons (hence external comparative support), COPES makes such comparisons easier 
by directly providing the relevant information to be compared. 
Note that COPES was originally implemented on a computer using a 
conventionally-sized character-based VDU screen. This severely restricted the comparative 
displays that could be shown on-screen. 1lIe use of a flexible windowing system on a 
modem computer turned out 10 be highly enlightening, as the apparently trivial addition of a 
larger screen with the capability to partition the screen, was nOl expected to be quite as 
beneficial as it turned out 10 be in practice (although it was one of the reasons for moving 10 
the Sun workstation in the first place). Hence the use of such an implementation vehicle is 
therefore potentially of great benefit in similar systems. 
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3.4.2.2 Other manual comparison methods 
Fmally, the only other currently supported external comparison method, is that the 
results produced during the use of any of the facilities in COPES can be saved to a text file 
on the computer, and later printed-out on paper. Hence in an elementary, but important 
way, the results produced by the COPES facilities could be compared across codes by the 
user inspecting paper copies of the results. 
Note that this is not a trivial point As stated earlier, it is very easy to underestimate 
the real importance of making comparisons between say, familiar and unfamiliar codes, as 
we ourselves found. But the simple act of being able to compare a print-out of the lengthy 
step-runs of two codes' tasks for example, which would be impossible to show in a single 
screen display even on the Sun's large VDU, is an important additional benefit that COPES 
provides. Hence in the general case, it is another pan of the vital comparative support that 
systems purporting to help users understand procedural knowledge should provide. 
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COPES overview, examples & comments 
4.1 WHAT IS COPES? - AN OVERVIEW OF THE PROGRAM 
The final ver.;ion of COPES 1 is a large and sophisticated computer program with 
the internal architecture of a KBS. It uses the tasks as its knowledge base, with 4 codes 
currently implemented: CPllO, ACI3l8, AS 1480 and IS456 (see figure 1.1). An engineer 
would use the system to aid his understanding of the operation of parts of a code of 
practice, in the form of the tasks. He would work 011 a single type of task at a time, and use 
'analysis' facilities of the system to investigate that type of task. 
The facilities were based on the successful processing methods discussed in the 
previous chapter - they allow the examination of tasks in various ways and to various 
levels of detail. Through the use of additional features, the system also allows him to easily 
compare the c\lITent task of interest with the same task derived from another code - for 
example, to compare a familiar task with an unfamiliar one. Finally, the engineer can use 
the system in more than one human language, including English and French (at the time of 
writing). 
Note the current system is fundamentally a prototype vehicle for the key ideas of the 
task analysis facilities; comparison between analyses; and rudimentary, but useful, natural 
(human) language capabilities. The system's current configuration and user interface 
SIrUCtUre is not envisaged to be typical of a practical system. Figure 4.1 shows an overview 
of the contents of the current system. 
11bcr'e wm: actually two 'final' versions of COPES built during the research: one originally developed on a 
HoneyweU Multics mainframe oompwer, and an enhanced version of that implementation, extended 10 use 
the advanced fealUreS of a Sun wcnstation. The Sun version is the main one cmsidered herein. However fer 
various reasons, the reader should be aware of the Multics version whilst reading this thesis. See appendix 3. 
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N9W code (tasks) file NBW /anguagB fiIB 
- -- - -- - - - -- --. -------, 
I I 
, , 
+ + 
Code 1 Code 2 Code 3 Code 4 Langl Lang2 
BBBB BEJ 
TASKS KNOWLEDGE BASE Translation languages 
r 
+ 
Current Code 
~ Current set-up management Current Task 
Current Language 
I 
+ 
Show task 
Show variables ... ... Translator 
Free-run 
Step-run 
Comparative free-run 
... ... Interpreter Dependency 
Sensitivity 
Lang 1 Lang 2 
... User Interface BB 
User InterfaCe 
~ languages 
COPES • El ;;;~uagB ~ 
ENGINEER ~ 
Figure 4.1- Overview o/the COPES system. 
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4.1.1 The task analysis facilities 
There were seven different task analysis facilities developed for COPES. There 
were two 'presentation' or 'utility' facilities for examining the tasks; three enabled the user 
10 analyse tasks by executing their stored instructions to produce numerical results (as a 
CAD program might do) and finally, there were two facilities for investigating the 
interrelationships between the design variables used within tasks. See figure 4.2. 
The task analysis facilities in COPES 
Show task 
• A facility to show the task in ~s plain. abbreviated POl notation, or in the 
extended pidgin 1ranslated' form. 
Show variables 
• A facility to show the design parameters (or 'variables') used in a task. 
Free-run 
• A simple straightforward execution (or 'run') of the task's instructions. 
Step-run 
• A step-by·step execution in detail. 
Comparative free-run 
• A co"1l3rative option which automatically runs the same task from two codes and 
presents the resuHs in a side-by-side fashion. 
Dependency 
• A faclllly to show how the design parameters depend on each other In a single 
task. 
Sensitivity 
• A facility to show the sensitivity of design parameters to changes in the values 
of other parameters. 
Figure 42 - Summary of the task analysis facilities. 
4.1.2 Basic use of COPES 
The COPES system is used via a conventional user interface based on menus of 
options for various actions, together with simple direct commands. ~ menu structure 
network is a simple hierarchy, with a single main menu at the root ('lOp') level (see figure 
A5.1 for a preview). 
The fundamental sequence of operations required to work with COPES is this: at 
the stan of using the program, the user has the option to choose a language for the user 
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interface of the system, or keep English as the default. On entering the system proper, he 
can then select the language that tasks will be translated into - English is again the default: 
this becomes the 'current language'; the user then must select a code of practice to work on: 
this becomes the 'cUITent code'; he then selects which task he is interested in: this becomes 
the 'current task'. TIle user then will invoke the various task analysis facilities as required, 
to act on this task-code-language combination: the 'current set-up'. He may go 011 to change 
to a different code or task, as necessary. (See figure 4.3.) 
Start COPES 
, 
(Set user Interface language) 
- delautt: English 
, 
Set first code of practice 
, 
Set first task 
, 
(Set translation language) 
- delautt: English 
• 
, 
""" 
Set subsequent codes I 
Use facilities 
on current set-up 
,/ Set subsequent tasks ) 
"-
Finish COPES 
Figure 43 - Basic use of COPES: sequence of main events. 
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4.1.3 The current set-up 
The task analysis facilities act upon a current context, or 'set-up'. The current set-up 
is the panicular combination of code of practice, task (of that code) and language (which the 
task's contents are 10 be displayed in), that have been most recently chosen by the 
program's user. The individual parts of this combination are referred 10 as the 'current 
code', 'current task' and 'current (translation) language', respectively. COPES's facilities 
generally act on one task at a time: the current task of the current code (but operation is 
possible on two tasks under some circumstances - see below). Usually, the current 
language will remain selected on one option throughout a typical COPES run. It will 
normally be set to the same language as the language used for the program's user interface. 
(Note that these two languages are treated as separate items in the current system, for 
technical reasons - see sections 6.2.3 and 7.2/3.) Figure 4.4 summarises these points. 
The current set-up in COPES 
Current Code of Practice 
• The code of practice currently under study. 
Current task 
• The task of the ClJrrent code of practice that the analysis facilities wiU apply to. 
Current (translation) language 
• The language that tasks and variables' descriptions will be translated into. 
Figure 4.4-Summary of the items making up the currem set-up. 
4.1.4 Use or the Sun's display screen 
The main reason for developing the implementation of roPES on the Sun 
workstation, was to exploit its advantage of having a large display screen with a 'window'-
based! user interface 10 its UNIX2 operating system This key feature of the Sun allows 
more than one program to run at once, with one program per window. Put simply, this 
enabled us 10 make a user's interaetion with roPES very flexible: it enabled us 10 run more 
than one instance of our roPES program, with one per window. A typical configuration of 
windows found 10 be useful during the research, was 10 have two large ones each filling 
half of the complete screen, with one above the other (see figure 4.5 - and compare with 
1 A window-based or 'window(ing) system', allows the multiple display of the oulpUt of. program or 
programs. within variably sized and positioned recwlgu1ar subdivisions of the compula"s complete display 
screen. A useful melapbor is 10 canpare such windows with movable sheeIs of paper on the lop of a desk. 
2UNIX is the standard operating system (ie. the internal system management software used 10 .:cess all 
programs and files). 00 the SIDI workstation and many other similar compulUS (see [88. 89]). In common 
with many other UNIX-based machines, the Sun actually uses a slightly lai10red version of one of the 
CUJTenI UNIX standanIs, called SunOs [90]. 
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figure 4.7, etc.). An instance of COPES could be run in both of these windows 
simultaneously so that, for example, the user could compare the results of any facility 
acting on a task from two different codes. Typically, one window's COPES would be run 
with the user's familiar code of practice, and the other would be run with an unfamiliar 
code. Thus the user would be able to directly compare the results for the different codes, in 
a convenient, literally side-by-side fashion. 
COPES running In this window 
- with unfamiliar code of practice 
COPES also running In this window 
- with familiar code of practice 
Figure 4.5 - Typical COPES window arrangement on the screen o/the 
Sun workstation. 
4.1.5 Comparing tasks from different codes within COPES 
The user can also have a second code of practice currently selected in a single 
instance of COPES. This is termed the background code (or when referring to its associated 
task, the background task). Hence similarly, the main current code/task mentioned above 
can also be referred to as the foreground code/task, depending on the context within the 
program!. This feature of two 'current' codes enables COPES to automatically compare the 
same task derived from two different codes, using specialised facilities. This capability is 
complementary to the side-by-side manual comparisons possible using the windows 
arrangement mentioned above. 
!Wbete simply '!he current task' is referred 10, by default this generally means !he current/oregrolUld task. 
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The two current codes (and their associated tasks) are stored in place-hoWers called 
'slots'. They are named the 'A' slot and the 'B' slot respectively. At any time when using 
COPES, there is a current foreground slot and a background slot. The user may switch 
between the slots (for example, the A slot being the foreground one and the B slot the 
background one, to B being the foreground and A the background), at many points within 
the system. with a single command. Note that theforeground code/task pair are accessible 
to all the facilities in COPES that process a single task. The background pair are only 
accessible in conjuncrion wirh theforeground pair, to those specialisedfaciliries of COPES 
that automatically compare tasks derived from two different codes. 
The user can never have two tasks of different types selected for the two current 
codes in a COPES window. That is, the same task number will always apply to both codes' 
currently selected task. If one of the codes does not have a task available, yet the other does 
for some task number, then the task in the former will revert to a 'no selected task' state. 
The other will be selected as normal. The point of this restriction is to allow easy 
comparison for tasks between two codes - it is meaningless to directly compare any two 
different types of task. Figure 4.6 illustrates the full current set-up structure in COPES. 
I Context pointer I 
A • fOregrO~V "" B • foreground 
B _ baclcground ,,~ _ baclcground 
CodefTask Slot A 
(Copy of task number N) 
Current Code 1 
Actual task N in Code 1 
Current task 
number N 
CodefTask Slot B 
(Copy of task number N) 
Current Code 2 
Actual task N in Code 2 
Current translation 
language 
Structure of the current set-up in COPES 
Figure 4.6 -A more precise representarion of rhe currenr set-up in COPES. 
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4.1.6 Implementation details 
The Sun implementation of COPES was installed on a Sun 3/fIJ workstation, 
running version 3.4 of its UNIx-based operating system, SunOS. The system was tailored 
to use features specific to the Sun, although it is portable to other computer systems to 
some degree (see appendix 3). Most of the program was written in the conventional 
procedural language Pascal [91, 921. But the POL task interpreter, used to execute tasks 
numerically, was written (and amended for its use by COPES) in FORTRAN 77 [93,94]. 
There were approximately 10,000 lines of Pascal code in COPES. 2,000 of those were in 
the translator module (which, like the task interpreter, could be considered a vinually 
separate subsystem). The amended version of the interpreter contained approximately 1,500 
lines. Further general technical details of the system are presented in chapter 7. 
4.2 THE FACILITIES IN USE: A COMPLETE EXAMPLE 
4.2.1 A background story for the example 
The following subsections present a 'story' which involves all of the task analysis 
facilities in COPES. But note the story is somewhat artificial, in that it is mainly used here 
to illustrate all of the available facilities. In a more realistic situation, only a subset of the 
available facilities would probably be used, maybe in a different sequence, and perhaps in 
other different ways too. 
The background to the story is this: suppose that dwing the design of a beam using 
the Australian code AS 1480 [51 (which we assume here is unfamiliar to us), a singly 
reinforced beam is required according to that code's requirements. This is surprising to us, 
as we expected double reinforcement to be required - perhaps because we were already 
familiar with a similar design situation, and according to another code of practice, the beam 
was required to be doubly reinforced. Let us assume we are familiar with the Indian code 
IS456 [61, and this indeed requires the beam to be doubly reinforced. We now turn to 
COPES to clarify why this unexpected discrepancy has arisen. 
At this point, it should be noted that the current configuration of die COPES system 
requires the user to be familiar with the tasks architecture used in the system's knowledge 
base. That is, he must be aware of which tasks perform which operation in a design 1. For 
11bc user has ID have some idea 'where' ID look ror a reason ror a discrepancy (unless pure 'explonUion' is 
desired). A1Ihougb this is not a lrivial problem, we are aware or it and believe it can be oven:ome. Whether 
a solution should be pan or the present system or pan or a supporting environment is unclear at this slBge. 
This 'guidance' problem is discussed rurther in section 6.2.4. 
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the moment, let us assume that we know that task 5 is the key task in this example, since it 
detennines the amount and type of reinforcement required in a beam (see section 2.2.2). 
We can now use the task analysis facilities in COPES to pin down why ASI480 
requires the beam to be only singly reinforced, while IS456 requires double reinforcement 
First, COPES has to be started up and set up to work on task 5 of these two codes. (This 
stan-up phase is illustrated in section 4.4 - see also appendix 5.) When this is done, we 
can invoke the facilities to work on the appropriate current set-up!. 
4.2.2 The free-run facility 
The first thing we might do is simply execute (run) the task in both codes, in 
isolation from the rest of the design procedure. This will confirm the different 
reinforcements obtained from the complete designs in our story. The 'free-run' method to 
do this was described in section 3.2.1. Figure 4.7 shows a print-out of the Sun's screen 
after the two tasks have been executed with the appropriate values, using the free-run 
facility in both COPES windows (see section 4.1.4). 
The 'screen-dump' shown in figure 4.1 shows the two windows containing the 
resulting g10bals menus for each code. Note the output values on the right-hand side of 
both menus. The 'mode' value of I in the AS 1480 g10bals menu indicates single 
reinforcement; and the two values above it show the amount of steel area required in the 
two layers (therefore the one for the compression steel is zero). The 'mode' value of 3 in 
the IS456 g10bals menu indicates double reinforcement; and the two values above it 
similarly show the amount of steel area required in its two layers. (If required, to 
understand the other variables' symbols shown in this and subsequent figures, the reader 
may like to refer to figures 4.11 and/or 4.10 first.) 
! Noce thalthe commenlS on wha! information each of the facilities provide US with in the foHowing story, 
are mostly teSerVed 10 the fmal subsection, 4.2.9. The reader may prefer 10 read that section before 4.2.2 el 
seq., in order 10 see wha! helpful infonnation the facilities acwally give us as we try 10 understand the 
problem in our story, before the mechanics of the 5101)' are gone through. 
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Figure 4.7- Result of afree-runfgr task 5 of ASJ480 (top window) & 15456 (bottom). 
4.1.3 The comparative free-run facility 
Note that a more compact comparison of the result of free-running a task derived 
from two codes of practice, can be made using the 'comparative free-run' facility. This 
methodlfacility was described in section 3.4.1.2. Although the flexible two-window 
arrangement available on the Sun for comparative purposes, makes this single-window 
facility less necessary!, it can still be useful or personally preferred. Assuming that 
COPES (in either or both windows) has been set up with AS 1480 in one of the two code 
slots, and 15456 in the other, comparative free-run can be invoked. For demonstration 
purposes then, figure 4.8 shows the comparative free-run facility in use. 
The top window of figure 4.8 shows the comparative global inputs menu for the 
two codes' task 5. This is the set-up before of the use of the facility. The bottom window 
shows the comparative global outputs menu. This is the result after running the facility. 
(Compare this figure with figure 4.7 - it shows basically the same information using the 
free-run facility.) 
IThis facility was originally developed for the single-screen. ordinary character·based VDU computer, 
Multics, as in fact, were all the others - see appendix 3. 
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Figure 4.8 - 'Before' '" 'after' of a comparatillefree-runfor task 5 of AS1480 '" IS456. 
4.2.4 The step-run facility 
We may now want to examine the operation of the task in the two codes in much 
more detail. We can do this by perl'onning a 'step-run' of the task. The step-run method 
was described in section 3.2.2. Figure 4.9a shows a snapshot of the step-run facility in 
action. Figure 4.9b shows the resulting complete step-run listing for the AS 1480 task; and 
figure 4.9c shows the equivalent complete step-run listing for the 15456 task. 
Note that the step-runs shown in figure 4.9 use the same global inputs values that 
were shown in figures 4.7 and 4.8. OOPES maintains these values when moving between 
different facilities. Also, if any input value is changed in one of the windows, it will also 
change the same variable's value in the other window - the windows are linked (see 
section 3.4.1.4). 
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Step-run of tasK 5 for 1\51480-1974: 
Start of step run of current tasK. 
d-O-bcov 
»»» Calculation result: 460.00 
k'b-600/(600+fsy) 
»»» Calculation result: 0.59 
IS Bred>O 
»»» No. 
N As2-Astmax 
»»» Calculation result: 4784.00 
H'·fsy-As2*d*(1-(O.6*As2*fsy)/(bw*d*F'c) 
»»» Calculation result: 5.53681e+OB 
IS Mu>M' 
»»» No. 
N on 
»»» Do nothing. 
Ast=(1-SQRT(1-(2.4*Mu)/(O.9*bw*SQR(dl ·F'e») *bw*d*F'c/(1.2*fsy) 
»»» Calculation result: 1654.24 
Asc=Q 
»»» Calculation result: 0.00 
End of step run of current task. 
Figure 4 .9b - A complele slep-run lisling for lask 5 of AS J 480. 
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Step-run of task 5 for 15456-1978: 
Start of step run of current task. 
d-O-bcov 
»»» Calculation result: 460.00 
LOOK 1n table 1 for xud with fy 
»»» Table look returns: 0.48 
IS Bred>D 
»»» No. 
N xub-xud 
»»» Calculation result: 
IS xud>xub 
»»» No. 
N on 
»»» Do nothing. 
0.48 
Mres=O.36*xud*(1-O.42*xud)*bw*SQR(dl*fck 
»»» Calculation result: 1.8905ge+08 
IS Mres<Mu 
»»» Yes. 
'f gate 1 
»»» Jump. 
1 xu-xud*d 
»»» Calculation result: 
esc-O.003S*(xu-tcov)/xu 
»»» Calculation result: 
fsc-esc*O.87*fy/O.0035 
»»» Calculation result: 
219.72 
0.00 
369.75 
A's-(Hu-Hres)/(fsc*(d-tcov) 
»»» Calculation result: 358.30 
As_A's*fsc/(O.B7*fy)+Hres/(O.87*fy*(d-O.42*xu) 
»»» Calculation result: 1148.80 
IS A's>A'smax 
»»» No. 
N on 
»»» Do nothing. 
IS As<A.smax 
»»» Yes. 
End of step run of current taSK. 
Figure 4.9c-A complete step-run listing/or task 5 of IS456. 
Chapter 4 
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4.2.5 The show task facility 
The step-run has shown us the exact path taken through the two tasks during their 
execution - a dynamic view of one path through the tasks. We may also wish to examine 
the tasks in their entirety: for example, to compare the other possible paths through the task. 
By 'alternative paths' through the task, we mean the different parts of a task that could be 
executed for different sets of input values. In our example's story, two possible separate 
paths might be two separate calculations of the two alternative reinforcement arrangements. 
To obtain a stalic view of a whole task, the 'show task' facility is used. This facility is also 
a basic 'utility' facility, which can be generally useful when using the other facilities of 
COPES. The show task method was described in section 3.3.1. Figure 4.10 shows the 
show task facility in operation, including complete listings produced using the save facility 
of COPES (see appendix 5). 
The show task facility allows us to view the task in three different formats - the 
plain, abbreviated POL format; the extended. translated format; and the mixed formal The 
top window of figure 4.10a shows task 5 of AS 1480 being shown in the translated form; 
the bottom window shows task 5 of IS456 being shown in the mixed form. Figure 4.1 Ob 
shows the complete AS 1480 task in the translated format; and figure 4.1 Qc shows the 
complete 15456 task in the mixed formal 
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Figure 4.IOa - Showing IIJSk 5 of AS1480 (top window) & IS456 (bottom window). 
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Task 5 (Calculate steel areas for rectangular beams) for AS1480-1974: 
START OF TASK. 
Calculate the effective beam depth Id) from the overall depth of a span (D) 
minus the cover to bottom reinforcement (bcov). 
Calculate the ratio of depth of neutral axis to effective depth (k'bl trom 
600 divided by ( 600 added to the main steel strength (fsy) ). 
If the percentage ot moment redistribution (Bred) is greater than 0, 
then calculate the area of tensile steel to resist the steel-steel couple 
(As2) from 2 multiplied by the maximum allowable Area of tension steel 
(Astmaxl divided by 3. 
If not, then the area ot tensile steel to resist the steel-steel couple 
(As2) becomes the maximum allowable area of tension steel (Astmax). 
Calculate the balanced design moment (M') from the main steel strength I fsy) 
multiplied by the area of tensile steel to resist the steel-steel couple 
IAs2) multiplied by the effective beam depth (d) multiplied by ( I minus ( 
0.6 multiplied by the area of tensile steel to resist the steel-steel couple 
IAs2) multiplied by the main steel strength (fsy) ) divided by ( the breadth 
of rectangular beam or of web or rib in tee or ell beam (bw) mUltiplied by 
the effe~tive beam depth Id) multiplied by the concrete strength (F'e) )). 
If the applied moment at section (Mu) is greater than the balanced design 
moment (M'). 
then jump to paragraph 1. 
If not, then go on to the next operation. 
Calculate the area of tensile steel (Ast) from ( 1 minus the square root of ( 
1 minus ( 2.4 multiplied by the applied moment at section (Mu) ) divided by ( 
0.9 multiplied by the breadth of rectangular beam or of web or rib in tee or 
ell beam (bw) multiplied by the square of I the effective beam depth (d) ) 
multiplied by the concrete strenqth (F'c) ))) multiplied by the breadth of 
rectangular beam or of web or rib in tee or ell beam (bw) multiplied by the 
effective beam depth (d) multiplied by the concrete strength (F'c) divided by 
( 1.2 multiplied by the main steel strength (fsy) ). 
The area of compression steel (Asc) becomes O. 
Stop task operation here; mode I - section is singly reinforced and area of 
tensile steel does not exceed limit. 
PARAGRAPH 1. 
Calculate the moment to be carried by compression reinforcement (MI) from the 
applied moment at section (Mu) minus 0.9 multiplied by the balanced design 
moment (M'). 
Calculate the area of tensile steel to resist the concrete-steel couple (AsI) 
from the moment to be carried by compression reinforcement (Ml) divided by ( 
0.9 multiplied by the main steel strength (fsy) multiplied by ( the effective 
beam depth Id) minus the cover to top reinforcement (tcOV) »). 
Calculate the area of tensile steel (Ast) from the area ot tensile steel to 
resist the concrete-steel couple (AsI) added to the area of tensile steel to 
resist the steel-steel couple (As2). 
(figure 4.lOb contirwed on next page) 
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(continued/ram previous page) 
Calculate the compressive strain in the compressive reinforcement (ese) from 
0.003 multiplied by ( 1 minus ( 4 multiplied by the cover to top 
reinforcement (tcov) ) divided by ( 3 multiplied by the ratio of depth of 
neutral axis to effective depth (k'bl multiplied by the effective beam depth 
(dill. 
Calculate the strain at yield Cesy) from the main steel strength (fsy) 
divided by 200000. 
If the compressive strain In the compressive reinforcement (ese) 1s less than 
the strain at yield Cesy}, 
then calculate the area of compression steel (Asc) from the area of 
tensile steel to resist the concrete-steel couple (Asl) multiplied by the 
compressive strain in the compressive reinforcement (esc) multiplied by 
200000 divided by the main steel strength (fsy). 
If not, then the area of compression steel (Asc) becomes the area of 
tensile steel to resist the concrete-steel couple (Asl). 
Stop task operation here; mode 3 - section doubly reinforced; tensile and 
compression steel areas within limits. 
END OF TASK. 
Figure 4.l0b-The complete task 5 0/ AS1480 in the translated/annat. 
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Task 5 (Calculate steel areas for rectangular beams) for 15456-1978: 
• CALCULATE STEEL AREAS - RECTANGULAR BEAMS 
• 
SET Mu,fck,bw,D,fy,Bred,bcQv,Asmax.A'smax and tcov 
START OF TASK. 
d""D-bcov 
calculate the effective beam depth (d) from the overall depth of a span (D) 
minus the cover to bottom reinforcement (hcQv). 
• 
• FIND MAXIMUM RATIO OF xU/d 
• 
LOOK in table 1 for xud with fy 
look in table 1 for the ratio of depth of neutral axis to effective depth (xud) 
according to the main steel strength (ty). 
IS Bred>O 
if the percentage of moment redistribution (Bred) is greater than 0, 
Y xub=O.6-Bred/lOO 
then calculate the maximum allowable ratio of depth of neutral axis to 
effective depth (xub) from 0.6 minus the percentage of moment redistribution 
(Bred) divided by 100. 
N xubexud 
if not, then the maximum allowable ratio of depth of neutral axis to effective 
depth (xub) becomes the ratio of depth of neutral axis to effective depth (xud). 
IS xud>xub 
if the ratio of depth of neutral axis to effective depth (xud) is greater than 
the maximum allowable ratio of depth of neutral axis to effective depth (xub), 
't xud-xub 
then the ratio of depth of neutral axis to effective depth (xud) becomes the 
maximum allowable ratio of depth of neutral axis to effective depth (xub). 
N on 
if not, then go on to the next operation. 
• 
• CALCULATE MOMENT OF RESISTANCE 
• 
Mres c O.36·xud·(1-O.42·xud)·bw·SQRld)·fck 
calculate the moment of resistance of section IMres) from 0.36 multiplied by 
the ratio of depth of neutral axis to effective depth (xud) multiplied by ( 1 
minus 0.42 multiplied by the ratio of depth of neutral axis to effective depth 
(xud) ) multiplied by the breadth of rectangular beam or of web or rib in tee 
or ell beam lbw) multiplied by the square of I the effective beam depth (d) ) 
multiplied by the concrete strength (fck). 
IS Mres<Mu 
if the moment of resistance of section (Mres) is less than the applied moment 
at section (Mu), 
't goto 1 
then jump to paragraph 1. 
N on 
if not, then go on to the next operation. 
• 
• 
• 
SINGLY REINFORCED SECTION 
(figure 4.l0c continued on next page) 
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(continued from previous page) 
xu~d.(1-SQRT(1-14.Mu/(3*fck*bw*SOR(d») I/O.B4 
calculate the depth of neutral axis (xu) from the effective beam depth (d) 
multiplied by ( 1 minus the square root of ( 1 minus 14 multiplied by the 
applied moment at section (Mu) divided by ( 3 multiplied by the concrete 
strenqth (ick) multiplied by the breadth ot rectangular beam or of web or rib 
in tee or ell beam lbw) multiplied by the square of ( the effective beam depth 
(d) I»~) divided by 0.94. 
As-O.36*fck*bw*xu/(O.B1*fy) 
calculate the area of tensile steel (As) from 0.36 multiplied by the concrete 
strength (ick) multiplied by the breadth of rectangular beam or of web or rib 
in tee or ell beam lbw) multiplied by the depth of neutral axis (xu) divided by 
( 0.B7 multiplied by the main steel strength (fy) ). 
A's-O 
the area of compression steel (A's) becomes O. 
IS As<Asmax 
if the area of tensile steel (As) is less than the maximum allowable area of 
tension steel (Asmax). 
Y EXIT in mode 1 with As and A's 
then stop task operation here; mode 1 - section is singly reinforced and area 
of tensile steel does not exceed limit. 
N EXIT in mode 2 with As and A's 
if not. then stop task operation here; mode 2 - section is singly reinforced 
and area of tensile steel exceeds the maximum. 
* 
* 
DOUBLY REINFORCED SECTION 
* 
1 xu-xud*d 
calculate the depth of neutral axis (xu) from the ratio of depth of neutral 
axis to effective depth (xud) multiplied by the effective beam depth Id). 
esc-0.0035*(xu-tcov)/xu 
calculate the strain in the compression steel (esc) from 0.0035 multiplied by 
the depth of neutral axis (xu) minus the cover to top reinforcement (tcov) ) 
divided by the depth of neutral axis (xu). 
fsc-esc*0.B7*fy/0.0035 
calculate the service stress for compression steel (fsc) from the strain in the 
compression steel (esc) multiplied by 0.87 multiplied by the main steel 
strength (fy) divided by 0.0035. 
A'sB(Mu-Mres)/(fsc*(d-tcov) ) 
calculate the area of compression steel (A's) from ( the applied moment at 
section (Mu) minus the moment of resistance of section (Mres) ) divided by 
the service stress for compression steel (fsc) multiplied by ( the effective 
beam depth (d) minus the cover to top reinforcement (tcov) ». 
As-A's*fsc/(0.87*fy)+Mres/(0.87*fy*(d-0.42*xul) 
calculate the area of tensile steel (As) from the area of compression steel· 
(A's) multiplied by the service stress for compression steel (fsc) divided by 
0.87 multiplied by the main steel strength (fy) ) added to the moment of 
resistance of section (Mres) divided by ( 0.87 multiplied by the main steel 
strength (fy) multiplied by ( the effective beam depth Id) minus 0.42 
multiplied by the depth of neutral axis (xu) ». 
IS A's>A'smax 
if the area of compression steel (A's) is greater than the maximum allowable 
area of compression steel (A'smaxl. 
Y gota 2 
then jump to paragraph 2. 
(figure 4.lOc continued on next page) 
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(continued/rom previous page) 
N on 
if not, then go on to the next operation. 
IS As<Asmax 
if the area of tensile steel (As) is less than the maximum allowable area of 
tension steel (Asmax), 
Y EXIT in mode 3 with As and A's 
then stop task operation here; mode 3 - section doubly reinforced; tensile and 
compression steel areas within limits. 
N EXIT in mode 4 with As and A's 
if not, then stop task operation here; mode 4 - section doubly reinforced; 
tensile steel area exceeds limit. compression ok. 
* 
2 IS As<Asmax 
it the area of tensile steel (As) is less than the maximum allowable area of 
tension steel (Asmax), 
Y EXIT in mode 5 with As and A's 
then stop task operation here; mode 5 - section doubly reinforced; compression 
steel area exceeds limit. tensile OK. 
N EXIT in mode 6 with As and A's 
if not. then stop task operation here; mode 6 - section doubly reinforced; 
tensile and compression steel areas exceed limits. 
* 
* 
TABLE 1 
250 415 500 
0.53 0.48 0.46 
* 
* 
END 
END OF TASK. 
Figure 4./Oc - The complete task 5 of 15456 in the mixed/onnat. 
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4.2.6 The show variables facility 
Another facility which provides useful infonnation for using the other facilities is 
the 'show variables' facility. It shows the variables used in a task and their descriptions 
directly, so that we can understand the symbols that must be used throughout the rest of the 
system. It can also be useful to compare the variables used in a task derived from two 
different codes. This method was described in section 3.3.3. Figure 4.11 shows the show 
variables facility in operation. 
The show variables facility lists the variables by the categories 'inputs', 'outputs', 
or 'locals', for either a single code's task, or the same task of two codes compared. The top 
window of figure 4.11 shows only the output globals used by task 5 of AS 1480. The 
bottom window shows the input globals used by both task 5 in IS456 and AS 1480, in the 
comparative fashion. 
5 global '''PUt \/.,.Iabl .. t"-t ,r. c:_ to 11>'156·1978 and .. 1".-1974~ 
.......... (the appllaCl _nt at •• etIClfl). 
fc .... "e: (t .... c:oroc:,..t. at,.,ngt") . 
.... boo (tl'lt lIr" .. dth of "'ehngul,,. bot .. or of _11 or rib 11'1 tH or &" be ... ). 
0, Cl (the _,11 o.ptll of • ',"n). 
~;.,:·L-~!~t:I;,:~:~.:!":fI~t rHllt .. lbut 10<1). 
beo". beo" (tlw c:_,. to bott ... "nfore_nO. 
, ..... "t.-,. (V .. _.11_ ,11_bl, , .... of t .... 11If' U,,'). 
t(:O\I, tcoY Ct,.. CO",,, to top ,..,nforc_nt), 
I ...... ,. ... rhlll •• "I'\t.t , .... In '''56-U1I but MC'T In .. 1."-1174: 
.... ,_ ,11_bl, ..... Of c:.,..nllon at .. l). 
Figure 4.II - Showing the variables/or faSk 50/ AS1480 & 15456. 
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4.2.7 The dependency facility 
The 'dependency' facility of COPES allows us to determine the precise 
interrelationships between the variables used in a task. If we understand these, it should 
help us to understand how the task (and hence, how this pan of the code of practice) works 
in yet another way. The dependency facility may also be viewed as a more detailed and 
flexible 'step-run': we can effectively 'step' along a run's path through the task, in a 
forwards or backwards fashion, with precise control. Although dependency acts on the task 
with its variables instantiated with numerical values, its operation is prirnari1y concerned 
with the symbolic interrelationships of the variables (in contrast with the step-run facility). 
See section 3.3.4, where the dependency method was fully described. 
Figure 4.12a shows the two lists of 'starting points' or 'conditions that occurred 
during the execution of the tasks' for the task 5s we are studying. This is the first stage of 
the facility in action. Figure 4.12b shows a snapshot of the second stage of the dependency 
tracing process for the tasks. (Unfortunately, a dependency trace is hard to show on paper 
as it may consist of many screens of interrelated infonnation. Hence, only a single screen 
'snapshot' is shown here as an example - but see also the example trace shown in figure 
3.16.) 
The top window of figure 4.12a shows the starting points menu for task 5 of 
AS 1480. The bottom window shows the starting points menu for task 5 of IS456. The top 
window of figure 4.12b shows the first stage of a dependency trace after selecting option 2 
in the top window of figure 4.12a. The bottom window of figure 4.12b shows the fll"St 
stage of another dependency trace after selecting option 6 in the bottom window of figure 
4.12a. 
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1 .. ,e .. ,CI (tne pe .. c:~tla- of _nt "ldl,trtbutlOfl) ..... (= I 
2 ... Hu (t". Ippl1fl1 _nt It HCtlO1'l) .... (z H' Ct .... bl"raud lIe,tll" _Int) 
3 ..• bH point of talk 
I. •• tree:! (ttot perC1ntall'l of _t f'tO!It'trlblrtlon) .... <= • 
2., . ...cI (the "Itlo of .-.pt" of ...... \ ... 1 •• t. to .fhetl .... llepth) ... (: ,,,,Ib Ct ........ 1_ .11a..cl. "lt10 of depth of ..... t ... l ,,,11 
_"teU", IMfIth) 
3 ... .,. •• (tne _nt O'f I'""I,hnc:, of .. ctl~) .... (Mu (t". .polled _nt It "cttOl1) 
...... '. (the ..... of cc.pt'" .. ,tOl\ 't .. 1) .... h.· ..... (t ....... 1_ ,11a..o,bl, ..... 0' CClllp ..... IOfI It .. ,) 
5 ...•• Ct"" ..... IIf \_t1, .ta'I) .... ( A_. (t". .... 1_ .11_01, , .... of t,",lon ltal') 
& ••• E'''t point of talk 
Figure 4.12a - Examples of 'starting poinlS' nteIWS for task 5 of AS1480 & IS456. 
,,"""_.11,. _. IIMKVtIld IoftCIer tn. c:ondlttCWI: 
,r .. of ~tl. It_') _. (a-. (the •• ,,1_ ,11_bl, '''I' of t_ton It .. l) 
Figure 4.l2b-SnapsMt of dependency traces for task 5 of AS1480 & IS456. 
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4.2.8 The sensitivity facility 
The 'sensitivity' facility of COPES is another one which allows us to analyse the 
interrelationships between the variables used in a task. In contrast to the primarily 
'symbolic' dependency facility. sensitivity allows us to concentrate purely on the numerical 
effects that each input variable has on the output variables in a task. Again. this infonnation 
should help us to understand how the task works. The sensitivity methods were described 
in sections 3.2.3/4. Figure 4.13 shows the sensitivity facility in use for the tasks we are 
studying in this context. 
The top window of figure 4.13 shows the sensitivity table for the single input 
variable. 'fsy' (the main steel strength) of task 5 of AS 1480. The table lists all the output 
variables' values obtained using the original value of fsy. and those obtained using its value 
increased by 1 %. The bottom window shows the sensitivity table for the single output 
variable. 'As' (the area of tensile steel) of task 5 of 15456. The table lists all the input 
variables' values and their effect on As for each of their values increased by 1 %. 
"'""" 
." .. , 
-
1'MI .• 
".n 
.... 
.... 
F:::--i _p\'_'''_''_"~_SllEY VALun _l_~~~ __ l!!~JtE_""_S _11_D_Jf~~~~~ 
2.-". I 2,"""""" I 1'76',51 I 104." .... 
25.88 I a.2S I 1751.59 I 2.7i 1.16 
268.88 : 252.68 : 1751.59 1 2.79 1.16 
4II!SS.88 I oII89.e5 I 1'136.''1 I -12.39 -1.71 
425.88 I .. n.2S I 1'138.33 I -15 ... 7 -1.8ti 
I." I I.ea I 1"'''.88 I '.18 .. .. 
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.. '7801 •• I .. 831. ... I 11 .... 88 t .... • ... 
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Figure 4./3 - Sensitivity results for task 5 of ASI480 &: IS456. 
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4.2.9 Summary & conclusion of the story 
The preceding subsections have presented a sequence of the use of all the task 
analysis facilities in COPES, basing their use on the context of a story concerning 
understanding the different reinforcement requirements of two codes of practice. Why 
might have we used these facilities in this context? That is, what sons of helpful 
infonnation has the use of these facilities provided us with? 
We performed a free-run to confmn the tasks' operation which produced the two 
different types of reinforcement in the two codes. Step-run gave us detailed records of the 
parts of the tasks that actually calculate the reinforcement requirements, and the exact step-
by-step procedure used in each case. From this, we would have obtained some impression 
of the design processes used by the tasks, using our own engineering experience. The 
show task and show variables facilities gave us 'reference' documents (ideally printed out 
on paper in reality, as shown in figures 4. lOb and 4.lOc for example). We can use these to 
understand the results produced using the other facilities more readily. Given that we 
already have some design knowledge, these might also provide some useful information on 
their own. TIle dependency facility showed us exactly how the tasks' output variables were 
calculated, by tracing the chain of variables that they depended upon. This was like a 
'backwards' step-run, but more in the user's control. Finally, the sensitivity facility 
allowed us to 'explore' the effect each input variable had on the tasks' output variables, 
while ignoring the detailed processes going on inside the tasks. 
Combining the results obtained by using the task analysis facilities in COPES, the 
information gathered would be enough to solve our basic problem - first, the 'decision' as 
to whether single or double reinforcement was required, in both cases tested Mu (the 
applied mciment), but against different values in the two cases; and second, we would see 
that the two codes use quite different methods for calculating the steel areas. Further 
investigation would allow a more detailed analysis of the different design methods if 
required. 
4.3 THE PRACTICAL USE OF COPES 
This section discusses what COPES is useful for in practice; what comments 
potential users have made about it; and how best to use the existing system - bearing in 
mind its prototypical nature. See section 6.2.4 for further non-technical discussion of the 
points made here. Suggestions for improvements to the facilities involving major changes 
and new facility ideas, are also reserved for chapter 6. 
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We have given a number of extended demonstrations of the system to practising 
engineeIli. Some of the points made below have been derived from discussions arising 
from these. These demonstration sessions were also used as evaluation exercises to varying 
degrees, largely on a semi-formal and verbal basis. The engineeIli included membeIli of the 
academic staff of the Civil Engineering Department at Loughborough and fellow research 
students, covering a fairly diveIlie spread of engineering peIlipectives. Although a formal 
and more thorough evaluation exercise would certainly have been preferable, the limited 
time available meant that this was not possible. This is an important area for further woric: 
(see subsections of section 6.3). 
4.3.1 Comments on the use of COPES as a complete system 
It has been mentioned already that COPES was only a prototype vehicle to show the 
utility of the task analysis facilities as interesting new ideas in this domain. The system's 
usefulness in its current configuration was obviously limited. The facilities (or more 
precisely, the concepts they embody) would only properly come into their own when used 
within an overall CAD environment, for example. This would allow the user to go 
automatically from an unusual or surprising design result, to the tasks and their subsequent 
analysis using the facilities. It would also provide the necessary 'design context' data link 
to a design program: all the current design parameter data would be shared between the 
design program modules and COPES modules. In the current configuration, all this data 
must be manually transferred. 
It must be undeIlitood therefore, that the system's current use in attempting to 
undeIlitand tasks (as in the example in section 4.2), is done in an artificial context. We only 
propose that the existing COPES system be regarded as providing a demonstration set of 
'tools' for analysing tasks. We believe the analysis of the steps of a design done by those 
tasks (through the use of the facilities), will result in the user gaining extra undemanding of 
the code's methods. The unfamiliar code is effectively under study because the tasks 
represent the parts of the code that are relevant to the current design. At present though, the 
system is not suitable for understanding codes' designs without considerable additional 
effort, such as the manual input of data. 
There has been little work done to date on the development of strategies to use the 
task analysis facilities most efficiently. For example, one simple strategy would be to use 
each of them directly to obtain specific information about a task - the information gathered 
and some of the ways of using the individual facilities are mentioned below, in section 
4.3.2. As well as using the facilities to pin down specific points about tasks, one could also 
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use some of the facilities to 'explore' the perfonnance of tasks, or perfonn 'what-if?' 
analyses. Note that we do not propose that COPES be used for the dubious purpose of 
'design optimisation' that is also possible, but the capability to do this this type of analysis 
could be useful in the understanding process, nonetheless. 
4.3.2 Comments on each of the facilities 
4.3.2.1 The show task facility 
The show task facility is one of the basic utility facilities in COPES. That is, 
although it produces wonhwhile information in its own right, its main use is to suppon the 
use of the other facilities. To do this most effectively, it is best to obtain either a printed 
copy of the information provided by the facility, or have it displayed in one Sun window 
while using the other facilities in ano~er window. 
It is fundamental to be able to show an understandable version of the knowledge 
base in most KBSs. This facility provides that capability in COPES. In this case, we are 
also showing exactly what must be understood by the user too - since the tasks are direct 
transfonnations of code of practice knowledge. The three available formats to show a task 
in will all be useful, depending upon the particular circumstances involved. 
Potential users of the system have generally commented very favourably about the 
effectiveness of the 'translation' of tasks into their extended, pidgin human language forms. 
This is probably panly due to the fact that most were initia11y unfamiliar with the POL 
notation of the tasks, which looks cryptic at first Hence the impact of seeing an 'English' 
version was strong. Also, being able to show tasks in the mixed format of POL notation 
and translated fonn, was very useful to explain or learn the POL notation. The effectiveness 
of the ability to do translation (and into more than one human language), is discussed 
funher in section 4.5. 
4.3.2.2 The show variables facility 
The show variables facility is another of the utility facilities. Similar comments 
made about the show task facility can be made about this one. Its primary purpose is simply 
to provide a list of the descriptions of the all-imponantdesign parameters used in a task, 
together with their symbolic names. It is sometimes especially useful to use its automatic 
comparison capabilities though. which makes very clear the common and different design 
parameters in a task from two different codes. This can give important clues about the 
design methods used in the two tasks. 
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A potential problem that could arise in many pans of the COPES system has been 
noted, and is wonh mentioning in the context of this facility. It is that COPES relies on the 
engineer(s) who create a set of tasks for a code of practice, to be very carefully precise with 
the descriptions of the design parameters used in the tasks they write. (In Case's original 
CAD work, the degree of accuracy required was not so strict, as codes were never 
compared in the same way.) COPES uses a parameter's description as its internal label. For 
parameters that are new to COPES, it is only necessary to invent an appropriate descriptive 
phrase. However, where the engineer wants to say that a parameter he uses has the same 
description as one already known to COPES, he must be absolutely sure that the two 
entities are really exactly the same. For example, quantities such as Young's modulus are 
universally defined. However, not all countries might define an entity such as concrete 
strength in the same way. Hence there may be some problems if the system is told that two 
codes call a parameter 'concrete strength', whereas in fact, they are not so directly 
comparable. Funher research needs to be done in this area, preferably by engineers who are 
codes of practice experts. 
4.3.2.3 The free-run facility 
The free-run facility is basically another simple utility facility. However, a subtlety 
might be overlooked here due to the configuration of the current system. Note that free-run 
will allow the execution of a single task as a design program would, but in isolalion from 
the rest of the design procedure. The problem with the current system is that one goes 
sttaight to the tasks with a code of practice-related design problem. We cumntly ignore the 
step between a design (probably produced by a CAD system) and the tasks - but see 
section 6.3.2.3. Whilst noting that, one can still see that a conventional CAD program acts 
as a 'black box', which cannot be opened: input parameters are entered, the program is run, 
and the output is a design. Free-run represents the first step 'into' an 'open' CAD program 
which might be developed using our research - one in which the design methods are open 
to engineers' scrutiny. Free-run is also useful in an explorative, 'what-if}' role. 
4.3.2.4 The comparative free-run facility 
The comparative free-run facility in the Sun implementation of COPES, is less 
useful than when it was originally developed on a 'single-window' ordinary VDU system 
(see appendix 3). However, it still provides a compact and very clear way to directly 
compare the numerical performance of a task from two different codes. It remains a useful 
add-on to the basic single task free-run. 
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4.3.2.5 The step-run facility 
The step-run facility, although simple in concept, is very effective. One can 
compare its usefulness to the indispensable debugging aids available to computer 
programmers. Its key ability is to show the exact path taken through a task as it executes. 
Although this is valuable on its own, it is even more efficacious to compare the record of a 
step-run with a copy of the full task listing from the show task facility. Note also, the 
relationship between this facility and dependency. Step-run is a direct 'forwards' trace 
through a task's execution. Dependency on the other hand, is like a more flexible step-run, 
but with an overall 'backwards' flow through a task's execution. 
In the current version of COPES, step-run had less extra features than originally 
envisaged. This was to simplify its development and its use. Potential users have 
mentioned that the additional features should be introduced, however. They would be 
placed as additional options available after the execution of each step of a task. Currently, 
the user just enters a carriage-return to indicate 'go on to the next step', with no other 
options. The additional features might include: showing the current values of all the 
variables used on the current line; showing the current value of any variable in the task; 
showing a translated version of the POL line currently used; and being able to skip the rest 
of a step-run at an intennediate point Where originally there were potential implementation 
problems connected with some of these features. they have now all been solved. 
4.3.2.6 The sensitivity facility 
The sensitivity facility shows the effect of small changes in the input variables of a 
task affect the output variables. It is important to note that both variations of the facility 
(sensitivity for an input; sensitivity for an output) produced this same result - only the 
fonnat of the display was different Sensitivity information is key to understanding a task, 
because it tells one not only which input variables affect which output variables. but the 
magnitude of their effect It indicates trends. 
The facility could be made somewhat more flexible. Potential users have requested 
both greater choice in the value of the increase used (currently is fixed at + 1 %). and a more 
readable presentation of sensitivity data - perhaps using graphics of some kind. Users 
also tend to find the difference between the two variations of the facility confusing. This is 
probably partly due to the way we have generally described them. The description used 
above in this section should help to clarify that there is really little difference between them, 
and the process going on in the background is the same in both cases. But the facility is 
useful and powerful. even as it stands. 
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4.3.2.7 The dependency facility 
The dependency facility is related to the sensitivity facility because it also shows the 
interrelationships between a task's variables. However, in another COOlparative sense, the 
dependency facility is to sensitivity as the step-run facility is to free-run. Dependency 
allows a more detailed step-by-step analysis of those interrelationships. 
Dependency is primarily concerned with showing which variables depend on which 
others, within a task. Sensitivity on the other hand, is only concerned with the task as a 
whole. Dependency also concentrates on the symbolic relationships between variables. That 
is, not the numerical value relationships as with sensitivity - although the individual 
intermediate values of variables as the task is executed, are shown. Dependency 
information is also key to understanding a task, because it tells one which variables affect 
which variables within a task - and not just which inputs affect which outputs. 
There is a major problem with using this facility though. It is the sheer quantity of 
information produced - or more precisely, the problem is the quantity of i"eievanl 
information that must be waded through, in order to understand the real message. An 
associated secondary problem is that in order to exhaustively explore the interdependences 
within a task (if that is what is desired), the user must be sure to trace back from every 
'starting point' given in the initial menu. Starting from the exit point of a task will not 
necessarily cover all the possible traces, as intuition might on the other hand suggest. 
Section 3.3.4 explained the reason for this, but it is still a rather unfortunate (but apparently 
necessary) feature which only adds to the already large amount of information. 
At the time of writing, we can only admit that these problems need further research. 
However, the facility at least provides a new way of looking at a task, and the information 
gathered is nonetheless useful in many instances. Potential users were generally impressed 
at the capability of the facility to possibly show up information that they would like to know 
about a task. 
4.4 THE USER INTERFACE FRAMEWORK 
This section simply contains five figures that show the appearance of the parts of 
COPES that support the use of the task analysis facilities. They should clarify what some of 
the rest of the system actually looks like on the Sun worXstation: such as selecting the 
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current set up, and using the main menu for example. The main reference sections for these 
figures are in appendix 5. 
Figure 4.14 shows the blank two-window arrangement of the Sun's VDU before 
COPES is run (see section 4.1.4 and its associated figure 4.5). Figure 4.15 shows the 
command that one enters to stan COPES in the top window (with the default English user 
interface - compare with figure 4.19); and the introductory titles screen obtained after 
entering that command in the bottom window. Figure 4.16 shows the main menu (on first 
entering COPES with nothing selected) in the top window; and the translation languages 
menu in the bottom window (which is infrequently used). Figure 4.17 shows the codes 
menu in the top window, with AS 1480 about to be selected; and the display shown after 
IS456 has been selected and 'initialised', in the bottom window (note the current set-up 
indicator in the top-right of the screens). Figure 4.18 shows the tasks menu for AS 1480 
(task 6 not available) in the top window (task 5 about to be selected); and the tasks menu 
for IS456 (task 12 not available) in the bottom window (task 5 already selected and 
initialised). 
Figure 4.14 - The SIUI'S VDU just before 11UI1Iing COPES. 
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Figure 4.18 - The different taslcs menus for AS1480 &. IS456. 
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4.5 THE LANGUAGE INDEPENDENCE OF COPES 
4.5.1 General comments & discussion 
COPES was designed and built with a rudimentary user language independence. 
Language independence means that (in principle), COPES could be used and understood by 
English and non-English speakers alike. COPES was concerned with the explanation of 
any foreign codes of practice, and this did not need to mean 'explain in English'. We 
implemented the two languages English and French in the course of the research, but other 
languages were thought to be fairly easily added. Examples of COPES output have been 
shown in English throughout the thesis so far, but some examples of output in French are 
shown in section 4.5.2. Although the method used was quite simple, it proved to be highly 
effective. 
There were two aspects to COPES's language independence: the independence of 
the tasks' translations into their expanded fann (and variables' descriptions); and the 
independence of the user interface. Both of these were necessary if language independence 
was to be any real use. 
On the language independence of the tasks' translations: with COPES using a 
fonnalised intermediate representation for codes (the tasks), it was easy to envisage a 
simple method of expanding that abbreviated form into a natural human language form -
or at least, a 'pidgin' form. The standard abbreviations used in the tasks could be replaced 
by human language phrases according to a set of stored mappings or rules. These phrases 
could potentially be in 'any' human language. But in practice, there were a number of 
restrictions or complications for various reasons. 
For example, firstly, any set of stored phrases had to use the roman alphabet, as the 
computers we used could only handle the ASCIIl character set This would cause obvious 
problems for foreign notations such as the Cyrillic alphabet or Japanese kanji script. But 
less obviously, one would also have problems with even the most common accents used in 
most European languages - the acute (c!) and grave (~) accents of French, for example. 
These characters are not defined in standard ASCII. Secondly, and more subtly, although 
the system was very effective (and even a little surprisingly so) for English, the simple 
rules used could start to break down for other languages. For example, our simple 
'translation' rules could not cope with the French grammatical habit of replacing the two 
lSee fOOlllOle referred 10 in section 2.2.3.2. 
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word combination 'de le' (meaning 'of the'), with the single word 'du'. This son of 
problem could be overcome by devising more sophisticated translation rules, however. 
On the language independence of the user interface: a similar technique of 'phrase 
substitution' was used where necessary as above, but the main technique used here was to 
simply make all textual output shown to the user be obtained from a special 'current user 
interface language store'. The highly effective language independence of some of the Apple 
Macintosh computer's programs use a similar method based on this idea - see [95]. In 
COPES the store was simply another datafile; one per user interface language. In most 
conventional programs, the user interface text is simply written into the program's code 
itself- to have such a program work in another language would mean rewriting the 
program! 
Note that unfonunately the user's input side of the user interface was not made 
'language independent' in the current version of COPES. That is, using whatever user 
interface language in the current syStem, the user has to enter his letter-based commands 
using the same letters. For example, the French engineer would be asked to enter '0' to 
'Continuer'; compared with the English '0' to 'Go-on'. The more prefenble situation 
would be for the French user interface to handle different mappings of command letters, so 
that in this case, the cormnand could be re-labeled as 'C'. (Note that this was only a 
problem with the cormnand letters - being addressed by numbers, menus did not suffer 
. the problem.) The lack of this feature was merely due to the constraint of time. 
Note that the two sons of language independence mentioned above, were both 
developed and kept separate in the current system. Partly this was deliberate, as the system 
was purely a research tool. However, it meant having to set a 'current language' in two 
different places when using the system - the user interface language when first fUMing 
copes (see appendix 5); and the translation language from the languages menu (see 
appendix 5). This could be inconvenient and misleading. It would be unacceptable in a 
production system, but it probably could even be overcome in the current system without 
too much effon. 
80th the language independence of the tasks' translations and the user interface 
were quite surprisingly effective, considering the simplicity of the methods used for the 
English and French implementations. (See the following section for examples.) We also 
suspect that the addition of other 'similar' (European) languages such as Italian or Gennan 
would be a fairly simple matter, given an engineer conversant in both the new language and 
one of the previously implemented ones. There are a number of problems though, some of 
which have been mentioned above. There may also be new problems with languages 
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funher away (in linguistic terms) from these related ones, too. Some of these could 
probably be overcome by using a slightly more sophisticated translation method perhaps, 
without resorting to a full-blown natura1language l approach. In any case, there is room for 
some worthwhile funher research here. 
4.5.2 French examples 
In order to give the reader an impression of the language independence capabilities 
of COPES, this section simply contains four figures that show the appearance and 
operation of the system when it is set up to work in French2• 
Figure 4.19 shows COPES being started up to work in French in the top window; 
and the appearance of the French titles screen in the bottom window - compare this with 
the English version shown in figure 4.15. Figure 4.20 shows the main menu in the top 
window; and the codes menu in the bottom window - compare with figures 4.16 and 
4.17. Figure 4.21 shows the tasks menu in the top window; and a task being shown in the 
mixed format in the bottom window - compare with figure 4.18. Figure 4.22 shows the 
full listing of task 5 of CP 11 0 shown in the mixed format (Recall that figure 3.12 shows 
task 5 of CPIlO in the French pure translated format.) 
iNa&ura1 (human) language processing is anolher large part of A1 resean:h (see figure 2.6 - see also [96, 
97,98)). 
2Wbere!he occasional English phrase or word appears in!hese figures (excepting POL exlnlClS), it is IlOl a 
delect in Ihe sySIern' s language independence, bul a piece of deliberat.e lime-saving done during !he sySlem' s 
development. 
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Code, Of Pl"uttu E...,.~t 51,t_ 
.crtt' per O.S."'. Ta",l.~ 
It ...... ".i1h PI" 0.. tfI.J. "11\010011 
.,,' 
o.partMl'lt of Ctvll Engl .... ,.t"", 
UI'II",.,.,U) Of hc"-"Olog),. 
lougt'Gor ougn. 
L.te •• t.r.rot ..... 
L!11 nu, 
Anglltlrrl 
Aa..t 1986 • Aout 198e 
C()P[S ...... ton 1.38 (cl .... Sun), 1218/e8 
E(ntrv-CfWES, 
Figwe 4.19-Staning COPES to work in French &: the resulting titles screen. 
IlEIIJ P'U~CIP'l 
1 ..... S.l.etlC!nr*" I, code "",Itl.,. co.rt"t 
2 ..... Selectt_ h hcftt .ct~ll. 
3 ..... S.lectt_ 1. , .... a- .c:w.l 
...... MDnt .... ,'.,...el, • 1. l'~Ic.1 Hrl 
5 .•••• lllt ... ," ". .. 1,/:11 .. \/ttlt_ cia .. la he'- ,ewel', 
1 ..•.• lI t.en. ~."h cia \'-.utll1f\ Hbrl 
, ..... La 'Lathe t_'l'It, cia l'_utlon per Itapi' 
•...•. hl,.. 11 ..... lftUtlO1'1 .,.l'Idantl • I, tae:,. C_'!'It. 
•..... hl ... 11 ..... lflc..tlDt1 _11.1011 lie h lac" tour-,ntl 
Figure 4.20 - The main menu &: the codes menu in French. 
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1. .... 1r\lthl1 .... 1 .. ,. .. _t,. .. d'11'III1,... ~ le .. thode .1~l1fl" 
2 .. ,.,C.le..,1,,. 11. _h It I .. fcrc: .. c:Ie c:l .. 111_n\ ut111 •• nt le .. UlOCie ,1 .. plHl" 
3 ..... t .. _ .. , ....... t" ..... t_1 .. It .i"t .. l •• nK .... t,. .. 
....... Tr_ , .. ba~ ...... ' .. I .. It 11nl,.I" It 1 .. ",C:_I'I\' 
S ..... c..lc:ul .... In nett_ on !la ...... pGU'" , .. poo.rtr ..... C:hnou"tr .. 
6 ..... t.lc:ul .... , .... cH_ on a.,.-r .. FIG" , .. pout,... en t, 
7 •.... CIolcul .... ,. I"IPIX"'"t die cl .. I11_1 nee .... ' ... 
1., ••• U,bll,. 1 .. Itltt ......... ytc. 
I ....• C.leul .... 1. rappert .. ,,1 .. ' _ I, tr._ .. le pr-ofoncto." 
11 ...• t.lcul ... I, rlppcrt et. \',I,nc_t .... 1 .. 1 pour- _ Ir ..... cont;nue 
11 .... Calcul ... I, r.ppert .. \',hf'IC_t _.1 .. 1 pour I, porh·,-h.UM 
12 .•.• t.lcul ... 1'.ctua1 I .......... h f'1 ...... 
(M,. .. ) .,. .... lulttp111 pa .. h 
• ..,!Upl1t pi" la ,.,.ge"". CI'_ pout .. , QV cl' ........... 0 ... 
In t QV l (boo) ""ttplh par I, CI",.I de ( 11 
0''''''' povtrl (11) ) _!tlplh par h I'"appcrt ... \ •• 1 c:Ie 11 
Figure 4.21-The tasks melUl & showing a task in the mixed/omuJt in French. 
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Task 5 (Calculer les sections des bar res pour les pout res rectangulaires) for 
CPllO-1972 : 
• CALCULATE STEEL AREAS - CP110-1971 - RECTANGULAR BEAMS 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
This clause will calculate steel areas for 
a rectangular beam with positive or negative 
moment or a T- or L-beam with negative moment 
• 
SET tcu,ty,Bred,bw,h,tcov,bcov,Asmax,A'smax and Mu 
DEBUT DE LA TACHE. 
• 
• CALCULATE MOMENT OF RESISTANCE AND BRANCH ON DESIGN CRITERIA 
• 
IS Bred>10 
51 le pourcentage du moment redistribue (Bred) est superieure a 10, 
Y xr-O.6-Bred/lOO 
alars calculer le rapport maximal de la profondeur de l'axe neutre a la 
profondeur tot ale (xr) de 0.6 mains le pourcentage du moment redistribue (Bred) 
divise par 100. 
N xr-D.S 
sinon. alors le rapport maximal de la profondeur de I'axe neutre a la 
profondeur totale (xr) devient 0.5. 
d-h-bCQV 
calculer la protondeur ettective d'une pout re (d) de la protondeur totale d'une 
travee (h) moins l'enrobage aux armatures interieurs (bcov). 
Hres-0.4*tcu*bw*SQR(d)*xr*(1-xr/2) 
calculer le moment de resistance d'une section (Mres) de 0.4 multiplie par la 
resistance du beton (tcu) multiplie par la largeur d'une pout re ou dlune ame ou 
d'une nervure d'une poutre en T ou L (bw) multiplie par le carre de ( la 
protondeur effective d'une pout re (d) ) multiplie par le rapport maximal de la 
profondeur de l'axe neutre a la protondeur totale (xr) multiplie par ( 1 moins 
le rapport maximal de la protondeur de l'axe neutre a la profondeur totale (xr) 
d1vise par 2 ). 
IS Mu>Mres 
51 l'application d'un moment a une section (Mu) est superieure a le moment de 
resistance d'une section (Mres), 
Y goto 1 
alors sauter au paragraphe 1. 
N on 
sinon, alors passer a la prochaine operation. 
• 
• SINGLY REINFORCED SECTION 
• 
calculer le bras de levier d'une section (z) de la profondeur effective d'une 
poutre (d) mUltiplie par ( 1 ajoute a la racine carre de ( 1 moins ( 5 
multiplie par l'application d'un moment a une section (Mu) divise par ( la 
largeur d'une 
multiplie par 
mUltiplie par 
poutre ou d'une ame ou d'une nervure d'une pout re en T ou 
le carre de ( la profondeur effective d'une pout re (d) ) 
la resistance du beton (feu) »1) divise par 2. 
zmax"'0.9S*d 
L lbw) 
calculer le bras de levier maximal permis (zmax) de 0.95 multiplie par la 
profondeur effective d'une poutre (d). 
(figure 4.22 continued on next page) 
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(conlinued[romprevious page) 
IS z>zmax 
si le bras de levier d'une section (z) est superieure a le bras de levier 
maximal permls (zmax), 
't z-zmax 
alars le bras de levier d'une section (z) devient le bras de levier maximal 
permis (zmax). 
N on 
sinon, alors passer a la prochaine operation. 
x-2· (d-z) 
calculer la profondeur de l'axe neutre (x) de 2 multiplie par ( la profondeur 
effective d'une poutre (d) moins le bras de levier d'une section (z) ). 
A's-O 
la section des aclers comprimes (A's) devient O. 
As-Mu/(O.87*fy*z) 
calculer la section des aciers tendus (As) de l'application d'un moment a une 
section (Mu) divise par ( 0.87 multiplie par la resistance principale de 
l'acier Ify) mUltiplie par le bras de levier d'une section (z) ). 
IS As<Asmax 
si la section des aciers tendus (As) est inferieure a la section maximale 
permise par les aciers tendus (Asmax), 
Y EXIT in mode 1 with As and A's 
alors arrete la taehe de l'operation iei; mode 1 - la section est simplement 
armee et la section des aeiers tendus me depasse pas la limit. 
N EXIT in mode 2 with As and A's 
sinon. alors arrete la tache de l'operation ici; mode 2 - la section est 
simplement armee et la section des aciers tendus depasse le maximum. 
• 
• DOUBLY REINFORCED SECTION 
• 
1 x-xr*d 
calculer la profondeur de l'axe neutre (x) de le rapport maximal de la 
protondeur de l'axe neutre a la profondeur totale (xr) multiplie par la 
protondeur effective d'une pout re (d). 
A"s~(Hu-Mres)/(0.72*fy*(d-tcov) ) 
calculer la section des aciers comprimes (A's) de ( l'application d'un moment a 
une section (Mu) moins le moment de resistance d'une section (Mres) ) divise 
par ( 0.72 multiplie par la resistance principale de l'acier (fy) multiplie par 
( la profondeur effective d'une pout re Id) moins l'enrobage aux armatures 
superieures (tcov) ». 
As-Hres/(0.81*fy*d*(1-xr/2»+0.12*A's/0.81 
calculer la section des aciers tendus (As) de le moment de resistance d'une 
section (Mres) divise par ( 0.87 multiplie par la resistance principale de 
l'acier (fy) multiplie par la profondeur effective d'une pout re (d) multiplie 
par ( 1 moins le rapport maximal de la profondeur de l'axe neutre a la 
profondeur totale (xr) divise par 2 ) ajoute a 0.12 multiplie par la section 
des aciers comprimes (A's) divise par 0.87. 
IS A's>A'smax 
si la section des aciers comprimes (A's) est superieure a la section maximale 
permise par les aclers comprimes (A'smax), 
Y goto 2 
alors sauter au paragraphe 2. 
N on 
sinon. alors passer a la prochaine operation. 
(figure 4.22 continued on next page) 
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(continued from previous page) 
IS As<Asmax 
si la section des aeiers tend us (As) est inferieure a la section maxima le 
permise par les aeiets tendus (Asmax), 
Y EXIT in mode 3 with As and A's 
alors arrete la tache de l'operation iei: mode 3 - la section est doublement 
armee; la section des aciers comprimes et tendus sont dans le9 limites. 
N EXIT in mode 4 with As and A's 
sinon. alors errete la tache de l'operation lei; mode 4 - la .action est 
doublement armee; la section des aelers tendus depasse la limit, compression OK. 
• 
2 IS As<Asmax 
si la section des aelers tendus (As) est inferieure a la section maximale 
permise par les aelers tendus IAsmax). 
Y EXIT in mode 5 with As and A's 
alors errete la tache de l'operation iei: mode 5 - la section est doublement 
armee; la section des aciers comprimes depasse la limit, tension ok. 
N EXIT in mode 6 with As and A's 
sinon, alors arrete la tache de l'operation iei: mode 6 - la section est 
doublement armee; la section des aciers comprimes et tendus depassent les limites. 
• 
• 
END 
FIN DE LA TACHE. 
Figure 4.22 - The/ulllisting o/task 5 o/CPllO shown in the mixedformat using 
French. 
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An expert system shell as an alternative approach 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
1be major part of our research went into the development of the conventionally 
implemented COPES program - and in particular, its facilities for processing tasks, based 
on some of the methods described in chapter 3. But COPES represented just one approach 
to solving the problem of understanding unfamiliar codes through processing the 
procedural knowledge stored in the tasks. In line with our contractual obligations, it was 
felt that some basic work should also be done on investigating the pros and cons of a more 
strictly apen system implementation of processing this procedural knowledge. The most 
direct way of doing this was to attempt to develop some experimental implementations of 
the tasks themselves, using an expen system 'shell'l. 
Shells have been mentioned in section 2.3.5.2, but in summary: an expen system 
shell is an otherwise complete (although often limited) expen system. which only requires 
'knowledge' (human expenise) to be suitably structured and encoded, and then placed in its 
empty knowledge base. Basically, shells are very quick and convenient expen system 
prototyping tools. It is generally harder to develop practical complete systems with them, 
but this situation is improving as better shells become available. Their main problem is that 
the set of problem domains they are directly suitable for, is always limited by their 
proprietary knowledge representations. Their built-in reasoning methods and user interlace 
structure can also be limiting. However, they remain popular and quite powerful tools. 
1bere are many shells available on the market. We had direct access to more than 
one for this work, but we chose to use the 'Leonardo' shell [99, 100]. It had a fairly 
efficient integrated development environment; was easy to learn; had a reasonable built-in 
user interface tool-kit; had an (apparently - see below) good set of reasoning methods; and 
had a relatively rich knowledge representation language and knowledge base structure. 
Additionally, there was extensive local experience in the use of this shell, and it also 
conveniently ran on a readily available ffiM/PC microcomputer. 
iNoce that another use of a shell might be lO implement the rule-based melhod of processing tasks, as 
described in section 3.3.5. However, as described in that section, there were various reasons for not pursuing 
that method, with a sheD or otherwise. ego It diminishes the role of the tasks as the knowledge base. 
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S.2 THE LEONARDO EXPERT SYSTEM SHELL 
Leonardo is based on a production rule l knowledge representation, with object-
oriented2 additions. An extract of pan of a typical Leonardo knowledge base is shown in 
figure 5.1. Leonardo has 3 ways of processing its knowledge base- 'forward chaining'; 
'backward chaining'; and 'backward chaining with oppoltUnistic forward chaining'. We 
need not concern ourselves here with the technical meanings of these terms (for further 
infonnation though, see for example [99, 49, 511, and section 2.3.3.2). But note that the 
latter mode is very much the preferred one for using a Leonardo-based expert system. The 
other two modes are apparently specifically designed to be used for debugging during 
development of a system3• The operation of the Leonardo inference process (using 
backward chaining with opponunistic forward chaining), acting on the rules shown in 
figure 5.1, is described below. 
1: SEEK cause_of_dampness 
2: 
3: 
4: IF pipes in roof space ARE 'present' 
5: AND pipes-in roof ARE 'wet' 
6: THEN wet-pipes=in_roof_space ARE 'found' 
7: 
8: 
9: IF location of dampness IS 'roof space' 
10: AND underside of roof IS 'dry' 
11: AND wet-pipes=in=roof_space ARE 'found' 
12: THEN cause_of_dampness IS 'leaking pipe in roof' 
13: 
14: 
15: IF location of dampness IS 'roof space' 
16: AND underside of roof IS 'wet' 
17: THEN cause of dampness IS 'leaking roof' 
Figure 5.1 - An example of three rules in a Leonardo /cnowledge base". 
The type of inference process performed by Leonardo when processing the rules 
shown in figure 5.1, is as follows (this is a simplified view). To kick off the process, 
Leonardo first searches the rulebase for a 'SEEK' goal. On finding 'SEEK cause-of-
dampness' on line I, this means: look next for the first rule with 'cause-of-dampness' in 
its consequence (THEN) pan. Searching down through the rules, it fmds the first rule 
satisfying this condition starting on line 9 (the consequence itself is on line 12). It now 
proceeds to see if this rule is true, ie. whether the antecedents (subgoais) are true. There are 
lie. rules SlrUCtured like 'IF (set of conditions), THEN (set of actioos)' - see section 2.3.3.1. 
2See foocnote referred to in section 2.3.5.1. 
3 We had hoped to use these more genc:ra11y in our experiments, but discovered that they really were only 
suitable for this purpose. 
+nus example is adapted from Cooper [591 It is pan of a expen system that will help fmd the cause of 
dampness in a building. 
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three to check, on lines 9, IOand 11. SoflTSt it checks 'location-of-dampness IS 
'roof space". As with the SEEK, Leonardo first checks to see if 'location-of-
dampness' appears in any rule's consequence part. It does not find any, so by default it 
asks the user for a value for this item The user enters a value and let us assume it is 'roof 
space'. Therefore, this makes the first subgoaI true. Leonardo now goes on to check the 
next subgoaI in the same way. Again it does not find 'underside-of-roof' in the 
rulebase, so it asks the user for its value. Let us assume 'dry' is entered so that this 
subgoaI is now also true. Now the third subgoaI is reached and this time, 'wet-pipes-in-
roof-space' is found in the consequence of the rule starting on line 4. So instead of 
asking the user, Leonardo checks to see whether this rule is true, ie. its antecedent part is 
true. And so the process continues. Lets assume the latter rule is eventually found to be 
true, so that 'wet-pipes-in-roof-space ARE 'found" is true. This now means all 
three antecedents in the original rule starting on line 9 are true, so that the consequent 
'cause-of-dampness IS 'leaking pipe in roof" is also true. Since this assigns a 
value to the entity appearing in the original SEEK statement, the SEEK is now satisfied and 
the inference process ends. The final result of the inference process is thus 'cause-of-
dampness IS 'leaking pipe in roof' '. (Note the third rule starting on line 15 is 
apparently not used in this example, but it is implicitly, because it is searched during the 
times Leonardo tries to satisfy various subgoals; it just never satisfies any of them) 
As well as the 'ruIebase' (the part of the knowledge base containing the rules - for 
example, the part shown in figure 5.1), Leonardo also stores an 'objectbase' or 
'framebase'. This is a collection of 'frames', which in their simplest form are formal 
dcsaiptions of the objects referred to in the associated rules. Frames contain a set of 'slots' 
which are place-holders for attribute-value pairs. Some slots are predefined by the system, 
and others may be defined by the system developer. An example of a frame is shown in 
figure 5.2. It shows one of the (rather empty) frames that would be required for the 
rulebase shown in figure 5.1, with a default set of slots. It should at least give the reader an 
impression of the items that frames can contain. (See also figure 5.3c.) 
) This is nonnaI - many default slots are not used in general. 
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1: Name: cause_of_dampness 
2: LongName: The cause of the dampness in the building. 
3: Type: Text 
4: Value: (Assigned dllTing inference.) 
5: Certainty: 
6: DerivedFrom: 
7: DefaultValue: 
8: FixedValue: 
9: AllowedValue: 
10: ComputeVa1ue: 
11: OnError: 
12: QueryPrompt: 
13: QueryPreface: 
14: Expansion: (FwJl descriplion of/he object wowJd appear here.) 
15: Commentary: 
16: Introduction: (Text 10 ~ shown a/the start of/he inference stored here.) 
17: Conclusion: (Text 10 be shown al/he end of/he inference SlOred here.) 
Figure 5.2 -A Leonardo frame. 
The frame concept is very powerful. There are many types of slots, representing 
many of the flexible features of the Leonardo system. For example, the slots (or rather, the 
values placed in them) can control the user interface shown during the use of a Leonardo 
expert system. Some slots can contain further rules, so the overall inference network can 
also be influenced from the framebase, as well as from the rulebase. Slots can also contain 
references to extemal routines called 'procedures'. These are written using a built-in 
specialised procedural notation, with some of the flexibility of a conventional procedural 
programming language. This feature was particularly important for our purposes due to the 
procedural and arithmetical nature of codes of practice. 
For reference, the particular Leonardo set-up we used was: Leonardo level 3, 
version 2.56; run on an IBM/XT computer with 5l2k RAM. This left only 29k of working 
memory, but it proved to be sufficient for the small systems we produced in this part of the 
work. 
S.3 USING LEONARDO TO IMPLEMENT TASKS 
S.3.1 Approach of the investigation 
There were at least two possible approaches to the investigation into a shell's 
potential in this domain. First, one might consider starting from scratch and trying to 
transform raw codes of practice text into the Leonardo knowledge representation. This 
would be very hard to do as codes are complex, formal human language documents (as has 
been pointed out in section 1.2). Alternatively, one might use the already-existing 
abbreviated codes of practice, in the form of the tasks that we used for COPES (see section 
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2.2). These would still need to be translated into Leonardo's notation fIrst, but the 
transformation would be much easier as these two notations were both well-defined and 
fonna1. We chose the latter approach. It also kept the research within the scope of our 
SERC conttact (see Introduction). 
Once one has codes of practice knowledge stored in the shell's knowledge base, the 
question arises as to what one can do with that knowledge. We proposed to explore the 
shell's usefulness by fIrst using the inference process of the system to 'execute' the 
knowledge (transferred tasks). We could then use the built-in inference analysis features of 
Leonardo to examine that execution (inference process) in detail. TIlese were the standard 
types of post-inference explanation questions, like 'how (has this conclusion been 
reached)?' and 'why (has this conclusion been reached)?'. We would also explore the use 
of some of the flexible user interface features of Leonardo. 
Given such 'tasks' (or entities based on tasks) that one could execute and analyse, it 
should be possible to at least obtain an indication as to a shell's capability and suitability for 
our application- and to compare its potential with the (admittedly much more fully 
developed) COPES approach. 
5.3.2 Re-writing tasks in the Leonardo knowledge representation 
After an initial period of learning to use Leonardo, it was decided that task 5 of 
CPIlO be used as the first real test of Leonardo's capabilities. This task was reasonably 
sophisticated, and contained most of the possible POL statements. Subsequently, task 5 of 
A03I8 was used as an example to check the correctness of the implementation method 
used for the CPII0 task. It also contained the remaining type of statement, which was the 
trickiest to implement: the data table look-up statements. Other tasks were used during the 
work, but need not concern us here. 
The first implementation of CPllO's task 5 went through a number of steps of 
refinement We will only mention the fmal version of the Leonardo 'task' here, as it made 
the best use of Leonardo's notation and features. 
The overall structure of the Leonardo task was based on the usual method for 
Leonardo knowledge bases. This was to have a single 'seek' instruction (see section 5.2) 
drive a 'master rule'. This rule would then call each of its sub goals in turn, which 
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represented the main steps within the task. For task 5 of CPII 0, the master rule was of the 
fonn l : 
"If the input variables have been obtained, 
and the variable 'x" has been given a value, 
and the variable 'd' has been given a value, 
and the variable 'Mres' has been given a value, 
and it has been decided whether the beam is singly or doubly reiTiforced, 
and the area of steel actuDily required has been calculaled, 
and the mode value of the task has been given a value, 
then task 5 has been executed." 
Apan from the last line, each line of the above master rule is a so-called 'antecedent 
subgoal' (see section 2.3.3). They are phrased in a declarative past tense fashion, because 
this is the one most appropriate to make sense with Leonardo's (basically) backward 
chaining inference method. Each sub goal represents a true or false fact, and the action of 
Leonardo calling for the current value of thal fact will cause the procedure itself to be done. 
This is actually done in another rule in the rule base, which may have other subgoals in their 
own antecedent parts. So with reference 10 the master rule shown above, the first two 
subgoals' action was as follows: "if the input variables have been obtained" calls a rule 
which gets the values of the inpuI variables from the user; "if the variable 'xr' has been 
given a value" calls a rule which determines the value of 'xr' (the maximum ratio of neutral 
axis depth to total depth). The other subgoals perform similarly. The fmalline of the rule 
above is the 'oonsequent', which is executed if all the antecedents of the rule are true. In 
this case it simply sets a flag to indicate the task has been completed. This flag effectively 
feeds back to the original 'seek' and execution halts. 
The version of CPllO's task 5 in the true Leonardo notation is shown in figure 
5.3a. This is just the rulebase though - figures 5.3b and 5.3c show examples of two of 
the many frames of objects used in those rules, and are part of the objectbase. (Compare 
figure 5.3a with the POL and translated representations of CPIIO's task 5, as shown in 
figures 3.1 and 3.11 respectively.) 
lnus is acwally an anglicised version or the real master rule - see figure S.3a below ror!he acwal 
lIOIIIIion. used. 
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1: SEEK taskS 
2: 
3: IF global_values are obtained 
4: AND xr <> unknown_number 
5: AND d <> unknown_number 
6: AND Mres <> unknown number 
7: AND beam_type is not unknown 
8: AND area calculation is done 
9: AND mode is not unknown 
10: THEN taskS is done 
11: 
12: 
13: 
14: 
15: 
16: 
17: 
18: 
19: 
IF feu >- 0 
AND fy >= 0 
AND Bred >- 0 
AND bw >- 0 
AND h >- 0 
AND tcov >- 0 
AND bcov >- 0 
AND Asmax >= 0 
20: AND A'smax >= 0 
21: AND Mu >- 0 
22: THEN global_values are obtained 
23: 
24: IF Bred> 10 
25: THEN xr - 0.6 - Bred/lOO 
26: 
27: IF Bred <- 10 
28: THEN xr - 0.5 
29: 
30: IF global_values are obtained 
31: THEN d - h - bcov 
32: 
33: IF global values are obtained 
34: THEN templ - 1 - xr/2; 
35: temp2 = xr * temp1; 
36: temp3 _ d*d * temp2; 
37: temp4 _ fcu * bw * temp3; 
38: Mres - 0.4 * temp4 
39: 
40: IF Mu > Mres 
41: THEN beam_type is double 
42: 
43: IF Mu <- Mres 
44: THEN beam_type is single 
45: 
46: IF beam type is single 
47: THEN run calc_single_areas(Mu,bw,d,fcu,fy, 
48: As,A's); 
49: area_calculation is done 
50: 
51: IF beam_type is double 
52: THEN run calc_double_areas(xr,Mu,Mres,fy,d,tcov, 
53: As,A's); 
54: area_calculation is done 
55: 
56: IF beam_type is single 
57: AND As < Asmax 
58: THEN mode is '1' 
59: 
60: IF beam_type is single 
61: AND As >- Asmax 
62: THEN mode is '2' 
(figure 5.3a continued on next page) 
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(eontinuedfrom previous page) 
63: 
64: IF beam_type is double 
65: AND As < Asmax 
66: AND A's <z::c A'smax 
67: THEN mode is '3' 
68: 
69: IF beam_type is double 
70: AND As >- Asmax 
71: AND A's < .... A'smax 
72: THEN mode is '4' 
73: 
74: IF beam_type is double 
75: AND As < Asmax 
76: AND A's> A'smax 
77: THEN mode is '5' 
78: 
79: IF beam_type is double 
80: AND As >= Asmax 
81: AND A's> A'smax 
82: THEN mode is '6' 
Figure 5.3a - Task 5 of CP I JO in the Leonardo rulebase. 
1: Name: 
2: LongName: 
3: Type: 
4: Value: 
5: Certainty: 
6: DerivedFrom: 
7: DefaultValue: 
8: FixedValue: 
9: AllowedValue: 
feu 
the concrete strength (feu) 
Real 
10: ComputeValue: 
11: OnError: 
12: QueryPrompt: 
13: QueryPreface: 
14: Expansion: 
15: 
16: 
This quantity represents the cube strength of the 
concrete, measured in Newtons per millimetre 
squared. 
17: Commentary: 
18: Introduction: 
19: Conclusion: 
Figure 53b - The frame for 'feu' in the objeetbase (a design parameter). 
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1: Name: calc_single_areas 
2: LongName: 
3: Type: Procedure 
4: AcceptsReal: Mu,bw,d,fcu,fy 
5: AcceptsText: 
6: AcceptsList: 
7: ReturnsReal: As_var,A's 
8: ReturnsText: 
9: ReturnsList: 
10: LocalReal: z,zmax,x 
11: 
12: 
13: 
14: 
15: 
16: /* 
17: 
18: 
19: 
20: 
21: 
22: 
23: 
24: 
25: 
26: 
LocalText: 
LocalList: 
Externals: 
Body: 
Calculate the area of steel 
z - 5*Mu/(bw*(dA 2)*fcu) 
z - d*(1+(z A O.5))/2 
zmax - 0.95*d 
if z gt zmax then 
z - zmax 
else 
endif 
x ~ 2* (d-z) 
27: A's - 0 
28: As_var - Mu/(O.87*fy*z) 
for a singly reinforced beam 
Figure 5 3c - The frame for a procedure in the objectbase. 
The task 5 of ACI318 was implemented in a similar fashion. It is not important to 
reproduce the whole implementation of this task here (its most important contribution was 
the implementation of the data-table functions in tasks - see section 5.3.3.3), but for 
comparison with CPIIO's task 5, its master rule was as follows (again in the anglicised 
version of Leonardo's notation): 
"If the input variables have been obtained, 
and the variable 'ff has been given a value, 
and the redistribution of moments has been taken into account, 
and the maximum moment of resistance of the beam has been calcuJaled, 
and it has been decided whether the beam is singly or doubly reinforced, 
and the area of steel actually required has been calculated, 
then task 5 has been executed." 
5.3.3 Converting the POL notation into Leonardo's notation in detail 
This section explains how each type of statement in the tasks' POL notation was 
transfonned into Leonardo's notation. The reader is referred back to section 2.2.3 for 
details of the POL notation used here. It is also worthwhile seeing how each of the methods 
outlined in the following subsections, are used in a complete Leonardo task - refer to 
figure 5.3 above. 
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5.3.3.1 The SET, END & EXIT statements 
form: 
The SET statement of POL notation is represented in Leonardo by a rule of the 
"ifvariablel >= 0 and variable2 >= 0 and ... variableN >= 0, 
then global values are obtained" . 
The net effect of calling this rule will be to ask the user for values for each of the 
three variables in turn. Leonardo handles all the user interface details itself. It works 
because Leonardo will find on turning to each of the tests (' ... >= 0'), that each variable 
has no current value. It will next fmd that there are no rules in the rulebase that will assign 
values to these variables, and will then by default, ask the user to give them values: 
Although this procedure is totally unlike the COPES implementation, the COPES user 
interface equivalent of this is the globals menu. 
The END statement in POL is simply a marker to indicate the 'physical' end of a 
task for intemil.l requirements, and requires no explicit equivalent in Leonardo. The end of a 
task's execution on the other hand, is more important. This is marlced by an EXIT 
statement in POL. In Leonardo, the end of a task's execution is indicated by the master rule 
'succeeding' - that is, executing its consequent pan. This in turn makes the original 'seek' 
statement succeed, and the inference process halts. Note that in POL, the EXIT statement 
also returns the 'mode' value, and the output variables (results). In Leonardo, the mode 
statement is simply treated as any other output variable. All the output variables are then 
shown to the user at the end of the task's execution by a special mechanism which comes 
into play when the master rule succeeds. This arrangement, like the method of setting the 
input variables, is very much less flexible than its COPES equivalent 
5.3.3.2 The calculation statements 
Calculations were perfonned in two different ways in Leonardo. Both of these 
methods had their own advantages and disadvantages (which ue mentioned in section 5.4), 
and both were used in our Leonardo 'tasks'. But a major limitation in Leonardo, at least 
when used for our purposes, was that arithmetical operations could not be perfonned in the 
antecedent parts of Leonardo rules. This resulted in a more long-winded and less readily 
comprehensible rulebase - rules had to be wrinen that were unintuitive and artificial. For 
example, the rule used simply to calculate 'Mres', starting on line 33 of figure 5.3a: 
IF global values are obtained 
THEN templ - 1 - xr/2; 
temp2 - xr * templ; 
temp3 - d*d * temp2; 
temp4 - feu * bw * temp3; 
Hres - 0.4 * temp4. 
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The two methods one could use were as follows. First, if a calculation was 'small' 
(ie. consisted of a small number of operators and operands), the limited numerical 
processing available directly in the rules notation could be used. The limitation was that 
numerical equations within rules could only contain a maximum of two opcnnds. This 
meant that larger equations had to be broken up into cascades of smaller equations within 
this IimiL For an example, see above for the rule that calculates 'Mres'. 
The alternative method was to use Leonardo's built-in procedural language feature. 
This allowed a much more flexible use of numerical processing, along the lines of a simple 
normal programming language. The precise implementation was that the calculation (or any 
set of procedural steps were possible) was wrinen in the Leonardo's procedural notation 
and then placed in a special 'procedure' object (frame). See figure 5.3c for an example. 
5.3.3.3 The LOOK & GET statements 
Recall from section 2.2.3 that a LOOK statement in the POL notation is an 
instruction to obtain an interpolated value from a data TABLE; a GET statement is an 
instruction to get a value(s) from a TABLE without interpolation. The problem with 
implementing these statements in Leonardo was not so much their actual action, but the 
representation of the TABLE data structure. The version of Leonardo we used had no 
simple built-in data types of this basic structure (a serious deficiency that we believe has 
been overcome in later versions). The work-around we devised was to represent the tabular 
data in a structured text file, which Leonardo could then process in the required fashion. 
So where a POL task had at least one TABLE, we created a special file to be 
associated with the Leonardo 'task', which contained the tabular data. One file was used 
per task, and hence could contain more than one table, if required. The file's information 
was structured as follows. 
A tabular data file was based on lines of 70 characters, which were divided up into 
'fields' of 10 characters. Each field could contain one number - the table's data values. 
Where 'padding' was required, the symbol 'r was used in the rightmost character position 
to indicate a 'blank field'; the start of each table was indicated by a line containing only a 
single number in the rust field. The value of the number specified the number of columns in 
the current table. Each of the lines that followed was a row of the table - until the end of 
the file, or the next 'start of table' line was reached. 
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Hence to implement the LOOK and GET actions, appropriate algorithms were 
written using Leonardo's built-in procedural language and placed in procedure frames. 
These handled the processing of the task's data file so that the required value(s) could be 
determined and passed back to whatever rule called the table look-up. Although these were 
nOl trivial pieces of code, they did perfonn adequately enough. 
5.3.3.4 The IS & GOTO statements 
IS statements represented the important 'decision' branching points in the POL 
tasks. The 'IS' pan of the statement contained a numerical condition test, and one of the 
subsequent Y and N parts was executed depending upon the result of that test (Y for yes, 
true; N for no, false). GOTO statements were only used in the Y and N parts of IS 
statements, and directed the 'flow of control' in a POL task to another part of a task, rather 
than the default 'execute the next line'. In POL tasks, the overall flow of control was' 
simply linear, step-by-step, with possible 'jumps' controlled by GOTOs. 
In Leonardo, the flow of control was instead dictated by the inference process. As 
mentioned earlier, this was based on production rules. Now although the relationship is nOl 
trivial, one can convert IS statements in the original POL tasks by writing analogous 
Leonardo rules. The consequent ('THEN') pan of a Leonardo rule was made equivalent to 
the Y pan in POL. To express the N part however, meant that a second, explicit rule had to 
be written - with the complementary condition test in its antecedent ('IF') part Therefore 
two Leonardo rules were required to represent a single IS statement. An equivalent to a 
G010 statement was not required because Leonardo handled its flow of control in a totally 
different, non-linear fashion. 
5,4 RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS 
The results of the investigation were mixed, but overall, unfavourable. Leonardo 
was able to cope with the basic numerical execution of the 'tasks', but one of the two 
methods of implementation of calculations was crude, and the other could be inconvenient. 
With arithmetical operations not being allowed in antecedent clauses (except tests), 
rulebases are less comprehensible, with many rules of an unintuitive form. The only type of 
built-in 'explanation' the shell could really offer was one called 'how?'. It acted very like 
COPES's dependency facility. The development of other design analysis facilities (at least, 
those on similar lines to COPES's) was thought to be very difficult, although theoretically 
possible. A rudimentary form of 'translation' of individual items such as variables was 
quite easy (ie. showing their descriptions), but more ambitious translation was not. 
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However, a task transfmmed into Leonardo's notation was reasonably readable (except for 
some quirky rules to perform calculations), and in fact, a rather interesting rearrangement. 
In readability terms for a new user, it came somewhere between the original POL tasks and 
their COPES translated form. But in contrast to COPES, there seemed to be little prospect 
of language independence, such that more than one language could be available in the 
system at one time. To implement a Leonardo task so that it worked in a different language, 
would mean rewriting the rulebase and framebase. This is not as drastic as rewriting a 
complete program. but is far more inconvenient than the simple me change required by the 
COPES system. 
Unfortunately, there were numerous other small quirks and problems when trying 
to implement tasks using the system. Many of these were more than simply inconvenient. It 
is possible that use of newer versions of Leonardo, together with the use of an external 
conventional programming language (not possible in the original version used), as well as 
the internal procedural language, could overcome most of these problems, but they will not 
be discussed further here. 
5.4.1 Summary of main points 
In summary, the investigation into the use of an expert system shell to provide 
explanations of tasks derived from codes of practice showed up the following points. Its 
advantages were: 
• The shell was flexible enough to implement the basic numerical execution of 
'!asks', and eventually all of the POL notation; 
• A built-in facility was available which could analyse the execution of a task like 
COPES's dependency facility; 
• The rulebase could be (had to be) more hierarchically structured than POL tasks, 
which were almost entirely 'linear' or 'flat' - this made the design methods clearer 
in the raw knowledge base of Leonardo; 
• The richer knowledge representation meant that 'tasks' developed directly from 
codes themselves, could potentially be more accurate or 'direct' representations of 
code knowledge than POL tasks; 
• Having to place (large) calculation statements in separate frames away from the 
rules, aided clarity by 'information hiding' - other design sub-steps could be 
similarly packaged away; 
• The built-in user interface meant very fast development of executable 'tasks'. 
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Its disadvantages were: 
• Giving values to the input variables of a task was clumsy in the implementations 
developed during the investigation; 
• Although the 'infonnation hiding' abilities of the shell's knowledge representation . 
often clarified a task, sometimes they could be inconvenient and make the task 
harder to understand by making its contents disjointed; 
• With calculations not being allowed in antecedent clauses, and only writable in a 
compact fonn in the separate 'procedures', the rulebase was relatively hard to 
follow (compared to a concise procedural notation like Case's POL). 
• The basically backward chaining method of processing a rulebase also meant that it 
was quite hard to read, considering it represented a fundamentally procedural series 
of instructions; 
• Forward chaining was considered possibly more suitable, but although this was 
apparently available in Leonardo, it proved not to be usable. 
• There was only one view of the rulebase, and it was not sufficiently clear on its 
own - some fonn of 'translation' was really required; 
• The built-in features of the shell enabled limited insight into the 'tasks' compared 
with COPES; 
• Other 'facilities' to analyse the design methods would still have to be built from 
scratch using either the built-in procedural language, or calls to external routines-
hence the only 'advantage' of using Leonardo would be its knowledge 
representation; 
• It was hard to see how any effective form of comparative support could be provided 
in a Leonardo implementation, in contrast with COPES's flexibility in this respect. 
5.4.2 Conclusion 
In conclusion, the Leonardo investigation showed that a modem shell could be 
viably used as the basis for a codes of practice explanation expen system. However, such a 
system would need at least as much development work as a system written from scratch 
like COPES. Also, the use of a shell would mean limiting oneself to its knowledge 
representation and many of its panicular quirks. This is an important restriction. A system 
built from scratch using a progranuning language would be very much more flexible. But 
representing codes of practice knowledge in production rules, rather than as a procedural 
'recipe'. has its attractions. However. it must be said that the POL tasks have been proved 
to be more than adequate for representing design steps. They are readily understandable by 
humans (although perhaps with the addition of a 'translation' process). and computers (a 
CAD program) - and yet they remain entirely procedural. We feel the design steps 
represented by tasks are inherently so highly procedural, that on balance. the benefits 
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offered by rearranging the knowledge into rules are not worth the loss of a simple 
procedural view. However, there may be some interesting possibilities in presenting POL 
tasks in a richer, less obviously procedural format, as an addirional aJrernarive to the 
existing plain POL and translated forms offered in COPES. 
If Leonardo had a workable forward chaining inference option, together with the 
possibility of calculations within antecedent clauses l , this would make the use of this 
particular shell much more viable for the procedural knowledge under consideration. The 
rulebase would be much more comprehensible from a procedural point of view, and be 
easier to construct and correct or change. 
FInally, remember that codes of practice contain non-procedural (declarative) 
knowledge as well as the considerable amount of procedural knowledge considered in our 
research. Although it is out of the scope of this thesis to discuss the non-procedural 
knowledge of codes in any detail, it should be noted that expen system shells would seem 
to hold much more promise as active repositories of this form of codes' design information, 
rather than the procedural knowledge portion presently under consideration. 
lThe way Ibis might work would be ID allow 8 taSk 5 CPl10 rule, for example, such as: 
'IF d • h-bcov AND Hres - O.4*fcu*bw*SQRld)*xr*(1-xr/2), THEN check beam type' 
- which would 'fue' (execUle) ID calculate d and Mres if they cwrenlly had no value (sIiglniy simplified 
from what would actually be required). 
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Final discussion, conclusions & implications 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
This fina) chapter of pan I of the thesis, presents a sununary of comments 
concerning the COPES system and the research in general, together with a discussion of the 
further work we suggest is both necessary and wonhwhile. A number of alternative 
approaches to a solution of understanding unfamiliar codes of practice are also presented, 
some of which may be useful as complementary approaches to our own. Finally, the main 
conclusions of our work are stated. 
The main discussion of the task analysis facilities developed for COPES has already 
been presented in the subsections of section 4.2 and 4.3.2, which were a more suitable 
context. Hence the following subsection 6.2.1 in general collects together only summaries 
of the points made there, together with a number of other small additional points. 
6.2 COMMENTS & CRITIQUE ON THE COPES RESEARCH 
6.2.1 The task analysis facilities of COPES 
6.2.1.1 The show task & show variables facilities 
The show taskfacility: 
• Show task is fundamental because it allows the engineer to view the knowledge 
base of COPES itself, and to various levels of description; 
• It produces worthwhile information in its own right, by enabling the engineer to 
read a complete task in vinually his own language and including the comments 
included by the task's author (although these have not been formalised); 
• It is also a 'utility facility' because its results are often useful to have available as the 
other facilities are used - this can be done by printing out a task or by using one of 
the Sun's windows as a reference area; 
• Although a relatively simplistic 'translation' algorithm was used, it has proved to be 
very effective in this application; 
• The translated form of a task was occasionally thought to be rather too verbose 
though, especially for long-winded calculation statements; 
• It is a 'static analysis' facility, showing a static view of the knowledge base (to 
various levels of detail). 
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The show variables facility: 
• Show variables summarises the design parameters used within a task, listed 
according to the three categories of usage in tasks; 
• It allows the direct and automatic comparison of design parameters used in the same 
task derived from two different codes of practice; 
• It shows the mapping between the symbols used for design parameters in tasks and 
their full human language descriptions; 
• It relies on the task's author to be precise and accurate with his usage of engineering 
concepts used for parameters; 
• Again it is a 'utility facility' because its results are often useful to have available as 
the other facilities are used - this can be done by printing the lists or by using one 
of the Sun's windows; 
• The 'local' category of variables was not implemented at the time of writing, but the 
original programming obstacles have now been overcome; 
• It is another 'static analysis' facility. 
6.2.1.2 The facilities to run tasks 
The free-run facility: 
• Free-run is fundamental because it allows the engineer to execute a single task's 
instructions with numerical quantities, thus executing the procedural knowledge 
represented by a task. It allows the running of the single design step that a task 
represents - as opposed to the complete design produced by a CAD program; 
• How the engineer knows which task to analyse using free-run (or the other 
facilities) given a design problem, has not yet been addressed in the current research 
- and although this is a hard problem, it is not expected to be insunnountable; 
• It is a 'utility facility' because its results can be useful to have available as the other 
facilities are used; 
• It is a 'dynamic analysis' facility, but actually shows a snapshot of a dynamic view 
of the knowledge base, which allows 'what-if?' analysis. 
The step-run facility: 
• Step-run provides a precise trace of the instructions making up the design step 
represented by a task, and showing the result of each step's execution; 
• Knowledge of this path is vital when considering a real design situation and 
viewing the task as a whole and engineers hence found it very attractive; 
• It helps to answer the questions 'how' and 'why' of a design code's methods; 
• The implemented facility included less additional features than originally envisaged; 
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• It is another 'dynamic analysis' facility, allowing a detailed trace of the path taken 
by a run through a procedural knowledge base. 
The comparativefree-runfacility: 
• Comparative free-run was a quick and convenient way of comparing the design 
requirements produced by the same task from two different codes; 
• It was simply the parallel application of free-run to two tasks in a single COPES 
screen display, originally produced for the restrictive conventional character-based 
VDU screen of the Multics implementation; 
• Although one could simulate the facility using the Sun's two windows and plain 
free-run, the facility's convenience meant that its continued inclusion was deserved; 
• It is another 'dynamic analysis' facility, especially suitable for comparative 'what-
if!' analysis. 
6.2.1.3 The dependency & sensitivity facilities 
The dependency facility: 
• Dependency is one of the especially novel facilities, allowing the engineer to check 
the interdependences of design parameters used in a task for some particular design 
situation; 
• It concentrates on the symbolic interrelationships between all the variables used 
within a task; 
• It is very like some of the post-inference analysis features found in expert systems, 
often called 'how'!'; 
• Like step-run, it helps to answer the questions 'how' and 'why' of a design code's 
methods; 
• Its main practical problem is that it produces a lot of information, much of which 
may not be directly useful; 
• It also requires a certain degree of understanding before it can be used correctly - it 
is not so intuitive as the other facilities; 
• It represents the static analysis of a dynamic process: the execution of a task. 
The sensitivity facility: 
• Sensitivity is primarily a facility for detennining and examining the magnitudes of 
interdependences of the input and output design parameters used by a task; 
• It is also useful as a powerful facility allowing detailed explorative 'what-if!' 
analysis of a task's operation; 
• It concentrates on the numerical interdependences of variables, rather than their 
symbolic interdependences; 
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• Although it is another facility for analysing the interrelationships between variables 
in tasks, it works at the next level of detail above dependency; 
• The two modes of use of the facility produce only (but useful) different perspectives 
of the same analysis - although this can be confusing at first; 
• It has potential to be made more flexible, such as through the inclusion of a variable 
factor between the two task executions used; 
• It is a 'dynamic analysis' facility, useful for investigating 'trends' produced by 
tasks. 
6.2.2 Comparative capabilities of COPES 
As mentioned in section 1.1.2 and elsewhere, the capability to compare something 
unfamiliar with something already familiar, is an important route to gaining further 
understanding of the new entity. Hence provision of suppon for the comparison of the 
analysis of the same task from two codes was an important pan of COPES, and the various 
methcxls we considered have been discussed in section 3.4. That section described the 
comparative suppon provided by COPES in terms of 'internal' and 'external' types. 
Alternatively, one could also say there were three areas where COPES provided such 
suppon. 
Firstly, comparative suppon was provided directly in the 'Show variables' and 
'Comparative free·run' facilities. Show variables was able to list the variables used in the 
same task derived from two codes of practice and show them in such a way as to allow 
easy comparison. Comparative free-run similarly provided the ability to free-run two tasks 
directly alongside each other. Secondly, when working on any task, one could quickly 
switch to work on a second 'background' task. The mechanism for this was based on the 
twin code or task 'slots', as described in section 4.1.5. There were certain restrictions as to 
when the switching operation could be done, but in practice, this was not a problem 
Thirdly, ultimate but relatively shallow comparative suppon was provided by the Sun 
implementation itself, which used side-by-side windows concurrently running two COPES 
programs. This enabled any two operations in COPES to be compared directly alongside 
each other. 
The latter two types of comparative suppon were relatively basic. They merely 
, provided the capability of showing information worthy of comparison alongside each other. 
There was no further input from the system which would add to the information already 
displayable. However, the suppon was more than superficial because, for example, the 
system made sure that conunon parameter values were shared between tasks. On the other 
hand, the comparative suppon provided directly in the show variables and comparative 
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free-run facilities was more involved. For example, the comparative mode of the show 
variables facility included additional special comparative information in its categorisation of 
the variables used in the tWo tasks it compared. 
Ultimately, the existing comparative support in COPES was useful, but there was a 
feeling that there was further scope for more sophisticated additiOtts. 1bese might be 
inco!pOOlled into facilities directly and provide extra infonnation on the lines that Show 
variables already did. At the other end of this spectrum, the existing basic comparative 
support mechanisms of the slots and parallel windows could also be improved in various 
ways. For example, some of the restrictions on the slot mechanism could be removed to 
allow a more continuous availability of switching throughout the system. 
With the windowing display, it would be desirable to improve the existing links 
between the two windows. At present, the only link is a common set of input variables' 
values. Improvements in this area would be more easily added, if the existing primitive 
mechanism for:creating the two windows was abandoned. Currently the windows are 
created 'manually' at the operating system level, and then COPES is individually run in 
each window (see section 4.1.4). With an improved approach to the user interface of 
COPES in general (see below), it would be relatively simple to re-arrange the program so 
that a single COPES program could run and operate the two (or more) windows, itself. 
Overall we feel the comparative support already provided in COPES shows the high 
utility of relatively simple techniques, and this encourages the development of more 
sophisticated ideas in this area. 
6.2.3 Translation & language independence of COPES 
COPES was designed with a simple but successful ability to show the user various 
types of output in a form close to natural human language. The 'translation' feature of 
COPES primarily gave it the capability of showing POL tasks in the extended form of a 
pidgin human language. But the mechanisms used to produce this fonnat also allowed the 
full descriptions of design parameters to be shown whenever required, as well as their 
normal POL symbols; and dependency also used the ability to translate individual POL 
lines. The translation process was based on the simplistic technique of 'phrase substitution' 
(see section 3.3.1). Although the algorithm used was quite naive, it proved to be very 
effective in this new application. As well as the language-independent translation feature, 
COPES also had a language-independent user interface. This meant that the whole system 
could be used in more than one human language. Although relatively simple phrase 
substitution was used again here, it also proved to be quite effective in practice. 
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The main discussion of the translation and language independence features of 
COPES has already been presented in section 4.5.1. So this section only summarises the 
points made there, and adds some small additional points. 
• Although only English and French have been implemented to date, this experience 
has shown that funher European (at least) languages are eminently possible; 
• Preparation of the two French language files was thought to be quite easy by the 
engineer that produced them, given the English files - thus implying that 
conversion for linguistically similar languages could also be quite sttaightforward; 
• The level of accuracy of translation is in some doubt for other languages, but could 
be got round by increasing the sophistication of the translation algorithm by 
relatively small amounts; 
• The two sorts of language-independence in the current system were kept separate, 
and also required separate data files - a more integrated approach would be 
preferable; 
• The current translation process is a little slow for large tasks - the translation 
module was not optimised for speed at the time of writing; 
• The user's input of commands was not made 'language-independent' in the time 
avai\able; 
• The approach used shows that often a far more ambitious translation algorithm is 
not necessary in this application, although the current one could benefit from some 
small enhancements; 
• An important question that must be addressed for any practical implementation of 
our research is: whose responsibility is it to produce error-free POL 
implementations of codes and languages? For example, are the system's builders or 
the engineersllinguists used for transformationltranslation liable if a task's 
translation causes a fault in a design? Also, should a practical system be extendable 
with new codes and languages not originating from the original developers? 
6.2.4 Usage & feasibility issues 
An important issue concerns the usage of COPES and its facilities: that is, how 
should the system be used, and who should use it? The existing COPES is a prototype 
system. Its current configuration of components and most importantly, the way they 
currently used, are not expected to be the most appropriate for practical use. COPES is a 
vehicle for the implementation of certain key ideas so as to make them testable. Because of 
the degree of work involved with the research to produce the program itself, less research 
has been done on the testing of these ideas than is actually required for detennining the 
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scope of a practical system. However, the ultimate practical use of these ideas in some 
future system has not been ignored. 
It is expected that the task analysis facilities and certain other features of the present 
system, could be most suitably arranged in a future 'knowledge-based CAD environment!' 
system. This would contain an advanced knowledge-based CAD subsystem and certain 
other modules, together with a code of practice andIor design explanation module based on 
our work. This would allow highly interactive designing to be done using a computer, but 
be more true to the abbreviation: computer-aided (or even, assisted) design. Current CAD 
programs tend to be 'black boxes' with no opportunity for design input from the engineer. 
As well as this vision, the ideas in COPES could still feasibly be used in some son of 
stand-alone system - to be used like current code 'handbooks' perhaps. 
As well as the overall context of use of the program, the practical use of the task 
analysis facilities is another area which needs funher consideration. Section 4.3.1 has 
mentioned some of these problems, such as the development of appropriate strategies for 
the most efficient and effective use of the system's facilities. There is also the question of 
how the system can guide a user to a specific task or set of tasks, given a particular design 
problem. In fact, our early discussions with practising engineers (see section 1.5.1) 
brought out the general key point of 'guidance' as an area where the system should aim to 
provide suppon - the system should guide engineers to a solution of their current 
problems. Again, funher work is required here too. 
The main reason for the present system's restricted practical usefulness is its user 
interface. The system uses a relatively primitive network of menus and associated 
commands (see section 4.1.2). Current programs, especially those developed in 
workstations and microcomputers, are increasingly being written according to more 
sophisticated user interface paradigms - in particular, using a graphical 'object-oriented2 
user interface' or 'WIMPS3' approach. But deeper than this, the whole question of how 
COPES could and would be used, needs investigation in order to determine the best 
approach for a practical user interface. Maybe a fully 'natural language' system would be 
the most appropriate, for example. For an example of the imponance of understanding the 
ISucb sySlCmS have been envisaged by a number of worli:m, for example sce [lOll; and in particular, 
RdIak, et al. [lOll. We also found a real demand for such enhanced CAD SYSlCmS in our early inlerviews 
with engineers (sce section I.S.1). 
2This is not the same 'object-orientedness' as in programming languages (sce fOOlllOCe referred to in section 
2.3.S.1); see fOOlllOCe for 'WlMPS' below (which is equivalent), and Verplank [1031. 
lTbcre is no generally accepted expansion of this acrooym, but the key allributes of these interfaces are: 
windows (see section 4.1.4); a mouse.(\riven poinler on the screen to control the cornpulf:l with 'point-and-
click' actions; iconic representation of entities such as rues; and exrensive use of menus selected with the 
mouse pointeo". The interface is typified by the well-known Apple Macintosh personal compuler 11041. 
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issues involved in the development of an appropriate user interface for such systems, see 
[105, 66]. 
Lastly on these usage issues, a more specific and imponant point: the current 
system makes no direct use of units of measurement. It is up to the user to make sure he 
uses a consistent set of (metric!) engineering data with compatible units. This is undesirable 
for an ideal system, although bearable in the prototype. There are two aspects to the 
problem. First is the presentation of design parameters with their units; and second is the 
actual use (especially input) of parameters with meaningful ('active') units. That is, it 
would be of benefit if the engineer could simply see the current units used while working 
with a task - for example, see figures 2 to 6 in the Introduction, which show added units 
information. But more flexibly, the system should treat units as an additional attribute of 
design parameters, and allow their full manipulation. Engineers have expressed this desire 
when the program is being used. Relevant work on incorporating units into computer 
systems has been described in [I 06]. 
Overall, the engineers we have shown the system to have been favourably 
impressed with the ideas for tools to aid understanding in COPES, whilst having (expected) 
reservations over their current implementation. As to who any final implementation of these 
ideas would be aimed at though, it rather depends on the context of use of that system. 
However, at the very least, COPES facilities could be seen as a valuable addition to many 
CAD systems. 
Finally, there are a number of feasibility issues to address. Overall, it has been 
proved that a successful prototype can be built within a reasonable time-scale, using 
available resources and a relatively conventional approach to the software's research and 
development. This should be a useful guide to any further development. The current system 
performs acceptably fast on the Sun workstation, without special optimisation - although 
some operations are borderline, ego translation of complete tasks from scratch. Memory 
was also not a problem on the Sun (using UNIX, the effective memory is especially large). 
A possible microcomputer implementation would probably need a relatively large memory, 
but within current standards for the more powerful machines (a few megabytes). The 
amount of fIle storage required by the current set of data files was quite small and would 
not be a significant limiting factor. 
The addition of new codes of practice to the system in the fonn of tasks would be a 
simple matter; any difficulties would arise in the writing of new POL tasks from a un-
processed code of practice. This needs to be done with regard to Case's research, and is not 
t The cwtaIl set of tasks all assume meaic data I1J. 
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addressed herein (but see section 2.2.1). However, Case's approach seems to have been 
successful so far in this respect - there were a total of seven different national codes of 
practice available as POL tasks at the time of writing. The expansion of the language 
capabilities of COPES have been mentioned in section 6.2.3, above. 
6.2.5 The overall approach of the research 
The core approach of this research was governed by our conttactual obligations to 
the sponsoring body, the SERC. Under that contract, the COPES research addressed the 
problem of producing a computer program to aid the understanding of foreign and 
unfamiliar codes of practice by: (1) developing a knowledge·based system with Case's 
existing tasks as its (procedural) knowledge base; and (2) using a relatively conventional 
software and computer implementation. During the research, we identified a number of 
completely alternative approaches to the development of a solution to the problem, and 
these are discussed later, in section 6.4. However, one of the major alternative approaches 
to the implementation of a system in this domain, was to use an expen system shell. 
As described in chapter 5, we did a preliminary investigation of the use of a shell, 
as this was also within the scope of our contractual obligations. Overall the results from this 
verified that our main approach was more likely to achieve a satisfactory system, although a 
shell approach might yet be wonh investigating further. This would be especially so as new 
versions of the Leonardo shel1 we used become available, or as shells become generally 
more flexible. 1be main problem with currently available shells continues to be their 
resttictcd and restrictive knowledge representations. 
Three similar major investigations were also done during the course of the research 
outside the production of COPES itself, and are also wonh mentioning: algebraic 
manipUlation, Prolog and rule-based processing. 
It was thought early-on in our work that the idea of 'algebraic manipulation' would 
be useful. As described in section 3.3.6, it was envisaged that certain COPES facilities 
could make use of this capability. However, the conclusions of the investigative work done 
were: (1) that there were too many problems in gaining easy access to algebraic 
manipu1ation capabilities from within COPES; and (2) although initially attractive, for the 
operations we could envisage at least, the use of algebraic manipu1ation in analysing or 
explaining tasks proved to be not useful in practice. 
ProIog was investigated both as a good way of doing algebraic manipulation, and 
also as a genera1-purpose symbolic processing language with potential for use in COPES 
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(see also section 3.3.6). Although no direct use for it was found in our research, the 
investigation did give us valuable experience in the use of such an unusual language. 
Understanding its unconventional built-in execution algorithm proved very useful in the 
construction of the dependency facility of COPES, and also eased the construction of the 
Leonardo implementations of the tasks. 
Finally, rule-based processing was investigated, as described in section 3.3.5. The 
main work done was the construction of a small and simple rule-based expert system called 
'FRAMES'. As with the other investigations described above though, rule-based 
processing was not incorporated into the final COPES system, although it may warrant 
future deeper investigation. 
Unle similar or comparable work to ours has been discovered in the course of this 
research, which would therefore appear to be quite novel (although others have worked 
with codes in KBSs - see section 1.5.2). The novelty of our work lies in the application 
of diverse existing ideas, as well as new ones, in a fresh domain. Overall, the COPES 
research has achieved its objective through the approach chosen. A prototype KBS with 
potential practical use has been produced using the tasks as a knowledge base in a 
conventional computing implementation. It is early days as far as this system goes though, 
and much further work needs to be done to realise a truly practical implementation. 
6.3 POSSIBLE COPES IMPROVEMENTS & FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 
6.3.1 Shorter-term suggestions 
Inevitably after the development of a sophisticated computer program, there are a 
number of both foreseen and unforeseen enhancements that are desirable to various 
degrees. For COPES, there are four' groups of improvements and small developments that 
we consider would be worthwhile implementing in the soon tenn 1bese are discussed in 
turn, below. 
6.3.1.1 Further evaluation of COPES & user interface issues 
First, and probably foremost, is that the present COPES system needs a more 
thorough evaluation than was able to be done in the time available in the original research. 
The most direct result of such an exercise would be to make progress on improving the user 
interface of the system, and properly,developing its usability. This has been identified as an 
area where COPES is especially ripe for improvement (see section 6.2.4 above, for 
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example). However, an evaluation should also provide better feedback on the usefulness of 
the current set of facilities, their configuration and the completeness of the set 
Within the broad topic of the user interface, there are particular areas that need 
looking at But overall, the main further work required is in direct capture of user interface 
requirements from practising engineers and user trials - and this is required as soon as 
possible. Also included in this would be experiments designed to determine the best 
sttategies of use of the existing facilities in COPES. 
Although some early work was done in capturing potential users' requirements for 
the then proposed COPES system, it was not done with user interface issues in mind (see 
section 1.5.1). This decision was made so that we could concentrate on the other main 
issues addressed in the research. The user interface, including the broad and important 
questions about the context COPES would/could be used in, were deliberately de-
emphasised in this research. But given that extta work needs to be done in analysing the 
real user interface requirements for a possible practical COPES system, immediate 
improvement could be obtained by using the modem object-oriented1 or 'WIMPS' 
approach to the implementation of the user interface. 
Most modem software for workstations and personal computers (Pes) is being 
written to use WIMPS user interfaces. This powerful and effective window-based 
paradigm is relatively2 easily programmed on the Sun workstation, with its readily 
accessible subroutine libraries and tools. It is usually the case that a program built with a 
WIMPS-type user interface is inuch easier to learn in the first place, and often easier to use 
in the longer term, too. COPES would probably greatly benefit from even a fairly naively 
implemented WIMPS user interface. At present, the system just uses the plain windowing 
capability of the Sun - and already to great effect. 
6.3.1.2 Extension of the knowledge base & data base 
The extensions meant under this heading include the addition of further RC beam 
design codes of practice, and translation and user interface languages to the system At the 
time of writing, Case had already produced three other RC design codes in the form of POL 
tasks [11, which could be immediately added to COPES. The addition of funher codes 
should not be too difficult as Case designed this to be as straightforward as possible. New 
languages would be especially desirable to add to the system, in ordei" to more fully 
determine the limitations of the current translation algorithm used. These sorts of extensions 
ISce fOOOlOles referred 10 in section 6.2.4. 
2NOIe Ihc '~laIiyely' here. In general, such user interfaces = very much more difficulllO program than 
'old-fashioned' menus and command-based ones. 
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could also make the proposed detailed trials of the system more useful, aided perhaps by 
targeting the extensions to specific requirements of cenain engineers. 
6.3.1.3 Extension of the knowledge representation to include clause references 
Although the COPES research treaIed the original POL taSks as immutable in their 
use as a knowledge base, perhaps inevitably, some desirable extensions to the POL 
knowledge representation were identified. The most important and straightforward of these 
would be to include references to the actual code of practice clauses used in the tasks. In his 
original tasks, Case included such clause references in an infonnaJ manner - they were 
made pan of the comments added to tasks at the author's discretion DJ. When trying to 
understand an unfamiliar code, it would probably be sensible to have a copy of the code in 
front of one, even when using a system like COPES. Hence if COPES could provide 
reference infonnation, so that ihe user could see the mapping between (pans 00 tasks and 
the actual code, this would add greatly to the usefulness of the system We suggest the best 
way to do this would be to add a formalisation for clause referencing IQ the basic POL 
representation. This could be beneficial to Case's work as well as our own, as it would 
make tasks easier to check for semantic errors, for example. 
6.3.1.4 Simple improvements 
There are a number of simple direct improvements that can be made to the present 
COPES system. These include features currently missing, but originally planned for. In 
summary the most important of these improvements are: 
• Making the fixed 1 % factor used in the sensitivity facility, variable; 
• Implementing the 'local' category of variables in the show variables facility; 
• Adding originally envisaged features in the step-run facility at each step - such as 
including the ability to show the values of the variables used in the current line; 
• Re-writing the translator so that a more efficient algorithm was used; 
• Linking setting the user interface language to setting the translation language; 
• Implementing language-independence for input of commands. 
6.3.2 Longer-term ideas 
As well as the short-term improvements and smaJJ developments mentioned above, 
a number of longer-term developments have been identified for COPES. These are 
summarised in turn, below. 
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6.3.2.1 Research into achieving 'understanding' & its impact 
As well as fwther research into practising engineers' 'requirements' for a codes 
explanation system as mentioned above, we feel a deeper investigation into some of the 
more psychological aspects of this domain would be worthwhile. By this we mean looking 
at what is psychologically entailed in 'explanation' and 'understanding', and which 
techniques are best to achieve them for codes of practice. This should give useful 
information for the design of the proposed ultimate CAD environment implementation of 
our COPES ideas. As well as this, it should give important information as to the best 
design for the user interface for such a system, or a stand-alone system. It may even spark 
new ideas for additional task analysis facilities to be added to the basic COPES repertoire. 
6.3.2.2 User interface improvements 
As stated above in section 6.3.1.1, the most important fwther work required to 
improve COPES's usability, is further research into real engineers' requirements. 
However, a number of long-term improvements to the user interface are suggested outside 
of this desirable investigation: 
• The addition of units of measurement for design parameters used in COPES (see 
section 6.2.4); 
• The addition of graphical presentation of information - graphs for repeated 
sensitivity analyses and pictorial representations of beam designs, for example; 
• The addition of a 'help' facility for COPES (for example, see [45)). 
6.3.2.3 Integrating COPES with CAD 
As mentioned in section 6.2.4, perhaps the most suitable use of the COPES 
research for a practical system would be as pan of an large knowledge-based CAD system, 
to provide a design explanation capability. With a view to this goal, longer-term COPES 
work should aim in this direction by attempting to integrate COPES ideas with existing 
CAD systems. One good starting point would be to use the ABDUL program [551, also 
used by Case for implementing his tasks method in its original CAD role [11. This existing 
work done on adapting ABDUL to work with tasks, would minimise the amount of time 
required to apply our COPES ideas, since they are based on the same tasks. What we 
envisage would be an integration of COPES and ABDUL, which could provide a user with 
basic guidance from a design problem (or any design situation), to the use of appropriate 
COPES analysis facilities. This would then allow an engineer to analyse and understand 
designs produced using a foreign code of practice (say), in a most direct and convenient 
way. 
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The main problem to solve in order to produce such a configuration, would be to 
achieve the link between any design 'situation' and the tasks used to produce the current set 
of results. This is a key area which was not seriously worked on in the current research 
(see also sections 4.2.1 and 4.3.2.3). One needs to know the relative contributions of each 
of the tasks (or combinations of tasks) to any of the design parameters. In fact, this 
infonnation could feasibly be stored as additional 'knowledge' information, perhaps in new 
knowledge base. But there is obviously much potential for further research in this area. 
6.3.2.4 Stretching the approach outside of RC beam design 
Finally, as a simple suggestion only, we feel that some further work to ascertain the 
feasibility of using Case's tasks method and Our own COPES in other areas of engineering 
could be profitable. For example, structural steel design and other forms of concrete 
structure design, both have similar code of practice-dependent design features. Although 
RC beam desil:n may turn out to be relatively straightforward1, compared with other design 
areas in structural engineering, it must still be worth investigating our research's potential in 
these other areas. 
6,4 IDENTIFIED ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES 
A number of completely alternative approaches to our own 'tasks within KBS' 
approach were identifled during the research, which could help with making unfamiliar and 
foreign codes more comprehensible. We suspect that one or two of these approaches may 
well be worth detailed study, and subsequent comparison with our own work - or even 
addition. Note that all of these approaches (including our own), are more likely to result in 
a successful practical system if used in conjunction with at least some of the others. 
6,4.1 An expert system shell 
Given that a KBS or expert system approach is one reasonable suggestion for a 
successful solution, an alternative strategy to our own main approach was to use an expert 
system shell rather than building a KBS from scratch. (Shells were described in section 
2.3.5.2.) Of course, as has also been described, an initial investigation into the use of a 
typical shell was done as part of our research - see chapter 9. 
1 Informal discussions with engineers have suggeSled this. 
2This was the only one of the alternative approaches presented here that we felt justified investigation by 
ourselves - beeause d its close relationship with our main ideas and the fact that we were contractually 
reslricted to a basically expert system approach. 
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Although it could be assumed that the use of a shell may result in a similar end-
result to our approach (by just being an alternative route to the same type of goal), this is 
probably lW' the case. Our KBS was quite different from the expen system type of KBS 
that shells are designed to produce (see section 2.3.1). The results of our own shell 
investigation presented in section 5.4 partly show this. The key difference though, is that 
expen system shells are designed to produce systems that can make inferences or 'reason' 
(see section 2.3.2), whereas COPES did not1• However, note that we applied the constraint 
of the use of our tasks as the basis for a knowledge base in our Leonardo shell 
investigation. Even though there are good objective reasons for keeping to this constraint 
(for example, the large amount of time saved in producing a machine-readable form of code 
of practice), it is possible that a complete change in knowledge representation might result 
in the use of a shell being more viable than our initial work seems to suggest 
In fact, the main problem with currently available shells is their relatively restrictive 
knowledge representation schemes. But they do have other benefits, including being very 
efficient prototyping tools. This is mostly because they have many built-in general features, 
such as programmable user interfaces and programming (knowledge engineering) suppon 
environments. Hence, the use of a shell may well yet prove a fruitful alternative approach. 
And as mentioned in section 5.4.2, shells may be especially useful for working with the 
IWn-procedural knowledge also contained in codes of practice. 
6.4.2 Hypertext 
'Hypertext' [I en, 108] is a computing subject that is gaining a lot of publicity and 
intense research at the time of writing. Although there is a risk of the idea being over-sold, 
hypenext would seem to have some genuine potential in helping with unfamiliar codes of 
practice. Hypenext documents have been mainly identified as being especially useful for 
'help' facilities and teaching systems. But the medium may also be very suitable for 
publishing highly structured formal documents such as codes of practiCe. 
Hypenext is a method of structuring a computer-based document in a 'non-linear' 
fashion. Conventional documents are linear: word follows word; sentence follows 
sentence; paragraph follows paragraph; and so on, from the stan of the document to its end. 
A human reader is (generally) expected to stan at the beginning and read down a page, 
linearly through to the end On the larger scale of sections and chapters, the same serial 
arrangement is considered normal (though with more flexibility allowed, and perhaps, 
1 Alihough COPES certainly did not reason, it cenainly did make use of some of 1he essential methods also 
required by expert SYSlemS tha! enable 1he sons of reasoning processes they carry out. 
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expected). But with hypenext documents, a far more versatile approach is made possible 
and positively supponed by the medium used. 
Hypenext documents have in-built links between different parts of the complete 
'text)'. These enable a large set of alternative pathways through the document to be 
followed. The author of a hypenext document must put in all of these links at his 
discretion, as part of the authoring process. The ends of the links we shall call 'nodes'-
the various hypertext implementations have their own terminologies, and for example, call 
them 'buttons' or 'hot-spots'. Selecting a node in a hypenext document means that the 
reader will pass through to the other end of the link it is connected to. Hence rather than the 
nonnallinear reading fashion, the reader can follow his own personal route through the text 
by choosing to follow his own selection of links. 
The whole network can be as complex or as simple as the author requires. The 
reader may select his particular path with no preconceived plan, in an exploratory fashion; 
or he may follow a more narrowly defined path, if one is provided by the author. Although 
one can read any document arranged into sections in a non-linear fashion by not following 
the strict section order2, conventional media do not positively suppon this. Hypenext is 
explicitly designed to do so. 
One could envisage such an implementation for codes of practice. They could be 
transformed into, or even originally published in hypenext form. Some of the problems of 
using codes of practice simply appear to rise from the restriction that they are published as 
normal physical <b:nments, like books. Hence they must be read in the traditional linear 
fashion. A hypertext version of codes of practice may not be the answer to understanding 
foreign codes per se, but would probably improve the readability and usability of all design 
codes. Hence a hypertext approach would (only) supply another usefully powerful 
representation method for codes of practice information - complementing traditional text, 
our tasks and (perhaps) rules. But it would probably not help with the production of tools 
to allow analysis of that information, except at the most rudimentary of levels. 
6.4;3 Index or cross-reference generators 
Another possible alternative is the use of a more conventional information retrieval 
tool such as an 'index' or 'cross-reference' generator [49]. The principie of their operation 
) AIIhough usually most of !be information in a hypertext document is textual. !be added flexibility gained 
by an implementalion on a computer enables a far greater spread of types of information 10 be incorporaled 
into !be documenL Fer example, graphical and audible information may also be SURd together with any 
~Iain teXL 
And indced. !be author may encourage this by supplying sectional references in a document 10 oIbers in !be 
same document- as in this !besis. for example. 
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is simply that a textual document can have an index or cross-reference table generated for il 
This is done by a program noting every word and storing a list of all the citations of those 
words throughout the document. Usually a filter is applied so that common words such as 
'the' and 'a' are not indexed. Given that all this is stored on a computer (in a database of 
some kind), one can quickly search for many items of interest this way. If done for a code 
of practice, this might prove to be a useful (if simplistic) tool. 
Although conventional codes do usually have indexes already, the point here is that 
the index would now be in a computer system together with the code itself. This would 
allow quick cross-reference operations to be done, with the reader perhaps reading the 
document rather like a hypertext document - where the indexed words would act like 
hypertext nodes wherever they occurred in the document. 
Some work in this field has already been done at Strathclyde University 1109], 
although not using codes of practice. This type of approach to aiding the understanding of 
codes of practice would probably have similar benefits and drawbacks to a hypertext 
approach. 
6.4.4 Databases 
Hypenext is just one (novel) form of specialised traditional computerised database 
scheme. and cross-reference tools are another. One could envisage an even more plain (say, 
'relational') database implementation of codes of practice 1110, Ill]. Again the purpose of 
this would be to enable a far more flexible storage of codes of practice information than the 
conventional written word. This should make all codes less difficult to use and learn in the 
first place. It could also allow the application of new tools to examine the stored 
information. 
Unfortunately, design codes are difficult to break down into the pure 'data' 
elements that would be required for a conventional database implementation. They contain 
much more complex ,information, such as natural language text and graphics (as discussed 
in section 1.2.1). This information is hard to transform into a type that can be incorporated 
into most existing relational databases, for example - although it is becoming more 
feasible, as databases become more flexible. 
The problem of the production of analytical tools to allow an engineer examine the 
codes stored remains though - as with most of the alternative approaches discussed so far. 
The application of numerical procedures to the stored information would probably be very 
tricky, for example, possibly requiring the use of 'external' routines written in conventional 
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programming languages. (Although modern database management systems usually do have 
limited built-in programming languages, which allow the system to process information in a 
much more general and flexible way than that provided directly by the database structure 
itself.) However, one must conclude that a database approach would be more likely to 
succeed in one of the more modem guises, such as hypertext l . 
6.4.5 Spreadsheets 
A popular type of general-purpose computer program that has found wide use 
outside its originally targeted financial sphere, is the 'spreadsheet' [I 131. First developed 
on micro-computers in the seventies, they are designed to store and allow the complex 
manipulation of (mostly) numerical information. But often they are now used as a more 
general data storage and manipulation tool. 
The data items are stored in a tw<Hlimensional rectangular array of storage locations 
called 'cells'. The cells can store numbers, formulas (numerical equations and other 
expressions) or text. Formulas may reference other cells or groups of cells, and so act as a 
cell-linking mechanism. There is often a built-in programming language which, on top of 
the basic data structure, allows even more general and sophisticated processing of the cells' 
information. 
One of the particularly interesting features of spreadsheets though, is that they often 
have a built-in iterative equation solving feature. Hence together with their other facilities, 
they are potentially powerful and flexible 'what-if?' analysis tools. This could prove very 
useful to engineers trying to investigate a particular code under various circumstances, as 
was identified in our research (see section 1.2.1). It is an important way of gaining one 
form of understanding about a code. Hence although at first sight a spreadsheet-based 
approach to (pan of) the codes of practice problem might seem a bit odd, they could in fact 
offer a quick way to implement this important facility. Unfortunately, the problem of 
representing general code of practice implementation in a spreadsheet format seems 
difficult. But we feel the idea warrants some further study nonetheless. 
6.5 FINAL CONCLUSIONS 
This thesis has reponed on the results of three years research done towards the 
development of a codes of practice knowledge-based system (KBS). The system was 
III could even be argued Ihat this is what we did with COPES itself: in many senses. COPES and other 
KBSs could be considered as highly specialised fonns of database systems - for example. see !t 12. 491. 
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designed to give an engineer a new tool, by the use of which he could gain helpful 
infonnation about an unfamiliar or foreign design code. This would make the use of a 
broader range of codes far easier and safer, in the increasingly international construction 
industry. The resulting prototype system. COPES, was based on three key ideas: 
• A set of seven different code of practice (task) design method analysis facilities-
based on processing procedural knowledge using the ideas of 'translation', 
numerical 'execution' and symbolic 'tracing'; 
• A selection of various capabilities to compare analyses; and 
• An ability to show the infonnation in vinually the engineer's own human language. 
The approach taken in the research was to use an existing representation of code of 
practice design information as a knowledge base for a KBS. This knowledge base 
contained the procedural knowledge of certain RC beam design codes. The procedural 
knowledge representation used was developed by Case [I] in his earlier, but 
complementary research into codes in computer-aided design (CAD) programs. (His 
representation was based on splitting codes into generic 'tasks' and encoding the parts of ' 
codes that applied to those tasks in a 'problem oriented language '). Our research was 
focussed on the thorough investigation of this representation's potential in the domain of 
codes of practice explanation using a KBS approach, as part of an SERC contract 
It was decided to implement the system using conventional computer systems and 
programming languages, in order to use the existing work most easily. The use of a 
conventional implementation also meant that complete flexibility was maintained in the 
development of the facilities of the system. An initial investigation was done though, into 
the prospects for a system built using an expert system shell. (Shells are generally 
considered to be the most effective prototyping tools for many forms of KBS.) However, 
this shell-based approach was found to be very much more restrictive, although having a 
few redeeming characteristics. 
On completion of the COPES system. a provisional evaluation of it was done with 
practising engineers. The results of this, while limited, still indicated that the system has 
great potential. Although the current system is very much a prototype (with an especially 
primitive user-interface considering its intended purpose, for example), a number of useful 
improvements have been identified for future work. The main context that the system could 
ultimately be used in has also been identified as part of a large 'CAD environment' system. 
(The ideas in COPES are nOl envisaged, primarily at least, to be used in a stand-alone 
system. although they could be used as such.) 
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Also as pan of the research, alternative approaches to the development of a system 
to help engineers understand unfamiliar codes of practice have been identified. Although it 
is felt that our approach has been the one most likel y to produce the most useful results on 
its own, these other approaches could be extremely effective if developed to be used in 
conjunction with our own ideas, or in combination with some of the other alternative ideas. 
The ultimate conclusion of this research is the following. A KBS prototype has 
been successfully developed, using Case's tasks representation of procedural design code 
infonnation as its knowledge base. The system provides a useful implementation of novel 
ideas for analysis tools, that an engineer can use to examine the methods of an unfamiliar, 
or foreign code of practice. Use of these tools will increase his understanding of the code 
under study. In a sentence: COPES is an aid for applying static and dynamic analysis of 
design methods used in codes of practice, in order to gain understanding of those methods 
- it enables aMlysis of code design methods. 
There is much further work required to develop our research so that it could be 
effectively used by practising engineers. But we have identified the work that needs to be 
done and propose that the COPES research is a sound basis for such funher development. 
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Basic technical details of COPES 
7.1 INTRODUCTION TO PART 11 
This part of the thesis contains a technical description of the major components of 
the COPES system COPES was described from the extema1 user's point of view in 
chaptel' 4. That chapter concentrated on what the system did. and now this and the 
following chapters describe (at a fairly high level) how the system actually works. A fully 
detailed description is not appropriate for this thesis, but the implementations of the central 
task analysis facilities are described in greater detail than the other parts of the system Note 
that the complete source (program) code of COPES is not included in this thesis, nor 
should it be considered part of it. 
It is expected that this part will prove most useful to those readers intending to 
amend, add to, or otherwise develop the existing system. It is also directed at those who 
wish to understand, in particular, the implementation of the task analysis facilities in 
COPES. Hence some computer programming experience is probably required to get the 
most out of the chapters in part 11, but hopefully it should not be an absolute necessity. 
Note that chapters 8, 9 and 10 are deliberately written in a fairly rigid, slightly formalised 
fashion; there is also intended repetition. This is designed to make the technical descriptions 
as accurate and useful as possible, whilst maintaining full readability. It also allows each of 
the descriptions of the task analysis facilities to be read independently, if necessary. 
The sections that follow in this chapter describe in turn, the present system's 
architecture, and the most important features of the major modules in that architecture. The 
following three chapters then go on to describe the task analysis facilities in COPES in 
funher detail. 
7.2 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
The COPES system's architecture has already been alluded to back in section 4.1, 
with an 'idealised' view of the system shown in figure 4.1. Although this does not 
represent the real implementation architecture very accurately, it is a IDOI"C easily 
understandable arrangement given the current user interface and configuration of the 
system. The real picture is actually more like that shown in figure 7.1, below. However, 
note that this too is an abstraction. The true picture, based on the groupings of actual 
program routines, is discussed in section 7.4. Without resorting to the program code itself 
though, figure 7.1 shows the most appropriate structure of the system for describing it 
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from a technical point of view in this chapter. It mentions the major modules of the system, 
files used, and the approximate data flow relations between modules and ftles. The major 
modules are discussed in the following section. 
Cods , Cods 2 Cods 3 Cods 4 L.ang' L.ang 2 1.MIg'~ng2 
EJEJEJEJ EJEJ EJEJ 
Translation User Interface 
TASKS KNOWLEDGE BASE languages language. 
I I 
Shsnxl inputs file Rssunfile LibnIty file 
~ ~ ~ , Variables Flier 
Manager 
f-
, , , 
, Show task 
Show variables .. .. Translator 
Free-run 
Main Step-run 
Program ... .. 
Comp free-run 
• Interpreter .. Dependency 
Sensitivity 
• 
, 
User Interface (MMI) 
• • • I I I .-~ COPES Tools .-
Figure ?l-A schematic representalion of the major components of COPES. 
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7.3 MAJOR MODULES 
7.3.1 Main program 
The main program module in COPES provided the overall control routines for the 
system. It contained the declarations of the top· level control procedures for the task analysis 
facilities, the main menu and the selection of the cwrent set·up. It also contained the main 
initialisation and tennination routines for the system. Because of the Pascal programming 
language used for COPES, all the major data structure and value declarations were also 
placed at the main program level. 
The top-most control driving COPES was based on a simple loop. On each circuit, 
the loop displayed the main menu and processed the user's next selection or command. On 
first entry to the loop, the main COPES initialisation procedure was called. In Pascal 
notation l : 
PROCEDURE Initialise; 
Within the loop, the main menu activity was handled by the routine: 
PROCEDURE Do_main_menu (VAR quit: Boolean); 
On exit from the loop when the end state flag 'quit' was TRUE, the main COPES 
termination procedure was called: 
PROCEDURE Terminate; 
When selections were made from the main menu, the possible operations could 
either be to change the cwrent set-up, or start a task analysis facility. The main control 
routines governing these activities were: 
PROCEDURE Do_select_code; 
PROCEDURE Do_select_task; 
PROCEDURE Do_select_lang; 
PROCEDURE Do_show_task; 
PROCEDURE Do_show_vars; 
PROCEDURE Do_free_run; 
PROCEDURE Do_step_run; 
PROCEDURE Do_dependency; 
PROCEDURE Do_sensitivity; 
PROCEDURE Do_comp_free_run; 
IWhilsl it is not our inlention 10 present much of the soun:e code for COPES, it is worthwhile using some 
of the declarations used in the program,lO iUUSlJ'ate the program's structure and important algorithms. Any 
English-speaking reader should be able 10 understand the exUllCts used herein,lO the basic level required for 
this thesis - ie. one can safely ignore any quoted pans of the program code that are not immedialely 
comprehensible English wmls and phrases. 
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7.3.2 Facilities 
The task analysis facilities in COPES (hencefonh, 'task analysis' will usually be 
dropped when they are mentioned). had their main control routines in the main program 
module, but their specific analysis routines were stored in the separate Facilities module. 
This module was divided up into sub-modules for each of the facilities, leaving only a 
single common routine stored directly in the Facilities module. This was the 'Run_task' 
routine, as described in section 9.1.1. 
Because of their central importance in this research, the individual facilities are left 
to be separately described in chapters 8. 9 and 10. These chapters describe their main 
control routines declared in the main program module (as mentioned above), together with 
their specific anal ysis routines. 
7.3.3 Translator 
The Translator was an especially sophisticated module in COPES. Its main purpose 
was to provide two powerful routines which could be called to translate eithC7 a complete 
POL task, or translate a single line of a POL task. These routines were, respectively: 
PROCEDURE Translate_a_task ( 
task_number Tasks_range; 
VAR result file Text); 
FUNCTION Translate_a_line 
task number 
pol_line 
Tasks range; 
String) : String_bag; 
As mentioned earlier in this thesis. the fundamental principle behind translation in 
COPES was the use of 'phrase substitution'. That is, certain patterns of the original POL 
task file were replaced with appropriate descriptive phrases. The basic algorithm used by 
the translation routines above then, was to first split up the POL lines into their constituent 
words and symbols; then these were matched with the 'translated' descriptive forms stored 
in the translation language file; then finally the descriptive phrases were reconstituted to 
produce the resulting 'pidgin' human language translation. Although this is a highly 
simplified description, a summary of the algorithm for Translate_a_line is l : 
INolC IhaI Translate_a_ task was simply based on repeatedly applying Translate_a_line 10 each POL 
line in 1IIm, for a complete task. 
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CQlegorise the current POL line to detennine whal son it is; 
Check to see if this category needs translation; (assuming it does ... ) 
Check to see if the line has a paragraph label (this needs special handling); 
Split up the POL line into its constituent parts - termed 'items' ; 
Get the translatedform of each of the items extracted; 
Get the translated 'pattern' or 'skeleton' of this category of line; 
Ploce the transialed forms of the extracted items into the skeleton; 
Chapter 7 
Format the resulting raw translated line into an orderly collection of lines of text. 
The Translator module could be considered as a separate subsystem in COPES 
(indeed, it was originally developed as such). It consisted of its own set of top-level control 
and main declarations module, together with many sub-modules (see section 7.4). The two 
translation routines were declared in the top-level module and provided the main link to the 
rest of the COPES system. 
7.3.4 Interpreter 
The Interpreter was another sophisticated module in COPES. It was based on an 
adapted version of Case's original task interpreter module used in his worlc with the 
ABDUL CAD program (see section 2.2) - a full description of the workings of the basic 
interpreter thus appears in 111 Its main purpose in COPES was to provide the basic 
capability of executing tasks' instructions using numerical values, as used in many of the 
facilities. This operation was carried out in three steps. First, the current set of input values 
set in COPES had to be transferred to the Interpreter's own data structures. The task could 
then be executed by the Interpreter's routines. Finally, the resulting output values had to be 
transferred from the Interpreter back into COPES. This procedure was in fact, overseen by 
the COPES routine 'Run_task', which is described in section 9.1.1 (see also 7.3.2 above). 
As well as this basic capability, the Interpreter also provided support for step-run's 
step-wise execution of tasks, and dependency's requirement for an • audit trail' of the path 
taken in the execution of a task. These were both new additions to the existing module. 
The Interpreter was written in FORTRAN 77 as an almost autonomous subsystem, 
like the Translator. Because of the different programming language used though, a more 
complicated arrangement was required to interface it with the rest of COPES. The interface 
was in fact provided by a series of routines stored in a special Interpreter interlace module 
(see section 7.4). The interface routines handled the transfer of tasks' variables' values 
between COPES and the Interpreter, for example. 
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7.3.5 User interface (MMI) 
The user interface (or MMJI) of COPES, as in any program requiring more than 
simplistic interaction with human users, constitutes the largest single part of the system 
(compare with [66] and see also section 6.2.4). But the user interface of COPES was 
unusual because it had the ability to be used in more than one human language. This was 
achieved by having a current 'user interface language flIe', from which any user interface 
output produced by the program was obtained. Most programs simply obtain such output 
from within the program's instructions themselves. (As was mentioned in 4.5.1, 
unfortunately limited time meant that language independence was not yet applied to the 
user's input of commands to the system.) The routines which handled the interaction 
required with the user interface language file were part of the Filer (see section 7.3.6, 
below). 
Firstly, the types of entities handled by the user interface, and the dialogue 
processes that use them, were the following: 
Inputs 
• Selections from menus - numbers 
• Commands - single letters 
• Values for design variables - Real numbers 
• Caniage-retums 
Outputs 
• Menus - main menu, code/task/language menus, globals menu, etc. 
• Prompts for commands and menu selections 
• Screen framing information - 'headers' 
• General messages 
• Dynamic messages - the • dots' display during delays 
• Error messages 
• Blocks of text information - introductory screens for facilities 
• Result flies produced by facilities -lists, tables, pseudo-menus, text, etc. 
Main dialogue processes 
• Simple menu-based screens 
• Globals menu and the comparative globals menu 
• Entering values for design variables 
• Simple responses to direct prompts - carriage returns, Y IN replies, etc. 
• Paged and unpaged display of facilities' results - the Pager 
• Switcher operations 
• Current set-up operations 
The most common user interaction in COPES was centred around menu-based 
screens. Interaction with these was handled by a standard pattern of routines. tailored to 
each instance of their use. The whole interaction was overseen by a routine named like 
), Man-Machine lnrcrface' - see section 2.3.2.2. This abbreviation was chosen ID refer ID the COPES user 
inletface Ihroughout the development of the system. 
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'Do_menu'. First the basic menu screen was shown, followed by the current prompt for a 
selection or conunand. Procedures of the fonn 'Show_menu' and 'Show_prompt' were 
used for this. Next, a routine would handle the user's response and conven it into a 
relevant valid response in the current context; a procedure of the form 
'Respond_to_menu_prompt' was used. Finally, the validated response would be acted on 
with a speciaIised routine to handle the currently available selection and command 
responses; a procedure of the fonn 'Accon_menu_selection' was used. The generaI-
purpose routines used in this process were all stored in the user interface module. For 
example then, in the case of the main menu interaction, the procedures involved were: 
Do main menu; 
Show_menu (main_menu); 
Show-prompt (main_menu-prompt); 
Respond_to_main_menu-prompt; 
Act_on_main_menu_selection; 
As well as these, there were a whole series of single or sets of routines to handle the 
various other types of interaction in COPES, as listed in the dialogue types above. The 
globals menu and its comparative sibling required a sophisticated set of routines and were 
stored in a separate sub-module of the main user interface module. (But they were based on 
the general menu interaction method mentioned above.) Entering Real numbers for design 
variables was considered a standard operation and stored in the general user interface 
module. Simple singIe-character responses were handled similarly. The Pager was a 
collection of routines which handled the paged and unpaged display of the results of 
facilities' analyses. They were also stored as part of the general user interface module. 
Fmally, the c=nt set-up changing operations for changing the current task, code and 
translation language were handled by specific routines considered part of the user interface 
module, but actually stored in a separate sub-module. (The Switcher was another collection 
of routines, which this time handled switching between the two slots for codes and tasks. 
These actually worked closely with the Variables manager described below, and were not 
stored with the rest of the user interface routines.) 
7.3.6 Filer 
The Filer of COPES handled all the interactions between the other modules in the 
system and the extcmal data files they used. COPES made extensive use of such data files 
for diverse purposes. The external files used and their purposes were as follows: 
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• POL tasks (code of pracrice) files - the main knowledge base of COPES. 
• Translation language files - language data for translating tasks. 
• User interface ianguagefiles -language data for user interface output. 
• Library file - a file containing a list of the currently available codes and languages. 
• Compiled task files - compiled tasks for the Interpreter. 
• Translated task files - pre-translated tasks for the 'quick translation' feature. 
• ResuItfiles - the results produced by the task analysis facilities. 
• Savedfiles - the results of facilities specifically stored by the user via the Pager. 
• Input variables' file - the shared store of global variables for running two COPESs. 
There were a number of sub-modules of the filer which handled specific typeS of 
files from the above list, together with two that handled general filing operations. Note that 
all the above files contain basically textual information), and some of them were structured 
in a special way designed for the COPES system (but with potential for more widespread 
application). This structure was the 'block flIe'. The general filing sub-modules handled 
text files and these block flies. 
Block flies were simply a way of structuring text flies so that they could more easily 
contain structured information. Appendix 2 contains the specification for block files, but the 
basic structure was as follows. They were designed to store two sorts of entity: sets of 
single lines of text; and sequences of lines - 'blocks' of text. So the file was split up into 
series of lines by special delimiting lines. These marlced the boundaries of adjacent blocks. 
The delimiting lines simply contained special marlcer characters to indicate their status. The 
first and last lines in a block file also had to be delimiters. The blocks of text lines thus 
delimited could then be used to store the required entities. Block files in COPES were used 
for the tasks files, both types of language files, and the library file. 
In summary, the sub-modules making up the filer module were as follows (note that 
there was no module for handling the compiled tasks files in COPES, because all the 
processing was handled by the Interpreter as pan of the original design): 
• The text file handler 
• The block file handler 
• The POL tasks file handler 
• The translated task flIe handler 
• The user interface (MM!) file handler 
• The translation language file handler 
• The library file handler 
) Allhough a compiled tasks flIe consists entirely of a formalised amty of numbers - it is wriuen in a 
fonnat originally designed by Case and is ra1her a special case in our sySlell'l. See [11 fir description ol its 
format. and see section 2.2.1 for the description of its purpose in COPES. 
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7.3.7 Variables manager 
1be Variables manager of COPES handled all the interactions between the facilities 
in the system and the variables used in the codes and tasks under study. 1be main data 
structures of COPES had to store infonnation about all the design variables used in the 
current code(s) of practice, and the global variables used in the current task(s). 1be 
initialisation of this infonnation was required whenever the current code, task or language 
(due to the variables' descriptions in the current language being required) was changed. 1be 
Variables manager routines handled this. They also handled the reclamation of the dynamic 
memory used by this infonnation when it was no longer required, together with its 
maintenance and the look·up of current values. The Variables manager routines also 
handled the shared data link between two running COPES programs on the Sun, and the 
link between common variables used in the current foreground and background code/task 
slots. 
All these routines acted on the three main data structures used to store variables' 
infonnation in COPES (there were two copies of each of these structures held to contain the 
current foreground and background infonnation): 
• The codes variables data structure - all basic variables data of current code(s). 
• The task variables data structure - specific globals variables data for current task(s). 
• The exit mode data structure - specialised data for exit mode of current task(s). 
These data SlruCtures are too complex to be described in the available space here, 
and hence so are the routines that process that infonnation. But in sununary, the contents of 
the Variables manager were as follows: 
• Code variables' handler - update and look-up routines. 
• Task global variables' handler - update and look-up routines. 
• Task exit mode's handler - update and look-up routines. 
• Initialisation routines for the variables' stores. 
• Update routines for the variables' stores. 
• Utility routines for the Variables manager. 
• Slot data link routines - links the two current codes' tasks. 
• Shared variables file link routines - links the two current COPESs on the Sun. 
7.3.8 Tools 
Finally in this description of the major modules of COPES, the Tools module 
contained all the general utility routines required by the system They were used throughout 
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the system, by all the other modules of COPES in one way or another. There were a 
number of groupings of these tools. In summary though, the Tools module contained the 
following sub-modules: 
• Universally applicable routines. 
• COPES-specific generally applicable routines. 
• ~plementation system-specific routines. 
• Display screen manipulation routines. 
• Menu storage and manipulation routines. 
• Character string abstract data type. 
7.4 GENERAL IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 
Apan from the task interpreter and some of the interface between the interpreter and 
the rest of COPES, all of COPES was written in the programming language Pascal [91]. 
The remaining pans of the system were written in FORTRAN 77 [93]. Pascal allows the 
subdivision of the complete program into 'procedures' and 'functions'. These are the rough 
equivalents of FORTRAN's subroutines and function routines respectively. Pascal has the 
additional method of splitting a large program by the use of 'include' files. These are 
groups of procedures and functions which are usually logically related and are manually 
collected together by the programmer and stored in a single file. The include files are then 
incOIpOJ1Ued into the main program when it is compiled to produce an executable version. 
FORTRAN has a similar method of grouping together related subroutines, but is based on 
the separate compilation of these subroutines' files. 
Certain groupings of routines in COPES were designated' ADTs' (abstract data 
types - see [114, 115]). ADTs are combinations of formally defined data structures and 
sets of routines appropriate for those data structures - rather like 'objects' in object-
oriented programming (see footnote referred to in section 2.3.5.1). Generally ours were 
pseudo-ADTs though, due to the lack of proper support for such structures in the 
implementation languages used. So they just contained closely related routines in COPES. 
These arrangements are mentioned to explain the 'physical' file <X"ganisation of the 
COPES program's modules. COPES's Pascal modules were implemented as include files 
and the FORTRAN modules were implemented as separately compiled files. Figure 7.2 
shows the arrangement of those fUes making up the source code system of the COPES 
program. It also shows the size of each file, to give the reader a 'feel' for the relative 
distribution of code between the modules. 
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Main program module 
copes30.p . - Main program routines and variables declarations 50 k 
copes.consts. - Constants declarations 8 k 
copes.types. - Data-type declarations 10 k 
Facilities module 
facils.module. 
taskshow.module. 
varsshow.module. 
stepshow .module. 
sens.module. 
dep.module. 
Translator module 
transl.mocfule. 
taskls.xtt. 
resultf .xll. 
tools.xll. 
minits.xll. 
xlls.xll. 
items.d. 
Interpreter module 
interp.module. 
step_run.f 
interpreter.f 
MMI module 
mmi.module. 
glomen.module. 
selects.module. 
debug.module. 
switcher.module. 
compout.module. 
compglo.module. 
Flier module 
flier. module. 
librf.adI. 
langf.adl. 
mmif.ad!. 
texll.adl. 
transH.adI. 
block! .ad!. 
codel.adl. 
Variables module 
vars.module. 
exhm.ad!. 
codev.adl. 
taskgv.adI. 
Tools module 
copes.tools. 
dst.tools. 
Slring.ad!. 
mc6.tools. 
vduio.module. 
menusl.adl. 
- Run_task and calls other facilities files 
- Show task fac~ity 
- Show variables facility 
- Step-run facility 
- Sensitivity facility 
- Dependency facility 
- Translator main routines and COPES interface 
- Task lines routines 
- ResuH file formatting 
- Translator utilities 
- Translator initialisation routines 
- Translator core routines 
- Task line items routines 
- Interpreter-COPES interface 
- Step-run facility Interpreter interface 
- Interpreter main routines 
- General and main user interface routines 
- Globals menu routines 
- Current set-up menus 
- (Debugging routines) 
- Switcher routines 
- Comparative outputs' menu routines 
- Comparative inputs' menu routines 
- Filer main routines and COPES interface 
- Library file handler 
- Translation language file handler 
- User interface language file handler 
- Text file handler 
- Translated tasks file handler 
- Block file handler 
- Code of practice (tasks) file handler 
- Variables manager main routines 
- Exit mode handler 
- Code variables handler 
- Task global variables handler 
- COPES-specific tools 
- General-purpose tools 
- Character strings ADT 
- Implementation-specilic tools 
- VDU manipulation tools 
-MenusADT 
Figure 7.2 -The source file structure o/the COPES system. 
3k 
8k 
18 k 
7k 
14 k 
30k 
23k 
15 k 
12 k 
10 k 
12 k 
17 k 
8k 
4k 
3k 
32k 
22k 
21 k 
10 k 
7k 
5k 
14 k 
22k 
7k 
3k 
3k 
5k 
4k 
4k 
5k 
9k 
17 k 
4k 
4k 
11 k 
4k 
27k 
41 k 
4k 
2k 
6k 
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As well as the structure of the source code of the system, the reader should be 
aware of the data file structure used by the executable COPES program. Both the Multics 
and Sun UNIX implementations] of COPES used their respective operating systems' 
hierarchical filing systems, with analogous directories and sub-directories containing 
collections of files. The nine types of data flles used by COPES have been mentioned above 
in section 7.3.6. The hierarchical storage arrangement of these files though, is shown in 
figure 7.3. The approximate size of the files is also shown. (The vertical lines link those 
files and directories that are at the same level in the hierarchy.) 
Homs directory (same directory level as the executable COPES program) 
I Lllrary tile 
I Shared input variables tile 
I Result tiles 
I Saved results ot tacil~ies tiles 
I I 
I Codes directory 
I I POt.. tasks tiles tor each code (x4) 
I I Compiled tasks tiles tor each code (x4) 
I I Translated tasks files for each code & language (x4, x2) 
I I 
I Translation languages directory 
I I English tile 
I I French tile 
I I 
I MMI languages directory 
I I EngUsh file 
I I French file 
Figure 7.3 -The doIafile structure o/the COPES system. 
1 k 
1 k 
(generally <10 k) 
(same as resutt files) 
49 k total 
42 k total 
<50 k (but incomplete) 
7k 
8k 
14 k 
14 k 
] There were two implc:meruations of COPES produced during the research - see fOOlnOle referred 10 in 
section 4.1. 
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Facilities for showing tasks & design parameters 
8.1 THE SHOW TASK FACILITY 
8.1.1 Overview & main routines 
A full description of the method behind the show task facility was presented in 
section 3.3.1; how it was used appears in appendix 5. This section now concentrates on its 
technical aspects, including how it works and was implemented. 
The main controlling routine for the show task facility was a procedure called 
Do_show_task. As for all the task analysis facilities in COPES, this main controlling 
routine was contained in the main program file (see section 7.3.1). It was called by the 
main menu handler proCedure Act_on_rnain_menu_selection, when the user had selected 
the facility's option number (4) from the main menu. The operation of Do_show_task was 
as follows. 
The main action of the procedure was enclosed in a loop. This would only terminate 
when the facility had been commanded to quit by the user. Inside this loop, the first action 
was that the 'show task menu' was shown to the user. This was done by a call to 
Show_Show_task_menu. (This menu showed the fonnalS available to show the task in-
see figure A5.7.) Next, the general prompt for a menu option or a command was shown to 
the user, and the his response to this prompt was collected. The response could either be a 
menu selection; a 'quit the facility' command; or a 'switch the code slots' command A 
menu selection or the quit command was notified directly to Do_show_task. The switch 
command was indicated by a value of zero for the variable named 'selection '. 
If a quit command had been entered, no further processing was earned out and 
control was passed to the end of the loop, where it promptly terminated Control was then 
passed back to the main menu handler. 
If a switch command had been entered, again no further processing was carried out 
and control was passed to the end of the loop. The loop did not terminate (because a quit 
command had not been entered), so the loop was restarted. The switching action was 
actually performed inside the show task menu's 'Respond_to_menu_promptt' procedure, 
Respond_to_show_task-prompt. 
I Sce section 7.3.5 for a description of this and the other general menu interaction routines. 
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If a selection from the menu had been made, three alternative routines were called; 
corresponding to the three options in the menu (see figure A5.7). These were 
Show_POL_task, Show_xlated_task and Show_both_forms_of_task. These routines 
were contained in the facility's own include file, 'taskshow.module.' (see figure 7.2). They 
are described in turn in the following sections. 
Finally, figure 8.1 shows a technical summary of the main routines of the show 
task facility (in pseudo-code), based on the description given above and in the following 
sections. 
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Do_show_task ... 
REPEAT 
Show show task menu; 
ShowJ,romPt; -
ResponcU°Jlr°mpt; 
IF (seledion made from menu) THEN 
CASE selection OF 
1 : Show_POL_task; 
2 : Show_xlatecUask; 
3 : Show both forms of task 
UNTIL qu~. - - --
Create resuh file; 
Create resuh header; 
Transfer_task_to_text_file (current task, resuh file); 
Show_muhiple.J>8ge_file (resuh_file). 
Create resuh file; 
Create resuh header; 
IF (quick translation available) THEN 
Ask user K he wants to use ~ (Ves). or to translate from scratch (No); 
F (Yes) THEN 
TransfeUranslated_task_to_text_file (current task, resuh file) 
ELSE 
Translate_a_task (current task) 
ELSE 
Ask user K he wants to translation from scratch (Ves) or to skip (No); 
F (Yes) THEN 
Translate_a_task (current task) 
ELSE 
Wr~e 'Translation skipped' to resuh file; 
Show_multiple.J)8ge_file (resuh_file). 
Show_both_'orml_o._task .•• 
Create re8uh file; 
Create resuh header; 
Find start of current POL task; 
Read first line; 
WHILE NOT end of task 
Wr~e POL line to-resuh file; 
Translate_a_'ine (POL line); 
Wr~e translated line to resuh file; 
Read next POL line 
Show _muhiple.J)8ge _file (resuh_file). 
Figure S.1- Simplified technicallliew of the show task facility. 
8.1.2 Showing the task in the plain POL form 
ChapterS 
This option was perfonned by the Show]OL_task procedure, contained in the 
'taskshow.module.' include file (see figure 7.2). The operation of this procedure was quite 
simple. First, a new text file was created by the text file handler routine, 
Create_external_text_file. This was to become the 'result file' of this facility, ie. the 
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file used to contain the result of this facility's processing. Next, an appropriate 'result 
header)' was created and placed in the new result file, as its first few lines. Then the POL 
task itself was placed into the result file, by the general task file copying routine, 
Transfer_task_to_text_file. This was a utility routine contained in the code of 
practice file handler, 'codef.adt.' (see figure 7.2). It simply copied the task from its block 
in the code of practice file, into the new result file. Lastly, the result file's contents were 
shown to the user by the Pagerroutine, Show _multipleyage_file. This produced a 
'paged' display of the result file (see appendix 5). 
8.1.3 Showing the task in the translated form 
This option was performed by the Show_xlated_task procedure, contained in 
'taskshow.module.' (see figure 7.2). The operation of this routine was as follows. First, as 
in Show_POL_task above, a new result me was created and a new result header inserted 
into it. The routine then had two alternative ways to show the user the translated task. It 
could either directly show a previously translated version of the task (sometimes available 
directly to the system in the translated tasks me - the 'quick translation' feature described 
in appendix 5); or alternatively, it could first translate the task from scratch and then show 
that to the user. The overall effect was the same: the presentation of the translated task. But 
translating from scratch could sometimes be rather slow2• Hence the inclusion of the 
effectively instantaneous 'quick translation' feature. 
Show_xlated_task fll"St had to determine whether 'quick translation' was available 
for the CUJTelIt task, ie. whether a pre-translated version of the task was available in the 
translated tasks file. If there was, the system would give the user the opportunity to choose 
between using the 'quick translation' feature, or to translate the task from scratch. If there 
was no 'quick translation' available for the current task, the system would give the user the 
opportunity between translating the task from scratch, or quitting the entire translation 
request That is, the options were: 
Quick rranslalion availobJe 
User chooses yes : Get pre-translated task from me and show to user. 
User chooses no : Translate from scratch and then show result. 
Quick rranslalion NaT availabJe 
User chooses yes : Translate from scratch and then show result. 
User chooses no : Do not show task; return to show task formats menu. 
) Result headers indiC8led !he contents of !he current result file. 
2A1though as noced in appendix 5, !he Sun implememation of COPES did not suffer from uansla1ion speed 
problems as much as the original Multics implementation. 
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Where a 'quick translation' was requested, the procedure 
Transfer_translated_task_to_text_file was called. This simply copied the contents 
of the required task block of the current translated tasks flIe, into the new result file. This 
routine was contained in the translated task file handler, 'translf.adt.' (see figure 7.2). 
Where a translation from scratch was required, the Translator module routine 
Translate_a_task was called (see section 7.3.3). This routine placed the translated task 
directly into the new result flIe itself. 
Lastly, from either option above, the result flIe's contents were shown to the user 
by the Pager routine, Show _multipleyage_file. This produced a 'paged' display of the 
result file (see appendix 5). 
8.1.4 Showing the task in both forms 
This option was performed by the Show_both_form5_of_task procedure, 
contained in 'taskshow.module.' (see figure 7.2). The operation of this routine was as 
follows. First, as in the two other main show task routines, a new result flIe was created 
and a new result header insened into it. The routine then passed control on to its main loop. 
The overall action of the loop was to read each line of the current task in its POL 
form, until the end of the task was reached. For each line read, the line in its POL form was 
added to the result file. Then, the same line was passed to the Translator module routine, 
Translate_a_line (see section 7.3.3). This routine transfonned the POL line into the 
translated format and returned the result as a collection of lines. This collection was then 
simply placed in the result flIe, after the POL line. The loop then continued with the next 
POL line in the task, and so on. 
Lastly, the result file's contents were shown to the user by the Pager routine, 
Show_multipleyage_file. This produced a 'paged' display of the result file (see 
appendix 5). 
8.2 THE SHOW V ARIABLES FACILITY 
8.2.1 Overview & main routines 
A full description of the method behind the show variables facility was presented in 
section 3.3.3; how it was used appears in appendix 5. This section now concentrates on its 
technical aspects, including how it works and was implemented. 
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The main controlling routine for the show variables facility was a procedure called 
Do_show_vars. As for all the task analysis facilities in COPES, this main controlling 
routine was contained in the main program file (see section 7.3.1). It was called by the 
main menu handler procedure Act_on_rnain_menu_selection, when the user had selected 
the facility'S option number (5) from the main menu. The operation of Do_show_vars was 
as follows. 
The overall structure of this procedure was similar to Do_show_task, as described 
above in section 8.1.1. As with that routine, the main action of this procedure was enclosed 
in a loop, which would only tenninate when the facility had been conunanded to quit by the 
user. Inside this loop, the first action was that the 'show variables menu' was shown to the 
user. This was done by a call to Show_show_vars_menu. (This menu showed the various 
categories of variables that could be listed - see figure A5.9.) Next, the general prompt for 
a menu option or a command was shown to the user, and his response to this prompt was 
collected. The response could either be a menu selection; a 'quit the facility' command; or a 
'switch the code slots' command. A menu selection or the quit command was notified 
directly to Do_show_vars. The switch command was indicated by a value of zero for the 
variable named 'selection'. 
If a quit command had been entered, no further processing was carried out and 
control was passed to the end of the loop, where it promptly terminated. Control was then 
passed back to the main menu handler. 
If a switch command had been entered, again no further processing was carried out 
and control was passed to the end of the loop. The loop did not tenninate (because a quit 
conunand had not been entered), so the loop was restarted. The switching action was 
actually performed inside the show task menu's 'Respond_to_menu_promptl' procedure, 
The main difference between Do_show_vars and Do_show_task appeared next Ifa 
selection from the show variables menu had been made, six alternative routines were called, 
corresponding to the six options in the menu (see figure A5.9). These procedures were: 
Show_local_vars; 
Show_9lobal_input_vars; 
Show_9lobal_output_vars; 
Compare_local_vars; 
Compare_9lobal_input_vars; 
Compare_9lobal_output_vars; 
1 See Ihe fOOlnOle referred 10 in section 8. I. I. 
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These routines were contained in the facility's own include flIe, 
·varsshow.module.' (see figure 7.2). Unfortunately, the two routines for listing local 
variables were not implemented in COPES at the time of writing. This was simply due to 
the constraint of time. The routines for listing the global variables are described in the 
following two sections though, first the single task routines and then the comparative 
routines. 
Finally, figure 8.2 shows a technical summary of the main routines of the show 
variables facility (in pseudo-code), based on the description given above and in the 
following sections. (The local variables routines are not shown as they were not 
implemented!.) 
! However for interest, one feasible basic algorithm for delennining the local variables in a task could be as 
fonows: fllSt, a list of all the variables in the last would be created using some searching algorithm; then 
this list would be searched to extract all the last's global variables (inputs and outputs) from it (the globals 
are knowable directly - see other options of this facility); the result would then be a deduced list of locals 
for the task. 
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Do_.how_vara ... 
REPEAT 
Show show vars menu; 
Show J,romjii; -
ResponcU°.Jl<°mpt; 
IF (aalaction made from manu) THEN 
CASE aalection OF 
1 : Show local vars; 
2 : Show~lobaUnput_vars; 
3 : Show-9IobaLoutput_vars; 
4 : Compara_IocaLvars; 
5 : Compare-9IobaUnput_vars; 
6 : Compara-9IobaLoutput_vars 
UNTllquh. 
Create resuh fila; 
Create resuh header; 
Create variables list... 
FOR i :. 1 TO No. of inputs DO 
Get global input nama and description (i); 
Wrhe nama and description to rasuh file 
Show_singIeJl8lle_file (resuh_fila). 
Show_global_outpucvars ... (Same basic algorithm as for inputs). 
Compar._globaUnput_vars ... 
Create resuh file; 
Create foreground inputs list; 
Create background inputs list; 
Compare lists ... 
eraatathird list of inputs that are common to tha first two lists; 
Deleta common inputs from first two lists 
Write the three final lists to resuh file; 
Show_mulliple..Jllllla_file (r.suh_file). 
Compar._global_outpuCvar .... (Sama basic algor~hm as for inputs). 
Figure 8.2 -Simplified technical view o/the show variables/acility. 
8.2.2 Listing the global variables for a single task 
Chapter 8 
This section describes the operation of the two routines Show_91obal_input_vars 
and Show_91obal_output_vars, both contained in 'varsshow.module.' (see figure 7.2). 
The action of Show_91obal_input_vars was quite simple. Fmt, a new text file 
was created by the text file handler routine, Create_external_text_file. As with the 
show task facility, this was to become the 'result file' of this facility. Next, an appropriate 
'result header!' was created and placed in the new result file, as its first few lines. Then, to 
obtain the list of variables' names and descriptions, a simple loop was perfonned that read 
!Sce the fOOlnOle rcfened 10 in section 8.1.2. 
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each input variable in turn, directly from the current tasks' variables data structure. (This 
was the central storage area used by COPES to contain all the imponant information about 
the current task's variables - see section 7.3.7.) The routine used to obtain the variables 
was Get_task_gvar_name_and_descr of the Variables manager (see section 7.3.7). 
Lastly, the result file's contents were shown to the user by the Pager routine, 
Show_singleyage_file. This produced an 'unpaged' display of the result file (see 
appendix 5). 
The action of Show_global_output_vars was exactly. analogous to 
Show_global_input_vars. The only difference was that a different section of the current 
tasks' variables data structure was read by Get_task_gvar_name_and_de.cr, in order to 
obtain the output variables rather than the inputs. 
8.2.3 Listing the global variables for comparing two tasks 
This section describes the operation of the two routines 
Compare_global_input_vars and Compare_global_output_vars, both contained in 
·varsshow.module.' (see figure 7.2). These routines were more complicated than their 
single task equivalents described in the previous section. The principle of their operation 
was quite straightforward, however. 
The routines were based on a data structure called the 'variables list'. This was a 
simple storage area for lists of variables' symbols (names) and descriptions. The end result 
required of the comparative routines was a set of three categorised variables lists produced 
from the current pair of codes' tasks. These would contain a list of variables that were only 
used in the foreground task, a list of variables that were only used in the background task, 
and a list of variables that were used in both tasks. 
The operation required to create these three lists was as follows. First, two variables 
lists were created which contained all the input or output variables used in the two tasks. 
One of these would contain the variables used in the foreground task, and the other would 
contain the variables used in the background task. Then, these two lists were compared to 
find the common variables that were used in both tasks. Where couunon variables were 
found, they were added to a new third list, and deleted from both the original lists. Hence at 
the end of the comparison operation, the three required lists resulted. 1bese could then be 
re-read and sent out to the result file. In summary, the algorithm is: 
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CreOle list of inpUJS (or outpUJS) for task A; 
CreOle list of inpUJS (or outputs) for task B; 
Compare the lists ... 
Where a variable isfound in both lists ... 
Add it to a new third list; 
Delete itfrom the original lists; 
Otherwise do nothing. 
Chapter 8 
Both the comparative routines used this same method. As with their single task 
equivalents, they only differed in the section of the current tasks' variables data structure 
that was read to obtain the details of the variables - the inputs section or the outputs 
section. The routines used to obtain these details were Get_task_gvar_name, 
Get_task_gvar_descr and Get_task_gvar_descr_nwn. Again, these were all Variables 
manager routines (see section 7.3.7). 
Apan from the more complicated arrangements to obtain the lists of variables, the 
comparative routines used the same overall structure as the single task routines. That is, a 
similar new result file was created; the Iist(s) of variables were created and sent to the result 
file; and at the end, the result me's contents were shown to the user by a Pager routine. 
This time though, Show_Inultipleyage_file was used, to produce a 'paged' display of 
the result file (see appendix 5). Another small difference was that there was no single 
header text for the result file produced by the comparative routines. Instead, three 
analogous 'headers' were used just before each of the three lists. These acted as section 
dividers to split up the three lists. 
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Facilities for running tasks 
9.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter describes some of the technical details of the free-run, step-run and 
comparative free-run task analysis facilities. They were all centred on the use of the 
Interpreter module to execute tasks. The Interpreter was the major module of COPES that 
interpreted compiled POL tasks' instructions (see section 7.3.4). It was interfaced with the 
rest of the COPES system by the routines held in the include file 'interp.module.' (see 
figure 7.2). These interface routines were used in two ways. Some were used directly, to 
control the operations required at the stan and finish of a task's run. Others were used in an 
overall control routine: the main procedure called to run a task, Run_task. 
Unlike all the other facilities of COPES, the free-run and comparative free-run 
facilities did not require their own dedicated include file of specific routines. They used the 
common specialised routine Run_task, and their main control routines handled their key 
operations. (However, the comparative free-run facility did make extensive use of the 
specially devised comparative variants of the ordinary global variables menu (see appendix 
5). These were considered pan of the user interface routines of COPES though - see 
section 7 .3.5.) Ste~run required a number of specialised FORTRAN routines which in 
turn, called COPES Pascal routines to perform its operations. 
All the main controlling routines required for these facilities were contained in the 
main program file (see section 7.3.1). These were the procedures Do_free_run, 
Do_step_run and Do_comp_free_run. These routines are the main topics of this chapter, 
but follow the description of Run_task, below. 
9.1.1 The Run_task procedure 
Run_task was the main procedure called to execute tasks in COPES. It was 
contained in the 'facils.module.' include file (see figure 7.2). Once the Interpreter and task 
to be run had been initialised, Run_task could be called to actually run the task. More 
precisely, it would first send the input variables' values to the Interpreter module; then tell 
the Interpreter to execute the task; and then receive the output variables' values back into 
COPES. 
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Run_task also handled any error conditions that occurred during the execution of a 
task. Problems such as an instruction to divide a value by zero!, for example, were detected 
by the Interpreter and notification was sent back to Run_task. Run_task then handled the 
unusual situation with an appropriate message to the user, and a clean abandonment of the 
attempt at performing the facility concerned. 
In a little more detail, the operation of Run_ tas k was as follows. First, the 
procedure Send_globals_for_run was called. This procedure was part of the Interpreter 
interface routines, contained in 'interp.module.'. It prepared for the execution of a task by 
azranging the input variables' values into an intermediate form in which they could be 
transferred to the Interpreter. Next, the current task's number was transformed into a form 
that the Interpreter could understand. Then the main procedure call was made, to the 
procedure Interpret. This was also contained in 'interp.module.'. This routine eventually 
contained a call to the Interpreters' main INTERP subroutine, which actually executed the 
task and passed back its results. After this, COPES was also informed that there was now 
no need to read the compiled form of the task again (for any directly subsequent runs), as it 
had now been stored in the system. 
After the task had been executed, Run_task then checked to see if any errors had 
occurred during the task's execution. The handling of such errors was quite primitive in the 
present COPES system. But the integrity of the system was maintained, the user informed 
that an error had happened, and Run_task would then terminate. 
H no error had occurred, two actions were taken. First, the exit roode value of the 
task was stored in the appropriate COPES data structure - by a call to the Set _ exi t _mode 
procedure. And second, the output variables' values resulting from the task were 
transferred from their intermediate form into the main COPES variables' data structure -
by a call to Receive_globals_after_run. Run_task had then finished. The 
Set _ exi t _mode procedure was implemented in the 'exitm.adt.' include file of the Variables 
manager (see figure 7.2). Receive_globals_after_run was implemented in the 
'interp.module.' include file, along with Send_globals_for_run, from above. 
Finally, the declaration of the Run_task procedure was as follows: 
PROCEDURE Run_task ( 
run mode Integer; 
VAR read_task_in Integer; 
VAR run_error Boolean); 
1 Case's intcrpreler delecled a number of 'nm·time' errors such as this. See reference III for fuD derails of 
these errors. 
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9.2 THE FREE·RUN FACILITY 
9.2.1 Overview & main routines 
A full description of the method behind the free~run facility was presented in section 
3.2.1; how it was used appears in appendix 5. This section now concentrates on its 
technical aspects, including how it works and was implemented. 
The main controlling routine for the free-run facility was the Do _free_run 
procedure. As for all the task analysis facilities in COPES, this main controlling routine 
was contained in the main program file (see section 7.3.!). It was called by the main menu 
handler procedure Act_on_main_menu_selection, when the user had selected the 
facility's option number (6) from the main menu. To recap first on the overall action of 
Do_free_run from appendix 5, it was as follows. 
First, the 'introductory text' of the facility was shown to the user (see figure . 
AS.I!). Then the globals menu dialogue was entered. The user remained in the use of this 
menu until he entered one of three commands: the quit command, switch command or the 
go-on command. When he entered the go-on command, the task was executed in free-run 
mode. He was then returned to the globals menu with the results of the run being shown in 
the menu. This cyclical process was repeated until the user explicidy quit the facility. This 
would be done from the globals menu by entering the quit command. 
Figure 9.1 shows a technical summary of the main routine of the free-run facility (in 
pseudo-code), based on the description given above and in the following section. 
DO_ffee_fun ... 
Show introductory text; 
In~ialise compiled code of practice file; 
REPEAT 
Do.JIIobaIs_menu; 
Fgo_onTHEN 
Run_task (FREE_RUN_MOOE) 
UNTllqu~; 
Terminate compiled code of practice file. 
Figure 9.1- Simplified technical view of the free-runfaciliry. 
9.2.2 Details of operation 
The detailed action of the Do _free_run procedure was as follows. First, the 
'introductory text' for the facility was shown in a new blank COPES screen. This was done 
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by a call to the Show_new yage procedure, followed by a call to Show_intro_text. Then 
the procedure Init_code_for_run was called. This routine was implemented in the 
'interp.module.' include flle. It prepared the compiled fonn of the current task, ready for its 
execution. The main loop of the routine was then entered. 
The main loop of Do_free_run only tenninated when the facility had been 
commanded to quit by the user. Inside this loop, the first action was that the gIobals menu 
was shown to the user. This was done by a call to the Do_globalB_menu procedure, 
implemented in 'glomen.module.'. This routine handled the entire dialogue between the 
user and the globals menu. Control was passed back to Do_free_run when a 'quit the 
facility' command, 'switch the code slots' command, or 'go-on and do the free-run' 
command, was entered by the user at the gIobals menu. 
If a quit command had been entered, no further action was done in the loop and it 
simply terminated. 
If a switch conunand had been entered, a parameter was set to inform the Interpreter 
that it must read in the new foreground compiled task. from the appropriate file. (This was 
because anyone currently in memory would become the background task after the switch.) 
The loop then returned back to showing the globals menu. 
If a go-on conunand had been entered, a message would be shown on the screen to 
inform the user that there would be a delay while the task was run. Then the task was 
actually run by a call to the Run_task procedure (see section 9.1.1), with the execution 
mode parameter set to be FREE_RUN_MODE. This routine handled the complete process of 
running a task in the required mode - together with the required sending of the input 
variables' values and the receiving of the resulting outputs, from and to roPES's main 
foreground task data structure. 
When the facility was quined from the gIobals menu, the loop main finished. Then 
the final action was to call the Term_code_after_run procedure. This tidied up the system 
and Interpreter after the task's execution. This routine was implemented in the 
'interp.module.' include flle. Control was then passed back from Do_free_run, to the 
main menu handler. 
Note that unlike many of the other facilities of roPES, no explicit 'result' was 
produced by the free-run facility, on top of the new values shown in the globals menu. 
(The globals menu itself may be considered as the 'result'.) Therefore no 'result file' was 
needed to be created in this procedure. The user could still save a 'permanent' record of any 
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task's run in a text file though, by executing the 'save' command at the globals menu. This 
saved a copy of the current globals menu showing the result of the most recent run. 
9.3 THE STEP-RUN FACILITY 
9.3.1 Overview & main routines 
A full description of the method behind the step-run facility was presented in section 
3.2.2; how it was used appears in appendix 5. This section now concentrates on its 
technical aspects, including how it works and was implemented. 
The main conttolling routine for the step-run facility was the Do_step_run 
procedure. As for all the task analysis facilities in COPES, this main controlling routine 
was contained in the main program file (see section 7.3.1). It was called by the main menu 
handler procedure Act_on_main_menu_selection, when the user had selected the 
facility's option number (7) from the main menu. To recap first on the overall action of 
Do_step_run from appendix 5, it was as follows. 
First, the 'introductory text' of the facility was shown to the user (see figure 
AS.13). Then the globals menu dialogue was entered. The user remained in the use of this 
menu until he entered one of three commands: the quit conunand, switch command or the 
g<HXI command. When he entered the go-on command, the task was executed in step-run 
mode. Each line of the task being executed was then shown in succession, as the user kept 
pressing the carriage return key. When the task had finished its step-run, the user was 
shown all the steps executed in the run in the 'paged screen' mode. When that display was 
quit, he was returned to the globals menu with the results of the run being shown in the 
menu. This cyclical process was repeated until the user explicitly quit the facility. This 
would be done from the globals menu by entering the quit conunand. 
Figure 9.2 shows a technical summary of the main routine of the step-run facility 
(in pseudo-code), based on the description given above and in the following section. 
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Do_step_run ... 
Show introductory text; 
In~ialise compiled code 01 practice file; 
Create reauh file and heeder; 
REPEAT 
Do...1llobals_menu; 
Fgo_onTHEN 
Run_task (STEP _RUN_MODE); 
Show_muhipleJl8ge_file (resuh_Iile) 
UNTllqu~; 
Terminate compiled code 01 practice file. 
Figure 9.2 -Simplified technical view of the step·runfacility. 
9.3.2 Details or operation 
Chapter 9 
The overall structure of step-run was very similar to that of free-run, and hence their 
implementations were similar. The detailed action of the Do_stepJun procedure was as 
follows. First, the 'inttoductory text' for the facility was shown in a new blank COPES 
screen. This was done by a call to the Show_newyage procedure, followed by a call to 
Show_intro_text. Then the procedure Init_code_for_run was called. This routine was 
implemented in the 'interp.module.' include file. It prepared the compiled form of the 
current task, ready for its execution. The main loop of the routine was then entered. 
The main loop of Do_stepJun only terminated when the facility had been 
conunanded to quit by the user. Inside this loop, the first action was the creation of a new 
result file, ready to place the record of the step-run in. Then, the globals menu was shown 
to the user. This was done by a call to the Do_qlobals_nenu procedure, as implemented in 
'glomen.module. '. This routine handled the entire dialogue between the user and the 
globals menu. Control was passed back to Do_step_run when a 'quit the facility' 
command, 'switch the code slots' command, or 'go-on and do the step-run' command, was 
entered by the user at the globals menu. 
If a quit command had been entered, no further action was done in the loop and it 
simpl y terminated. 
If a switch command had been entered, a parameter was set to inflml the Interpreter 
that it must read in the new foreground compiled task, from the approprlatC file. (This was 
because anyone currently in memory would become the background task after the switch.) 
The loop then returned back to showing the globals menu. 
If a go-on command had been entered, a new empty screen page would be shown to 
the user by a call to Show_newyage. Then a message indicating the start of the step-run 
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was shown. Also, the result header for the result file (showing what task the file would 
contain a step-run of) was created and sent to the result file. Then the task was actually run 
by a call to the Run_task procedure (see section 9.1.1), with the execution mode parameter 
set to be STEP _RUN_MODE. This routine handled the complete process of running a task in 
the required mode - together with the required sending of the input variables' values and 
the receiving of the resulting outputs, from and to COPES's main foreground task data 
structure. In particular, the step-by-step execution was handled intemally within Run_task. 
More precisely, Run_task ultimately called routines in the FORTRAN step-run handler 
(see figure 7.2) to operate the step-by-step execution. The mechanism of this is really too 
detailed to discuss funher here, however. 
After the step-run, if there had been no errors reponed by the Interpreter, a message 
was shown to the user to indicate the end of the run. Then, the result file, which had been 
updated with each step of the run by the step-run handler routines, was shown to the user 
by the Pagerroutine, Show_rnultipleyage_file. This produced a 'paged' display of the 
result file (see appendix 5). When this routine was quitted, control passed sttaight back to 
the main loop of Do_step_run. 
When the facility was quined from the gIobals menu, the main loop finished. Then 
the fmal action was to call the Term_code_after_run procedure. This tidied up the system 
and Interpreter after the task's execution. This routine was implemented in the 
'interp.module. ' include file. Control was then passed back from Do_step _run, to the 
main menu handler. 
9.4 THE COMPARATIVE FREE·RUN FACILITY 
9.4.1 Overview & main routines 
A full description of the method behind the comparative free-run facility was 
presented in section 3.4.1.2; how it was used appears in appendix 5. This section now 
concentrates on its technical aspects, including how it works and was implemented. 
The main controlling routine for the comparative free-run facility was the 
Do_comp_freeJun procedure. As for all the task analysis facilities in COPES, this main 
controlling routine was contained in the main program file (see section 7.3.1). It was called 
by the main menu handler procedure Act_on_rnain_rnenu_selection, when the user had 
selected the facility'S option number (10) from the main menu. To recap on the overall 
action of Do_comp_free_run from appendix 5, it was as follows. 
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First, the 'introductory text' of the facility was shown to the user (see figure 
A5.l5). Then the comparative globals menu dialogue was entered. Remember that this only 
showed the input variables of the two tasks. The user remained in the use of this 
comparative menu until he entered one of three commands: the quit command, switch 
command or the go-on command. When he entered the go-on command, the foreground 
and background tasks were both executed in free-run mode. When the free-runs had 
finished, the user was shown the comparative globals tables for the tasks (ie. the same 
presentation formal as the comparative gIobals menu, but without the functionality of the 
menu), in the 'paged screen' mode. Both the input variables and outputs were shown, in 
two tables, arranged on two successive screen pages. When he quit that display, he was 
returned to the original comparative globals menu. This cyclical process was repeated until 
the user explicitly quit the facility. This would be done from the comparative gIobals menu 
by entering the quit command. 
Figure 9.3 shows a technical summary of the main routine of the comparative free-
run facility (in pseudo-code), based on the description given above and in the following 
section. 
Do_comp_free_run, .. 
Show Introductory text; 
Initialise compiled code of practice files; 
Create rasuh file and header; 
REPEAT 
Do_comp~lobaUnputs_manu; 
F DO_on lliEN 
Run_task (FREE_RUN_MOOE); ('Foreground' task ) 
Silant_swnch_code_slots; 
Run_task (FREE_RUN_MOOE); ( 'Background' task) 
Silant_swnch_code_slot.; 
Transfer_ogLmenu_to (re.uh_lile); 
Create ogo menu; 
Transfer_ogo_menu_to (resuh_file); 
Show_muhiple...P8ge_file (resuh_lile) 
UNTIL qutt; 
T arminate compiled code of practice files. 
Figure 9.3 - Simplified technical view of the comparative free-run facility. 
9.4.2 Details or operation 
The overall structure of comparative free-run was broadly similar to that of free-run 
and step-run, and hence their implementations were similar. The detailed action of the 
Do_comp_free_run procedure was as follows. First, the 'introductory text' for the facility 
was shown in a new blank COPES screen. This was done by a call to the Show_new J>age 
procedure, followed by a call to Show_intro_text. Then the procedure 
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Init_code_for_run was called. This routine was implemented in the 'interp.module.' 
include file. It prepared the compiled form of the current task, ready for its execution. The 
main loop of the roUtine was then entered. 
The main loop of Do_comp_free_run only terminated when the facility had been 
corrunanded to quit by the user. Inside this loop, the fmt action was the creation of a new 
result file, ready to place the result of the comparative free-run in. Then, the comparative 
globals menu was shown to the user. This was done by a call ~ the 
DO_COmp_91obal_inputs_menu procedure, as implemented in 'compglo.module.' (see 
figure 7.2). This routine handled the entire dialogue between the user and the comparative 
globals menu. Control was passed back to DO_COlI'P_free_run when a 'quit the facility' 
corrunand, or 'go-on and do the comparative free-run' command, was entered by the user at 
the menu. 
If a quit command had been entered. no further action was done in the loop and it 
simply terminated. 
If a glron command had been entered, a new empty screen page would be shown to 
the user by a call to Show_newyage. Then a message would be shown on the screen to 
inform the user that there would be a delay While the tasks were running. The comparative 
free-run itself was then commenced, as follows. 
First, Run_task (see section 9.1.1) was called to execute the current foreground 
task, with the execution mode parameter set to be FREE_RUN _MODE. Then, if there had been 
no errors found during this run, the foreground task was tidied up and the code slots were 
switched. ('The COPES system effectively executed its own 'switch' command.) So, the 
foreground task was sent to the background, and the background task was placed in the 
foreground. Then, Run_task was called again, this time to execute the new current 
foreground task (which was previously the background one), again in free-run mode. The 
new foreground task was tidied up, and then the code slots were switched back again. This 
reverted the system to be in the original configuration of foreground and background tasks. 
The ultimate result of all this ruMing and switching, was that the two tasks had been free-
run. Their results, in the form of their output variables' values, were safely stored in the 
foreground and background task main data sttuctures. . 
If an error did not occur in the second run, the 'result header' of information for the 
result file was created and stored in the file. Then the display (only) of the current 
comparative global inputs menu was stored in the first screen page region of the result file, 
and a version for the outputs was shown on the second page. These operations were done 
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using the procedures Transfer_cgi_rnenu_to and Transfer_cgo_menu_to, respectively 
(although the outputs table had first to be built up from scratch, using other routines called 
from Do_comp_free_run). These procedures were implemented in the include files 
'compglo.module.' and 'compoutmodule.', respectively (see figure 7.2). Then, the two-
page result file was shown to the user by the Pager routine, Show_multipleyage_file. 
This produced a 'paged' display of the file (see appendix 5). When this routine was quitted, 
control passed straight back to the main loop of Do_co mp_ free_run. 
When the facility was quitted from the comparative globals menu, the main loop 
finished. Then the final action was to call the Terrn_code_8fter_run procedure. This 
tidied up the system and Interpreter after the task's execution. This routine was 
implemented in the 'interp.module.' include file. Control was then passed back from 
Do_coInP_free_run, to the main menu handler. 
Where errors occurred when running the tasks, any subsequent run required was 
abandoned, a message was shown to the user, and he was returned straight back to the 
comparative globals menu. 
Note that if a switch corrunand had been entered at the comparative globals menu, 
its effects were all handled internally in the Do_cOrnp_91obal_input,,_menu routine, and 
the routines it called. Compare this with the ordinary single task globals menu, where the 
switch corrunand was also handled mostly internally in Do_globals_rnenu, but required an 
additional action in the routine that called Do_globals_menu. (See sections 9.2.2 and 
9.3.2, above.) 
The key operation in the working of this facility was therefore quite small - the 
automatic switching and running of the two tasks. The real processing required to produce 
an effective facility from this central idea, was actually contained in the user interface 
routines required to produce the comparative menu and tables. But these will not be 
discussed further here, except to say they shared much common coding with the ordinary 
globals menu. 
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Facilities for examining the dependences within tasks 
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Facilities for examining the dependences within tasks 
10.1 THE DEPENDENCY FACILITY 
10.1.1 Overview & main routines 
A fuJl description of the method behind the dependency facility was presented in 
section 3.3.4; how it was used appears in appendix 5. This section now concentrates on its 
technical aspects, including how it works and was implemented. 
The main controlling routine for the dependency facility was the Do_dependency 
procedure. As for all the task analysis facilities in COPES, this main controlling routine 
was contained in the main program file (see section 7.3.1). It was called by the main menu 
handler procedure Act_on_main_menu_selection, when the user had selected the 
facility's option number (8) from the main menu. To recap first on the overall action of 
Do_dependency from appendix 5, it was as follows. 
First, the 'introductory text' of the facility was shown to the user (see figure 
A5.17). Then the g10bals menu dialogue was entered. The user remained in the use of this 
menu until he entered one of three commands: the quit command, switch command or the 
g(K)l\ command When he entered the go-on command, the current task would be run 
internally. The 'path' taken by the run through the task was stored - rather like storing the 
result of a step-run (see section.9.3). The conditions at each of the IS statements (see 
section 2.2.3.1) executed in the task during that run, were then summarised in a menu. 
This menu set out the main 'decision points' of the task, and their results. It also acted as a 
list of 'starting points' from which a dependency check could be commenced from. For the 
latter, the exit point of the task was also listed in the menu as a starting point option. The 
user would choose one of the starting points, or quit the starting points menu to return to 
the g10bals menu. 
If the user selected a starting point, a particular dependency 'trace' would be 
commenced Fmt, the starting point's POL line in the task would be shown, together with 
its pidgin human language translation. A menu would also be shown, consisting of the 
variables used in the line as its options. These options represented the SIal1ing points 
available for the next step (or level) of the dependency trace. If the user selected one of the 
variables, the facility would trace backwards along the path of the task's earlier run, to find 
the line where that variable's value was most recently determined. That is, it searched for 
the 'source' of that variable's value. 
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Where the source was 'within' the task, the line that it had occurred on was shown, 
together with a menu of the variables used within this new line. The facility would then 
continue with tracing the source of one of these variables, in the same way, as the user 
requires. Alternatively, the source could be most recently detennined 'outside' of the task, 
ie. it was an input global variable. The system indicated this with a special message. The 
user was then returned to the previous menu of variables and its associated line. Hence this 
was the tennination condition for any particular dependency trace. 
After the user had finished analysing dependency traces, he returned to the 'starting 
points' menu. On quitting this menu, he was returned to the globals menu (with the net 
effect of a free-run being shown in the menu). This cyclical process was repeated until the 
user explicitly quit the facility. This would be done from the globals menu by entering the 
quit command 
Figure 10.1 shows a technical summary of the main routines of the dependency 
facility (in pseudo-code), based on the description given above and in the following 
section. 
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DO_dependency ... 
Show introduc1Dry text; 
Inttialise compiled code of practice file; 
REPEAT 
Do....lllobals_menu; 
F go_on lliEN 
Run_task (FREE_RUN_MOOE); 
IF (no enors during Nn) lliEN 
Cl'llate_Nn_aucftt_trail; 
Create inttial is menu; 
REPEAT --
Do_inttiaLis_menu; 
IF (starting point selected from menu) lliEN 
Categorise the starting point's line; 
Do_next_dependency-level (Top level call 10 a recursive sequence) 
UNTIL qutt_inttiaLis_menu; 
UNTIL quh; 
Terminate compiled code of practice file. 
Do_next_dependency _level ••. 
IF (variable previously searched for was not found wtthin the task body) THEN 
Ten the user H is an input variable 
ELSE 
Get the current POL line; 
Translate_a_line (current POL line); 
Create_dep_vars_menu; 
REPEAT 
Show_newJl8ge (curr_title); 
Wrtte out the POL line and tts translated version; 
WrHe out the current line's resu~ (H applicable); 
WrHa out the currant IS condttion ~ the line was a Y or N POL lina; 
Transfer_menu_store_lO_screen (dap_vars_menu); 
ShowJl'Ompt; 
ResponcUo_dep_vars..prompt; 
F (variable selected) lliEN 
Oap_se arch_for (selected variable); 
Do_next_dependency-leval; (The recursive call ) 
ELSE 
Handle tr_ling back up the recursion 
UNTIL (qub current dependency path). 
Figure 10.1- Simplified technical view of the dependency facility. 
10.1.2 Details of operation 
Chapter 10 
Dependency was the most sophisticated single facility of COPES. It also required 
the most sophisticated implementation. Hence this section can only cover the main details of 
that implementation's operation. 
As stated above, the main controlling routine for this facility was the 
Do_dependency procedure, contained in the main program file. This facility also required 
its own extensive set of specialised routines. These included the routines for creating and 
showing the starting points menu and the variables menus, and those required to perform 
the required searching process. These and the other specialised routines, were contained in 
the include file named 'dep.module.' (see figure 7.2). Like the other include files specific to 
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a facility, this one was in turn incorporated into the program from the 'facils.module.' 
include file (see figure 7.2). 
The detailed action of the Do _dependency procedure was as follows. First, the 
'introductory text' for the facility was shown in a new blank COPES screen. This was done 
by a call to the Show_newyage procedure, followed by a call to Show_intro_text. Then 
the procedure Init_code_for_run was called. This routine was implemented in the 
'interp.module.' include file. It prepared the compiled form of the current task, ready for its 
execution. The main loop of the routine was then entered. 
The main loop of Do_dependency only tenninated when the facility had been 
commanded to quit by the user. Inside this loop, the first action was that the globals menu 
was shown to the user. This was done by a call to the Do_globals_menu procedure, 
implemented in 'glomen.module.'. This routine handled the entire dialogue between the 
user and the globals menu. Control was passed back to Do_dependency when a 'quit the 
facility' command, 'switch the code slots' command, or 'go-on and do the dependency' 
command, was entered by the user at the globals menu. 
If a quit command had been entered, no further action was done in the loop, and it 
simply tenninated. 
If a switch command had been entered, a parameter was set to infonn the Interpreter 
that it must read in the new foreground compiled task, from the appropriate file. (This was 
becAUse anyone currently in memory would become the background task after the switch.) 
The loop then returned back to showing the globals menu. 
If a go-on command had been entered, a message was shown on the screen to 
inform the user that there would be a delay while the task was being internally free-run, in 
preparation for the dependency check. This was done by a call to the user interface 
procedure Show_one_line_wait_message. Then the task was actually run by a call to the 
Run_task procedure (see section 9.1.1), with the execution mode parameter set to be 
FREE_RUN _MODE. 
If any errors had occurred during the run, the dependency check for the current set 
of input variables was abandoned. The main loop continued by simply returning back to 
showing the globals menu. 
If no errors occurred during the run, the path taken through the task by the run just 
done, was transferred from the Interpreter into COPES. Note that all free- and step-runs 
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were 'recorded' automatically by the adapted version of Case's Interpreter. The record of 
the path taken during an execution of a task was termed an 'audit trail'. Each line of the task 
executed, its 'type' (the son of POL statement it contained) and the immediate 'result' of its 
execution, was stored in an Interpreter data sttucture. The task's audit trail was brought into 
the COPES audit trail data sttucture by a call to the Create_run_auclit_trail procedure 
(see section 10.1.3). This routine was contained in the 'dep.module.' include file (see 
figure 7.2). 
Once the audit trail was available to COPES, the staning points menu was created 
by a call to the Create_initial_is_menu procedure1 (see section 1O.1.3).This routine 
was also contained in 'dep.module.' (see figure 7.2). 
After this, the inner loop of Do_dependency was entered. This only terminated 
when the starting points menu had been commanded to quit by the user. Its first action was 
to call the oo_initial_is_rnenu procedure. This handled all the dialogue between the user 
and that menu. oo_initial_is_rnenu was implemented in 'dep.module.' (see figure 
7.2).Assuming the user selected an option from the menu as a starting point for a 
dependency check2, the core oo_next_dependency_level procedure was called next. 
The dependency trace invoked from a starting point selected at the starting points 
menu was produced by a series ofrecursive calls to Do_next _dependency_level. This 
was the main controlling routine for the display and operation of each level of a dependency 
trace (see section 10.1.3). It was implemented in 'dep.module.' (see figure 7.2). The start 
and end point of the recursion was in the staning points menu inner loop of 
Do_dependency - the point where it was first called. 
When the starting points menu was finally quitted by the user, control passed 
straight back to the main loop of Do_dependency. This simply returned back to showing 
the globals menu. 
When the facility was quined from the globals menu, the main loop finished. Then 
the fmal action was to call the Terrn_code_after_run procedure. This tidied up the system 
and Interpreter after the task's execution. This routine was implemented in the 
'interp.module.' include file. Control was then passed back from Do_dependency, to the 
main menu handler. 
11l\is menu was interna1ly known as !he 'initial IS menu', as it was a menu of options based on !he 
c:onditions passed Ihrough at each of the IS S18Iements executed in a task. 
2ne only OIlIer options were that the user could enter a quit command or 8 swilCh command. Quilling the 
starting points menu simply 1Cmlinated the inner loop of Do_dependency. 1be switch command was 
handIcd interna1ly 10 the swting points menu routines that were implemented in 'dep.module.'.1bey were 
all based on the SI8IIdanI COPES menu method, so will IlOl be repeated heI"e (see section 7.3.5). 
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NOIe that there was no result file created for this facility, like free-run. Its 'result' 
was entirely handled and shown by the recursive calls to Do_next_dependency_level. 
The way that dependency traces were implemented and presented was thought to be 
unsuitable for use of the same methods that had been used for the other facilities. An 
entirely new method would have had to have been developed, and this was not done for the 
current implementation. Instead, a 'dummy', unused result file was created from within 
Do_dependency, to maintain compatibility of the facility with the rest of the system.) 
10.1.3 Further details of the specialised dependency routines 
For those readers who require more details about the lower level dependency 
routines contained in the 'dep.module.' include file, this section mentions some main 
points. It covers the Do_next_dependency_level procedure, and the imponant routines it 
calls to produce the each level of a dependency trace. Because of the complexity involved, 
the routines are only summarised and not covered in the same detail that was used for the 
main routines of the dependency facility. 
The Do_next_dependency_level procedure contained the following actions 
described below. 
If the variable selected from the previous dependency level was found to be an input 
variable (ie. it was not found to have had its value determined within the task), no further 
dependency levels are traceable along the current trace. A message is shown to the user, 
and the system returns control back up the recursion to the previous 
Do_next_dependency _level procedure that called the current one. 
If the variable was found to have had its value determined within the task, the line it 
was found on was obtained from the POL task; a translation of the line was produced; and 
the variables menu for the line was created. The latter was done via a call to the 
This latter routine was especially sophisticated. It created a menu of the variables 
used within the line under current study. Although it used the standard COPES methods 
and routines for building up the menu, it had to take into account the careful extraction of 
the variables from the line to determine the correct list It also required a significant amount 
of coding to determine the value of the variables used on the line. There were similarities in 
the way this routine built up its menu, to both the way the gIobals menu and the starting 
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points menu were created. No funher details are appropriate here, apan from quickly 
mentioning how the interim values of variables were obtained for this menu. 
Both Case's original and the adapted Interpreter kept records of the interim values 
of variables, but they could not be accessed directly by COPES. They were inaccessible 
because their precise locations were unknown during a task's execution. As has been 
mentioned with respect to this facility and the step-run facility though, COPES could access 
the single 'result' of a line, without too much difficulty. Hence, all local variables' values 
(ie. those that are changed within a task), are available at the (each) line they are calculated 
on - but only at those points. However, dependency (and other facilities too, although 
they never exploited this fact) had access to a complete task's run from its audit trail. So, to 
obtain the value of any variable that was not a global input variable l , the system searched 
back up the audit trail for the most recent detennination of the value of the variable required. 
(Ironically, this was virtually the same process as the dependency facility itself! But they 
should not be confused.) 
When Create_dep_vars_menu was finished, the main loop of 
Do_next_dependency_level was entered. The recursive call was contained within this 
loop. The mechanism to allow jumps back to the top of the recursion (to return to the 
starting points menu using the 'quit' command from a dependency level- see appendix 
5), was conttolled by allOwing all these main loops of the recursed 
Do_next_dependency_level-s, to terminate in one go. 
Next, the results of the current dependency level are shown, in the form that has 
been summarised above in section 10.1.1. This included the POL line, its translation and 
the variables menu. 
The next actions depended upon the user's response to the variables menu prompt. 
Considering the main alternative only: if the user selected a variable (ie. an option from the 
menu), the next dependency level would be attempted. The variable chosen was searched 
for (starting the search from the current line), back up the audit trail until the point that its 
value was most recently detennined was found - or it was found to be an input variable 
whose value had nOl been changed. This process was handled entirely by the 
Dep_search_for procedure, of 'dep.module.' (see figure 7.2). When the search had been 
done, the recursive call to Do_next _dependency _level was made, with its parameters set 
to the result of the search. This was effectively the last step of the main loop. 
IIn fact, !he same process was followed for all inpul variables in the currenl system 100. This lOOk inlD 
IICCOWII any alleraIion of inpul variables' values made in Ihe presenl set of I8Sks - we considered Ihis bad 
practice on !he pan of !he task's aulhor if Ibis was done Ihough. 
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10.2 THE SENSITIVITY FACILITY 
10.2.1 Overview & main routines 
A full description of the method behind the sensitivity facility was presented in 
sections 3.2.3/4; how it was used appears in appendix 5. This section now concentrates on 
its technical aspects, including how it works and was implemented. 
The main controlling routine for the sensitivity facility was the Do_sensitivity 
procedure. As for all the task analysis facilities in COPES, this main controlling routine 
was contained in the main program file (see section 7.3.1). It was called by the main menu 
handler procedure Act_on_main_rnenu_selection, when the user had selected the 
facility's option number (9) from the main menu. To recap first on the overall action of 
Do_sensitivity from appendix 5, it was as follows. 
First, the 'introductory text' of the facility was shown to the user (see figure 
A5.20). Then the globals menu dialogue was entered. The user remained in the use of this 
menu until he entered one of three commands: the quit command, switch command or the 
go-on command. When he entered the go-on command, the 'sensitivity' for the currently 
selected global variable would be determined. The precise action of the facility depended on 
whether an input or an output variable was the currently selected one. To the user, the two 
actions differed in the way the results of the facility was presented (see appendix 5). Both 
forms showed a table of values. Mter that was shown, the user was returned to the globals 
menu (with the net effect of a free-run being shown in the menu). This cyclical process was 
repeated until the user explicitly quit the facility. This would be done from the globals menu 
by entering the quit command. 
Figure 10.2 shows a technical summary of the main routines of the sensitivity 
facility (in pseudo-code), based on the description given above and in the following 
section. 
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Do_sensitivity ... 
Show introduc1ory text; 
Innialise compiled code of pradice file; 
REPEAT 
Do.JIIobaIs_menu; 
F 9O_on THEN 
IF (current global variable is an input) THEN 
Do_sens_foUnput 
ELSE I current global variable is an output I 
Do_sens_for_output 
UNTllqun; 
Terminate compiled code of practice file. 
Do_sens_for _Input ... 
Create resuH f~e and header; 
Get senshivity for Input pro-forma from current MMI file; 
Write in current input variable name and description; 
Write in plain and new values for current input variable; 
Write rest cl pro-forma; 
Get pattern for lines of table; 
Wrne out each row of the table ... 
FOR i :. 1 TO No. of outputs DO 
Write outputs names; 
Wrne plain values; 
Wrne new values; 
Wrne differences; 
Wrne % Differences 
Show_single..Jl8ge_file (resuh_file). 
Do_sens_for _output ••. 
Create ,&suh file and header; 
Get sensnivity for output pro-forma from current MMI file; 
Write in current output variable name and description; 
Write in plain value for current output variable; 
Write ,est cl pro-forma; 
Get pattern for linea of table; 
Write ~ each row of the table ... 
FOR I :. 1 TO No. of inputs DO 
w,ne inputs names; 
Wrne plain values; 
Wrhe new values; 
Write new output value; 
W, •• diff.rences; 
Wrne % Differences 
Show_single..Jl8ge_file (resuh_file). 
Figure 10.2 - Simplified technical view of the sensitivity facility. 
10.2.2 Details of operation 
ChopterJO 
As stated above, the main controlling routine for this facility was the 
Do_sensitivity procedure, contained in the main program file. This facility also required 
its own extensive set of specialised routines. These included the two main routines for 
controlling the two types of sensitivity facility: 00_ sens _for_input and 
Do_sens_for_output. These and the other specialised routines, were contained in the 
include file named 'sens.module.' (see figure 7.2). Like the other include files specific to a 
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facility, this one was in turn incorporated into the program from the 'facils.module.' 
include file (see figure 7.2). 
The detailed action of the Do_sensi tivity procedure was as follows. First, the 
'introductory text' for the facility was shown in a new blank COPES screen. This was done 
by a call to the Show_newyage procedure, followed by a call to Show_intro_text. Then 
the procedure Init_code_for_run was called. This routine was implemented in the 
'interp.module.' include fIle. It prepared the compiled form of the current task, ready for its 
execution. The main loop of the routine was then entered. 
The main loop of Do_sensitivity only terminated when the facility had been 
commanded to quit by the user. Inside this loop, the f1l"St action was that the globals menu 
was shown to the user. This was done by a call to the Do_globals_menu procedure, 
implemented in 'glomen.module.'. This routine handled the entire dialogue between the 
user and the globals menu. Control was passed back to Do_sensitivity when a 'quit the 
facility' command. 'switch the code slots' command, or 'gcron and do the sensitivity' 
command, was entered by the user at the globals menu. 
If a quit command had been entered, no further action was done in the loop, and it 
simply terminated. 
If a switch command had been entered, a parameter was set to inform the Interpreter 
that it must read in the new foreground compiled task, from the appropriate file. (This was 
because anyone currently in memory would become the background task after the switch.) 
The loop then returned back to showing the globals menu. 
If a go-on command had been entered, a message was shown on the screen to 
inform the user that there would be a delay while the task's sensitivity check was being 
done. This was done by a call to the user interface procedure 
Show_one_line_wait_message. Then the Status of the currently selected variable from the 
globals menu was checked to see if it was a global_input or a global_output. If it was 
a global_input, the procedure Do_sens_for_input was called. If it was a 
global_output, the procedure Do_sens_for_output was called. These two routines 
handled the complete process of determining the sensitivity of the selected variable. Their 
internal details are described in turn, in subsections 10.2.2.1 and 10.2.2.2, below. 
After one or the other specialised sensitivity routine had finished (the user had seen 
the sensitivity table and entered a single carriage return), control passed straight back to the 
main loop of Do_sensitivity. This simply returned back to showing the globals menu. 
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When the facility was quined from the globals menu, the main loop fmished. Then 
the fmal action was to call the Term_code_after_run procedure. This tidied up the system 
and Interpreter after the task's execution. This routine was implemented in the 
'interp.module.' include file. Control was then passed back from Do_sensitivity, to the 
main menu handler. 
Note that both variants of the sensitivity facility were based on the concepts of so-
called 'plain' and 'changed' runs of the current task. A plain run was a free-run of the task 
done with the input variables having the same values as were shown in the current globals 
menu table. A changed run was any run that was done within one of the sensitivities, with a 
different value (ie. changed from the plain value shown in the globals menu table) for any 
single input variable. In the current implementation, the changed value was always a one 
percent increase over the original plain value (see section 6.3.1.4 for some comments about 
this fixed one percent factor). This information will be useful to recaJ1 whilst reading the 
following subsections. 
This routine and the routines it called, were quite complicated. So, only a fairly 
general summary of the most important details will be given here. The operation of 
Do_sens_for_input, as contained in 'sens.module.' (see figure 7.2), was as follows. 
I 
First of all, the current (foreground) task was executed in the free-run mode, by a 
call to Run_task (see section 9.1.1). This created a set of 'plain' run results, ie. a set of 
(output) values that could have been obtained by using the ordinary free-run facility of 
COPES. These were used as a reference set for the sensitivity facility. 
If there were no errors when the task was run, the output values (results) of the 
plain run were stored in a separate data structure maintained by the facility. This was an 
instance of the Tasks_globals_values_tables data structure. It was termed the 
·plain_outputs'. Its structure was a simple array of numbers, which represented the 
output variables' values. The currently selected global input value was also stored, as a 
single number. This was termed the 'plain_input '. 
Next, the 'changed_input' is calculated from the plain_input just stored. The 
changed_input is simply a value one percent greater than the plain_input's value. This 
changed_input is then placed into the current task's global variables data structure, to 
replace the original 'plain' value. 
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The task is then executed in free-run mode again, but this time using the changed 
input value for the currently selected global input variable. This run creates a set of 
'changed' run results (output values). 
If again, there were no errors when the task was run, the output values (results) of 
this second run were stored in another instance of the Tasks_globals_values_tables 
data structure. This set was tenned the 'changed_outputs'. 
Before any further processing was done, the current task's global variables data 
structure was revened to its original state. This was done by replacing the plain_value for 
the current input variable, that had earlier had its original value exchanged for the 
changed value. The task was then re-run a third time. This made sure that the correct 
(plain) output values would be shown in the globals menu at the end of the sensitivity 
check. 
Next, the 'differences' were calculated, by a call to the 
Calc_outputs_differences procedure. This routine was also implemented in 
'sens.module.' (see figure 7.2). The 'differences' were simply the set of differences in 
value between the plain_outputs' values and the changed_outputs' values. They were 
stored in a third instance of the Tasks_globals_values_tables data structure. This third 
set was simply tenned the 'differences'. 
Finally, the Show_sensitivity_results_for_input procedure was called. This 
routine perfonned all the operations necessary to create and display the sensitivity table for 
an input variable's sensitivity. It contained mostly straightforward actions based on the 
available COPES user interface (MMI) utilities. These included the actions to create the 
result file for this facility, and the presentation of the result of facility to the user. The result 
was the sensitivity table, which was shown using the Pager routine, 
Show_single.J>age_file. This produced an 'unpaged' display of the result file (see 
appendix 5). When this routine was quilted, control passed straight back to 
If any errors occurred in any of the runs of the task above, Do_sens_for_input 
simply tenninated after showing a message to the user that an error had occurred. Also the 
sensitivity check for the current variable was abandoned. 
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10.2.2.2 The Do_sens_focoutput procedure 
This routine and the routines it called. were very similar to the Do_.ens_for_input 
and associated routines discussed in the previous section. So. only the differences between 
these two variants of the sensitivity facility will be mentioned here. The operation of 
Do_sen._for_output. as contained in 'sens.module.· (see figure 7.2), was as follows. 
As in Do_sens_for_input, first the current (foreground) task was executed in the 
free-run mode, by a call to Run_task (see section 9.1.1). This created the set of 'plain' run 
results, that was used as a reference set for the facility. 
If there were no errors when the task was run, only the single value of the currently 
selected global output variable, produced by the run, was stored as a single number. It was 
termed the 'plain_output '. 
Next, there is a free-run done on the current task, for each one of its input variables' 
values increased by one percent. That is, for each of the task's input variables, the 
variable's current (plain) value is increased by one percent; all the other input variables are 
given their plain values; and the task is run. If no errors occur during any of these runs, the 
value of the currently selected output variable was recorded for each run, and placed in an 
instance of the Tllsk._globals_value._tables data structure. This data structure was 
termed the 'changed_output'. 
Then, all the 'differences' were calculated. The 'diffC'l'Cllces' were simply the set of 
differences in value between the plain value of the selected output, and its changed values 
obtained from each of the runs just executed. They were calculated directly, and not via a 
call to another routine. They were stored in a second instance of the 
Task._globals_value._table. data structure, termed the 'differences'. 
Before any further processing was done, the current task's global variables data 
structure was reverted to its original state. This was done by running the task with a 
complete set of plain input values, as in Do_sen'_for_input. This made sure that the 
correct (plain) output values would be shown in the globals menu at the end of the 
sensitivity check. 
Finally, the Show_sensitivity_re.ults_for_output procedure was called. This 
routine performed all the operations necessary to create and display the sensitivity table for 
an output variable's sensitivity. As for Show_sensitivity_results_for_input, it 
contained mostly straightforward actions based on the available COPES user interface 
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(MMI) utilities. Again, the sensitivity table was shown from its result me using the Pager 
routine, Show_single...1'age_file. This produced an 'unpaged' display of the result me 
(see appendix 5). When this routine was quined, control passed straight back to 
If any errors occurred in any of the runs of the task above. Do_sens_for_output 
simply tenninated after showing a message to the user that an error had occurred. Also the 
sensitivity check for the current variable was abandoned. 
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Appendix 1 - COPES technical summary 
This appendix summarises some of the main technical details of the COPES system 
It first presents a useful combination of the earlier figures 7.1 and 7.2, followed by 
'process' diagrams (based on 'finite state machine' diagrams - see [114]) for the task 
analysis facilities. Part 11 of this thesis discusses the technical aspects of COPES in more 
detail; this summary is included for the convenience of the reader with a technical interest 
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Specification for block files 
The following is an informal specification for the 'block files' arrangement, as used 
to store structured text-based infonnation in text fIles for COPES: 
• A 'block fIle' is a text file consisting of one or more 'blocks'; 
• A 'block' is a sequence of lines of text, bounded by two 'block divider' lines; 
• One divider is placed immediately before the first line of the block, and the other is placed 
immediately following the last line of the block - the divider marking the end of a block 
also acts as the divider marking the stan of the next block; 
• The first and last lines of a block file are also always dividers; 
• Block dividers are any line with a '-' (hyphen) symbol as the first character. (Usually a 
single hyphen was extended to three consecutive hyphens, to aid human readability, but 
only the first was required for the system to recognise its status.); 
• Any characters following the initial '-' in a block divider line are not addressable to a 
system using the block fIle - the rest of the line is often used for informal comments on 
the contents of the following block, etc.; 
• A block fIle always consists of at least two dividers, marking the stan and end of the file; 
• The contents of a block were entirely up to the system's author (eg. see following 
sections). 
• A block could be 'empty' if there were no other lines between the two dividers defining 
the block; 
• Blocks were known by their number, the first block being numbered zero, and following 
blocks always numbered consecutively; 
• By convention, block zero was often reserved for comments on the block file's contents 
(for use by the author and other system administrators); 
Block files - an abstract example 
--- This is the first line of a block file containing 2 blocks 
This is the first line of block O. 
This is the second line of block O. 
This is the third line of block O. 
--- This is the block divider between block 0 and block 1 
This is a block of text with three lines 
in it that makes up the contents of the 
second block in this example block file, block 1. 
--- This is the last line of the block file 
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The data files used by COPES 
This section summarises the arrangements of the contents of the data files used by 
the COPES system. Some of the data fIles were based on the block files structure described 
above, although it was not appropriate for all. 
Tasks (code of practice) files 
--- File comment block 
Comments on this file and the code it applies to 
--- Tasks index 
List of tasks included in file 
--- All variables list 
List of all variables used in code (with description ref. no.s) 
--- Global variables map 
List of global variables used in code (position determines var. no.) 
--- Tasks blocks: one POL task per block 
Task 1 
Task 2 
(etc. ) 
Task 12 
--- End of file 
Translation language files 
--- File comment block 
Comments on this file and the language it applies to 
--- Translation skeletons (patterns) blocks 
Miscellaneous skeletons 
Main POL statements' skeletons 
Comparisons skeletons 
Arithmetical skeletons 
General function skeletons 
Exit mode skeletons 
Variables' descriptions 
--- End of file 
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User interface language files 
--- File comment block 
Comments on this file and the language it applies to 
--- User interface blocks 
Titles screen 
Quit COPES message 
Prompts 
General system messages 
Screen headers 
Error messages 
Main menu 
Select code menu 
Select task menu 
Select language menu 
Globals menu 
Free-run introductory text 
Step-run introductory text 
Sensitivity introductory text 
Dependency introductory text 
Show task menu 
Show variables menu 
Save facility result text 
Comparative free-run introductory text 
Comparative inputs menu 
Comparative outputs menu 
Task descriptions 
Sensitivity for input 
Sensitivity for output 
Result headers 
Initial IS menu 
Dependency variables menu 
variable is an input text 
--- End of file 
Appendix 2 
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Library file 
--- File comment block 
Comments on this file 
List of codes available to system 
List of translation languages available to system 
List of user interface languages available to system 
--- End of file 
Compiled task files 
Appendix 2 
Complex arrangement of numbers representing POL tasks - see Case [11. 
Translated task files 
Same arrangement as POL tasks files (but variables lists not used). 
Result files 
Precise arrangement depends upon facility, but usually consists of a 
'result header' line of text summarising the current code, task and 
facility, followed by the result of the facility itself. 
Saved (result) files 
Duplicate of current result file. 
Shared input variables file 
An ordered list of numbers representing global variables and their 
values, arranged in pairs of global variable reference number followed 
by the current value of the variable (not necessarily contiguously) : 
var no. 1 
var value 1 
var no. 4 
var value 4 
var no. 5 
var value 5 
(etc. - up to 57 globals were possible) 
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Introduction 
As mentioned in section 4.1 and elsewhere in this thesis, two implementations of 
COPES were developed during the research: Multics COPES and Sun COPES. Multics 
COPES was a mainframe implementation, with a conventional 8Ox25 character VDU 
terminal. Sun COPES was a more developed and powerful workstation implementation, 
also exploiting a large bit-mapped screen. This appendix summarises the technical 
differences between the two implementations, and mentions some of the detailed changes 
required for porting the original Multics COPES onto the Sun. But note that Sun COPES is 
the preferred implementation for general discussion of the system, because it represents the 
most refined version. Multics COPES remains relevant however, because it demonstrates 
that the basic ideas of the system can be used in an entirely conventional computing 
environment The key features available in both implementations were fundamentally the 
same though. 
The main reason for the existence of two implementations is that the opportunity to 
develop the system on the more powerful and flexible Sun workstation simply did not exist 
at the start of the work. However, the initially forced use of the limited, but entirely 
conventional Multics computer, meant that the system could be easily adapted later for a 
wide variety of machines and environments. It also allowed most effort to be concentrated 
on the development of the central 'analysis facilities', rather than on the other features of the 
system, as required by our central objectives. 
Workstations represent the computing facilities that will be much more generally 
available in the future - when the ideas used in COPES could be used in practice. The 
main general advantages of a Sun (or similar) workstation are that it has: 
• A large, high-resolution, bit-mapped display screen, allowing the presentation of 
complex information in new ways that are easier to understand; 
• A multi-tasking operating system (UNIX), allowing more than one program to be 
run at one time; 
• A window-based user interface to the operating system (with the potential to 
develop a fully object-oriented user interface - see section 6.2.4); 
• Relatively high performance (COPES generally> 2X speed on Multics). 
The current use of these features in the existing Sun COPES often only scratches 
the surface of their real potential. As described in section 6.3, there is much room for 
further development of COPES, and many of these potential developments could benefit 
from exploiting a workstation 's capabilities more fully. 
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Main differences & improvements made for Sun COPES from Multics 
• Two windows. /Wo processes - On Multics. only one instance of a running 
COPES program could be viewed on an ordinary 8Ox25 character VDU. On Sun, 
more than one COPES could be run in individual windows on the large VDU; 
• Shared external dolafiles - Even with more than one COPES 'process' (a running· 
program), the various data flies used by each COPES generally should be the same 
(eg. Tasks and languages flies). Conflicts due to two processes trying to read a file 
at one time were handled by UNIX. Only the 'result file' (see section 7.3.6) was 
written to during a COPES run, and potential conflicts were resolved by 
maintaining separate result flies for each running COPES process; 
• Shared 'internal' data - It is desirable to make the values given to any task's input 
values by the user, apply to each running COPES. This was accomplished by 
maintaining the list of current input variables' values in a new data file (the 'shared 
inputs file' - see section 7.3.6), which each COPES used to keep its values up-to-
date; 
• Extra fWlClionality in the analysis facilities - One of the major omissions in the 
Multics set of analysis facilities was the lack of access to the values of variables 
during the execution of a task (eg. in the dependency facility). Another major 
omission was the lack of an interleaved show task option. Both these features were 
added in Sun COPES. 
Other differences & improvements 
• Use of COPES- The move to a new operating system and environment meant a 
number of changes were required in the practical use of the system. For example, 
Multics required an additional initialisation command to be entered before running 
COPES ('ic' - 'initialise COPES'), and the fmal version of COPES on Multics 
was run by typing 'copes26', rather than the Sun's 'copes30'. Also, Sun COPES 
required additional setting-up to arrange the windows. In general though, the 
operation of the two implementations was deliberately very similar; 
• Speed- A useful 'side-effect' of moving onto the relatively powerful Sun 
worlcstation, was that the raw perfonnance of COPES was considerably enhanced. 
This was especially welcome in the operations requiring a task's full ttanslation, 
and the initialisation of new codes of practice and languages; 
• Bugs - A number of known and newly discovered small software bugs were fixed 
during the pon from Multics to Sun, resulting in a more stable and accurate system. 
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Portability issues 
For future reference, the following items were the main areas of SOUlCe code 
changes that were required for the original port from Multics to Sun. For any future similar 
changes of machine or operating system, one should look at these areas first. (It took just 
over a week to make these changes required from Multics to Sun. excluding the further 
developments made for Sun COPES mentioned above.) 
• Include jile declarations - The syntax of the declarations of the include flies 
structure used for COPES's SOUlCe code was different between Multics and Sun; 
although both performed the same function; 
• Separme compilation vs. I nelwie jiles - Multics allowed a (non-standard) method 
of separately compiling Pascal modules, as one can do in standard FORTRAN 
(although it was significantly more complicated than FORTRAN's method). Sun's 
Pascal did not have this feature and Sun COPES was changed to use further Include 
flies instead (see section 7.4); 
• VDU functions - A number of low-level commands were used in COPES to 
directly control the display screen. They were isolated in their own Include file, 
'vduio.module.' (see section 7.4). Some of these needed to be changed between the 
two systems; 
• Operating system functions - A number of operations were used in COPES that 
directly interacted with the host operating system. They were isolated in their own 
Include flIe, 'mcs.tools.' (see section 7.4). Some of these needed to be changed 
between the two systems; 
• lAnguage syntax - Pascal on Multics allowed certain non-standard. but useful 
additions to the language to be used. Sun Pascal was far more standard overall, and 
hence where non-standard features had been use on Multics, the code had to be re-
arranged as appropriate (for example, Multics allowed an 'OTIlERWISE' clause in 
Pascal CASE statements). 
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This appendix presents a technical defmition of the POL notation for code of 
practice design instructions, as developed by Case and described in [1]. The POL notation 
was vital to the COPES research, as we used it in the role of a knowledge representation in 
the tasks knowledge base. (See also section 2.2.) This definition is primarily included for 
the reader with a technical interest in the system. 
The definition is written in the often-used notation (meta-Ianguage) Backus-Naur 
Form (BNF- also known as Backus-Normal Form) [I 16,1141. The basic meanings of 
BNF's symbols are: 
<x> - should be read as 'the symboVobject x'; 
<X> <y> - should be read as 'the symboVobject x followed by symboVobject y'; 
::= - should be read as 'is defined as'; 
- should be read as 'or'; 
£ - should be read as 'nothing (no symboVobject)'. 
- should be read as 'up to and including' (this is a non-BNF convention). 
So, a non-rigorous, but formal definition of the main features of the POL notation is 
as follows1: (see over page). 
lThat is, some of the rigorousness of a lJUe formal POL defmition has been relaxed for the sake of clarity 10 
a more genenl readership. FCI" example, defmitions of the fonnat of TABLEs data, 'equations' Cl" 'nwnbets' 
an: not shown. The GET statement definition is also not shown, but mainly because it was hardly used in 
the existing set of tasks. 
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POL definition in BNF 
<Task> ::= <SET statement> <Task body> <End section> 
<SET statement> ::= <'SET'> <Variables Ust> 
<Variables Usl> ::- <Simple variables US!> <'and'> <Variable> I <Variable> 
<SiIT1lIe variables Ust> ::= <Variable> <':> I <Simple variables list> I <Variable> 
<Task body> ::= <Calculation statement> I <IS statement> I <LOOK statement> I 
<GET statement> I <GOTO statement> I <EXIT statement> I <Task body> 
<Calculation slalement> ::= <Variable> <'c'> <Expression> 
<Expression> ::= <Variable> I <Arilhmetical equation> 
<IS statement> ::= <'IS'> <Arilhmelical condilion test> <Y statement> <N statement> 
<Y statement> ::= <'Y'> <YIN resuH stalement> 
<N statement> ::= <'N'> <YIN resuH statement> 
<Y/N resuH statement> ::= <CalaJlation stalement> I <LOOK statement> I <GET statement> I 
<EXIT stalement> I <GOTO statement> I <on statement> 
<LOOK statement> ::= <'LOOK in table'> <Number> <10r'> <Variable> <'with'> 
<Lookup variables> 
<Lookup variables> ::= <Variable> I <Variable> <'and'> <Variable> 
<GOTO statement> ::. <'GOTO'> <Number> 
<EXIT statement> ::= <'EXIT in mode'> <Number> <'With'> <Variables Ust> 
<End section> ::. <END statement> I <Data tables> <END statement> 
<END statement> ::= <'END'> 
<Data tables> ::c <TABLE stalement> <TABLE data> I <Data tables> 
<TABLE statement> ::c <'TABLE'> <Integer> 
<Variable> ::c <Letter sequence> I 
<Letter sequence> <Letter and variables symbol sequence> 
<Letter sequence> ::c <Letter> I <Letter> <Letter sequence> 
<Letter> ::= <'A'> I <'B'> I ... 1 <'Z'> I <'a'> I <'b'> I ... I <'z'> 
<Letter and variables symbol sequence ::c <Letter sequence> I <Variables syrmol sequence> 
<Variables symbol sequence> ::= <Variables symbol> I 
<Variables symbol> <Variables symbol sequence> 
<Variables symbol> ::= <Digit> I <'%'> I <' , '> 
<Di!j\> ::- <'I'> I <'2'> I <'3'> I <'4'> I <'5'> I <'S'> I <7'> I <'S'> I <'9'> I <'0'> 
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Introduction 
This appendix describes how an engineer would actually use COPES, as it stood at 
the end of the research. Hence it can be read as complementary to chapter 4 of this thesis. It 
is written deliberately with the flavour of a "user's manual" for the system, and so it may 
read a little repetitively and over-directly compared with the rest of the thesis. Remember 
too, that the current configuration of the system and its use, is not proposed as a good 
example of how a codes explanation system would be arranged in practice - COPES is 
merely a prototype vehicle for the ideas of the task analysis facilities and translation, etc. 
(Section 6.2.4 discusses these points in detail.) 
COPES on the Sun workstation 
The main implementation of COPES is an executable program that has been 
developed and installed on a Sun 3/fiJ workstation computer. The program is situated in a 
UNIX sub-directory called '~/cope"I'. To use the current system, the engineer should 
have his own version of this sub-directory in his own work area on the computer. This 
directory contains the entire COPES system. including all datafiles and program modules. 
The UNIX 'alias2', 'cop' should also have been installed. but this is primarily for 
convenience and compatibility with older implementations. 
COPES is mainly used via the conventional user interface method of selecting single 
actions from lists of options presented in so-called 'menus'. Menu selections are made by 
entering the number of one of the options given in a menu, followed by pressing the 
carriage return key. As well as the menu options, there are also supplementary commands 
available. The currently available commands are shown in a 'prompt'. Prompts are 
positioned at the end of the menus. A command is selected by entering an appropriate single 
letter according to the prompt (also followed by a carriage return). 
Whilst reading the following description of how to use COPES and its facilities, the 
reader is referred to the 'map' of its user interface structure, which is shown in figure A5.I. 
IThis name is actually in UNIX notation, bUI its full meaning does DOl need 10 be fuDy appreciated here. 
2UNIX aliases are similar 10 'macros' or 'abbreviations' in other opetating systems. 
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Figure A5.1- The user interface structure o/COPES. 
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Starting-up COPES 
Assuming that the user had logged on to the Sun computer and requested the 
window form of user interface to UNIX (called 'Suntools' or 'SunView'), the first action 
required would be to arrange the display screen for COPES. As mentioned in section 4.1.4 
(see also figure 4.5), a useful simple window arrangement would be 10 have two large 
windows, one above the other. This may be done using the nonnal Sun facilities (see 
[J 17]). Alternatively, this stage may be handled automatically by setting an appropriate 
arrangement as the default for the system to start up with. 
Next, one must make the '-I copes' sub-directory be the current working 
directory. This is done using the 'cop' command (alias)!. So after logging in, or at any 
other time before the user first wants to use COPES, the following must be typed: 
cop <cr> 
The operating system will confmn the command's execution with the full name of 
the copes directory. (Note that' <cr>' means: 'and a single press of the carriage-return 
key' - this notation is used throughout the rest of the chapter.) COPES is actually run, 
after the 'cop' command has been completed, by typing at the UNIX prompt2: 
copes30 <cr> 
This command will then run the program with the default English language user 
interface. (Note that at the time of writing, English and French were the only two languages 
available in the system - but others are eminently possible, see section 4.5.) To run 
COPES using a different user interface language, one must use instead a command of the 
following form: 
copes30 -Francais <cr> or 
copes30 -Bnglish <c r> (which gives the same language as the default). 
In the current Sun implementation, the 'cop' and 'copea30' commands must be 
entered in both (all) windows that the user wants to use. Each window will then have its 
own separate copy of the COPES system working within it (see section 4.1.4). The fact 
that UNIX is a 'multitasking' operating system allows more than one program to be run at 
anyone time. Although the running COPES programs are separate entities, we have 
included the ability for the programs to communicate with each other in useful ways. This 
!The worlcing directory can also be similarly set up by using !he appropriale Sl8l1dard UNIX commands, if 
~ened er required. 
The '3D' part of 'cope.30' is just the version number of the system. Version 30 was the final one 
developed on the Sun in this research. 
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allows the programs to be used in harmony for comparative operations across different 
codes of practice, with minimum additional effon from the user. 
The program(s) will then run, fIrst going through an initialisation phase. During 
this, the simple message' .... COPES •••• ' will be displayed to indicate that the program 
is indeed running. Soon afterwards, the introductory titles screen will be displayed (see 
figure A5.2). This simply presents the program's version number and other basic 
information. 
15:46 05/02/88 I Initialisation phase 
Codes Of Practice Expert System 
written by D.S.W. Tansley 
and supervised by Or R.J. Allwood 
in the 
Department of Civil Engineering, 
University of Technology, 
Loughborough, 
Leicestershire, 
LEll 3TU. 
England 
August 1986 - December 1987 
COPES version 0.26, 15/12/87 
Choose: E(nter-COPES. O(uit-COPES: . 
I A:ccccccCCCCCC:TT:LLL 
Figure A5.2-The first screen displayed by COPES: the titles screen. 
Note that this screen 1 is of a standard format used throughout the COPES system. 
COPES screens consists of a 'header'or 'title' line showing the current time, current date, 
name of screen or position in the COPES menu structure, and the current 'set-up '. The 
current set-up information shows the current code of practice, current task, and current 
language - in that order, separated by colons (see section 4.1.3). It also shows which of 
the 2 possible current code 'slots' is the 'foreground' one - slot A or B (see section 
4.1.5). The central region of a screen is available for menus and other information. In the 
case of the titles screen for example, this region shows the author's name and program 
1 A 'screen' is the Ien1I used herein, 10 describe any of the collections of 20 lines 01" so of text that are 
regularly produced by the system, and displayed in either (anyone) of the current windows. The 'screen' 
metaphor was derived from the earlier Muhics COPES implementation. This was based m an ordinary 
VDU (visual display unit) screen, which could show only one COPES program ruMing at any one time. It 
is 8 oommOll user interface method 10 have such 8 VDU display 'pages', or 'scrcenful1s' of infOl"mation 818 
time. These Ien1IS are also used in describing the more sophisticated Sun COPES implementation, although 
they are now nOllileral. 
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version details. Finally at the bottom of a screen, a 'prompt' requesting a user's command 
is usually shown. 
At the titles screen, the user can choose to exit the program straight away, or go on 
and use the COPES program proper, by entering the appropriate command. The commands 
prompt shown here is: 
Choose: E(nter-COPES, Q(uit-COPES 
The command options are those capitalleners sited immediately before the opening 
brackets in the prompt. In general, the command letters are the ini tial character of a short 
phrase or word describing the command. The command phrases are sepl\I1lted by commas, 
which may be read as 'or' (since one can only select a single command). To enter a 
command, the user must type one of the single letters followed by a carriage-return. (Upper 
and lower-case leners are not distinguished: they mean the same command.) Hence given 
the titles screen prompt just shown above, the user must enter: 
• <er> or E <er> to go on and use the program; or 
q <er> or Q <er> to quit the program. 
The main menu & selecting a current set-up 
If the user had entered 'e' or 'E' at the the introductory screen described above, he 
would be presented with the COPES main menu (see figure AS.3). All the facilities for 
analysing tasks are available as options from the main menu (see later). One selects an 
option by entering its number, followed by a carriage-return. The commands to change the 
'current set-up' (the current code, task, and language) are also accessed as options from the 
main menu. Note that the main menu's option numbers for the facilities and other options, 
are recorded in the headings of each of the following subsections. 
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15:47 05/02/88 I Top level 
MAIN MENU 
1 ..•.• Select current code of practice 
2 ..•.• Select current task 
3 .•..• Select current language 
4 ••..• Show whole of current task 
5 .•.•• List variables used in current task 
6 •.••. Free-run current task 
7 ..•.• Step-run current task 
B ••.•. Do dependency check on current task 
9 •..•. 00 sensitivity check on current task 
lO .... Compare tree-run of 2 codes' tasks 
---~--
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I A:CCCCCCCCCCCC:TT:Eng 
Choose: Number of facility, Q(Uit-COPES, X(switch-codes: 
Figure AS 3 - The main menu in COPES. 
On first entering COPES, the current translation language is set to English by 
default (see also below on selecting a language). This is indicated by the '&ng' shown in 
the current set-up area of the screen (the top right corner of the screen shown in figure 
A5.3). But note there is no default current code or task. These are indicated as 'nothing 
selected' by the row of Cs and Ts in the current set-up area. 
All the facilities of COPES need at least one current code and task to work on. So to 
do anything useful with COPES, one must first select a code and task. Also, one cannot 
select a task before selecting a code. This is because not all codes contain all possible tasks 
(see section 2.2.2), and the system needs to have a code selected to see which tasks it 
contains. So the fIrst action required from the user after entering COPES and reaching the 
main menu, is to select a code of practice. This is done by typing at the main menu screen: 
1 <er> 
This simply selects item I from the main menu, which is 'Select a code of practice'. 
What happens next is described in the following section. 
Note there are also other commands available from the main menu screen, apart 
from just selecting options from the menu itself. These are shown in the prompt below the 
menu (see figure A5.3 again). One can use 'q' to quit COPES, via a normal 'Are you 
sure?' type of message; or one can use 'x' to switch the code slots - the following 
subsection gives further information on the code slots and switching. 
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Selecting Q code of practice (Option J) - including code slots & switching 
Entering '1' at the main menu screen will take the user into the mode for selecting a 
code of practice. A menu will be shown which shows the codes available in the system (see 
figure A5.4). 
15:49 05/02/99 I Selecting current code 
CODES OF PRACTICE AVAILABLE 
1. .... CPIIO-1912 (United Kingdom) 
2 .•••• ACI31B-1911 (United States) 
3 ...•• A51480-1914 (Australia) 
4 •.... 15456-1979 (India) 
I A:CCCCCCCCCCCC:TT:Eng 
Choose: Number of code. Q(uit-to-main-menu. X(switch-codes: 
Figure AS.4 - The codes of practice menu. 
As was described in section 4.1.4, one can have 2 currently selected codes in 
COPES. These may be any pair from the available codes in the codes menu. Currently 
selected codes are stored in the A and B 'slots'. The default slot on entering COPES is A, 
but there is no difference between slots otherwise. A slot is the foreground one if it is the 
one shown in the current set-up area of a screen's header. All of COPES's facilities will (at 
least) act on the current code and task that are stored in the current foreground slot - which 
can be A or B as indicated. One can switch between the foreground and background slots 
by entering the command 'X' or 'x', whenever that option is shown in a screen's command 
prompt (which is often present, but is not quite universal for technical reasons). The actual 
code that is in the foreground slot, is shown after the slot lener in the screen header's 
current set-up area (top right corner of screen). An 'unset' slot (one that has no currently 
selected code) will be shown as a row of 'C' characters. 
One selects a code from the menu by entering its option number, as appropriate. 
This will store the chosen code in the currently displayed slot (ie. the foreground slot). It 
will overwrite any code already stored in that slot. No warning will be given about this, but 
one can just as easily re-select the original code, if required. 
A 'code of practicel ' selected in this manner has to be read into COPES and 
initialised in various ways. This takes a linle while, and to show the user that something is 
happening while it is being processed, a series of dots are shown on the screen. For a 
II1 is actually the coUection of IaSks derived from the named code of practice, of course. 
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typical code, about 12-14 lines of dots are displayed. The actual time taken depends upon 
many factors external to the program, but is usually only a matter of seconds. 
To put a different codel in the other slot2, the command 'x' to switch slots should 
first be entered. One will be returned to the same screen after a short time (in this case, the 
menu of codes), via a message telling the user that the slots/codes are being switched over. 
Note the change in slot letter that will be indicated in the screen's header - from A to B, or 
vice versa. To actually put a new code in this other slot (which is now the foreground one), 
one just selects a code as before - by entering one of the codes menu option numbers. The 
user can now switch back and forth between the two codes when required during use of the 
system, using the switch (,x ') command. 
When one has fmished selecting a code or codes, the 'q' command is entered to quit 
the 'select code' menu and the user is returned to the main menu. One can always go back 
to the select code menu at any time in COPES, by coming via option I of the main menu. 
Selecting a task (Option 2) 
Assuming one is at the main menu (after returning from selecting a code, for 
example), one selects a current task by entering '2' at the main menu's prompt to get into 
the 'select task' mode3• A menu showing the tasks available in the current code will be 
presented (see figure AS.S). 
lOne could have the same code in both slots, but there is simply no advantage ID this. 
2Remembet that some COPES facilities only act on the foreground code, whilst some 0Ihers &ewaIly insist 
that there must be codes in the both slots ID work. Hence a background code will be irrelevant ID some 
facilities, but SlrictJy required for others. Simple explanatory warnings are given by COPES if a problem 
occurs in this area. 
3Noce that one can only select a task once a code has been selected for the foreground code slot - for the 
reason mentioned above, under the 'main menu' section. 
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15:50 05/02188 Selecting current task A:CPI10-1972:TT:Eng 
TASKS IN THE DESIGN OF A RC BEAM ACCORDING TO THE CURRENT CODE OF PRACTICE 
1 ••..• Initialise the analysis parameters for the simplified method 
2 .•.•. Calculate the moments and shear forces using the simplified method 
3 ...•• Set maximum and minimum reinforcement requirements 
4 •.•.. Set maximum and minimum bar and link spacings 
5 ••••• Calculate steel areas for rectangular beams 
6 .•.•. Calculate steel areas for tee-beams 
7 •..•. Calculate the required shear ratio 
B •.••• Set up the serviceability limits 
9 .•... Calculate the maximum permissible span/depth ratio 
lO •.•. Calculate the max. permissible slenderness ratio for a continuous span 
11 .... Calculate the maximum permissible slenderness ratio for a cantilever 
12 ...• Calculate the actual crack width 
Choose: Number of task, O(uit-to-main-menu, X(switch-codes: 
Figure AS.5 - The tasks menu (all J 2 tasks are present for CP J 10 shown here). 
The numbers used as option numbers for this menu, are the same as those used by 
Case for the tasks in his original work. Tasks are generally referred to by these numbers, 
rather than by their long-winded descriptions. Any panicular task number is the same 
description (same type of task) in all codes, ie. task 5 in one code is the same type as task 5 
in all the other codes. (For details about the task descriptions themselves, see section 
2.2.2.) 
As was described in section 2.2.1, there are 12 tasks in all, but some codes do not 
contain all 12. Where this is so, blank lines replace the positions where the missing tasks 
would be in the tasks menu, so that they cannot be selected. 
To select a task and make it the current task, the appropriate option number is 
entered. A similar dots display to that shown for the initialisation of codes is shown, but the 
process is much faster here (usually only I or 2 lines of dots). When initialised, the new 
current task will be confmned in the screen header, after the current code. (An unset task is 
shown as two 'T' characters). 
Note that one can switch to the other code slot (but only if it has already got a code 
set in it) using the 'x' command from this menu. However for convenience, whenever one 
selects a task which is present in both codes. COPES will auIOmazically set the current tl!Sk 
in both of the current codes (ie. the foreground and background) to be the task the user 
selects. There is no need to select each task in each code slot, explicitly. 
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When one has finished selecting a task, the 'q' command is entered to quit the 
'select task' menu and the user is returned to the main menu. One can always go back to the 
select task menu at any time in COPES, by coming via option 2 of the main menu. 
Selecting a language (Option 3) 
The option to select a current translation language is item 3 in the main menu. One 
enters '3' at the main menu command prompt to get into the 'select language mode'. A list 
of the available languages will be displayed in the normal menu format (see figure AS.6). 
15:51 05/02/88 I Selecting current language 
LANGUAGES FOR CODE-TRANSLATION AVAILABLE 
1 ..... English (English) 
2 ....• French (Francais) 
I A:CPII0-1972:5:Eng 
Choose: Number of language, Q(uit-to-main-menu. X(switch-codes! 
Figure AS.6 - The (Irans/alion) /angUlJges menu. 
The user may change the current translation language by selecting one of the options 
from this menu, as nonna1. The currently selected translation language is shown in the 
screen header as the first three letters of the language's name. Note that English is currently 
set as the default one on entry to COPES. Therefore one does not have to explicitly use this 
option if this default language is already acceptable. (At the time of writing, only French 
was otherwise available.) 
Remember too, what precisely this translation langUlJge option applies to. It applies 
to the language that codes, tasks and design variables are tTa!lslated into, whenever they are 
expanded with their descriptions. The user inteiface language is not affected by this option. 
The user interface language is only changeable on entry to COPES (see above). Note also 
that a choice of user interface language on entry to COPES does not affect the internal 
translation language, either. They are completely separate. We accept that this arrangement 
may be seen as rather inconvenient The reasons for it are technical and historical- see 
sections 6.2.3 and 7.2/3. 
When one has finished selecting a language, the 'q' command is entered to quit the 
'select language' menu atld the user is returned to the main menu. One can always go back 
to the select language menu at any time in COPES, by coming via option 3 of the main 
menu. 
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Using the facilities to analyse tasks 
The following sections describe the usage of the facilities in COPES to analyse a 
selected task (or a single task from two codes - 'pair' of tasks). The reader is referred to 
chapter 3 which describes the basic methods behind the facilities; and pans of chapter 4 
develop the theme further still, by suggesting some of the practical ways the facilities could 
be used to gain an understanding of the tasks. The sections below describe how they are 
used in practice. 
Showing the task (Option 4) - including 'paged' display & the salle facility 
When one has a valid current set-up (the current code and current task have been set 
by the user; current language perhaps set by default), one can then use any of the various 
task analysis facilities. To simply show the task itself, one uses the 4th option in the main 
menu - the user must enter '4' to select the 'show task' facility (see section 3.3.1). 
The user will first be presented with the 'show task menu' (see figure AS.7). This 
menu lists the 3 format options in which a task can be shown. The fITst option shows the 
task in the plain POL form; the second option shows the task in the translated form; and the 
third shows the task in the mixed form. As normal, one must enter the appropriate digit 
(followed by carriage return), to choose one of the options. 
15:51 05/02/88 I Showing current task I A:CP110-1972:5:Eng 
FORMATS AVAILABLE TO SHOW THE TASK IN 
1 .•••• Show task in abbreviated. problem-oriented language format 
2 ..••. Show task in extended. pseudo-natural-language translated format 
3 •.•.. Show task in both formats. side-by-side 
Choose: Number of action required. o(uit-to-main-menu: 
Figure A5.7 - The show task menu. 
Entering '1' shows the current task of the current code in the POL form. The task is 
split up into 'screens' of 18 lines of text. The user is put into 'paged screen' mode and the; 
command options are shown at the bottom of the screen (see figure AS.S). The 'next' and 
'previous' commands allow him to see the next screen part (or 'page') of the task, and the 
previous screen respectively. The 'top' and 'bottom' commands allow one to go directly to 
the first and last parts of the task respectively. 
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15:52 05/02188 Showing current task A:CPIIO-1972:5:Eng 
Task 5 (Calculate steel areas for rectangular beams) for CPIIO-1912: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
CALCULATE STEEL AREAS - CP110-1971 - RECTANGULAR BEAMS 
This clause will calculate steel areas tor 
a rectangular beam with positive or negative 
moment or a T- or L-beam with negative moment 
SET fcu,fy.Bred,bw,h,tcQv,bcov.Asmax,A'smax and Mu 
CALCULATE MOMENT OF RESISTANCE AND BRANCH ON DESIGN CRITERIA 
IS Bred>lO 
Y xr-O.6-Bred/lOO 
N xr-O.5 
d .. h-bcov 
Hres c O.4*fcu*bw*SQR(d)*xr*(1-xr/2) 
Choose: P(revious, N(ext, T(op, B(attorn. Slave-result, O(uit-to-return: 
Figure A5.B-Paged screen mode while showing a task in the POL/orm. 
The 'save' option allows the user to save the complete task into a text file of his 
choice. He could then print that me out to get a permanent record of the result of this 
facility. On entering's' to save the task, a new COPES screen will be displayed explaining 
the save facility. One simply enters the name of the new file required, or a 'q' to.quit and 
return to the paged display of the task. If one enters a name (that is, any sequence of 
characters apart from a single 'q' or 'Q'), the file will be saved and one will again be 
returned to the paged display of the task - via a message of the form 'Press return to 
continue ... ' . 
Note that the frrst line of the POL task display consists of a reminder of the task 
number, task description and current code. This is not part of the task itself, but helps the 
user remember the purpose of the task. This is useful for a saved copy as there is no other 
guidance to these details in the tasks. The reminder is also placed as the first lines of the 
other two display formats of the show task facility. 
The user should enter 'q' to quit the POL paged display of the task when he is 
finished with it He wiu then be returned to the show task formats menu (as figure AS.7). 
Entering '2' at the show task menu shows the current task in ttanslated fonn. If 
there is a so-called 'quick ttanslation' available, a message will be shown telling the user 
that this is so. He wiu be given the option to use the quick method, or to wait whilst a 
ttanslation from scratch is performed. He must enter 'y' or 'n' as appropriate for 'yes' or 
'no'. One is advised to use the quick method (ie. enter 'y' for yes) for general use of 
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COPES. If there is no 'quick translation' available for the current task, a message will be 
shown warning the user of this. COPES will then offer him the option to translate the task 
from scratch, or to quit and not bother with itl. When the user is fmally presented with the 
translated task (using one of the possible routes), the task is displayed in the 'paged screen' 
mode - exactly as described for the display in the POL form above. 
Entering '3' at the show task menu will show the task in the mixed format of 
interlaced POL and translated forms. A translation from scratch will always need to be done 
for this option, so there are no questions like those in option 2. During the translation 
process, a series of dots are displayed, rather like those shown during the initialisation of a 
code of practice (see above). When the translation is done, the mixed format of the task is 
simply shown in the usual 'paged screen' mode, as above. 
When the user has finished showing the task, he should enter the 'q' conunand at 
the show task menu (as figure AS.7), to quit this facility and return to the main menu. 
Showing the design lIariables (Option 5) - including 'unpaged' display 
When one has a valid current set-up, one can use the Sth item from the main menu 
to show the variables used in the current task - the user must enter'S' to select the 'show 
variables' facility (see section 3.3.3). 
The user will first be presented with the 'show variables menu' (see figure AS.9) 
This menu lists the 6 (2 sets of 3 basic types) format options in which a task's variables can 
be shown. The first 3 options will show the 3 categories of variables in the foreground 
(current) task only; whereas the second 3 will show the 3 categories for both the 
foreground and background tasks, enabling a direct comparison to be made2. The three 
basic categories of variables have been fully described previously (see section 2.2.3.1). 
'Translation from scratch usually lOOk somewhat less than a minute, depending on the lBSk's length and the 
IOIaI processing load placed on the computer. Hence this was not generally a problem on the Sun computer. 
However, it was a more severe drawback on the much slower Multics implementation. (Hence why 'quick 
transIaIion' was developed.) 
2Reca11 that by 'background wk', we mean the current wk applying to the background code. Remember 
that the current task number in COPES applies to both the foreground tuJd background codes - as long as 
the background code is set and actually contains such a task. Thus the terms 'foreground 18Sk' and 
'background 18Sk' are sometimes more appropriate and more meaningful than 'the cwrent IBSk applying to 
the foreground code', etc. 
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15:53 05/02/88 Showing variables 
TYPES OF VARIABLES IN TASKS WHICH CAN BE LISTED 
1 ..... List the local variables (used only within a task) 
2 •.••• List the global input variables (supplied to task) 
3 •.••• List the global output variables (produced by task) 
A:CPIIO-1912:5:Eng 
4 .•.•• Compare the local variables used in the 2 current codes' tasks 
5 .•••. Compare the global input variables used in the 2 current codes' tasks 
6 •.••. Compare the global output variables used in the 2 current codes' tasks 
Choose: Number of action required. O(uit-to-main-menu: 
Figure AS.9 - The slww variables menu. 
Entering '2' at the show variables menu shows the input variables used by the 
current task. The variables are listed one per line, with their symbolic (POL) names 
followed by their human language descriptions in brackets. The user is put into 'unpaged 
screen' mode and the command options are shown at the bonom of the screen (see figure 
AS.! 0). The unpaged display mode is used in COPES to show results of facilities that 
always only consist of a single screen of information. Hence there are no paging commands 
like 'next' and 'previous', but only the 'save' command available. The save feature is 
exactly the same as the save in 'paged screen' mode, as described above. 
15:53 05/02188 Showing variables 
Task 5 input variables for CPIIO-1972: 
teu (the concrete strength). 
fy (the main steel strength). 
Bred (the percentage of moment redistribution). 
A:CP110-1972:5:Eng 
bw (the breadth of rectangular beam or of web or rib in tee or ell beam). 
h (the overall depth of a span). 
tcov (the cover to top reinforcement). 
bcov (the cover to bottom reinforcement). 
Asmax (the maximum allowable area of tension steel). 
A'smax (the maximum allowable area of compression steel). 
Mu (the applied moment at section). 
Choose: SlaVe-result. Q(uit-to-return-to-facility: 
Figure AS.JO- Unpaged screen mode while slwwing the inpUl variables/or a task. 
Entering '3' at the show variables menu shows the output variables in the same way 
as for the input variables just described. The user should enter 'q' to quit the unpaged 
display of the variables when he is finished with it. He will then be returned to the show 
variables menu. 
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Entering '5' shows the input variables used in the current task of the foreground 
and background codes. If the background code is not set, COPES will not allow the user to 
choose this variable comparison facility (or the other comparison options, 4 and 6). When 
the variables are listed, a first section lists the variables common to both tasks. Then two 
following sections list the variables that are only in one task or the other. Where a section is 
empty, the word 'NONK' is shown. 
The format of the two sections listing the variables in one task but not the other, is 
otherwise the same as for option 2 above. But in the section of variables that are common to 
both tasks, the variables' two symbolic (POL) names from both tasks are shown, together 
with their shared description. The first symbolic name is that used in the foreground task 
and the second is that used in the background. The lists are shown in the 'paged screen' 
mode, as described above. 
Entering '6' at the show variables menu shows the output variables compared for 
the two tasks in the same way as for the input variables just described. The user must again 
enter 'q' to quit the paged display of the variables when he is fmished with it. He will be 
returned to the show variables menu. 
Unfortunately, due to the constraint of time, the options to show the local variables 
of tasks (option numbers 1 and 4) were not implemented at the time of writing. In principle 
these are not difficult to incorporate, and they were envisaged to operate in the same basic 
way as the other options of this facility. 
When the user has finished showing the variables, he should enter the 'q' command 
at the show variables menu (as figure AS.9), to quit this facility and return to the main 
menu. 
Free-running the task (Option 6) - including the globals menu table 
When one has a valid current set-up, one can use the 6th item from the main menu 
to run the current task in the 'free-run' mode - the user must enter '6' to select the free-run 
facility (see section 3.2.1). First, he will be presented with a shon note (see figure AS.Il), 
reminding him of the purpose and action of this facility. The return key should be pressed 
to go on from this and use the facility. 
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lS:SS OS/02/88 Free-run facility A:CPI10-1972:5:Eng 
This is the FREE-RUN facility of COPES. 
It enables you to 'run' the current task according to the current code of 
practice. That is, you supply a set of input values to the task: instruct the 
system to run it using those values: and a set of output values of the task is 
the result. 
This numerical method is exactly that used when a design program uses the task 
as part of the design procedure. The difference here is that the task may be 
run in isolation from the other tasks, so that its influence on the whole 
design procedure may be studied in more detail. 
Press <RETURN> to continue .•. 
Figure AS .11- The introductory text of the free-run facility. 
The user will then be presented with the so-called 'globals menu (table)' (see figure 
AS.12), which is also used in many of the other facilities in COPES. It consists of two lists 
of design parameters, or variables. On the left hand side, the input variables of the current 
task are listed by their name symbols. Next to each is a menu option number, and a place 
holder for the current value of the variable. Where a variable has no current value (also 
known as 'not set'), the symbol '< ? >' is shown. On the right hand side, the 
output variables are shown similarly. The last 'variable' shown on the right hand side is the 
'mode' result of the task. Recall that this is not a true variable, but a pseudo-variable which 
can be thought of as a specialised output variable (see section 2.2.3.1). Next to one of the 
option nwnbers will be an asterisk. This indicates the 'current variable' and is particularly 
important in some of the facilities - but not the free-run facility. As usual in COPES, some 
command options are also displayed at the bottom of theglobals menu screen (see below). 
lS: S7 OS/02l88 Free-run facility A:CP110-1972:S:Eng 
GLOBAL INPUT VARIABLES I GLOBAL OUTPUT VARIABLES 
---------------------------------------1---------------------------------------
l .•• feu 25.00 11 .. As - < ? > 
2 ... fy 425.00 12 .. A'5 - < ? > 
*3 •.• Bred 0.00 13 .. HOOE - < ? > 
4 ••• bw 300.00 
S .•• h SOO.OO 
6 .•• tcov 25.00 
1 ••. bcov 
8 ••• Asmax 
. 9 •.. AI smax 
10 •• Mu 
2S.00 
SOOO.OO 
5000.00 
- 2.00000E·OB 
Choose: Number of variable to see description/set value. O(uit-to-main-menu. 
GCo-on-and-do-facility, Feast-data-input, Slave-table. XIswitch-codes 
(Note that you cannot change the values of the outPUt variables): 
Figure AS.12 -An example globals menu in thefree-runfacility. 
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Entering a globals menu option number means that the user has selected the 
corresponding variable to be the current variable. It also puts him in a new mode which 
shows him the description of the current variable and allows him to give it a new value. 
This is shown by re-displaying the globals menu, with the new current variable indicated 
by the asterisk. At the bottom of the screen, the standard command options are replaced by 
the selected variable's description and new command options. These request only a new 
value or 'q', which keeps the current value. Entering either a number or 'q' will return the 
user to the usual globals menu with the return of the full set of command options. 
Note that output variables may be chosen in this way, just as much as input 
variables. However, this will show their descriptions, but the user cannot change their 
values - only the system can change the values of output variables. Any new values 
entered for output variables will be ignored and treated like a 'q' command. 
Note too that the description of the 'mode' pseudo-variable is dependant upon its 
value and the current task (see section 2.2.3.1). All normal variables' descriptions are, of 
course, independent of their values, and are the same in any task. The description applying 
to the 'mode' for its current value and task are shown correctly though, when it is selected 
like an output variable in the globals menu. 
The main command options for the globals menu include the following: 
• Enter 'q' to quit the globals menu and exit the current facility, returning to the main 
menu; 
• Enter 'g' to go on and perform the current facility with the current set of global 
variables' values - see below for this action in the free-run facility; 
• Enter 'r to enable a quick method of setting all the input variables in one got; 
• Enter's' to save a copy of the current globals menu using the same save feature as 
described previously; 
• Enter 'x' to switch the code slots (as described previously), so as to display the 
globals menu table for (what was) the background task. 
So, to actually use the free-run facility, the user must first ensure all the input 
variables' have values2• He should then enter 'g' to go on and perform the free-run when 
IThis is known as the 'fast data input' feature. Each input variable is displayed in turn,togelher with their 
descriptions and one enters a value for each. Entering a 'q' for any value will quit the fast data input and 
return the user to the nonnal globals menu (after pressing return), leaving any remaining values unchanged. 
Otherwise, the fast data input quits automatically on pressing return after entering the last input variable. 
2Atleast some variables will probably be already selto certain values: COPES saves the values of aIllhe 
global variables 8lthe end of a session for the next time it is run; the variables' values are maintained 
(continued) 
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he is satisfied with those input values. A message will be displayed telling him that the task 
is running. He will then be returned to the globals menu, but with the new output values 
produced by the task's execution displayed on the right hand side. The user can go round 
this cycle of setting/changing input values; free-running; and returning to see the resulting 
outputs - any number of times. When fmally finished, the user must enter 'q' at the 
globals menu to quit the free-run facility and return to the main menu. 
Some further points to note about free-run and the g10bals menu table are as 
follows: 
• Values set at a g10bals menu table in any facility will apply to the same variable used 
in any other facility, ie. that variable's value will apply throughout the system. 
• Values set to any input variable which is present in both the background and 
foreground tasks, are given to the background task's variable as well as the 
foreground's. 
o Values set to any input variable will also apply to all other instances of COPES 
currently running in other windows on the Sun - at least, after those other COPES 
instances next 'update' their globals menus. (An update of this sort is any action 
which causes the globals menu to be re-displayed - for whatever reason.) 
o COPES saves all the current variables' values held in the system when the program 
is ended, and these are automatically reinstated whenever COPES is restarted. 
o The save command of the globals menu (the's' command) can be used after a run 
to save a permanent record of the input and output values for a particular set-up of 
interest. 
o Some examples of valid and invalid formats for entering variables' values arel : 
5; -25; 5.0; -0.5; 25.5; 25.567; SeS; Se+SS; SE-S; S.123ES6 - are all valid . 
. 5; -.25; 5 e 5; SE -5; - are all invalid. 
Step-running the task (Option 7) 
When one has a valid current set-up, one can use the 7th item from the main menu 
to run the current task in the 'step-run' mode - the user must enter '7' to select the step-
run facility (see section 3.2.2). First, he will be presented with a short note (see figure 
AS.13), reminding him of the purpose and action of this facility. The return key should be 
pressed to go on from this and use the facility. 
during any COPES run in between changes of facility and the current !aSk; and with more than one COPES 
numing on the SWI, values are exchanged between the programs lO maintain Iheir consiSlellcy. Therefore the 
user must take care lO ensure that the set of values in the globals menu is that actually required for his 
~ular use of the current facility. (See notes below.) 
The numerical meanings of these figures should be quite clear. Note that COPES can interpret the 
conventional exponent and mantissa 'scientific nOlation', and negative numbers are also handled correctly. 
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15:58 05/02lB8 Step-run facility A:CPll0-1972:5:Eng 
This is the STEP-RUN facility of COPES. 
It enables you to 'run' the current task according to the current code of 
practice. That is. you supply a set of input values to the task; instruct the 
system to run it using those values; and a set of output values of the task is 
the result. 
The numerical value-based method used for the run Is exactly that used in the 
free-run facility. However. the difference here is that this facility allows you 
to see the step-by-step execution of the task at the lowest possible level. You 
can therefore trace the exact design method used within an individual task. 
After instructing the system to run the task, please press the <RETURN> key to 
execute each step of the execution. Each step is displayed in the abbreviated 
format, followed by the result of the step. 
Press <RETURN> to continue ... 
Figure A5.J3 - The introductory text oJ the step-runJacility. 
The user will then be presented with the 'globals menu', as described above (see 
figure A5.12). It will probably already show certain variables' values that were given 
previously - perhaps in other facilities. To use the step-run facility, the user must first set 
the input variables' values as required. He should then enter' g' to go on and perfonn the 
step-run when he is satisfied with those input values. A message will then be displayed 
indicating the stan of the task's execution, and soon after, the 'result' of the execution of 
the fIrSt line of the task. 
Step-run executes the task line by line, pausing for the user to enter a carriage retwn 
after each line. Each line of the task is shown by the facility as the POL statement form of 
the line; followed by the result of the execution of that line - the 'line result'; and then 
finally a blank line (for separation from the next line). (See the middle contents of the 
screen shown in figure A5.14. But note the figure actually shows the step-run review-
see below.) 
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15:59 05/02/88 I Step-run facility 
Step-run of task 5 for CPIIQ-1912: 
Start of step run of current task. 
IS Bred>lO 
»»» No. 
N xr-C.S 
»»» Calculation result: 0.50 
d-h-bcov 
»»» Calculation result: 475.00 
Hres-O.4*fcu*bw*SQR(d)*xr*(1-xr/21 
»»» Calculation result: 2.S3828E+08 
IS Hu>Mres 
»»» No, 
Appendix 5 
I A:CPIIO-19?2:5:Eng 
Choose: P(reviou5. N(ext, T(cp, S(ottorn, Slave-result, Q(uit-to-return: 
Figure A5.14 -The first screen of a step-run review. 
The 'line result' is simply the main effect of the execution of a POL line. The type 
of 'line result' shown depends on the type of line executed. Calculation statements have real 
numbers as their results (the value calculated), as do LOOK and GET statements (the value 
retwned from the table). IS statements have boolean 1 results (the value of the test 
condition). GOTO statements have 'jump' results (the POL paragraph to be jumped to). 
The return key should be pressed after each line and result pair is displayed, in 
order to obtain the next pair. This interactive cycle is used to observe the run's 'path' 
through the task. When the end of the task is reached, a message saying that this is so will 
be displayed. Then a fmal caniage return will finish the current step-run. The user will then 
be given an opponunity to review the complete step-run just performed. 
The review is done by displaying all the line/result pairs in one go, in the same 
sequence that they were displayed interactively. Since there are often more line/result pairs 
than will fit on one screen, the display is shown in 'paged screen' mode (see above). This 
allows the user to scroll around the line/result pairs and view the complete step-run record. 
He can also save a copy of the step-run from this mode using the 'save' command. Quitting 
this mode will return him to the globals menu, with the output values produced by the 
task's run displayed on the right hand side (the net effect on the globals menu being exactly 
as if a free-run had just been performed). 
lTIla1 is, 'yes' and '00', or 'true' and 'false' values only. 
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The user can go round this cycle of setting/changing input values; step-running 
interactively; reviewing the step-run; and returning to see the resulting outputs - any 
number of times. When finally finished, the user must enter 'q' at the globals menu to quit 
the step-run facility and return to the main menu. 
Comparative free-running the task (Option 10) - including tlu comparative 
global inputs menu 
When one has a valid current set-up, one can use the 10th item from the main menu 
to run the cUITent task in the 'comparative free-run' mode - the user must enter '10' to 
select the comparative free-run facility (see section 3.4.1.2)1. FIlSt, he will be presented 
with a short note (see figure AS.IS), reminding him of the purpose and action of this 
facility. The return key should be pressed to go on from this and use the facility. 
16:00 05/02/88 Comparative free-run I A:CPII0-1972:5:Eng 
This is the COMPARATIVE FREE-RUN facility of COPES. 
It enables you to 'free-run' the current task according to the TWO current 
codes of practice, in a slde-by-side fashion. 
The numerical value-based method used for the simultaneous run·of the tvo tasks 
is exactly that used in the free-run facility. However, the presentation of 
input and output variables is separated into two screen pages and only the 
input variables are shown before a run. 
Press <RETURN> to continue ... 
Figure A5 .15 - The introductory text of the comparative free-run facility. 
The user will then be presented with the 'comparative global inputs menu' (see 
figure AS.16). This is a variation of the single task 'globals menu' described above. It 
shows the input variables only, of both the foreground and background tasks. On the left 
hand side are listed the input variables of the foreground task; on the right are listed the 
input variables of the background task. Since all the variables shown are inputs, both sides' 
values may be set by the user (in contrast to Ihe ordinary globals menu). Also, the variables 
representing the same engineering parameter used in both tasks are shown on the same 
horizontal line of the table. That is, if both tasks have an input variable representing the 
concrete strength for example, then both of these variables will be on the same level of the 
table. If one sets either one of these variables in one task (one side), the value will also be 
given to the other task's equivalent variable, automatically. 
INOIe that in order 10 be successfully selecled (and in any case, meaningful), ihis facility requires a code 10 
have been chosen for both the foreground and background slOlS. 
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16:01 05/02188 1 Comparative free-run 1 A:CPII0-1972:5:Eng 
INPUT VARIABLES for CPIIO-1912 I INPUT VARIABLES for ACI31B-1911 
---------------------------------------1---------------------------------------l. .. fcu 25.00 I ll..flc 25.00 
2 ... fy 425.00 1 12 •. fy 425.00 
*3 .•• Bred 0.00 
4 ••• bw 300.00 
5 •.. h 500.00 
6, •• tcov 25.00 
'7 ••• bcov 25.00 
S ••• Mu 
-
2.00000E+08 
9 ••• Asrnax 5000.00 
10 •• A'smax 5000.00 
13 .. Bred 0.00 
14 •• b ... 
15 .• h 
16 .. tcav 
I 11 •• bcov 
I 18 •• Mu 
I 19 •• rhomax 
300.00 
500.00 
25.00 
25.00 
- 2.00000E+08 
- < ? > 
Choose: Number of variable to see description/set value, O(uit-to-main-menu, 
G(o-on-and-do-facl1ity, F(8st-data-input. Stave-table, X(switch-codes 
(Note that you cannot change the values of the output variables): 
Figure A5.16 - The comparative global inpuTs menu. 
The comparative global inputs menu is used in an analogous fashion to the ordinary 
globals menu. That is, the user selects variables by their option numbers, in order to see 
their descriptions and/or change their values. The menu uses the same store of values for 
variables as the rest of the system, so that some values may have already been given in 
other facilities, or otherwise. 
As pan of the exactly same set of commands as the globals menu, the fast data input 
method is available here too. It bases its list of variables on the left hand side (foreground 
task's) variables only, though. Hence one must set any variables that are in the background 
taSk but not in the foreground, separately. The switching command is also available, so that 
the user can switch the codes to be in the configuration required and hence that the menu is 
arranged appropriately. That is, the user can choose which code is on which side of the 
menu. All the other commands work as before (see above). 
To use the comparative free-run facility, the user must first set all the input 
variables' values as required. He should then enter 'g' to go on and perform the 
comparative free-run when he is satisfied with those input of values. A message will then 
be displayed telling him that both taSks are running. 
When the runs are completed, the user will be presented with the results. These are 
shown in the fonn of a 'paged screen' (see above). There are always 2 screens. On the first 
is presented a copy of the inputs menu that was used to set the initial input values. On the 
second, the output variables of the 2 taSks and their associated values are shown in the 
same format as the inputs menu. Note that both these 'menus' are only 'images' here-
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one cannot alter the values in them at this stage, and one cannot access the variables 
descriptions from them. Although they are shown as menus, they have no functionality!. 
The only commands available are those for the standard paged display mode. 
Quitting the paged display of the results will return the user to the functional 
comparative global inputs menu. He can go round the cycle of setting/changing input 
values; comparative free-running; observing the results; and returning to the change input 
values - any number of times. When fmally finished, the user must enter 'q' at the 
comparative global inputs menu to quit the comparative free-run facility and return to the 
main menu. 
Checking dependency (Option 8) 
When one has a valid current set-up, one can use the gth item from the rrtain menu 
to check the interdependences of the variables used in the current task - the user must 
enter 'g' to select the 'dependency' facility (see section 3.3.4). First, he will be presented 
with a shon note (see figure A5.17), reminding him of the purpose and action of this 
facility. The return key should be pressed to go on from this and use the facility. 
16:10 05/02/88 Dependency check facility A:CP110-1972:5:Eng 
This Is the DEPENDENCY facility of COPES. 
It enables you to check the inter-variable dependencies 1n the current task 
according to the current code of practice. 
You start by running the task from within this facility. which results in a 
list of starting points from where a dependency trace can commence. Selecting 
one of these results in a step-by-step backwards trace along the path through 
the task taken during the run. Each step is one line of the task. For each 
step, the line is shown in POL and translated forms and a list ot the variables 
used in the line is shown as options to determine the next step. The next step 
shown is determined by whether it contains the 'source' of the variable you 
select trom the current step. Thus you are tracing where the variables obtain 
their values trom. 
The end ot a dependency trace is treated as when a variable's value is 
determined at the start of a task. ie. it is an input variable. Note that tor 
a thorough check of the task, ALL initial starting points must be used. 
Press <RETURN> to continue ... 
Figure AS.17 - The introductory text of the dependency facility. 
The user will then be presented with the 'globals menu', as described above (see 
figure A5.l2). It will probably already show certain variables' values that were given 
!This was done purely as a time-saving feature during the program's developmenL BUI it does have the 
advantage of maintaining a certain consistency in the user interface - a desirable propeny in itself. 
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previously - perhaps in other facilities. To use the dependency facility, the user must first 
set the input variables' values as required. He should then enter 'g' to go on and perform 
the facility when he is satisfied with those values. First, an internal free-run is required for 
the dependency to be checked, and this is automatically invoked nextt. A message will be 
displayed telling the user that the task is running at this point. 
When the run is finished, a new menu will be displayed which shows the various 
'conditions' or 'states' that were passed through during the run as options (see figure 
AS.IS). The conditions originate from the IS statements executed in the task's recent run. 
Also there is a final option always appended, that is the 'exit' point of the task. 
This menu may provide valuable information in itself. However, its main purpose is 
to list the possible 'starting points' in the task's run, from which a dependency check may 
be commenced. The user must choose one of the starting points (a condition or the exit 
point) by entering its appropriate option number. Alternatively he may choose to quit from 
this menu to return to the globaJs menu. In the laner case, the globaJs menu will be in a state 
exactly as if an ordinary free-run had just been performed. 
16:10 05/02188 Dependency check facility I A:CPll0-1912:5:Eng 
CONDITIONS PASSED THROUGH DURING LAST RUN AND EXIT POINT 
l •.. Bred (the percentage of moment redistribution) was <c 10 
2 ... Mu (the applied moment at section) was <- Hres (the mOment of resistance 
of section) 
3 ... % (the lever arm for section) was <- zmax (the maximum allowable lever 
arm) 
4 ... As (the area of tensile steel) was < Asmax (the maximum allowable area of 
tension steel) 
5 ... Exit point of task 
Choose: Number of starting point, O(uit-to-return-to-globals-table: 
Figure A5.I8-The starting points menu/or a dependency trace. 
If the user had selected a starting point, he would start a particular dependency 
check (also referred to as a dependency 'trace'). A new screen will be displayed which 
shows the following information (see also figure AS.19): 
• The POL line that the starting point refers to; 
• The translation of that line; 
• The 'result' of the execution of the line (as in a step-run - see above); 
I The facility requites this run through the task 10 enable the dependency 10 be traced backwards along the 
pa1h taken during the run. 
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• (possibly: a note indicating if the line was executed as the Y or N part of an IS 
statement, and the condition of that IS statement at its execution); 
• A new small menu with the variables used in the current line as the menu's options 
- the 'continuation points' menu. (The variables' descriptions and current values at 
the time of execution are also shown in this.); 
• Finally, a set of command options are also shown. 
16: 11 05/02188 Dependency check facility A:CP110-1972:5:Eng 
Y EXIT in mode 1 vith As and A's 
then stop task operation here; mode 1 - section is singly reinforced and area 
of tensile steel does not exceed limit. 
The above line was executed under the condition: 
As (the area of tensile steel) was < Asmax (the maximum allowable area of 
tension steel) 
VARIABLES USED AS SOURCES IN THE LINE SHOWN ABOVE 
1 •.• As (the area of tensile steel) s 1389.08 
2 ... A's (the area of compression steel) - 0.00 
Choose: Number of variable. P(revious-level, O(uit-to-starting-points: 
Figure A5.19-Thejirst level of a dependency trace (after choosing option 5 injigure A5.J8). 
The continuation points menu presents the available next steps of the dependency 
ttace. So, to go down to the next level of the ttace, the user must select a variable from this 
menu by entering its option number. COPES will then search back up the run's path 
through the task, to determine exactly where that variable's value was last calculated or set 
When found, a new screen will be shown showing the POL line that determines the 
variable's value, together with other associated information, in the same way that was done 
for the ftrst starting point line (as summarised above). The user then might pick another 
variable from this level's Oine's) continuation menu - and so on. 
Each new screen is a 'level' of the dependency trace. The user can return to the 
previous level using the 'p' command. He can also retum directly to the starting points 
menu (which is also defined as the 'top' of the dependency ttace), using the 'q' command 
at any lower level. Using the 'p' command from the first dependency level (the one first 
shown after a selection is made from the starting points menu), simply returns the user to 
the starting points menu. (Hence, this is then equivalent to the 'q' command at this level.) 
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When an input variable is selected from a continuation points menu, its value may 
have been detennined most recently in the SET statement of the task). So in this case, a 
special message is shown indicating that this is the end of this particular branch of the 
dependency 'tree'. The user must then press the return key to go to the previous level. 
When the user is finished ttacing dependencies in the current run of the task, he 
may return to the. globals menu by quitting from the starting points menu. The user can go 
round the cycle of setting/changing input values; free-running; choosing conditions as 
starting points; going down dependency traces; returning to the conditions menu; and 
returning to the globals menu - any number of times. When fmally finished, the user must 
enter 'q' at the globals menu to quit the dependency facility and return to the main menu. 
Checking sensitivity (Option 9) 
When one has a valid current set-up, one can use the 9th item from the main menu 
to check the sensitivities of one or more of the current task's design variables, to changes in 
its other design variables - the user must enter '9' to select the 'sensitivity' facility (see 
section 3.2.3). First, he will be presented with a short note (see figure AS.20), reminding 
him of the purpose and action of this facility. The return key should be pressed to go on 
from this and use the facility. 
16:12 05/02/88 Sensitivity check facility I A:CPll0-1912:5:Enq 
This is the SENSITIVITY facility ot COPES. 
It enables you to check the sensitivity of variables to changes in other 
variables in the current task according to the current code of practice. 
If you check the sensitivity of an input variable. the results show the values 
of the output variables of the current task for the value of the input variable 
increased by 1\. 
If you check the sensitivity of an output variable, the results show the values 
of that output variable for individual and isolated l' increases in each input 
variable of the current task. 
Press <RETURN> to continue ... 
Figure A5 .20 - The inrroducrory rexr of rhe sensirivity facility. 
The user will then be presented with the 'globals menu', as described above (see 
figure A5.l2). It will probably already show certain variables' values that wc:re given 
) Note that in the current set of tasks used by COPES, not all input variables remain at their iniliaIly set 
values during the execution of a task - although it is good practice for the task author 10 ensure they do. 
COPES takes this inlO account and will correctly identify where the most recent change in such variables' 
values occurred, if it was not the SET statement. Hence inputs are treated jUSllilce any 0Iher variables. 
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previously - perhaps in other facilities. To use the sensitivity facility, the user must first 
set the input variables' values as required. Then, before entering 'g' to 'go on' as usual, the 
user must first choose one of the variables to be the one whose sensitivity is to be analysed. 
This variable is in fact, the 'current variable', ie. the variable that has most recently 
been selected from the g10bals menu. As described previously, the current variable has an 
asterisk marker next to its option number. The user can make any variable the current one 
just by entering its option number at the g10bals menu - and then altering or retaining its 
current value in the see description/set value mode, and returning back to the normal g10bals 
menu. The user must enter the 'g' command to perform the sensitivity check when the 
current variable and other values are all acceptable. Then, the precise action of the 
sensitivity facility depends on whether the current variable was an input or output variable. 
If the selected (current) variable was an input variable: on entering 'g' from the 
globals menu, a message is displayed telling the user that the sensitivity is being found. 
Soon afterwards, the sensitivity check's result is displayed as a table. Above the table, the 
current variable is confirmed, together with its description. Then its plain, original value is 
shown alongside its 'changed' value. This is the original value increased by a fixed 
difference of 1%. Then, the table itself shows the task's output values in their plain forms 
(those obtained using the original value of the selected input and the other inputs) and in 
their changed forms (those obtained using the changed value of the selected input, with all 
the others remaining the same). Hence for an input variable, sensitivity shows the effect of 
a single 1% increase in the current input's value on the task's output values. Hence one 
sees by how much a particular input value affects all the outpurs. (See figure AS.21) 
16:13 05/02/BB 1 Sensitivity check facility 1 A:CP110-1972:5:Eng 
Sensitivity check for this input variabl~ in task 5 of CPIIO-1972: 
feu (the concrete strength) 
Plain value '" 25.00 New value ., 25.25 
OUTPUTS 1 PLAIN VALUES 1 NEW VALUES 1 DIFFERENCES I' DIFFERENCES 
--------------1-----------------1---------------1---------------1--------------
As 13B9.0B 1 13B5.23 1 -3.B5 1 -0.28 
A's 0.00 1 0.00 1 0.00 1 0.00 
MODE 1.00 1 1.00 1 0.00 1 0.00 
Choose: S(ave-result. O(uit-to-return-to-facility: 
Figure A521 -Sensitivity check/or an input variable. 
If the selected variable was an output variable: on entering 'g' from the g10bals 
menu, as above, a message is displayed telling the user that the sensitivity is being found. 
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Also as before, the sensitivity check's result is then displayed in a table. Again the selected 
variable is confinned. together with its description. Then its plain, original value is shown 
only. The table itself shows the task's input values in their plain forms (those obtained 
directly from the current globals menu) and in their changed forms (each of the original 
values increased by a fixed 1 %). These are followed by the values of the selected output 
variable produced by running the task with the increased input values, one by one, ie. only 
one input value is ever increased at a time - the others remain at their globals menu values. 
Hence, for an output variable, sensitivity shows the effect of a 1 % increase in all the inputs' 
values (one by one, in isolation) on the chosen output One therefore sees by how much a 
particular output value is affecred by a change in any of the inputs. (See figure AS.22) 
16:14 05/02/BB 1 Sensitivity check facility 1 A:CP110-1972:5:Eng 
Sensitivity check for this output variable in task 5 of CPI10-1972: 
As (the area of tensile steel) 
Plain value - 1389.08 
INPUTS 1 PLAIN VALUES 1 NEW VALUES NEW OUTPUT 1 DIFFERENCES 1\ DIFFERENCE 
----------1-------------1------------- -------------1-------------1------------
feu 1 25.00 25.25 13B5.23 -3.B5 1 -0.2B 
fy 1 425.00 429.25 1375.33 -13.75 1 -0.99 
Bred 1 0.00 1 0.00 13B9.0B 0.00 1 0.00 
bw 1 300.00 303.00 13B5.23 -3.B5 -0.2B 
h 1 500.00 505.00 1366.69 -22.39 -1. 61 
tcov 1 25.00 25.25 13B9.0B 1 0.00 0.00 
bcov 1 25.00 25.25 1390.23 1.14 O.OB 
Asmax 1 5000.00 5050.00 13B9.0B 0.00 0.00 
A'smax 5000.00 5050.00 13B9.0B 0.00 0.00 
Mu 2.00000E+OB 1 2.02000E+OB 1406.95 17.B7 1 1.29 
Choose: Slave-result, Q(uit-to-return-to-facility: 
Figure A5 22 - Sensitivity check for an output variable. 
Both of the sensitivity tables are shown in the 'unpaged' display mode (see above), 
since there is always only one page of information to be shown. The 'save' command of 
this may be used to save a copy of the sensitivity tables when required. Otherwise, the user 
may just quit a table to return to the globals menu. (This will be in a state exactly as if a 
free-run had just been performed.) 
The user can go round the cycle of setting/changing input values; selecting the 
variable of interest (or continuing with the currently selected one); checking sensitivity; 
looking at the results; and returning to the globals menu - any number of times. When 
finally finished. the user must use 'q' at the globals menu to quit the sensitivity facility and 
return to the main menu. 
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